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Biographical Representations of Euripides. 
Some Examples of their Development from Classical Antiquity to Byzantium 
Ranja Knobl 2008 
Abstract 
This thesis analyses the most significant biographical representations o f Euripides in 
antiquity, covering depictions of Euripides in Greek comedy, an imaginary dialogue o f 
late Hellenistic origin, selected Hellenistic epigrams, a late imperial novel in letters, a 
passage in Gellius' Altic Nights, the anonymous Genos Euripidoii, and the Siicia lexicon. 
In chapter 1, I explore the representation o f Euripides in Greek comedy, both in the 
extant plays o f Aristophanes and in selected fragments from Old and Middle Comedy. I 
argue that the fourth century BC witnessed a major transformation in the representation 
of Euripides, as discussions about the work become detached from discussions about the 
author. This claim is supported by my fmdings in chapters 2 and 3, which discuss Helle-
nistic accounts o f the life o f Euripides in a group of Hellenistic epigrams and in Satyrus' 
Bios Eiiripicioii: representations o f Euripides now mirror the processes o f canonisation. In 
chapter 4, I contend that the nan-ative function and coherence o f the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters have not received the scholarly attention they deserve. I am proposing a new way 
of looking at these letters in the literary and philosophical context o f the Second 
Sophistic, hi chapter 5, I identify the depiction o f Euripides in Gellius' Attic Nights, the 
anonymous Genos Euripidoii, and the Siida lexicon, and propose a new appreciation o f 
these later attestations o f a biographical interest in Euripides. In the conclusion 1 give a 
synopsis o f my results and an outlook on the questions raised by my thesis. 1 argue that a 
re-assessment o f the much neglected ancient sources concerning the life o f Euripides 
contributes to a better understanding o f the ancient mechanisms of reception and 
canonization o f Euripides and his work. 
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V I 
Introduction 
This thesis deals with biographical representations of Euripides from the 
classical period to the Roman Empire and beyond. Investigating how the poet 
and his work were seen by different writers and communities, it aims to shed 
light on the ancient reception of Euripides, but also to show - and this is new -
how biographical representations of Euripides change in the course of time and 
how they reflect different stages in the reception and canonization of Euripides. 
A biographical focus on Euripides offers the unique opportunity to 
trace the evolution o f the biographical representations of a Greek poet, not only 
because we have more biographical material about his life than about any other 
Greek poet - with the possible exception of Homer - but also because 
biographical representations o f Euripides can be dated to different centuries, 
which enables the chronological approach I adopt in this thesis. In the course of 
my discussion, I explore the nature of eight different forms of ancient 
representations o f Euripides in their cultural and historical context, suggest 
ways o f thinking about their possible functions, and discuss their significance 
as evidence for the reception of Euripides, and for the evolution of his 
biography in antiquity. 
1 proceed chronologically, and my analysis of these eight instances 
of ancient biographical representations o f Euripides is organised in five 
chapters. Chapter I covers two different forms of biographical representations 
in the f i f t h and fourth century BC, the depiction o f Euripides in three extant 
plays by Aristophanes {Acharnians, Thesmophoriazoiisae, and Frogs) and in 
selected fragments from lost comedies by Aristophanes and others. Chapter 2 
analyses the depiction o f Euripides in Hellenistic poetry, while chapter 3 
discusses the portrayal o f the tragedian in Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidou. A 
discussion of the pseudo-Euripidean letters in chapter 4 is followed by the 
examination of three biographical narratives of Euripides from a third-person 
perspective in chapter 5, a passage in Gellius' Attic Nights, three different 
narratives called the Genos Eiiripidou and the Siida entry on Euripides. 
Methodological starting-points 
Classical scholars have recently begun to appreciate biographical 
representations of ancient poets for what they can tell us about the societies 
that produced them.' A starting point for this new development was offered by 
Mary Lefkowitz, who exposed the fictionality of ancient biographical 
narratives about Greek poets.' Lefkowitz ' conclusion was that the ancient 
literary accounts of the lives of Greek poets were disappointing and, because of 
their fictionality, o f little historical value - a conclusion which, I believe, is too 
reductive. 
In more recent years, Lefkowitz ' view has been modified, as the 
emphasis on the study o f literature as an aspect o f society as well as an 
increased interest in the readers and receptions of literary texts make the 
biographical representations o f ancient poets seem more valuable and central to 
the study of ancient literature than Lefkowitz had argued. We now assume that 
ancient anecdotes and biographical representations of canonized authors can 
tell us a lot about historical audiences and the history o f the reception and 
' Graziosi (2002) was ihe fust to examine ilic early rcccpiion of Homer under this new agenda 
ofappreciating tiic ancient biographical material about poets. 
- Lcfl<owitz(l98l). 
canonization of specific poets in antiquity.^ This appreciation of the ancient 
biographical material about poets parallels some important developments in the 
study of Greek biographical writing more generally. Christopher Felling, for 
example, has convincingly shown how a critical approach to what at first sight 
seem to be questionable sources can in fact broaden our understanding o f 
ancient authors and audiences."* 
Felling and others showed that the narrative strategies involved in 
ancient biographical writings are sophisticated and ful l of allusions to other 
genres and traditions. This observation suggests that the biographical naiTatives 
about Euripides too may have capitalised to a large extent on other forms of 
literature. In fact, the biographical tradition concerning Euripides benefited 
from the quotability and popularity of lines from Euripidean tragedy - and also 
from the quotability and popularity of Aristophanic comedy and anecdotal 
narratives that were created in the course of the biographical tradition o f 
Euripides.^ 
Since much of the biographical material about Euripides was 
narrated in literary forms which have, in past decades, been regarded as less 
respectable and worthwhile than canonical Greek literature, the current re-
evaluation of biographical depictions of ancient poets is just an example o f 
wider shifts in the study o f ancient literature. A new historical interest in the 
anecdote and the sub-literary, as well as the wish to find out more about 
ancient reading habits and modes of reception all contribute to the appreciation 
of the previously neglected material of biographical narratives about Greek 
poets. The impact o f reception studies, and hence also of ancient reception 
^ As Kavvaiko Ro.sclli (2005: 3) observed; 'Biographic anecdotes may not be good history, but 
ihcir fictional value speaks to contemporary cuhural beliefs.' 
^ Sec Pelling(l979), Pelling (1980) and Pelling (1990a). 
^ On the iradnbility of biographical narratives, see Mdllcr (2004: 27). 
studies, clearly changed modem studies of literary criticism and the history of 
Greek literature: Andrew Ford's study The origins of Literary Criticism, for 
instance, is, as its sub-title Literary Culture and Poetic Theoiy in Classical 
Greece already suggests, an attempt to combine cultural studies with an 
analysis o f the evolution o f poetic theory in classical Athens.^' 
A further general consideration helps to explain my interest in 
ancient portrayals o f Euripides. The survival of Euripides' tragedies is no 
longer seen as the unavoidable consequence of their superior aesthetic quality.^ 
It crucially depends on decisions made - generation after generation - by those 
who contributed to their preservation. We therefore need to ask: what did 
people, across the centuries, make of Euripides' plays? And what did Euripides 
mean to them? M y thesis aims to answer the latter question and, in so doing, 
contributes, 1 hope, to the overall understanding of the reception, canonization, 
and success o f Euripidean poetry. 
In my study of the biographical representations of Euripides in 
antiquity, I take as a further starting point what Pierre Bourdieu called the 
illusion biographique. This 'biographical illusion' is characterised by what he 
calls 'the not insignificant presupposition that life is a history [ . . . ] a cursus, a 
passage, a voyage, a directed journey [.. .] ' .** In brief, the general assumption 
underlying Bourdieu's approach is that we adhere to an illusion i f we perceive 
lives (our own or those of others) as coherent narratives with a linear structure. 
Both the result and the cause o f such a perception of human lives is, according 
to Bourdieu, an illusion which is 'always at least partially motivated by the 
Sec l-ord (2002). 
' While Holsclier (1987: 237) still assumed that the superior quality of the work of the three 
tragedians was the main cause for their canonization in Hellenistic limes. Most (1990: 54-8) 
reminds us that the process of selection of authors and their works ai Alexandria was by no 
means a 'natural' one. 
' Bourdieu (2002: 297). 
concern to give meaning, to rationalize, to show the inherent logic'.^ My 
contention is that similarly motivated intentions to create meaning are already 
at work in ancient biographical writings. The wish to rationalize these writings, 
on the other hand, strikes me as a modem phenomenon: as the disappointment 
of Mary Lefkowitz and others shows, the logic o f ancient biographical 
representations of Euripides may not always be identical with our expectations 
of biography.'" 
How, then, do we perceive authors, and how did readers and writers 
in antiquity perceive and depict them? 'Poets are immortal through the 
immortality o f their ceuvre': this is how Kerkhecker recently summarised the 
vast field of ancient texts about poets, the legacy of their work and ancient 
claims to fame prior to Hellenistic poeti^." While this statement neatly 
describes the position towards literature as we find it in early lyric poetry, the 
statement can, I think, not be the last word on the biographical depictions of 
ancient authors. 
In order to understand the legacy of a poet like Euripides and in 
order to understand, above all, what he meant to authors and audiences 
throughout antiquity, we need to consider the representation o f the poet, and 
not just the quality and popularity o f his work. Indeed the relationship between 
author and work, as conceptualised in antiquity, poses many questions. We 
might wonder: why did ancient readers want to draw a direct connection 
between a poet and his work? Secondly, how does the survival and untiring 
popularity ( ' immortality ') o f a corpus of texts (the "(mivre") affect the 
representation o f its author? And thirdly, are we, when we draw connections 
l3ourdicu (2000: 298). 
"' Great disappointment with the ancient sources is expressed in LelT^owitz (1981: 136) and 
resonates through most of secondary literature on ancient biographical writings. 
" Kcrkhecl<er(l999: 12). 
between authors and works, heirs to an ancient way of viewing poets and 
poetry, or are we in fact projecting modem concepts o f individuality, 
originality, and the status of literature back into antiquity?'" 
It is, I think, worth keeping in mind that we, too, participate in a 
long-standing history of reception and interpretation, and that the relationship 
between the life and the work of an author - ancient or modern - is far more 
complex than some scholars seem to believe. The process of canon formation 
as it took place at Alexandria, Rome, and Byzantium is only one of many 
possibilities of selecting and categorizing authors and literatures from the past. 
The Hellenistic model merely proved historically, and possibly: politically, to 
be the most influential one. The exclusion of contemporary literature and the 
limitation o f the selected individuals who made it into the list (o'l eyicpieevxeq) 
to poets from the past was a successful format.'^ 
The seemingly trivial fact that individual authors, and not just texts 
detached from the conditions of their production and reception, constantly 
initiate and redefine the process of canon formation has been persistently 
underrated for several decades in the study o f canonization and literary 
history.''' Only recently have scholars started to take seriously the importance 
of authors and their depiction. As Detlev Schottker rightly observes, it is the 
interest in images, and images o f poets especially, which keeps literature alive 
and which eventually contributes to the process o f selection and canonization: 
For a good account of ancient conceptions of author and work, and the many questions they 
raise for modern readers, sec Graziosi (2006: 158-74). 
On the exclusion of all living poets from the Alexandrian canon, see Quint. In.si. 10.1.54. On 
the canonization of a whole historical period at Alexandria, its consequences for all subsequent 
education, and the political implications of such a process, see Most (1990: 54-6). For a 
reconstiaiction of the process of selecting the kyKpiQevxeq, .see Pfeiffcr (1968: 206-8) and 
Schmidt (1987: 247-48). 
Most (1990: 56) only mentions the phenomenon in passing, while commenting on a curious 
historical /xiracJoxoir. 'Even Euripides' noncanonical alphabet plays, which survived by 
chance, are the works of a canonical author.' 
Canons are based on a memorizing principle, at whose centre we 
do not find works but authors - authors in whose lives posterity is 
just as interested as in their works. Canons are not formed by the 
superiority of litcraiy masteipieces against weaker texts but by the 
survival of images of authors of remarkable literary achievements 
in the memory of later generations. Studies on the origins and 
functions of canon formation therefore need to be separated from 
literary works and turn to the images authors and their fans create 
in order to put themselves, or their poetic idols, into dialogue with 
posterity.'^ 
This is certainly true for the study o f ancient literature. My contention is that 
the biographical representations of Euripides by other writers of various 
cultural and historical backgrounds within antiquity can give us some ideas not 
only about how these writers perceived Euripides but also about how they 
fashioned themselves as participants in an ongoing process o f literary 
inheritance. 
Sources and scope 
There is no complete and coherent biography of Euripides from antiquity that 
we can attribute to a specific author. Instead, we have several different 
narrative accounts of Euripides which depict aspects of his life as different 
writers in different centuries imagined them. And contrary to what most 
modem writers on the ancient biographical representations of Euripides 
suggest, there is no such thing as a straightfoi-ward transmission o f narrative 
patterns that were established in earlier sources and simply repeated over the 
centuries. Certain traditions of anecdotal material, allusions to, and quotations 
from, earlier narratives do of course exist, but they always introduce 
" 'Der Kanon basiert also auf einem memorialcn Prinzip, in dcssen Mittelpunkt nicht Werke, 
sondern Autorcn stehen, Tiir dcrcn Lebensweisc sich die Nachwelt gcnauso inteiessici t wic fiir 
deren Werke. Der Kanon wird nicht dadurch konstituicrt, daB sich literarisch bedeutcnde 
Wcrkc gegeniiber den wcniger bedeutcnden durchsctzcn, sondein dadurch, daB sich Bilder von 
Aiitoren mil bedeutenden literarischen Leistungen im Gcdiichtnis der Nachwelt festsetzcn. 
IJntersuchungen zu Entstehung und Funktion des Kanons mi'iBtcn sich deshalb dcutlichcr als 
bisher von den Werkcn losen und sich jcnen Bildcni zuwenden, die Autoren bzw. ihre 
Anhangcr in die Welt sctzen, um sich bzw. ihr Vorbild in cin dauerhaftes Gesprach mit dcr 
Nachwelt zu bringen.' (Schottker 2003: 62) 
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characteristic alterations to the literary heritage and create their own depiction 
of Euripides. Even when stories are repeated verbatim, century after century, 
we still have to ask why this is so: a conservative tradition requires explanation 
just as much as any perceived innovations. For example: it is true that the 
Hellenistic biographies o f Euripides draw heavily from Old Comedy, but they 
do not simply copy the narrative strategies of Old Comedy and we still need to 
ask why they chose to take up narrative elements from Old Comedy, given that 
they are not trying to amuse audiences in the theatre o f Dionysus. 
Investigations into the motivation of later authors to step into the biographical 
tradition o f depicting Euripides are, I think, crucial i f we want to understand 
the mechanisms at work in the reception and canonization of Euripidean 
tragedy. 
The biographical representations o f Euripides in antiquity are by no 
means homogenous, nor do they follow a pattern or agenda entirely set by the 
first representations of Euripides in Old Comedy."' The texts I analyse in this 
thesis belong to different historical and cultural contexts, follow their own 
narrative logic, and often play with the biographical conventions they inherit 
from earlier accounts. Mary Lefkowitz especially expressed her 
disappointment with the ancient biographies o f Greek poe t s .Howeve r , a 
close reading o f the biographical representations in the texts studied in this 
thesis shows that there is no need to be 'disappointed' by ancient 
representations of Euripides. On the contrary, the texts under scrutiny in this 
study can not only shed light on ancient perspectives on the life o f Euripides, 
In their analysis of the fictionality of biographical accounts of ancient poets, both 
l-air\veather (1974) and Lefkowitz (1981) argued that the biographical representations of 
Euripides in antiquity were univocally informed by Aristophanes" depiction of Euripides and 
by features taken from Euripidean tragedy. 
" See n. 10 above. 
they also contribute considerably to our understanding of how 'classical' 
authors were conceived and received within antiquity. In other words, while 
the highly anecdotal material about Euripides' life from antiquity may seem to 
be material from the fringes o f literary production, it can in fact serve as a 
keyhole into the mechanisms of reception and canonization in antiquity. 
M y analysis starts with biographical representations of Euripides in 
f i f th century Athens, during his own lifetime and immediately after his death 
(chapter I ) . After a discussion of material from the fourth century BC 
(chapter I ) I move on to biographical depictions of Euripides as they were 
produced in Hellenistic Alexandria (chapters 2 and 3), to a classroom exercise 
which was probably produced in the Second Sophistic (chapter 4) and finally to 
Aulus Gellius, the Genos Ewipidoii and the Byzantine Siida lexicon (chapter 
5). In the course of the centuries covered in my study, the audiences of texts 
which narrate the life of Euripides changed to an enormous degree, and so, in 
tum, did the functions of the texts under scrutiny. I therefore dedicate a whole 
section in each chapter to the possible functions of the texts in question and 
their contribution to the biographical tradition o f Euripides. 
Here I can only give a brief outline of the historical and cultural 
changes which took place as the texts I analyse in this thesis were produced. 
In the mutual inspiration o f Euripidean tragedy and Aristophanic comedy we 
encounter a 'superimposition of conflicting fictions' (to use Muecke's term) 
18 
which resonates throughout the history of biographical representations o f 
Euripides. In Aristophanes, by way of metonymy, Euripides becomes a 
character on stage, who speaks for, and represents, Euripidean tragedy as a 
whole - a development which is reversed in the fourth and third centui7 BC, 
" See Muecke (1977: 61). Sec also Goldhill (1991: 193). 
when the texts of Euripides are separated from their author and new 
biographical narratives start to introduce new standards of literary appreciation. 
And yet, the congruity between the author and his work, which is 
presented to the audience o f the theatre in a comic fashion, is not exclusive to 
the comic stage. It is taken up by Hellenistic authors, who comment on 
previous parodies of Euripides. The close reading o f biographical 
representations of Euripides in Old and Middle Comedy in chapter 1 illustrates 
their status as fore-runners of the ancient biographical tradition, and o f some 
aesthetic principles o f Hellenistic literary criticism. References to fourth-
century historians in later biographical representations of Euripides, discussed 
in chapter 5, support my assumption that the fourth century BC was a major 
turning-point in the history of the reception of Euripides. 
Martin Revermann has recently pointed out the complexities of the 
process which transformed Euripides from skandalon to classic.'^ After 
Euripides' work had met with little acclaim and much ridicule by fellow-poets 
during his own life-time, he developed into one o f the most widely read Greek 
poet in the centuries to follow. Critical work on his tragedies had begun as 
early as the fourth centui^ BC, and by the end o f the third century BC 
Aristophanes of Byzantium had finished an edition o f the 'Complete Works' o f 
Euripides.-^ 
Rcvermann (1999/2000: 453). Rosen (2008: 28) overestimates, I think, the contribution of 
Aristophanes and the fandom of Euripides, when he asks the rhetorical question: 'I f there were 
no Aristophanes, would Euripides [...] have become the 'classic' that he eventually did?' 
Rosen also turns a blind eye on some later historical developments which favoured the 
reception and canonization of Euripidean tragedy, although the main proposition in his 
statement is of course correct, when he claims that 'without the consistent 'feedback loop' [...] 
that comic paratragcdy provided /or tragedy, the canon of tragic poets, and their individual 
status within it, might ver>' well have evolved rather differently.' (2008: 28). 
"" On the significance of such a corpus of texts as a foundation for all subsequent scholarly 
activities at Alexandria, see Carrara (2007: 253), for the historical contexr of the reception of 
Euripidean tragedy in antiquity, see Barthold (1864: 4-5) and Tiseher (2006: 224-225). 
10 
It was in the fourth centiii'y BC that major changes in the 
biographical depiction o f Euripides took place. While Euripides' life and work 
seem inseparably intertwined in the depiction of Euripides in Old Comedy, the 
picture changes in the fourth century BC, as the work and the life of Euripides 
are dissociated from each other. First reactions to this process can, as I argue in 
chapter 3, already be observed in Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidoii. After the conquests 
of Alexander the Great, fundamental questions evolved about what it might 
mean to be Greek. Geographical displacement as well as the claiming of 
foreign territories mark the Hellenistic period. These geopolitical developments 
make the connection with the classical past both important and precarious, and 
the cultural identity o f scholars, poets, and audiences o f Greek texts in 
Hellenistic times is mediated through Greek learning, culture, and - ultimately 
- institutions such as the Library, to which Euripidean tragedy perhaps owes its 
survival. 
In Hellenistic times, the untiring engagement o f the scholars and 
poets at Alexandria eventually resulted in the selection and canonization of 
texts from the Greek past we still treasure today. It is no coincidence, therefore, 
that the notion o f poetic legacy and individual fame are particularly frequent in 
the Hellenistic genre o f fictitious epitymhio on classical poets. Chapter 2 
illustrates how Euripides features in several fictitious epithymbia which form 
biographical representations of the poet in their own right.^' 
We know that most of the crucial decisions about selecting 
individual authors and specific works must have been made already in the late 
fifth and early fourth century BC, while the process of selection and 
Most (1990: 55) even attributes a symbolic function to the phenomenon: 'Mellcnistic 
literature as a whole is an epitaph on all Greek literature that preceded it: it is typical that one 
of the favorite genres of Hellenistic poetry is the tlctiona! funerary epigram for a distinguished 
earlier writer.' 
1 I 
canonization o f certain works and authors who represented Athens or, in the 
case of Euripides, Athens and Macedonia, must have started in fouith-centuiy 
oratory and historiography. This process reached its chniax in the 
systematising efforts of the Alexandrian scholars and poets o f the third century 
BC. The much-cited Pincikes by Callimachus possibly represent a key indicator 
of the mechanisms and procedures involved in such an enormous task, and 
would certainly provide us with some important clues about the approaches of 
Alexandrian scholars to previous literature. However, frustratingly little has 
survived o f this catalogue which seems to have played an important part in the 
survival o f so many works from antiquity.'^ 
The literary and scholarly activity o f the Alexandrian poets is a 
central point of reference for any study o f the principles and mechanisms of 
reception and canonization. The evidence we have from Hellenistic times for 
the life o f Euripides seems not only to have facilitated the continuous interest 
in the tragedian but also to have set the stage for all later representations of his 
life. Moreover, the geographical interests o f the Hellenistic poets and scholars, 
which reflect their political preferences and affiliations, had a major impact on 
the way in which Euripides, and especially his death, were depicted. In my 
discussion of material from Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic times in chapters 2 
to 5 I show how important geographically encoded interests are for our 
More than a mere list of works and their aulliors, the tnonumenial bibliographical 
encyclopaedia of 120 book rolls by Callimachus entailed biographical information as well as 
evaluations of the authenticity of selected works, as well as incipiis and line-counts. Wc have 
some indicative fragments of it, which arc accessible as Callimachus Irs. 429-453 Pfciffer: 
n i N A K E Z TQN EN H A I H I OAIAEIAI AIAAAM4'-ANTON KAI DN lYNEEPAM^AN EN 
BIBAIOIZ K KAI P ('Pinakes of all Those Eminent in Literature and of Their Writings, in 120 
Books') and frs. 454-456 Pfeiffer: n iNAH K A I ANATPAcDH TfiN K A T A X P O N O Y I KAI 
AH APXHS TENOMENfiN A l A A Z K A A D N ('Pinax and Register of the Dramatic Poets in 
Order from the Beginning'), which seem to stem from a table of the dramatic poets of possibly 
Peripatetic origin. Both groups of fragments are only known to us through a citation in the 
Siida lexicon. 
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understanding not only o f the mechanisms of biographical representation, but 
also o f the dynamics of selection and canonization in antiquity. 
In Hellenistic times, poetic judgements and standards are reinforced 
not for their own sake but for aims that were specifically Hellenistic and 
shaped by the interests o f the individual authors and their audiences. The 
Hellenistic age, which was marked by the end o f Athenian autonomy and the 
beginning of the monarchic rule o f the Macedonian court and the Ptolemies, 
was an age of change and transition.^"* Throughout my thesis, I suggest that 
there is a strong link between the depiction o f Euripides' death in Macedonia 
and questions of selection and canonization: As the Hellenistic representations 
of Euripides zoom in on the death of the tragedian in Macedonia, we are 
offered a glimpse on the dynamics of reception and canonization in the late 
third century BC. Satyrus' Bios Euripidoii and the Genos Euripidoii are o f 
special interest in this context, as they help us compare the focus of pre-
Hellenistic depictions o f Euripides with those of Hellenistic and Byzantine 
times. 
It is well known that the educational context, too, played a major 
role in the transmission o f Euripidean tragedy and fostered the survival o f the 
tragedies to a major degree. Plutarch's famous remark that Alexander civilized 
Asia through the spread of Greek literature is supported by scattered material 
on stone and papyrus."'' A good example o f what more elaborate school 
As the world of llic Greek poleis came to an end, Greece was to be ruled by the Macedonian 
kings from the dynasty of Antagonids, Asia was under the monarchy of the Seleueids and 
Egypt was governed by tiic Ptolemies. This enormous rc-mapping of the political and cultural 
landscape of the ancient world possible favoured the cmci gencc of biography in its own right; 
.see Sonnabcnd (2003; 222). 
See Plutarch, Monilici 328 d: aXX' A^ec,(iv5pou xrjv Ao iav e^rinepouvtoq 'Opipoq I'lv 
dvayvwopa, Kai riepooiv K a l loDaiavwv Ka\ re6pcoo'ia)v na'ibEC, xdq EupinlSoi) K a i 
Zoipoic^eouq tpaYw5laq ii5ov. ("But when Alexander was civilizing Asia, Homer was com-
monly read, and the children of the Persians, the Susianians, and the Gedrosians learnt to sing 
the tragedies of Euripides as well as those of Sophocles.') 
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exercises may have looked like can be seen in the collection of five letters 
which were written anonymously in the second century BC, which I analyse in 
chapter 4 of this thesis. The letters cast Euripides as a Cynico-Stoic 
philosopher - a presentation which perhaps gives us some information about 
their possible historical context and function. The letters are crucial to my 
study as they not only indicate an important shift in the focus of biographical 
representations of Euripides but also support Schottker's observation that 
authors are at the centre of the process of canon formation. Moreover, the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters broaden Schottker's perspective as they remind us 
that the process of canonization is a dynamic process: once established, canons 
fuel interest in authors whose biographical representations then continue to 
flourish. 
A considerable quantity of the reception of Euripidean tragedy, and, 
as a consequence, a considerable share in the interest in his person, are also 
owed to the important role Euripidean tragedy played in the classrooms of the 
third and second century BC which echoed it. The famous Strafihiirg Papyrus, 
for example, represents a 'Book o f Euripides-Songs'."^ Similarly, the Hibeh 
Papyrus could perhaps be a piece of evidence for a much discussed reception 
of Euripidean poetry which took place outside of the classroom and far from all 
rhetorical exercise and scholarly endeavours, and which was independent of 
the re-perfoniiance of the entire plays."'' Whatever the historical situation may 
have looked like, both documents attest to the vivid interest in Euripidean 
poetry for pleasure as well as education and rhetorical training. 
See Ho.se (2008a: 307). 
"'' See already Zuntz (1965: 259): 'The Italian vases, and the titles of tragedies translated by 
Roman sccienici yield more substantial but necessarily limited intbrmation; while papyri can 
show that certain plays were read but not that they were acted - and others not.' 
It should come as no surprise, therefore, that the ancient testimonies 
about Euripides' life seem equally motivated by a wish to delight, to entertain, 
and to pay tribute to the great tragedian. This wish is manifest in the earliest 
text examples 1 analyse in this thesis, which are taken from f i f t h - and fourth-
century Attic Comedy, but it is also discernible in Hellenistic poetry and prose, 
in the pseudo-Euripidean letters from the Second Sophistic, analysed in chapter 
4 o f this thesis, in Gellius' chapter on Euripides' life in the Altic Nights, 
analysed in chapter 5, and even in the largely adapted and epitomized versions 
of the biographical representation of Euripides in narratives which can best be 
described as attempts to preserve the wisdom of the pagan past in an 
encyclopaedic form, such as the Genos Euripidou and the entry on Euripides in 
the Byzantine Suda lexicon, also analysed in chapter 5. These later accounts o f 
biographical narratives about Euripides are especially intriguing as the 
different parts of the Genos Euripidou as well as the Suda entry on Euripides 
can be understood as echoes of previous biographical representations o f 
Euripides. 
My detailed examination o f the ways in which Euripides was 
portrayed in different centuries is only a microcosm reflecting scattered 
splinters of the grand historical changes I have outlined above. By looking at 
the way in which the biographical representations of Euripides change 
according to their historical and social context, we see a reflection o f the wider 
evolution o f Greek culture, and we witness how and why ancient authors chose 
to establish Euripides as a cultural icon at different points in the manifestation 
and reception of that culture. I have been selective in the sources I discuss as I 
do not take on board every instance in ancient Greek literature where 
Euripides' name appears but rather focus on what seem to me the most 
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significant stages in the development o f his biographical representation in 
antiquity. 
ci) oxex^ie, 7CEpi6i)/ei H E 5T) xEBvriKOTa; 
'Cruel! Will you ignore me when I'm dead? 
(Euripides to Dionysus, Frogs 1476) 
Euripides in Comedy 
The appearance of Euripides in Old Comedy is probably the best-known 
part in the history o f biographical representations of the tragedian. Modem 
audiences still enjoy watching performances o f Aristophanes' Frogs or his 
Thesmophoriazousae, and scholars working on the reception o f Euripides in 
antiquity w i l l always have to return to the sources of Old Comedy for an 
adequate understanding of later developments. However, this does not mean 
that all later depictions o f Euripides depend solely on his depiction in Old 
Comedy or are mere repercussions of the way in which Aristophanes chose 
to characterise the tragedian on the comic stage. I start with the 
representation of Euripides on stage, not because I believe that it detemiined 
all later depictions of the tragedian, but because it proved to be influential 
over many centuries and was an important factor in the later development o f 
Euripides' biographical portrayals. 
In this chapter, I want to suggest a reading of the Aristophanic 
Euripides as the personification of his plays. Euripides is presented in 
Aristophanes as the impersonation of his poetry, which is metonymically 
labelled 'Euripides' and acts like a character. In Achamicws the character 
called Euripides is the only representative o f ' n e w poetry' impersonated on 
stage for a short scene only, whereas in Thesinophoriazoiisae Euripides is 
joined by Agathon as another representative and spokesman of new poetry. 
In Frogs, finally, the art of poetry as a whole is at stake, as personifications 
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of both 'o ld ' and 'new' tragedy in the characters of Aeschylus and Euripides 
are brought on s t a g e . A s we shall see in this chapter, biographical 
representations o f Euripides are used by the comedians to make judgements 
about his work. 
I wish to draw attention to a function of biographical 
representations o f Euripides in Old Comedy which has only recently been 
studied in more detail,"^ namely its contribution not only to the biographical 
tradition o f Euripides but, perhaps more importantly, also to the process of 
the selection, reception, and canonization of his work. 
And vice versa. Old Comedy was so influential for the 
biographical tradition of Euripides because of its contribution to stylistic 
theory and literary criticism. The work o f the scholars and poets in 
Hellenistic Alexandria is perhaps the most important moment of transition 
in the reception and canonization of classical Greek authors. A recent study 
of the depiction and theory of the arts in Hellenistic epigrams highlights the 
close connection between the aesthetic ideals of the Hellenistic poets at 
Alexandria and the criteria of poetic judgement in the Athenian comedy of 
the f i f th and fourth century BC.'*^ It is no coincidence, 1 think, that Euripides 
features large in both Athenian comedy and Hellenistic poetry. For a better 
understanding o f the biographical representations o f Euripides and the 
canonization o f his work, it is vital to analyse his depiction in both Athenian 
While Newiger claims thai the pcrsonificalion of T E X V I I is the leading metaphor of Frogs 
(Newiger 1975: 130-2), I believe that instead two more specific personifications are 
brought on stage, namely ihe personification of Euripidean tragedy in the character called 
Euripides and the personilkation of Aeschylean tragedy in the character called Aeschylus. 
Rosen (2008) analyses the contribution of the Aristophanic Euripides, and the 
Arislophanic audience, to the canonization of Euripidean tragedy. 
See Prioux (2007). for previous accounts of Aristophanes' intluence on Hellenistic 
criticism and the predominance of Aristophanes as a result of the work of the Alexandrian 
.scholars sec Pfeiffer (1968: 242). O'Sullivan (1992), and Caincron (1995: 328-31). 
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comedy and Hellenistic literature - which is what I do in my first three 
chapters. 
Old Comedy seems to have introduced a specific repertoire o f 
poetological imagery and key-words such as XEnx6xr\q to Greek literature 
which Hellenistic writers took up and transformed for their own purposes. 
The poetological imagery and vocabulary established by Aristophanes is 
closely connected to his reaction to Euripidean tragedy and the depiction o f 
Euripides in his comedies. This suggests that the poetological vocabulary o f 
Greek stylistic theory is closely linked to, and probably even derives from, 
the ancient biographical representations of Euripides. 
My focus in this chapter is on the depiction of Euripides in Old 
and Middle Comedy, as they seem to have been an influential starting-point 
for the ancient biographical tradition on Euripides and the evolution o f 
biographical portrayals in Hellenistic times. Before analysing selected 
passages about Euripides from Greek coinedies from the fifth and fourth 
centuries BC, I explore the wider field of the comic derision o f Euripides, 
and discuss Aristophanes' particular interest in the tragedian (section 1). 
The psychological realism which is so characteristic for 
Euripidean drama seems to have been challenging and stimulating for both 
Old Comedy and the Hellenistic poets. With this in mind, and after a brief 
introduction to the dynamics of presenting the comic hero in Old Comedy 
(section 2), I discuss the portrayal of Euripides in Aristophanes' 
Thesmophoi iazoiisae (section 3), Acharnians (section 4) and Frogs (section 
5). My discussion of selected fragments from Greek comedies in section 6 
illustrates some of the changes the portrayal o f Euripides underwent in the 
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fourth century BC, as the comic depiction of his personality gives way to 
the depiction of characters who quote lines o f his plays and seem overly 
fond o f the poet. Two concluding sections argue for the importance of 
stylistic theory (section 7) and realism (section 8) in the process of 
imitating and commemorating Euripides and Euripidean drama in comedies 
of the f i f t h and fourth centiii^ BC. 
1. Euripidaristophanizein and Calling a Spade a Spade 
In Old Comedy, Euripides is represented by a set o f features which were 
regarded as the epitome of the style o f his tragedies.Aristophanes of 
course knew that jokes about Euripides would be successful, and perhaps 
more appealing to his audience than jokes about any other poet. While 
Euripides' plays were by no means the most popular tragedies in Athens, the 
popularity of Euripides as a target for ridicule not only with Aristophanes 
but also with other poets o f Old Comedy suggests that sayings and 
anecdotes about Euripides probably circulated as early as the last decade of 
the fifth century BC.^' 
The origins o f the ancient interest in Euripides and Euripidean 
tragedy are to be found in his own lifetime and in his hometown Athens. 
Aristophanes engages with Euripides and Euripidean drama more than any 
other comedian o f his time. Indeed so much so, that his fellow-comedians 
could crack jokes about Aristophanes' obsession with Euripides. 
Aristophanes' particular interest in Euripides has perhaps contributed to the 
fact that the ancient biographical evidence is richer in the case of Euripides 
For a similar process, sec llose (1995: 41-2) on Socrates" and CIcon's turning into 
abbreviations of the principles they represent. 
-'Gentili (1979: 18) [= 1977:8 = 2006:39]. 
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than in the case o f any other Greek poet, with the possible exception of 
Homer. 
When a wider fascination with Euripides and his work emerged in 
the late fifth century BC, comedians immediately started to comment on the 
phenomenon. As a result, we not only have copious texts that make fun of 
Euripides, but also a few texts which make fun of comedians who imitate 
and ridicule Euripides. In other words, we have sources which testify to the 
persiflage o f Euripidean comedy as well as texts which can best be 
described as the persiflage o f that persiflage. 
A possible reason for Euripides' popularity with the comic poets 
can be found in the provocation his plays aimed to cause aesthetically as 
well as politically, for instance through the depiction od weak mlers and 
rhetorically well-versed women in Medea, Trojan Women and other plays. 
Euripidean tragedy dared to question established social and political norms 
and to challenge established poetic conventions of the genre. It depicted its 
characters in a shockingly new way: irrationally passionate in their 
emotions, feeble in their resolutions and deceitful in speech. As a result, 
Euripides must have appeared as the perfect figure onto which to project the 
threatening effects of a distorted reality which many spectators may have 
felt in Athens during the last years o f the Peloponnesian War.^" 
In fact, the realism of Euripidean tragedy brought the effects of 
his plays close to those usually achieved by comedy."'' As Euripides came 
Tor a concise account of the historical background, see Hose (2008; 17-29). 
Benefitting from Froma Zeitlin (1981), Angus Bowie exemplified this phenomenon for 
the case of TliesDiophoriazoiisae. See Bowie (1993: 217-227) for a lucid analysis of 
Euripides' transgression onto the comic stage and into the female sphere. For surveys of the 
field of transgression between Euripides and Aristophanes see also VVinningion-ingram 
(1969). Knox (1970). Scidensticker (1982) and Taplin (1986). 
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dangerously close to Aristophanes' own art, he became more and more part 
o f it. Aristophanes seems to have taken revenge on his colleague by 
integrating whole passages of Euripidean tragedy and mocking the tragedian 
in several plays. 
Both Aristophanes and Euripides perhaps chose to offer 
ambiguous solutions in their plays. And Aristophanes explicitly sets his art 
against that o f Euripides in several o f the surviving plays. The comedian and 
the tragedian, it seems, were not only interdependent but also very close in 
their approach to the depiction of contemporary Athens and their dramatic 
techniques. As Hubbard pointed out, Aristophanic and Euripidean drama not 
only mirror each other linguistically, but they use a similar way of 
communicating their issues through 'lower mimetic', that is, by bringing 
down their heroes to a level closer to the 'reality o f the audience' than the 
one that used to be appropriate for theatre perfomiances with earlier 
dramatists.^'' Euripidean drama, not unlike Frogs, demands the alert and 
critical perception o f both art and politics from its spectators, as 
Aristophanes himself points out in his characterisation of the tragic poet.^^ 
This symbiotic relationship between Aristophanes and Euripides 
became so close that it was commented on already in antiquity. The 
scholion on Plato's Apo/og)' 19c gives us the appropriate expression for the 
phenomenon, an expression which was coined by Cratinus: Aristophanes 
imitated Euripides to such a degree that Cratinus could speak of it as 
eiiripidarislophanizein. Arethas, a pupil o f Photius and bibliophile 
l-kibbard (1991; 44). 
See also Pucci (1998: 88-89) who stresses the empowerment of the audience to create 
meaning as a special strength of Aristophanes' plays. 
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commentator on the classical authors who lived in the ninth century A D , 
writes in the scholion on Plato Apol. \9c\^^ 
ApiaTocpavrii; [ . . . ] Eic(0|.icp5eixo S'eni atctonxeiv (a,ev 
E\)pini5Tiv, ^ipe~iCT6ai 5' a.x>x6v. Kpaxlvoq-
Tiq 5E at); Koni)/6q tiq ipoito GEaxiiq-
iL)jioA.ejiT0^67oq, Yvco|ii5icoKtriq, eupiTiiSapiaxocpavi^tov. 
K a i axixoc, 5' E^oiioA-oyeiTO i K t i v a q KaxaX.aia.pavo'oaaic;-
Xpuiiai yap a u T o u tou otonatoq T U OTpoYyuXco 
Touq vouq 5' dyopalouq I 'ITTOV \\ KeTvoq nouo 
(Ar. test. 3 K . - A ) 
Aristophanes [ . . . ] was ridiculed for mocking Euripides, but 
he also imitated him. Cratinus says: 
'Who are you?' some clever theatre-goer may ask. 
'A weaver of subtle words, a chaser of little sayings, 
a Euripidaristophaniser' 
And he even admits the charge himself in his Women 
Claiming Tent-Sites, where he says: 
'I use the well-rounded language of his style but the attitudes I 
produce are less vulgar than his.' 
(translation Kovacs 1994: I 13, and Olson 2007: 429, adapted) 
One aspect in this short passage deserves our special attention: Arethas 
distinguishes between imitation and derision. Aristophanes is said not only 
to have made fun of Euripides but also to have imitated him. By imitation, 
then, we should perhaps understand an imitation in style, which is different 
from sheer caricature. 
Unlike caricature, imitation not so much describes the depiction 
of the poet in an unsuitable and ridiculous way, but rather the mimicking o f 
the style and language of his poetry. While caricature is at work in 
Aristophanes' Acharnians, in which Euripides is depicted in rags, the 
imitation o f his poetry resonates through Frogs and parts of the 
Thesmophoriazoiisae. Almost from its beginning to its ending. 
For further information about Arethas, see Tinnefcid (1977) and Wilson (1983: 120-35). 
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Thesmophoriazousae consists o f literary echoes, cross-dressing, and plays 
within the play.^^ 
As we know from the rich textual evidence, Euripides' way of 
using the Greek language must have been unusual in depicting Mow' 
characters and ' l ow ' language on the tragic stage. The socio-linguistic 
debate which evolved in the late fifth century BC was, as far as we can 
gauge from the extant material, to a considerable degree organised around 
the spatial opposition of the city and the countryside. Any refinement that 
may have expressed itself in the rhetorically well-educated language used in 
court-rooms and on the agora was counterbalanced by an exploitation of 
more rustic tones on the comic stage. 
The use of such rustic words and ways of depicting the world 
provided comic authors with several advantages. First, it facilitated the 
appeal of the play for the audience of the theatre.^ ** Secondly, it supported 
the creation of 'anti-heroes' modelled on Athenian poets, politicians and 
philosophers, and o f 'heroes' modelled on peasants and counti^men. 
Finally, it enabled literary allusions and discussions about different styles. 
Euripides, as we shall see, proved to be an especially rewarding 
target for such an enterprise as his tragedies were well-known enough to 
serve as a point o f reference for the audience."'^ He also seems to have been 
an especially rewarding target for derision as he introduced innovations, 
both musical and literary, to the Athenian stage. The refined and innovative 
" For more detailed discussions of Thesniophoriazotisae, and its relation to Euripidcan 
tragedy, see Miller (1946: 171-82), Hansen (1976: 165-85), Bobrick (1997: 177-197), 
Habash (1997:19-40), Nieddu (2004: 331 -60), and Voelkc (2004: I 17-138). 
On the audience of Old Comedy, sec Harriott (1962: 1-8), Silk (1990: 150-173) and 
Slater (1999: 351-368). 
Rosen recently summed up the soeio-historical dynamics of this phenomenon by pointing 
out that Aristophanes and his colleagues "needed to draw on what would resonate with their 
audience." (Rosen 2008: 47). 
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plots and phrases as well as the simplicity and realism of Euripidean tragedy 
could have contributed to Euripides' popularity in Old and Middle comedy. 
Recent scholarship has shown in detail what enormous creative impact 
Euripidean innovations had on Old Comedy.^" 
I now turn to the derision of realism and the opposition o f the city 
and the country-side in Old Comedy. We cannot tell who the speaker in the 
following text is, nor can we know who the addressee might be or in which 
context it was spoken. However, the line gives us the first instance of an 
expression that w i l l prove to be of central importance in the stylistic theoiy 
of Hellenistic scholars and poets and is taken from the sphere of non-urban 
life. It neatly sums up the approach to mimesis as it is put into practice in 
realistic poetry. 
Aristophanes fr.927 K.-A.: 
aypoiKoq e'l^r -criv omcpriv aKaq)riv Xkyai. 
I am a countryman and call a spade a spade. 
The fragment, listed by Kassel and Austin under the Diibia Arislophanea, is 
transmitted in Lucian's Zeus the Tragedian 32, where Hercules exclaims: 
oiL)KOt)v ctKOuaov, (b Ze{), [iexa nappria'iac;- eyco yap, coq 6 KwiiiKoq ecpii, 
aypoiKoq el|xi- Triv aKa(pr |v aKacpr|v A-eyco ( 'Wel l , hear me frankly, Zeus, 
for, as the comic poet puts it, ' I am a countryman and call a spade a 
spade.'). Later sources for the phrase xiiv OKOccpriv aicacpriv ?Leyco as a 
proverb for the simple and unpretentious use of language (as in the English 
expression 'to call a spade a spade'), seem to convey that the expression 
was common knowledge among educated people at least from Lucian 
onwards. 
See, for instance, Bier! (2002: 7-21). 
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What interests me in the context of this study is the fact that 
Euripides was, according to the material as we have it, depicted both as 
rustic and as 'too refined', and both aspects o f this portrayal o f Euripides 
seem to be at work also in Aristophanes fr.927 K.-A. Interestingly, a 
passage in Ps.-Plutarch almost seems to be an ancient commentary on the 
the fragment. It mentions Macedonia as a point of reference for the saying 
([Plut.] Reg. et Imp. Apophth. 178 b): 
tcov 6e Jiepi AaaGevriv TOV 'O^IJVGIOV 
eYica?LOt)VT(ov icai ayavaK-rov)VTcov, OTI 
7ipo56xaq atoxotx; evioi xcov nepi T6V O'I^IJITIOV 
dtJioKaA-ouai, aKa io i jq eipri (puaei K a i 
(XYpoi-KODq e'lvai MatceSovaq TT|V OKCxtpriv 
aica(pr|v ^eyovxaq. 
When some of the men surrounding Lasthenes o f 
Olynthus angrily complained that some of the 
men surrounding Philip had called them traitors, 
Philip replied that the Macedonians were 
naturally gauche and rustic people who call a 
spade a spade. 
(translation Henderson 2007: 525, adapted) 
Tzetzes reports the same anecdote in his Chiliades 8.556: 
coq npoq a m o v q avxe^e^ev 6 (iaai^eijc; aote'icoc;, 
E K Ka)|au)5iaq SE^IMC ; e'lncov 'ApiaTOq)avov)q • 
01 MttKeSovEc; d^aGeic;, OKacpriv (paai xr)v aKcxcpriv, 
xomeaxiv (oojiEp ix'^X)0\. xa Jipayiaaxa Kokovovv. 
\)|a.d<; JipoSoxaq ovxaq 8e npoSoxaq icai KOKOVQW. 
As the king witt i ly replied to them, cleverly 
quoting from a comedy by Aristophanes: 'The 
Macedonians are stupid and uneducated, they call 
a spade a spade; in other words, they call things 
what they are. You are traitors, so that's what 
they call you.'"" 
(translation Henderson 2007: 525-7, adapted) 
A satisfying reconstruction of the semantic context of Aristophanes fr . 
927 K.-A. retnains impossible for us. Perhaps it was originally used to 
'' l or the origins of the saying 'to call a spade a spade' and its tradition in Greek and Latin 
literature, see Mctzger (1937/8). 
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characterise a rustic on stage. Perhaps this was even done through the use of 
proverbial language.Unfortunately, we cannot establish whether or not 
later readers o f these passages had Euripides and his alleged exile to 
Macedonia on their minds while reading them, or which other reasons may 
have contributed to the connection of the proverbial expression with 
Macedonia rather than any other non-Athenian region which may have been 
the home of many metoikoi in antiquity." 
The opposition of urban versus rustic has, of course, a long-
standing tradition in Greek literature. Most notably, the term 'rustic' 
(aypoiKoq) stands in stark contrast to education, wit and freedom - values 
which are supposed to be at home only in the polis and to be the privilege of 
the sophisticated Athenian male citizen. The character o f the un-educated 
simpleton from the countryside is perhaps one o f the earliest characters in 
Greek comedy and becomes visible for us in the earliest Greek type o f 
comedy, the Sicilian comedy of the early f i f t h century BC by Epicharmus.^'' 
Epichamius' farmer Aypoaxlvoc; is considered the prototype o f the many 
aypoiKoi to follow in New C o m e d y . T h e character of the urban and 
sophisticated individual, on the other hand, had its heyday in the late f i f t h 
and early fourth century BC. 
Mockery o f philosophers and other intellectuals seems to be a 
stock feature of the comic stage just as the mockery o f the rustic simpleton. 
^' I owe this point to Chrisloplicr Pelling. Indeed tlie saying entailed in Aristophanes 
fr. 927 K..-A. could well have been a more widely used proverbial expression than Tzcizes' 
interpretation of the passage in ps.-Plutarch may suggest. 
A comedy by Straitis, who was a contemporary of Aristophanes, was entitled MatceSove!; 
{'The Macedonians') and perhaps I'eatured Agathon at the court of King Archclaus; see the 
introduction to fr.27 K . - A . . and Stiattis test.l K . -A . (=Suda a l 178). 
For the tradition of the aYpoiicot; in Greek Comedy and its further development in 
Middle and New Comedy, sec Konstantakos (2005). 
" See Schmid (1929: 642). Kerkhof (2001: 129) and Stark (2004: 147). 
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In the depiction o f intellectuals on the comic stage of the f i f t h century BC, 
the model o f the rustic simpleton serves as an important foi l to the educated 
Athenian. We know, for instance, that Epicharmus made extensive use o f 
the derision of several o f the Sophists.'"' He was probably not the only one 
to do so: comedians o f the last thirty years of the f i f t h century BC had a 
special interest in this kind o f mockery, nourished by the arrival and 
increasing influence o f the sophistic movement in Athens. 
When Socrates is called a beggar in one o f the fragments ascribed 
to Eupolis (fr.386 K. -A. ) , he embodies the model of the poor and parasitic 
philosopher as Protagoras does in the play Kolakes, or as Pythagoreans do in 
plays by later comedians." Just like the philosophers, poets, too, belong to 
the social group o f good-for-nothings (dpyo'i) in Greek Comedy.Severa l 
passages in Old Comedy convey that poets, at least such 'useless' poets like 
dithyrambists and tragedians, and philosophers such as Socrates or 
Pythagoras, only pretend to spend their time musing (i.e. in oxoA-i'i) but are 
in fact simply lazy (i.e. d(E)pyoi).^^ 
Jokes about the notorious intellectual Euripides must have been 
common currency in the Athenian public in the 420s BC. This is apparent 
from Aristophanes' declaration in fomi of a praeleritio from the mouth o f 
one o f the characters at the beginning o f Wasps (Wasps 54-66): 
<I>epe vvv, KaxE'iKO) xo lq 0eaTa~i^ xov Xoyov, 
oX'iy' ctiG' -ujieiTicov npcoxov a-uxo~ioiv xa5i, 55 
|j.ri5ev nap' ril^tov npoaSoKccv ^ l a v \xkya, 
| i r |5 ' ai) yeX-coxa MeyapoBEV K8K^E | i . |xevov. 
See Wiist (1949-50: 362) Knius (1984: 232-3) and Stark (2004: 149). 
" See, for instance, the report of Alexis' play Tapavt lvoi in Diog. Laert. VIII 37 = 
Cratinus the younger i'v.l K . -A . o'l rixiGavopii^ovTe!; in Antiphanes, Aristophon's 
nueaYOpioTriq (Athen. IV Ifi leand Diog. Lacrt. V l l l 38 = Aristophon lis.9-12 K.-A. 
See Zimmemiann (1998: 262-5) and Stark (2004: 150-1). 
Compare Euripides' first words from inside his house in Thesin. 407, where he claims 
that he has no axoXr]. 
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fm~iv y a p ovK eax' OVXE Kotpt)' E K (pop^iSot; 
5ov)^(o 5iappin-cox)VTE xoiq Becomevoiq, 
ouG' Hpaic^Tic; T O 5el.Jivov e^a7ratco|j.evoc;, 60 
01)5' a\)0it; a.vaaeXyaiv6\iEvoq E\)pin'ibr\c, • 
OTJS ' e l KA.ecov y ' e^aiivj/e xfiq xTj^riq xapiv, 
auGiq xov a-uxov dvbpa nt)TTC0Te-6ao|iev, 
aXX' e o T i v r\\xiv 'koyibiov yvtoiiriv e^ov, 
•Oficov [xev a-UTCov ox)Xi Se^icoxepov, 65 
K:co|xcp5iaq 5£ (popxiKriq aoqxoxepov. 
Come on now, let me explain the plot to the audience. 
But first by way of introduction I ' l l say these few words to them. 55 
They shouldn't expect anything too grand from us, 
nor, on the other hand, some laughter stolen from Megara. 
We haven't got a pair of slaves scattering nuts 
from little baskets among the spectators, 
nor a Heracles being cheated o f his dinner, 60 
nor yet an Euripides being wantonly abused once more; 
nor again, i f Cleon had the pure luck to make himself shine, 
shall we be making mincemeat out o f the same man a second time. 
No, we've got a simple story with a point, 
no brainier than you are yourselves, 65 
but cleverer than vulgar comedy. 
(translation Sommerstein 1983: 1 1, slightly adapted) 
To announce that he has something new to say, Aristophanes asks his 
audience to expect the unexpected and new this time, that is: nol to expect 
Euripides, 'once again taking outrageous abuse' (o-u5' atiOiq 
avaaeX.yaiv6[aevoq EiopiniSriq, line 61).^" Typically for the comic hero, 
Euripides can be laughed at because he represents, as we w i l l see in the 
discussion of the texts to follow, a negative foi l for the characters on stage. 
In our passage from the Wasps, Aristophanes claims that he w i l l , 
for a change, no! talk about Euripides. As a general rule, however, - and 
the frequency of this phenomenon on the Athenian comic stage in the late 
fifth centui7 BC can be easily deduced from our passage - Euripides seems 
to have been singled out from other tragedians of his time and made the 
""' The agenda "expect Ihc iinc.xpcclecr can be said to be almost per cle/hiiiioii Eui ipidcan. 
Hence, Aristophanes may well have played vviiii the characteristically twisted Euripidean 
play with spectators' expectations in the above passage. For the literary strategy of the 
unexpected in Eiiripidean tragedy, see Hose (2000). 
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target of derision in the sphere o f literary production just as Cleon was the 
target o f derision in the sphere of pohtics. The material I have considered in 
this section suggests that Euripides was singled out for special attention 
(and abuse) in Aristophanes' comedy. The extant plays of Aristophanes -
which are only a small proportion of his oeiivre - show us in some detail 
how Euripides was portrayed by Aristophanes, and how that portrayal 
evolved in the course of time. 
2. Comedy and the comic hero 
As early as 425 BC, a whole scene in a play by Aristophanes was devoted to 
Euripides in Achamiaits and a decade later, in Thesmophoriazousae, scene 
after scene - even within the scope of our reduced possibilities of tracing all 
textual allusions - seems to have been composed almost entirely out o f lines 
from Euripidean tragedies. Frogs, the last Aristophanic play 1 shall discuss, 
provides the starting point for all later biographical writings about 
Euripides. It was performed not long after the death of the tragedian, and it 
is the first ancient text to depict the dead Euripides. As Glenn Most points 
out, the canonicity of Euripides is central to Frogs: 'Only because Euripides 
is dead can he become canonical; only i f he becomes canonical i f he 
survives his death can the city's life be prolonged.'"" 
It is not necessaiy here to explore all the details of the possible 
effects and functions of derision in Old Comedy.''^ Instead, I analyse 
possible functions of the depiction of Euripides in Old Comedy as a starting 
•" Mosi (1990: 52). 
''" For a lucid discussion of dit'fcrcnt forms of the Aristophanic hero and possible models of 
identification and derision for the individual spectator, see Hose (1995: 40-1). 
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point for a study of later depictions o f the poet."*^  This task is in itself 
diff icult . Simon Goldhill has been especially critical o f attempts to attach 
ideological features to characters on the comic stage.'*'* He showed for the 
character o f Dicaeopolis that the simultaneous reactions of empathy and 
repulsion Dicaeopolis inspires in the modern reader frustrate any effort to 
interpret Dicaeopolis as a consistent figure with an ideological identity, let 
alone a political statement by Aristophanes.''^ Rather, so Goldhill , the 
portrayals o f Dicaeopolis, Strepsiades, Socrates and Euripides reflect 
reactions to political developments in Aristophanes' time. The picture is 
similarly complex when trying to pinpoint the meaning of 'Euripides' in 
Aristophanes' work. 
3. Thesmophoriazousae 
In Thesmophoriazoiisae, first produced 411 BC, we have a play completely 
devoted to the portrayal of Euripides and his art."*^  Euripides appears as a 
comic hero, playing 'h imself . In addition to that, the specific style of 
Euripidean poetry, most notably his use of the dramatic geiue, is put centre-
stage and expressed in terms o f gender trouble.''^ As a result, the generic -
'^^ On the relationship between Athenian drama and the Athenian audience in the case of 
tragedy, see Wiles (1997). Wiles' study shows how tragedy alters the sense of the audience 
as a collective and how 'comedy draws life from deconstructing the world of tragedy.' 
(Wiles 1997: 208). 
See Goldhill (1991: 167-222). On the blurring of several social groups in the character of 
Dicaeopolis, see Davidson (1997: 233). 
On the difficulties to deduce any political statements from Old Comedy, see 
Goldhill (1991: 194-5) and Fisher (1993: 43-47). 
For my purpose, 1 will leave the political implications aside. 1 am, however, fully aware 
that they are crucial for a full apprehension of the play. Hose (1995: 84-8) showed that the 
coinedy is more than an exercise in ridiculing of Euripides. 
•"^  See Sommerstein (1994: 4): ' Thesniophoriciziisae [...] is not a political play and never 
was designed to be. It is a drama about drama and about gender, built around a myth that 
seems to have been firmly established in popular consciousness: that he [i.e. Euripides] was 
a hater and slanderer of women.' 
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which in the case of ancient genera also means stylistic - flaws of 
Euripidean tragedy are expressed as a lack o f manliness. 
The depiction of Euripides in Thesmophoriazoiiscie is complex. 
Not only do the character of Euripides and the charges against him seem to 
blur with the portrayal of Agathon as just another representative of the 'new 
poets' in this play, it is also next to impossible for us to know how the 
ancient audience would have perceived passages in which Aristophanes 
parrots Euripidean tragedy. On this hemieneutic diff icul ty which remains a 
problem of any modem approach to Aristophanes and Old Comedy more 
generally, Whitman rightly observed that 'The Aristophanic Euripides is a 
wonderful invention, an image [...] to be constantly revised and refined 
throughout the comedian's lifetime, a man of straw meticulously set up, and 
uproariously knocked down.'""^ 
The most notable and exceedingly emphasised feature o f the 
character called Euripides in Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazoiisae is his 
presentation as the poet who corrupted the Athenian women. Aristophanes 
chose to let the women themselves articulate the main accusations against 
Euripides. They accuse him of causing husbands to distrust their wives 
sexually {Thesin. 392-400a) as well as in economic matters {Thesni. 400b-
404). Further, the women at the Thesmophoria accuse Euripides of 
damaging religion by persuading men that there are no gods (450-52).'''' 
Yet, the misrepresentation which the women at the Thesmophoria 
object to is not exclusively concerned with the representation of female 
Whitman (1964: 63-4). 
The charge of atheism is, however, not fuilher developed against Euripides in Thesm. as 
it has been against Socrates in ClonJs 247-8, 379-381, 423-4, 819-31,1468-74 and 1506-9. 
On the alleged charge of atheism against Euripides, see Lefkowitz (1987). 
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characters in Euripidean tragedy. Rather, their complaint is broader: women 
are described, humiliated and belittled as 'trouble and sources of trouble'.^" 
At the beginning o f the first speech in lines 383-8, Euripides is accused of 
having insulted the Athenian representatives of the female sex. 
r-uvri A (piXoxi(a.ia |aev ov)8e|iva |j.cx xto Geco 
^e^o-ua' d v E O x r | v , & yvvaiKeq,; aXXa yap 
PapEox; q)Ep(o xcxA.aiva J I O ^ I J V r\b^ xpovov 385 
npo7iT |X , aKi^op£vaq opcoa' \)\iaq vno 
Evpin'ibox) xot) xr|^ Xaxa.vono)Xr]xp'iaq 
Ktt i noXXa teal 7iavxo~i' d tKODouoaq KaKo.. 
Female A 
By the Twain, it is not from any feeling of ambition 
that I have risen to speak to you, ladies. But because 
I have been vexed already for a long time 385 
when 1 saw you insulted by 
Euripides the son of that vegetable-seller 
and subjected to many evil accusations. 
(translation Henderson 2000: 507, adapted) 
These allegations are taken up again at the very end of the speech by the 
second speaker in lines 455-6, which present the overall claim against 
Euripides in a nutshell: 
Fijvri B d y p i a y d p r\\iac„ (b ywdiKeq, bpa icaKCx, 455 
dx' ev d y p i o i a i xo~iq A.a%dvoiq avxoq xpacpeiq. 
Female B 
wild are his attacks against us, ladies, since he himself 
was raised among wild herbs. 
(translation Henderson 2000: 513, adapted) 
As presented by Aristophanes, the women of Athens accuse Euripides of a 
poetic depiction which is just too close to their actual behaviour, and they 
force him to swear an oath that he wi l l never depict them 'like that' again in 
his plays.^' According to Aristophanes, the women of Athens sense a threat 
'"Austin and Olson (2004: liii). 
' The pun that Euripides of course 'cannot' swear, but only make a "formal offer' to the 
other party as in 1160-63, because in his analysis of the world iieart and tongue are 
separated from each other (275-6), is based on a common knowledge of expression of this 
thought in Hipp. 612, Melanippe the Wise fr.487 and probably other plays by Euripides; 
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to their freedom and prefer not to be given a voice on stage if it might 
destabilize the good old order of things at home and in the polis. Thus, 
Aristophanes puts the wish to be taken off stage into the women's mouths, 
not without deriding all the semi-females like Agathon, Euripides and the 
'new poets' on the way. As a result, there is an overlap of the ridicule of the 
new poets and the ridicule of women. 
The vegetables mentioned in both of my examples 
{Thesmophoriazouscie 455-6 and 387) should, 1 believe, be read as a poetic 
metaphor rather than an allusion to the profession of Euripides' mother.^ "* 
The climate in which these lines, and 455-6 especially, are spoken, is one 
highly charged with sexual, and sexist, allusions and innuendos. The lines 
immediately following 455-6 allude to prosfitution.^'' 
In 387, we have perhaps the only textual passage which could 
back up a theory about Euripides' mother being derided as a vegetable-seller 
in Old Comedy and/or Athens at the time the Thesmophoriazousae were 
first put on s t a g e . T h e context of prostitution for the term 
^axavoJicoX,r|Tpia could further have been provided by explicit gestures just 
before and after 387 and in both cases the 'wildness' of the agrarian 
products would refer to the sexual wildness of women at the Thesmophoi ia. 
that Euripides swears 'by Ether' (272) rather than 'by Zeus' is another indicator of his 
'airiness'. 
^' Outbursts against women (ii/oyoi yuvancdiv) have a longstanding tradition in Greek 
literature, and the perhaps distorted and exaggerated versions of it on the stage of Old 
Comedy are echoes of an old lopus. In Aristophanes, they also contain a notion of 
paratragedy, as they revive the famous tirades in which Euripides has Hippolytus blame 
Zeus for the existence of women in Eur. Hipp. 616-24. 
Pace Olson, who still quotes Tli.2f,l; Eq.\9- ThA56 and RcMQ as evidence that 
Aristophanes '[...] routinely refers to her as a vegetable-vendor' (Olson 2002; 196). 
See Ruck (1975: 17), nol mentioned in Sommerstein's commentary. 
"^^  Olson (2004: 177) infers historical facts about the generation before Euripides' mother 
from this passage: '[...] the most likely conclusion is that the father of Euripides' mother 
grew or traded vegetables on a wholesale level.' 
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The term used to describe the 'wildness' of Euripides and his 
tragedies, aypioq, is not only used by Euripides in Frogs to accuse 
Aeschylus o f creating primitive, uncivilized characters,^^ but is used in 
Thesmophoriazoiisae 455 to describe the wild nature o f the 'wrongs' 
(KaKoc) Euripides himself has allegedly done to the Athenian women. It is 
worth noting that the urban model is by no means univocally preferred to 
the rustic model. In fact, both types get their share o f derision and, in 
accordance with the social reality of most spectators in the audience, rural 
life and customs are even - although perhaps ironically - idealised in 
Aristophanes." We are in the case o f the Thesmophoriazoiisae, as in the 
case of most other plays and fragments from lost plays by Aristophanes, 
confronted with a highly sophisticated play with texts and stereotypes.^** 
Euripides appears as effeminate and plotting unhelpful plans in 
the background of the action of the play, while his relative Mnesilochus has 
to endure the consequences o f Euripides' plans. Agathon's quotation o f the 
Chamaeleontic dictum ('as a poet is, so he lets speak the characters in his 
plays')'^ - a dictum I discuss below - is exemplified in Euripides: he gives 
such ' w i l d ' lines to the female characters in his tragedies that even the 
women at the Thesmophoria complain about him. To conclude, in 
Thesmophoriazoiisae Euripides appears as the metonymical representation 
See Ar. Rem. 837: ctvOpuTiov avpiOHOiov auGaSootonov {'Arrogant, wanton savage 
that he is'). 
Sec Ehrenberg (1968: 95) and Hose (1995: 35 n. 33). 
Goldhill (1990: 167-222) illustrates how in Aristophanes especially, a mi.xing and 
matching of the available literal^ repertoire looins large. 
Chamaeleon fr. 40 Wehrli, quoted by Agathon in Thesni. 149-50: a 5' autoq 
xpa7uj5o7ioioq eno'iEi, t a u t a tolq iipcool jtepieOnice. The tragic poet attributes to his 
heroes what he did himself, (see also Aristophanes fr.694 K.-A. ) . 
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of his plays and is depicted as a 'schemer and victim',^^ both misogynist and 
effeminate. 
4. Acbarnians 
In Acharnians 393-489 (= Kovacs T 70), the depiction o f Euripides 
dominates a complete scene of the comedy. Whereas Dicaeopolis is the 
play's 'comic hero', Euripides supplies him with the latest fashion in 
dramatic speech. The first mention o f Euripides' name is closely connected 
with fear and ridicule. 
More terrifying than the encounter with Euripides, however, is the 
fact that Dicaeopolis w i l l have to face the Athenian public in the theatre. 
And he w i l l make a speech in which the Peloponnesian War w i l l be likened 
to the Trojan War and which w i l l show Pericles' strategy in the face o f the 
Peloponnesian invasion to be a political failure.^' Hence, Dicaeopolis needs 
courage because he is going to deliver a 'Euripidean' critique o f the 
Peloponnesian War and because he is just about to undergo a change of his 
'public identity', and has to change his language and costume in order to do 
so. The first two lines o f the passage convey an important idea about 
Euripides: his criticism of Athenian politics is potentially dangerous. This is 
followed by a second characteristic, his sophistication. Dicaeopolis' 
question whether Euripides is at home is followed by a phrase articulated in 
the oxymoronic style o f Gorgias which seems to have been perceived as a 
""Russo(l994: 191). 
Pericles' politics had been ridiculed in comedy on several occasions, see, for instance, 
l-lermippus fr.74 K..-A. and Heath (1990: 147) and Vickers (1990: 60) on a possible similar 
instance in Cratinus' Dionyscilexandros. For the depiction of Pericles in Old Comedy more 
generally, see Schwarze (1971: 6-24) and Vickers (1997), with further bibliography. For 
the Trojan aspects of Telephiis, see Heath (1987b). 
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favourite of Euripides: he is at home and not at home, an aphoristic 
statement supposed to convey a gnome (line 396).^'^ 
Since Dicaeopolis does not get the joke, Euripides' servant is 
wil l ing to give him one of several possible interpretations o f the sophistic 
'yes and no': Euripides' vovq is not at home, but he himself is: a brief and, 
o f course, comically distorted abstract of Anaxagoras' philosophy, which is 
transferred from the realm of the physical and metaphysical design o f the 
cosmos to the simple anthropology and epistemology of everyday life.*'^ 
The separation o f the key word vovc, f rom its original meaning 
enables the comic poet to suggest a surreal separation o f self and mind. 
According to Plato (see Hippias Maior 283 and Phaedo 97b) and Plutarch's 
account (see Pericles 4.6), Anaxagoras was simply called 'The M i n d ' 
(Notx;) by his contemporaries. It is woith noting that the whole passage 
covering the parody of Euripides' Telephiis is 'framed' by the word votx;. In 
an ironic twist, \J0X)C, refers to Anaxagoras and his influence on Euripides 
and Euripidean tragedy, and as a metonymical description of the absent 
body of the tragedian, it refers to the mind and literary genius of Euripides 
as well as to the poet as a cor|3oreal person. 
While Euripides' mind is 'out' and busy gathering material 
('verselets') Euripides himself spends his time inside his house and 
produces tragedies.^'' Four characteristics o f Euripides are communicated by 
''' For examples in Euripides' own plays, sec Ale. 52 1 'she lives and lives not', /7'512 'I am 
in a sort of voluntai7-involuntary exile'. Ph. 212 '1 trust and mistrust my mother' and the 
notorious use of opposite meanings and expressions (EvavTioatip^axa) in Euripidean 
drama. That such figures of speech must have been aped quite commonly in ancient 
comedy is also clear from a passage preser\'ed in Plato fr. 166 K . - A . 
''' For an overview of Anaxagoras' philosophy, see leodorsson (1982: 23-4). On 
Anaxagoras' vouq, sec Laks (1993: 19-38) and Curd (2006: 44-7). 
''^  1 translate the term avapdtSriv as conveying both possible meanings simultaneously, 
describing Euripides as both lazy ('with his feet up") and effeminate ('upstairs') - as the 
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the description o f Euripides' way of writing: plagiarism and eclecticism 
{E,vXXkyo)v), a taste for short sayings {knvXXia),^^ oddity (6 votx; i^ev E ^ C O 
[...], avxoc, 6' ev5ov) and laziness (6cvaPa5iiv). The attribution of plagiarism 
and eclecticism seems closely connected with the political development of 
democracy in Athens. As Andrew Ford observed: 
In the democracy, the trend was increasingly 
against the old and, once decontexlualized, 
obscure lyric songs and toward the collections of 
metrically simple but clever 'little sayings' of 
Euripides, himself seen as a collector of sayings' 
{sldiniiliosiilleklacic).'''' 
To these features we can add two more. As Dicaeopolis replies in lines 
400b-401, Euripides is praised as thrice-blest, and it is observed that 'his 
very slave' is adapting to the latest fashion and plays his role cleverly 
(aocpwq).''^ 
The words convey several stereotypical judgments about 
Euripides' art: the exaggerated pathos o f his language (to xpiap,aKCxpio(;), 
and the cliche mockery regarding his aocpia.'''* In 407, finally, Euripides 
enters the stage. His first words are astonishing: like Socrates in his 
upper part of the O'IKOI; used to be the sphere of the female inhabitants in classical Athens. 
For a similar image of the mind as separated from the rest of an individual, see E . Jon 251 
'Although I was there, I must have left my mind back home'. See also Sommerstein's 
commentary on the passage (Sommerstein 1994: I 73). 
''^  The knvXXia are also mentioned in Peace 532, where Hermes points out to Trygaeus 
that Theoria does not take pleasure in a 'poet of law-court speeches' such as Euripides, and 
in Frogs 942, where the shortcomings of Aeschylus' poetry are contrasted with the lighter, 
more polished style of Euripides. 
'"' Ford (2002: 207). 
Note that the vocabulary here used for the slave's reply is explicitly theatrical: 
unoKplvExai, i.e. quite literally 'he interprets' (like an actor would interpret a character). 
Sec also IVasps 53 and Starkie (1909: 89). 
That the Eiiripidean concept of oo(pia is in fact a rather complex and ambiguous concept 
has been recently shown by Origa (2007). The ubiquity of oocp'ia, and its products, wise 
sayings, probably helped Euripidean tragedy to survive over the ages and also secured the 
untiring interest in the life of Euripides while lines from his tragedies had a second career in 
anecdotes, quotations, //o;7/(?,c;;« and gnoinologiai. 
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'Thinkery', the phronlisterion, the poet is too busy to be bothered with 
• • 69 
Visitors. 
Euripides' remark that he has no time (407) is followed by a joke 
about the ekkyklema as a favourite prop and dramaturgic solution of 
Euripidean theatre and therefore also o f Aristophanic ridicule (408a). This 
rather hectic beginning of the scene is followed by the spatial play on 
'upstairs' and 'downstairs', or 'feet up' and 'feet down'. The ekkyklema-
joke implies the notion of a 'coming down' stylistically and intellectually 
which is followed by a mock-tragic exchange about possibility and 
necessity (408b-c) and by several interesting features o f 'Euripides': his 
wailing reluctance (409), his linguistic haughtiness (410b), and his penchant 
for the unexpected, i.e. turning things upside-down, the idleness of his 
intellectuality (410c). Further comical remarks are made about the lame 
result of his wit (411),™ the pitiable appearance (413-415) and long 
speeches (416) o f Euripidean characters, and their exaggerated sense o f 
disaster (417). Euripides' play Teleplnis clearly is the target of derision in 
this passage.^' 
The main concern of Dicaeopolis in his scene with Euripides 
seems to be his wish to get the wondrous props from Euripides, including 
See Niib. 221-5 for Socrates, and PI. Pioi. 3l4d, where the topos of business is equally 
used to describe a feature of sophistic self-fashioning. 
That Euripides brought lame characters on stage (e.g. Bellerophon) is also witnessed by 
the remark of Trygaios' son in Peace 146-8: EKEIVO xripEi, pr) acpaXeiq K a t a p p u f i q | 
EVTE\)9EV, E' l ia xw^oq wv E\)pirti5n | Xoyov Trapaoxiiq KOCI TpaycpS'ia yiv^}. 'Watch out 
that you don't slip and fall down from there then, when you are lame, you will provide 
Euripides with a plot and become a tragedy.' (= T 74 K.ovaes, translation by David 
Kovacs). See also Aristophanes fr.694 K.-A. with Raines (1935: 202) and Muecke (1977: 
63). In Frogs 846 Euripides is simply referred to by Aeschylus as 'the maker of lame 
people' (6 XMA-CDTtoioq). 
" For a reconstruction of the play, see Preiser (2000) and Jouan (2002); for Teleplnis and its 
Aristophanic parody sec Webster (1967: 43-8); Rau (1967) 42-50; Heath (1987). Cropp 
(1995); Preiser (2000: 71-97); .louan (2002) 91-132 and Aguilar (2003) and Austin/Olson 
(2004: Ivi-lviii); for Telephus and Euripides in this scene, see Preiser (2000: 178-83) and 
McGlew (2002: 78-82). 
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the Phrygian cap, a stock-attribute for Barbarians. As an icon o f Euripidean 
stagecraft the cap illustrates the detachment of Euripidean dramatic art and 
the crude realism of comedy. The Phrygian cap is mentioned just before 
Dicaeopolis sets out to visit Euripides. After it is made clear that the stock 
of desperate creatures in rags is immense in Euripidean drama, Dicaeopolis 
goes on to tease Euripides even more and ask for some 'typically 
Euripidean' props from him: not only the see-through rags but also 
Telephus' ' invisibility cap' and props such as a beggar's staff (448),^^ a 
'little wicker-basket with a hole burnt through it by a lamp' (453), a ' t iny 
cup with the broken l id ' (459), 'a little jar that is plugged with a sponge' 
(463) and 'an extra bunch of peppermint' (469) are in Dicaeopolis' 
possession. 
Thus disguised as the Euripidean character o f Telephus, 
Dicaeopolis braces himself for defence. In the Euripidean play named after 
him, Telephus was a spy on other characters who tried to convince his 
audience of his innocence and his 'Greekness'. Dicaeopolis, on the other 
hand, fails to pretend he is innocent and instead accumulates props which 
symbolise his non-Greekness while dismantling Euripides to the point 
where the dramatist loses his temper and harshly sends him away.^^ 
Two lines spoken by Euripides are especially interesting: his 
exclamation 'Man, you' l l take away the tragedy from me!' (avBpton', 
d q ) a i p i i o E i | ie Tr |v Tpaycp6iav) in line 464 and the dramatic expression 
' Y o u ' l l be my death!' in line 470 (dnoA-elq |a'). Both lines indicate that the 
character called 'Euripides' can be read as a personification of Euripidean 
For the contrast of the beggar (jrttoxoq) and the 'useful citizen' (IIOXITIIC; xPHf^ '^ oq) in 
Achaniians, see Dicacopolis' dialogue with Lamachus /It/;. 593-5. 
See lines 450. 456. 458. 460. 464 and Euripides' last words in 480. 
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tragedy. The exclamation by Euripides in line 464 is in fact ambiguous in 
the Greek original: it can be translated as 'Man, you ' l l take away the 
tragedy [i.e. the play Telephus] f rom me!', or as 'Man, you ' l l take away 
tragedy [i.e. my tragic art] from me!' The expression ' Y o u ' l l be my death!' 
(anoXeic, p.'.) in line 470 later became a characteristic expression o f 
Menander's misanthropic hero Dyscolus^'' and is followed by the 
concluding summary o f the defeat with the words 'There you go. Departed 
are my stage effects.' (i8otJ ao i . ^po'oSd |j,oi xd 5pd)j.axa.). 
In this passage, Euripides refers to himself in two different ways. 
First, the play Telephiis is handed over to Dicaeopolis. Secondly, by using 
the term 'tragedy' in the expression 'you take away tragedy from me' 
Euripides refers to his profession as a tragedian. The use o f an author's 
name to refer both to himself and to his work seems to have been a source 
of delight also for the audiences of other texts. Aelian reports an anecdote 
about Agathon: As a well-meaning critic offered Agathon to take away the 
impressive splendour of rhetorically refined anlitheseis from his tragedies, 
Agathon is said to have replied: 
aXXa GX> ye, yevvale, XeXr\Qac, oea-uxov xov 
AydOcova etc xov AydGoovoq dcpavi^cov. 
Why, noble creature, you seem not to see that you 
would be robbing Agathon of all the Agathon. 
To conclude, there is more than mere 'paratragedy' at stake in Dicaeopolis' 
metamorphosis into the Euripidean hero Telephus.Aristophanes seems to 
explore the limits o f theatre and presents the realism of Euripides in a 
See Men. Dv.sc. 412. 
Ael. Var. Hisi. 14.13. For a more detailed discussion of the passage, and the depiction of 
Agathon by Aristophanes, see Rhys Roberts (1900). 
'"' On the phenomenon of paratragedy in Aristophanic comedy, Rau (1967) is still of 
fundamental importance. 
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grotesque hyper-realistic distortion. Not only does Aristophanes play with 
the game of illusions and identities (and in this outwits the author of such 
plays as Helen or Telephiis), the comic poet also handles the question of 
generic difference and personal distinction with humour and ease. 
Aristophanes' hero seems to dress himself as a 'Euripidean hero' 
in an act of self-conscious meta-theatre. As a result, Dicaeopolis becomes 
more and more Euripidean in the course o f the play, as he literally 
incorporates Euripidean art and is shown to be 'drinking down Euripides' 
(icaxajiitov EijpiTi'iSTiv, line 484).^^ Costume in Achamians, therefore, is 
more than the meta-poetic device of'See-Through Rags'.'** It serves both as 
a way of clothing the just-citizen-tumed-beggar Dicaeopolis and as a 
metonymic summary of the allegedly beggarly art of Euripidean drama. In 
addition to that, the term beggar (jixwxoc;) was in Old Comedy also 
regularly used to describe Socrates and his students, as Aristophanes fr.506 
K.-A. and Eupolis fr.386 K.-A. illustrate. 
Euripides, it seems, and Dicaeopolis with him, have turned into 
the beggar put on stage in his own dramas. Similarly, perhaps, to the 
notorious painter Pauson whom the Suda lexicon calls Pauson jixcoxoxepoq, 
Euripides is depicted as realistically as he depicted others. The early 
reception of Euripides' play Telephus in Aristophanic comedy suggests that 
the beggarly state o f Euripides' characters invited comedians to draw 
conclusions about the quality of Euripides' plays. Perhaps this relationship 
^' The iinagcry is echoed in Lueian's Zeus the Opera Singer, as Hera mockingly lemarks 
she 'swallowed Euripides whole' (tov EupiJiiSriv oXov KaTajiencoKai-iEv) to be able to 
play up to her husband (Luc. Jiip. 7rag. 2). 
Thus the title of chapter 17 in Rcckford (1987); I do not agree with Reckford and 
Hubbard (1991), however, that the game with illusions played in the Telephus-scene finally 
unmasks Aristophanes as the author (Reckford 1987: 175) or serves as a platfomi for the 
per.wna of the comic poet (llubbard 1991: 58-9). 
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between Euripidean characters and the quality o f his plays was also 
symbolised by the props used in the Telephus scene. 
Euripides' laziness and the beggarly condition of his characters 
seem the special focus of Achamiam. Euripides' bookishness, however, and 
the notion that he may be able to provide others with solutions to politically 
tricky situations, also occurs in the only extant Aristophanic comedy which 
was put on stage after Euripides' death. 
5. Frogs 
In Frogs for the first time in the biographical tradition, we encounter the 
dead Euripides, as Dionysus descends to the Underworld to let Euripides 
and Aeschylus compete for a public duty - the Euripidean awJ^eiv runs like 
a /e/7wo/// through the play:*^" the city of Athens, we are told, is in need of 
help. The process of selection and canonization is well captured in the play. 
Glenn Most states with respect to Frogs: ' I t would be hard to imagine a 
better symbol for the relationship between canonization and mortality than 
this descent to the Underworld.'^' The testimony of Frogs is therefore o f 
paramount importance for the making of what wi l l later become the 'main 
tradition' and communis opinio about Euripides and Euripidean drama. The 
comedy depicts some of the mechanisms of the agonistic impetus of literary 
production for the Athenian stage, and its conception of 'Euripides' is 
''^  The connection between the disguise of" Telepluis, as borrowed by Dicacopoiis, and 
Euripidean ail, is explored even further by C.W. Macleod (1974: 221-22 and 1980: 6). 
Macleod attractively argues that both costume and cap could have been presented as scrolls, 
so that they would look like the manuscripts of a play. Although this reading is highly 
attractive, Macleod's suggestion remains speculative and has no support from the text or 
the scholia. The term ojcapyava ('wrappings'), on which Maclcod's argument mainly 
rests, is not exclusively related to books and the imagery and wit of the scene can be 
explained easily without assinning the presence of scrolls on the comic stage. 
'^"Thc word aco^Eiv ('to rescue") is the exploited in Frogs 382, 386, 738, I 127, I \52. 1419, 
1433, 1436, 1448, 1450, 1458. 1501, 1517. 
*" Most (1990: 51). 
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central for the reception of Euripides and his plays within antiquity and 
beyond. Even from the scarce evidence we have for the 'rivals' of 
Aristophanes, some conclusions about common elements of their comedies 
can be drawn. 
The poetic agon between Aeschylus and Euripides in Frogs is an 
elaborate showdown of literary criticism and both 'Euripides' and 
'Aeschylus' transport and embody different political views, while the play 
as a whole is a quest for rescue for the city of Athens.'^ "^ The cliches the 
weighing scene communicated about the art of Euripidean and Aeschylean 
poetry are - not least because o f their graphic depiction - memorable: 
whereas Aeschylus is serious, impressive and 'heavy', Euripides seems too 
refmed and light. 
In Frogs, Dionysus is sent into Hades by the ' longing' (noBoq) for 
Euripides, created by Euripides' play Andromecla^'^ The god o f the theatre 
seems to favour Euripides over Aeschylus but tlnally decides to take 
Aeschylus, not Euripides, back from Hades to Athens. The discrepancy 
between the original preference o f Euripides over Aeschylus and Dionysus' 
later decision for Aeschylus has repeatedly be seen as an inconsistency and 
diff icul ty of Frogs.^^ 1 wi l l come back to Dionysus' decision later. 
On the problematic notion of the rivalry between Aristophanes and his colleagues, and 
our meagre knowledge about it, sec Ruffell (2002) who concedes: 'The rivalry between 
comic poets remains one of the great gaps in our understanding of Old Comedy.' (2002: 
138). On Aristophanes and other comedians of Old and Middle Comedy more generally, 
.sec Heath (1990) and the contributions in Harvey/Wilkins (2000). 
See Hubbard (1991: 214-19), Dover (1993: 69-76), Hose (1995: 169-82) and 
Bobrick (1997: 192). 
In this section, I refer to the Greek text after Dover (1993) unless othei-wise stated. For 
the frame of the Andiomedci parody as the perfect setting to cicaie the comic subject of 
things foreign and strange, see Zimmermann (2005: 153-55). 
Dionysus" decision has received ample discussion, sec most importantly Radcrmachcr 
(1953 [1921]: 339-48); l-racnkel (1962: 163-188); Erbsc (1975); Hooker (1980); Dover 
(1993: 19-20); Lada-Richards (1999: 217-23), Paulsen (2000) and Hose (2008: 9-16). 
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The agon between Euripides and Aeschylus in Aristophanes' 
Frogs showcases more than the mere opposition of two different concepts o f 
language, aesthetics and moral values. The first standard by which the poets 
are judged is their degree o f creativity. Dionysus searches for a productive, 
or ' ferti le ' , poet (Yoviiaoq, line 96). The metaphor seems to recall references 
to Euripides' work almost in terms o f a biological derivation, a terminology 
that wi l l occur elsewhere in the biographical tradition.^** Euripides' slave 
Cephisophon, for example, is not only said to have collaborated with 
Euripides in the production of his plays but also to have collaborated with 
Euripides' wife in committing adultery - an act that is depicted as having 
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motivated Euripides' production of Hippolytus and other plays. With due 
caution, this allegation could perhaps be interpreted as an example for a 
metaphor o f the work of a poet as his child. 
Assuming that Sophocles is probably content where he is and that 
Agathon no longer lives in Athens, Dionysus decides that Euripides is the 
tragedian who meets the requirements of 'noble speech' (yevvaiov pri^a, 
line 97), which his copious imitators do not possess. Euripides' language is 
said to be innovative and adventurous (mpaKeKiv5\)[j.e\)|.i£vov, line 99). 
Yet, measured by the standards o f Aeschylean drama, Euripides' language 
falls short of the moral requirements of exhortation and education. 
Aeschylus suggests that his poetry 'strengthens and unites the men in 
The expression of Euripides" procliiciivity in biological terms seems also at stake in 
Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidon as well as in the anonymously transmitted Geiios Ew ipidoii. For a 
full discussion of these texts sec chapters 3 and 5 below. 
See my discussion of Aristophanes fr.596 K. -A . on p. 55 below. 
A famous example of this metaphor is the representation of texts as children in Diotima's 
speech in Plato's Symposium. PI. Symp. 210a. 
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action' (lines 1015-16), while Euripides' idea of language seems to be quite 
different, as he acts as a spokesman for democracy and peace. 
Politically, Euripides seems to represent a position opposed to 
that o f Aeschylus. His 'democratic art' (952) functions throughout the 
contest as a corollary to Aeschylus' outrageous accusations that Euripides 
'reduced tragedy to the level o f the mob'.**'^  Interestingly, Aristophanes 
again draws on an already existing pattern: in the Certamen Homeri et 
Hesiodi as in Peace, which alludes to it, two main issues are at stake, the 
rejection of war poetry and the praise of peace. 
The attribution of the adjectives 'wisely' (aocpcoq) and 'clearly' 
(aacpcoq) to the Euripides and Sophocles in line 1434 (6 \ikv aotpcoq Y « P 
eljiev, o 5' exepoq aaipwq, 'One speaks wisely, the other clearly') has been 
subject to much debate. I do not follow the standard reading of the lines, 
which attributes 'wisely' to Euripides' and his aphorism and 'clearly' to 
Aeschylus' narrative,'' as Dionysus is shown to deride both Aeschylus and 
Euripides for their alleged command of language and wisdom. Thus both 
terms are, I think, applicable to both poets, as they are used in a highly 
ironical manner by Dionysus and ridicule the 'uselessness' o f the art of 
tragedy for the actual concerns of ordinary people. In fact, both terms could 
have been attributed to the tragedians in the conventional way (wisdom 
attributed to Aeschylus, clarity attributed to Euripides) as well as in the fomi 
I do not agree with Lada-Ricliard (1999: 223-31) who claims that Dionysus himself allies 
with Aeschylus from the prologue onwards, thus foreshadowing his final decision of the 
cigon. Nor can 1 find evidence in the text for Sommcrstcin's notion that Aeschylus is 
granted a 'divine status' at the end of the play (Sommerstcin 1996, quoted with approval by 
Lada-Richards 1999: 327 n.5). 
Sec Richardson (1981: 2-5) and Graziosi (2001: 60). 
'" See Dover (1993: 372); rather. Dionysus is mocking both poets equally, thus emphasising 
his inability to judge. 
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of an inversion o f the conventional pattern i f we assume irony at play in 
their pronunciation on stage. 
In a final suggestion of how to rescue the city, Euripides describes 
an absurdly mock-military attack of the enemy with vinegar (1437-41), 
whereas Aeschylus raises a laugh of Dionysus by mentioning honest, 
capable and patriotic people (1446-8) and good old wealth (1463-5). Like 
salt, vinegar is in Old Comedy regularly mentioned to express the quality of 
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poetry. 
As so often in comedy, we should perhaps assume several innuendos 
for the imagery of vinegar. Euripides suggests to attack the enemy with 
vinegar. What does this mean? It could, of course, mean the inundation of 
the citizens with bad poetry. But it could also, in a line with the tradition of 
vinegar and 'an acidic heart' as used by Theognis, mean the use explicit 
words against the enemy, which is in keeping with his character. Images 
from cooking, wine-making, and the production of honey have a long 
histoiy as vehicles for judgements about the quality of poetry and speech. In 
fact, the imagery o f cooking and recipes which was so popular with the 
comic poets in the f i f t h and fourth century BC w i l l turn up again in my next 
chapter, as Satyrus quotes a passage from Aristophanes (fr.*595 K-A.) , 
which would otherwise have been lost and is of great interest for our 
discussion o f the ancient biographical tradition on Euripides. 
Vinegar is, for instance, mentioned in Anaxandrides' flpanealXaoc; (see frs.42 and 58 
K. -A . ) . Antiphanes' AeuKciSioc; (fr. 140,3 K. -A . ) , Anaxippus' 'The Ashamed' 
("Eyifa^uK-coiiEvoc;. fr. 1,7 K. -A . ) and in a comedy by Philcmo (fr. 1 1 3. 3 K.-A.) . 
'' Food, cookery, and eating habits of the culturally 'Other' seem to form a cross-cultural 
and transhistorically consistent source of delight and mockei7 in the street-wise and jokingly 
disrespective use of language. See, for instance, the tradition of the Japanese to call the 
Corcans "garlic-eaters', the French reference to the British as foastbeer. and the British 
tradition of calling the French 'frogs' and the Germans 'Krauts'. 
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5e "LoipoKXka Xa^dav, 
nan AiGX'oXov [ ] oaov [ ] E O 9 ' , O ^ O V 
Er)pi7i'i5r|v, jipoq xoiai 8' e|aPaA.E~iv aXaq, 
|j,e)ivri|ievo(; 5' oncoq aXaqKai XaXaq. 
(B) eoiicaaiv av5p6q e l v a i xcov dvxiSi SaaKovxcov auxco, 
KaGotTtep 
Einac,. dxap aivaixciipoq ye rnvxauBa ndA.iv 6 
K(jL)|aa)5o6v5daKaA.oq knebaKEv xov E{)piJii8T |v. 
'take . . . Sophocles, 
some Aeschylus . . . as much..., all o f 
Euripides, and add some salt, 
keep in mind, however, salt, not talk.' (Aristophanes fr. *595 
K. -A. ) 
(Speaker B) Again, these seem to be the words of one of his 
rivals in the tragic contest. But here, too, the comedian bites 
greedily at Euripides. 
The passage could have been part of a comedy by Aristophanes but we do 
not know which one.''' It is intriguing, as it contains a recipe on how to 
prepare the perfect 'stew' o f Greek tragedy for the audience (Aristophanes 
fr.*595 K. -A. ) : "take . . . Sophocles, some Aeschylus . . . as much..., all of 
Euripides and add some salt, keep in mind, however (laeiavrmevoc; 8'): salt, 
not talk." The discussion o f a (mock-)recipe might imply a hint (by either the 
author or his main speaker) to the sphere of cooking and household 
management, which in Athenian drama had explicit female connotations just 
like the sphere of chatter and to much talking: XaXia is not only a term 
commonly used with respect to Euripides but often describes the 
'talkativeness o f women'. 
'''' Kassel and Austin classify it as F 959 of ihc fabiilae inceriae\ Kuiper (1913: 241) suggests 
that fr. X V I could have belonged to the comedy Gertyailes, which is not unlikely since the 
play dealt with literature and literary criticism about poets; most probably, it contained 
several instances of the metaphorical description of poetry as a dish (cf Aristophanes F 158 
K , - A . and 162 K . - A . ) . It remains, however, difficult to identify the original context of the 
passage with any certainty. Both literary criticism and the metaphorical use of food were not 
uncommon features of the comic stage at the time. For an ovei view of the topic of literary 
criticism in Old Comedy see Dover (1993: 25-7), for passages in Old Comedy that referred 
to poetry as a dish see Schorn (2004: 316 n.73 I). 
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For our purpose to analyse the characterisation of Euripides in the 
text, the passage not only helps visualising the scaling of the three great 
tragedians (evoking, of course, the weighing scene in Frogs), it is also 
perfectly Aristophanic in expressing a proposition about literature, and 
Athenian tragedy especially, in terms of cooking. Furthermore, it represents 
the popularity o f the Greek tragedians' work in the Hellenistic period: all of 
Euripides was popular with the audience (and received the widest 
geographical spread), whereas Sophoclean and Aeschylean tragedy seems to 
have been far less popular in post-classical t imes .However , all three 'b ig ' 
Athenian playwrights or the stories of their tragedies respectively seem to 
contain enough spice and flavour for our speaker: only a little salt needs to be 
added. 
The pun on aXaq and XaXaq cannot be captured in translation but 
could suggest that 'all of Euripides' already contains enough talk - on this 
the text would be in accordance with the biographical tradition up to Satyrus. 
The association ofXaX'ia with Euripides is a running gag on the stage of Old 
Comedy and a topical feature in the biographical tradition.^*" Hunt and Schom 
Fairu'eather (1984: 369 n.204) seems to inteiprct 'all of Euripides' as criticising 
Euripides' copying of the other two poets. I think her reading docs not hit the crucial point 
of Euripides' popularity with the audience and that a combination of come Aeschylus, some 
Sophocles and all of Euripides surely would not have been necessary if Euripidean drama 
already contained most of the other two types of drama. Her line of thought seems 
unnecessarily complicated for an adequate reading of the passage. 
'"' XaX'ia is presented as characteristic feature of Euripidean poetry in Frogs 91, 815, 915, 
954 and 1069; equally in Aristophanes F 392 K.-A.(=Diog.Laeri. 2.18) and Plut. de and 
45 B. Dover (1993: 22) neatly illustrates the actual semantics of the term, also with respect 
to its later usage in the course of the fourth century. At the very heart of its semantic 
dimension, XaX'ia denotes talk rather than chatter, especially "talking where action would 
more appropriate [...] or talking out of turn when prompt and silent compliance is needed" 
(Dover 1993: 22). Both descriptions fit to the sense in which XaX'ia is used as a standard 
reproach against both women quite generally and characters (both male and female) in 
Euripidean drama, commonly contrasts with the silent characters in Aeschylean tragedy (cf 
for example Frogs 916-7). Mowever. the accusation of XaX'ia in Frogs has also another 
layer of connotation: it refers sarcastically to the sophistic movement and the tendency in 
the education and self-fashioning of Aristophanes' contemporaries (and the younger 
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here take XaXia to stress the general 'lack of substance' of Euripidean 
tragedy, as all o f Euripides is used but only some parts o f Aeschylus and 
Sophocles. Of course XaX'ia as one o f the main features applied to 
Euripidean tragedy, in this passage as well as in other assessments of 
Euripidean tragedy in antiquity, also carries connotations o f linguistic 
plainness and a rather conversational style, which is based on everyday 
language.^^ The term for salt (a.Xq) on the other hand, is known to have 
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served as a metaphorical expression of literary criticism in antiquity. In 
most cases, it describes the intellectual wit or the crucial point of literary 
products such as tragedy: literary texts which were considered 'saltless' 
simply lacked wit and were considered to present pointless narratives. Hunt 
and Schorn therefore conclude that Euripidean tragedy is not only criticised 
for being insubstantial but also for being without any wit.^^ I conclude the 
following: salt is explicitly added to the dish which with 'all of Euripides' 
seems already to contain enough talk. Euripides thus stands metonymically 
for his poetiy and is part of a joke on standards of literary criticism, which 
might be modelled o f earlier examples from Old Comedy and clearly exposes 
him as an important figure for later generations, poets and audiences alike. 
In comparison with the earlier plays Acharnians and 
Thesmophorkiioiisae, Frogs seems to have a more serious political agenda. 
An important element of Euripidean stoiy-telling, salvation (acoxripiot) 'S 
geneiation especially) to talk about anything in a rhetorically styled way (c f for example 
Frogs 1069-73 or C/o(/t/.v 930-1 and 1052-4). 
C f , for instance, the famous passages in Frags, where the XaX'm of the characters in 
Euripidcan tragedy is contrasted to the grave silences of Aeschylus (Ran. 917) and 
Euripides confessed on the comic stage that he taught people to XaXt'iv {Ran. 954). 
For salt as a terminus lechniciis of literal^ criticism in LS.I s.v. aXq (A) IV. 
Hunt (1912: 179) explains 'all of Euripides' as follows: „i.e. you will want the whole in 
order to extract a flavour." Schorn (2004: 315) similarly believes that Euripidean poetry is 
thus said to be without substance and that the need of all of Euripides suggests that his 
tragedies were considered as rather lacking salt (i.e. wit) by the speaker in the comic text. 
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the central theme from beginning to end.'"" The centrality and urgency of 
atoxripia also helps to understand the need for both Euripides and 
Aeschylus. The need for Euripides is expressed in the design o f Frogs, 
which draws extensively on Euripidean 'rescue plays', most o f all on 
Andromeda. Bravery and 'Marathonian values' as symbolised in the 
character of Aeschylus and the outcome of the agon. Thus, although the 
'idea' of ocotrip'ia, for which Dionysus longs so much, stems from 
Euripidean drama, the god o f the theatre has to 'change his mind' and 
favour the 'practical' need for Aeschylean martial morals at the outcome of 
the contest between the two dramatists. 
The difficulties many interpreters have had with the outcome of 
the agon of Aeschylus and Euripides are perhaps to do with the fact that the 
winner of the agon is neither of the two tragedians but Aristophanes 
himself Not tragedy makes the best remedy for the current state of Athens 
but comedy. With the outcome of Frogs, we are left almost in aporia. 
However, one of many possible conclusions for the audience could be to 
assume that the tragic poets only repeat themselves - even beyond their 
actual death (which attests to the posthumous popularity of their plays), 
whereas the comic poet enjoys the liberty of fol ly and invention. As the 
context oi Frogs is one of laughter and ridicule, Dionysus' decision to bring 
back Aeschylus as a solution for the city's actual problems must have been 
hilarious for the spectators in the theatre of Dionysus and not, as some 
modem interpreters want to make us believe, a problematic inconsistency. 
'"" See Kenneth Dover's remark 'Given the treatment of Euripides in earlier plays (notably 
Thesmophoiicizoiisae, but also Achcirninns, and incidentally Clouds), an enthusiasm for 
Euripides instantly establishes Dionysus as a target of humour (Dover 1993: 38-41); an 
enthusiasm for Sophocles would not have had that effect.' (Dover 1993: 9). 
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6. Euripides in the Comic Fragments 
So far, we have seen how Aristophanes uses the depiction of Euripides in 
his plays to express judgements about Euripidean tragedy. In 
Thesmophoriazoitsae as well as in Acharniam and Frogs Euripides 
embodies the features ascribed to his poetry: he is represented as talkative, 
effeminate, and lightweight. In Acharnians, he is reclusive and only 
reluctantly helps Dicaeopolis turn into a beggar modelled on his play 
Telephus, in Thesmophoriazoiisae, he plots rescue-plans and lets his relative 
Mnesilochus conduct them. 
However, already in Frogs the representation o f Euripides 
changes: he is defeated by Aeschylus in a contest of mutual mockery and 
poetic teasing, and both Aeschylus and Euripides are depicted through 
quotable lines and songs rather than costumes and the interaction with other 
characters. This tendency towards abstraction becomes even more prevalent 
in the course of the fourth century, as we wi l l see in this final section of the 
current chapter. Most of the fragments in this section stem from quotations 
in later prose writings such as Satyrus' Bios Euripidou or the anonymous 
Genos Euripidou. The textual history o f these fragments attests to the wide-
spread interest in Euripides on the Greek comic stage of the classical and 
post-classical period. 
I have concentrated on fragments from the fifth and fourth 
century BC which mention the name of Euripides. They can be classified 
into three different groups. The first group contains fragments in which 
Euripides is portrayed in a negative way. This portrayal is in close 
connection with his work, as Euripides is ridiculed as a poet who received 
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help in the production of his tragedies from his slave Cephisophon 
(Aristophanes fr. 596), or Socrates (Aristophanes fr . 392; Callias fr. 15 and 
Teleclides fr . 41). Perhaps inspired by such depictions, another fragment 
(Theopompus fr . 35 K.-A.) depicts Euripides as parasite, and this depiction 
seems an early example of what later becomes a stock character in New 
Comedy. 
The second group contains fragments in which Euripides is 
judged by what he says in his tragedies (Phileidippes fr. 18 K.-A. and 
Nicostratus fr. 29 K.-A.) , and in which the usefulness o f Euripides' work is 
discussed (Antiphanes fr . 111 and Diphilus fr. 74 K.-A.) . The third group, 
finally, entails attestations of a ' fandom' '" ' of Euripides and its ridicule on 
the comic stage of the fourth century (Philemo frs. 118, 130, and 153 K.-
A.) . I organise the comic fragments in these three groups rather than 
chronologically to facilitate the discussion of their representation o f 
Euripides. This is not to say, o f course, that no insight is to be gained about 
chronological developments in these representations. On the contrary, as my 
discussion of the fragments w i l l show, there seems to have been a major 
shift in viewing and depicting Euripides and his work in the transition from 
the fifth to the fourth century BC. 
The main development in this period seems to be the increasing 
use o f Euripides, and Euripidean tragedy, as a starting point for discussions 
about other things. In fragments from fourth century comedies, Euripides is 
less and less frequently depicted as a character in his own right as he was in 
Aristophanes. In other words, Euripides as a character is no longer needed 
The term was coined by Rosen (2008) to describe the earliest reception of Euripides 
which fostered the untiring interest in Euripidean tragedy and eventually led to the 
popularity of his plays in later centuries. 
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as a point of reference for discussions about his work. Rather than 
embodying his own plays and the features of the texts and characters he had 
created, Euripides appears in the fragments of Old and Middle Comedy as 
the author of texts which serve as a point of reference for jokes, quotations, 
and wordplays. 
Discussions about Euripidean tragedy seem to have entered the 
everyday use of language as lines from Euripides' plays take on a life of 
their own and gain a gnomic status. As we w i l l see in the course o f this 
section, the comic fragments reflect especially well how the transition from 
Aristophanes to Hellenistic times fortified the mechanisms of reception by 
which Euripides became a 'classic'. 
Personal attacks against Euripides, or rather, the jokes made in 
Old Comedy by insinuating a connection between the characters in his plays 
and his private life, all convey the assumption that there is a direct analogy 
between poet and work, as it is summed up in the equation 'Like poet, like 
work' put into Agathon's mouth by Aristophanes in Thesmophoriazousae 
149-50.'^^ This equation is not necessarily a doctrine seriously subscribed to 
by the comic poets.'"^ It is also ascribed to Solon in the Athenaion Polifeia. 
Solon's dictum that speech is a mirror of deeds ( T O V I X E V Xoyov eiSoiXov 
e l v a i TMv epycov, Diog. Laert. 1.58) originally referred to decision-makers 
in politics and their public speeches. 
XP^ Y«P toiTiTi'iv av6pa npoq xd 5pd|iaTa | a 6el jtoie'iv, Kpoc, xama louq tponouq 
exeiv. ("To be a poet, a man must suit his behaviour to the requirements of his plays', 
translation Henderson 2000: 477). 
For attempts to interpret the dictum as representing an actual claim in the tradition of 
ancient literary criticism, .see Raines (1935; 35), Moller (2000), and Moller (2004). 
Agathon's words in Tlwsm. 149-50 arc best understood as a parody of a dictum. See Kassel 
(1991; 367) and Mollcr (2000; 95). Muecke (1984) presents a more nuanccd approach to 
Agathon's representation in Aristophanes. 
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1 start with examples o f alleged co-authorship in Old Comedy. 
The following text, Aristophanes fr.596 K.-A. , is probably our earliest 
evidence for the mention o f Cephisophon: 
Kriq)iao(pcov a p i o x E K a i j X E ^ a v x a x e , 
ov y a p at)ve^ri(; coq x a noXX' Et)pi7ii.5rii 
Kal OTJVETioieiQ, c p a a i , xriv )a,EA.(p5'iav 
Cephisophon, best and blackest, 
you lived for the most part with Euripides 
and helped him compose his arias, they say 
(translation Henderson 2007: 411, adapted) 
It is quoted in Vit. Eur. 6 p.6, 2 Schw. (= 136 Westemiann; 
codd. V G Q H W ) : 
elxev o iKoyEVEc; )j.EipcxKiov 6v6|a.axi 
KTi(piao(pa)vxa. Ttpoq xo\)xov E(pcopaaE XTIV 
o ' l K E i a v Y \ )va~iKa d x a i c x o t i a a v . x6 H E V OX)V 
npcoxov (XKExpEnEv d f i a p x a v E i v , E K E I 5' OVK 
EJtEiGE, Kax£A.i7iEv ai)xcp XT |v yvvaiKa 
pot)^o |j.£vo\) atjxriv E / E I V XOV Kr|<piaoq)d)vxo(;. 
Xkyei oi)v K a i 6 'Apioxocpdvi iq: [fr.596 K . - A . ] . 
He had a homebred slave called Cephisophon, 
with whom he caught his own wife betraying 
him. At first he tried to make her mend her ways, 
but then he failed and gave the woman to him, 
since Cephisophon was wi l l ing to take her. 
Aristophanes, too, therefore says: [fr.596 K . - A . ] : 
(translation Henderson 2007: 411, adapted) 
The collaboration between Euripides and his slaves is not only characterized 
by poetic collaboration but by yet another feature concerning t5heir co-
produced plays: that o f promiscuity and adultery. 
Cephisophon's identity and the precise function of mentioning his 
name in the extant material cannot be determined. His appearance in the 
ancient biographical tradition about Euripides is often - in antiquity and 
modern times alike - understood as reference to a historical figure, but this 
is ultimately far from certain. Clearly, the joke is about co-authorship above 
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all, and with the participation of a slave in such an enteiprise seems 
apposite. Socrates, too, is said to have had his share in the compositions o f 
some poets. Another fragment ascribed to Aristophanes seems to draw on 
the topic o f poetic collaboration in the production o f Euripidean tragedies. 
Aristophanes fr.392 K.-A. : 
E-upi7ii8r| 8' 6 xdq Tpay(£>b'\.aq j toiwv 
xdq mpiXaXovaaq oh-coq eaxi , xdq aocpdq 
this is the man who composes for Euripides, 
his very chatty, clever tragedies. 
(translation Henderson 2007: 301) 
This fragment, regarded as having been part o f the first version o f Clouds by 
both Kock and Kassel-Austin, is transmitted in Diogenes Laertius' report of 
Socrates and in two fragments ascribed to Teleclides.'"'' Thus, it seems as i f 
the typical allegations brought forward against Euripides' slave 
Cephisophon elsewhere, are here attributed to Socrates. Socrates is 
described as feeding Euripides material, so that as a result Euripidean 
tragedy contains sophistic thoughts. We can watch an astonishing 
consolidation o f the alleged collaboration of Socrates and Euripides in the 
Genos Euripidou {Vit Eur. 1,11 Schw.) which cites Teleclides to illustrate 
the point: 
Kai IcoKpdxriq a m w 8oKe~i 8e [6 (pi^oaotpoq] K a i 
Mvria'iA-OXoq a-u( i7iE7ioir|KEvai x ivd , (oq (prioi 
TTi?.eK?.el8r|q [ f r .4 l K . - A . ] : 
Mvi ia i^oxoq E O X ' EKE^ivoq <oq> (ppiSyEi x i 8pd|xa m i v o v 
EiL)pin:i.8)'i, icai IcoKpdxriq xd (ppuyav' -unoxiSriaiv. 
104 Diog. Laert. 2.18 [Socrates] ESOKEI 5E O U H I I O E U ' EupiniStr O9EV Mvr|oiA.oxoq ouxco 
(prioi; [Tcleel. frs.39 and 40 K.-A.] [...] Kai nakw EupmiSnq ouKpaTOYOnipoviq. ('he 
[Socrates] seems to have collaborated with Euripides; therefore Mnesilochiis says: [...] and 
again: Euripides is patched up by Socrates.'). 
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It is thought that Socrates and Mnesilochus were 
collaborators with him in some of his works, as 
Teleclides says: 
That man there is Mnesilochus, who is roasting up 
a new play for Euripides, and Socrates is laying the 
firewood. 
Mnesilochus was well-known to anyone who was familiar with 
Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazoiisae. In it, Mnesilochus is introduced to the 
life of Euripides as his 'kinsman'. In the second half of the comedy, he 
suffers rather unpleasant misadventures as a result of his attempt to carry 
out Euripidean rescue operations. And Mnesilochus swaps roles with 
Euripides half way through the play, as he becomes the focal point o f the 
comic action and an alternative author of Euripidean plotting. Like 
Cephisophon and Socrates, Mnesilochus is thus traditionally depicted as a 
potential collaborator o f Euripides.'"^ 
Euripides' connection with Socrates, on the other hand, draws 
attention not so much to any family relations involved in the production of 
his plays and the creation of his plots, but to the traces o f sophistic thought 
in Euripidean t r a g e d y . T h e effect o f this double-entendre is twofold: 
within the limited space of only two lines, Teleclides manages to capitalise 
on both, a reference to any family concerns and a reference to the 
philosophical undercurrents in Euripidean drama. 
As a result, the remark preserved in f r .4 l K.-A. recalls several of 
Aristophanes' plays - Thesmophoriazoiisae as well as Acharnians, Frogs, 
'"' Rosen seems the first scholar to have observed the link between Mnesilochus and the 
Chamaeleontic method as displayed by Agathon in Thesmophorizoiisae. and he rightly 
slates that 'it is significant that the Inlaw seeks biographical infonnation from Agathon 
h imse l f (2008: 43). 
""' See Lcfkowitz (2007: 103) for a discussion of the jokes regarding Socrates' influence on 
Euripides. 
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Knights and Clouds. In Knights, lines 15-19 seem to be the most explicit 
charge against Euripides as a sophist and Euripidean tragedy as an almost 
Socratic and sophistic art o f conceit and cleverness, as one slave says to the 
other that he talks 'as cleverly as Euripides' (Koiixi/evpiJiiKajq, line 17) to 
which the other slave retoils with yet another reference to Euripidean 
tragedy: 'Do not be-chevril me!' {\xi] ' j i o i ye, 'fxo'i, \ir] 
SiaoKavSitciaiiq, line 19). In Clouds, the notorious passage shows 
Socrates' prospective student Pheidippides beating his father because he 
does not praise 'Euripides most wise' ( O ^ J K O U V 5iKai(0(;, oaxiq OVK 
EiL)pi7ii6riv ercaivelc; ; 'So wasn't I right to do so to one who won't praise 
Euripides, a man of genius?, line 1377-8, translation Sommerstein 1982: 
143). 
Diogenes Laertius quotes in 2.18 passages about Euripidean 
drama from comedies which are lost to us but were thought to illustrate the 
collaboration (at)|a.7ioeiv) o f Euripides and Socrates, and they remind us of 
the famous expression which describes Euripides as a CTcoKpaToyo^cpoc; 
(Teleclides fr . 42 K..-A.): 
EupiTi'iSac; acoKpaxoyofx^otx; 
Euripides, the Socrates-fasteners 
Diogenes Laertius quotes Callias fr. 15 K.-A. , where Euripides concedes that 
the wisdom of his lines is actually Socrates', not his own merit: 
(A.) XI 5TI a-u aEp.vTi Kai (ppovelq O'UTCO \ieya; 
(B.) eE,EaTi yap \iov IcoKpdtric; yap a ix ioq 
(A.) Why are you so haughty and so proud? 
(B.) Because 1 can be! For Socrates is responsible. 
(translation Olson 2007: 445) 
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Poetic collaboration between Euripides and someone else was also the 
source of laughter in a comedy by Antiphanes. The plethora o f 'helpers' 
testifies to the fact that Euripides was productive but also to the perception 
that his plays contained un-poetic, in the case o f Cephisophon and Socrates: 
perhaps slavish-sounding and philosophic passages and expressions. 
Euripides was thus imagined as dependent on the helping hands 
of others, a reputation which in the fourth century BC earned him a place 
among many anonymous representatives in the genre of 'jokes about 
parasites'. Already in a fragment from the turn to the fourth centuiy, 
Euripides seems to have been depicted as a parasite. In a passage from the 
lost comedy Odysseus (fr. 35 K. -A. ) , Theopompus has one of his characters 
say; 
EiopiTtiSox) tapiaxov, oxt KaKcoc; exov, 
tdX-^o-cpia 5einvE~iv xov KaA-coq e\)5a'i|aova 
A Euripidean breakfast, not a bad thing, 
to have someone else's meal: quite fortunate! 
To get the joke o f this line, it is important to know that the expression 'to 
have someone else's meal' (TaX,X.6xpia SeiJivelv) was a common way of 
describing parasites in Old Comedy (see, for instance, Aristophanes Wealth 
890 or Eubulus fr.72 K.-A.) . ' "^ On a similar line as the depiction of 
Euripides as an anti-hero and parasite is his representation in a fragment 
Apparently, Euripides also starred in Dipliilus' comedy The Parcisile (MapaoiToq), see 
Diphilus fr.60, I K . - A . It is worth noting that the seemingly harmless oil-llask (XriKuSiov), 
which iterativcly occurs in the cigon between Aeschylus and Euripides in Frogs, carries 
connotations ofparsitism. This can be concluded from ancient commentaries on a passage 
in Aristophanes' AaixaXiiq ('The Banqueters'), wiiich runs: ox)5' Eotiv auxri axzyy'iq 
OU6E >.f)K\)9oq ("slie has neither an oil-scrapcr nor an oil-flask', iV.214 K..-A.). Of botii the 
oil-scraper and the oil-flask Pollux says in 10.62 that they were the insigiiici of parasites 
(Tolq 6E Ttapao'iToiq JtpooeoTi Kai azXeyy'ic, Ka'i Xr]K\)Qoc,. 'and to the parasites 
belonged oil-scrapcr and oil-flask'; see also Plaut. Sticli. 230 Pers. 123 cyniciim esse 
egentem oporlel parasiluin probe: ampullcim, slrlgilem [...] haheal.). Tiic oil-flask also 
reoccurs in Diogenes" letter ep. I . I . This is of special interest for my analysis of ihc pseudo-
Euripidcan letters, in which Euripides is modelled as a Cynic (see ciiaptcr 4 below). 
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from a fourth-century comedy, in which PhiUppides might have used 
Euripides as an exemplum 
Philippides f r . l 8 K.-A. : 
oxav dT\)xe~iv ao i a\)p.jreaii x i , Seanoxa, 
Ev)pi7ii5ot) nvria9r|Ti, icai paicov eaT|-
o-UK eaxiv O C T X K ; ndvx' dvrip eiL)5ai^ove~i. 
e i v a i 5' -UTto^aPe icai oe xwv noXXwv eva 
whenever you happen to experience a misfortune, 
master, remember Euripides, and you wi l l feel better: 
' for there is no man who is perfectly fortunate' 
so assume that you are too one o f the many 
The link between Euripides and a sceptical world view is also made by 
Nicostratus. Euripides must have featured as a character or just been quoted 
in a comedy by Nicostratus, preserved in Stobaeus ( IV 41 , 48; Nicostratus 
fr.29 K. -A. ) : 
'o\)K Eoxiv ooxic; ndvx' dvrip ETaSaiixoveT..' 
vri xr|v ABrivdv at)vx6fi(jL)q yz, cpi>.xaxe 
E\)pi7c'i5r|, xov plov eGrjKac; eiq ax'ixov 
'there is no such man who is perfectly fortunate' 
By Athena! Succinctly spoken, best Euripides, 
you have put life into a single line! 
The fragment illustrates two things especially well. First, it demonstrates 
how Euripidean tragedy was seen in the fourth century BC. Secondly, it 
gives us a clue as to why Euripidean tragedies more than any other tragedies 
from classical time proved so extremely popular in subsequent centuries. 
It is thanks to the presence of succinct quotable gnomai in the 
speeches of Euripidean characters as well as in some choral passages that 
Euripidean tragedy could be exploited and quoted by later authors as well as 
the 'common man'.'"** In fact, the use of passages from Euripidean tragedies 
Lardinois (2001) illustrates how gnomai were until the Iburth ccntui7 B C part of a living 
tradition in which (he performance of the sayings helped 'coin' traditional formulae and 
typical themes of wisdom litciature. For the circulation of Euripidean gnomai in the 
classroom sec Cribiore (2001; 200-201). 
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in the form of little gnomai by characters in Middle Comedy suggests that 
these gnomai had made it into everyday vocabulary.'"'^ Among many other 
factors, this could have ensured their survival over the centuries, even 
without specific connections to actual re-performances o f the plays. 
It is precisely this culturally influential power of the gnomai 
which not only shaped the perception of Euripides' plays and the 
preservation of passages from them in later centuries but also considerably 
influenced the ancient biographical tradition o f their author. In Nicostratus 
fr.29 K.-A. , we could see how these gnomai were used and re-used on the 
comic stage. In fact we can assume that they also circulated beyond the 
comic stage, as a look at fourth centui7 oratory and rhetorical theory 
shows."" It was popular, and seems to have been common practice, to open 
a speech with a line from Euripides."' 
I now turn to the illustration of the process o f transformation in 
the depiction of Euripides as outlined above. In comedies of the fourth 
century BC, Euripides is no longer part of the plays as a character in his 
own right. Instead, characters on stage take everyday situations as a starting-
point to talk about him and his work. A fragment from Diphilus' comedy 
"The Couple or. The Lamp' (I\)v(i)pi(; \\ ATj^voq) is an excellent example o f 
this new form of 'talking about Euripides' in fourth centuiy comedy and 
gives us a fresh insight into the ubiquity o f Euripidean tragedy at the time. 
This is not to deny, of course, that gnuniai also have crucial functions for an 
understanding of their respective narrative context. Stenger (2004) has recently shown that 
gnoDicil are important guides to the audience in how to understand Bacchylides' poetry. 
"" Aeschines in his in Tim. 151 rc-afUnns the image of Euripides as the 'philosopher of the 
Greek poets' (6 xoiv\)v o\)5evoq nxtov oocpoc; xwv TtoniTcbv EupLJi'iSiiq), and Quintilian 
and Athenaeus seem to echo this account. See Oui'H'li'in 10.1.68 who calls lEuiipides 
senieniiis densiis, and Athenacus IV. 158e who calls him 'this philosopher of the stage' (6 
OKrivitcoq ouxoq ipiXoooipoc;). Tor the reception of Euripidean tragedy in Greek rhetorical 
theory, see Castelli (2001). 
"' See, lor instance, the evidence in Lopez Cruccs (2005: 161). 
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The fragment shows a young man (marked as speaker ' A ' and probably a 
parasite) in conversation with the courtesan Synoris, the title character of 
the play (speaker ' B ' ) . They are throwing dice while chatting about 
Euripides. 
Diphilus fr. 74 K. -A: 
(A.) ap iox ' anaXXaxxeiq kni xomov xo\) KV^OV. 
(B.) daxeioc, el . 5pax|XTiv iinoQeq. (A.) KEixai naXai. 
(B.) ntoc, av PaXoip,' E-opinlSriv; (A.) OVK av noie 
Ex)p\.n'ibr\c, yvvaiKa otooEi'. ovx opaiq 
Ev Tttlq xpayoiid'miciv avxaq coq OTVjyel; 5 
xovc, 5e napaa'iTotx; r\yaKa. 'kkyei ye xoi; 
'dtvrip yap ooxiq EV P'lov Keicxruxevoq 
I^ Ti xoio^cxxiaxov xpeTq aa-unP6^o\)q xpecpei, 
6X,oixo, vocxov [ir\ iiox' Eiq Jidxpav xxj/cov.' 
(B.) JioBev eaxi xavxa, npoq B E C O V ; (A.) xi 8E CTOI ^e^ei; 10 
ov yap x6 5pd|a.a, xov S E V O \ ) V OKOJiov)|ie9a. 
(A.) You deliver wonderfully as far as this throw goes. 
(B.) You are so urban! Did you put a drachma? (A.) It's been 
lying there for a while (B.) I f only I could throw a Euripides 
now! (A.) Euripides would never rescue a woman. Don't you see 
that in his tragedies he hates them? But he loved parasites! At 
least he says: 'Any rich man who does not feed at the very least 
three people who do not contribute to the expenses of the meal 
shall perish and never return to his fatherland!' (B.) Where are 
these lines taken from, by the gods? (A.) What does it matter to 
you? It is not the play we are examining but the attitude behind 
it. 
(translation Olson 2007: 439, slightly adapted) 
'Euripides' was the name of a successful throw of dice in antiquity, which 
could have been named either after the famous tragedian or after the fourth-
century politician. Pollux 9.101 reports that in games of (xaxpdYaX,oi 
('knuckle-bones') a throw which totalled 40 was called 'Euripides'. I f the 
same throw was also played with ordinai-y dice, at least 7 dice would have to 
be thrown at the same time. In which case, to throw a Euripides would mean 
to throw five 6s and two dice of 5 - a very good throw indeed."~ 
Sec Olson (2007: 180) (or details about the game depietcci in Dipliilus fr.74 K. -A . 
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Following the ancient explanation by Pollux but freely 
conjecturing the origin o f its name, LSJ explains 'E-Dpi7ii5r)(;' as 'a cast o f 
40 of the dice, from one Euripides who held office with the Forty at 
Athens.' Where the name of this cast originally comes from is, however, not 
as undisputed as the LSJ e:nXvy would make us believe. 
In fact, the fragment from Diphilus' comedy illustrates neatly 
how prolifically the name of Euripides can be used. Probably exploiting a 
pun on e\) pijixco, speaker A provokes the courtesan as he creates a double-
entendre by transferring the name of this game to the name of the tragedian 
Euripides to initiate not only a teasing discussion about Euripides' alleged 
misogynism but also to introduce Euripides as a propagator o f parasitism. 
Dice, and games of dice, seem to have been a popular device on 
the comic stage, not only for Diphilus but already in the f i f t h century."^ 
However, in contrast to previous depictions o f gamblers and games of dice 
on the comic stage, in the fourth century the setting is exploited as a 
platform for remarks about Euripidean drama and useful or entertaining 
quotations from his plays. 
From more general conversations about Euripidean tragedy we 
move on to expressions o f great enthusiasm about his plays on the comic 
stage, the 'fandom' identified by Ralph Rosen for the reception of 
Euripides. A fragment from a comedy by Philemo offers a compelling 
window on the enthusiasm in the reception o f Euripides after Aristophanes: 
Philemo fr. 153 K.-A.: 
Et)pin'i6ri(; nou (priaiv, ouxoq 6q )a6vo<; 8 i jvaxa i Xkytiv 
Euripides, he once said, you are the only one who can speak. 
See Phcrccrates fi.l27 K. -A . 
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The fragment illustrates the popularity of Euripidean tragedy with the 
writers of the fourth century, and gives us a first glimpse at the emergence 
of a Euripides-mania that seems to have been ridiculed on the comic stage 
of the fourth century BC. It is preserved in fr. 39 V I I of Satyrus' Bios 
Euripidou and its emphasis on the Euripidean use of language rather than its 
musicality or plots (as ridiculed ad nauseam by the poets o f Old Comedy) is 
symptomatic for a shifting focus in other poets' interest in Euripides 
between the f i f th and the fourth century BC: the interest moves from 
Euripides as personification of his plays to an independent appreciation o f 
his work and, as a result, a depiction of the poet as separate from his plays. 
In another play, Philemo seems to make fun o f the 'Euripides-
Mania' which derived from the ongoing interest in Euripides some of his 
contemporaries must have displayed:""* 
Philemo f r . l 18 K.-A.: 
El xdXq (xX.Ti0Ei.aiCTIV o'l xeGvriKOTEq 
aiCTGriCTiv elxov, av5pEq, (oq (paaiv T I V E C ; , 
a7ir|Y£,a)iTiv av COCTT' 'i6£~iv E-upin'i5r|v 
i f it were true that the dead have perception, 
as some maintain, then, gentlemen, I would ki l l 
myself to see Euripides 
The speaker of these lines could have alluded to Euripides the politician 
rather than Euripides the tragedian. However, the fragment is quoted in the 
Genos Euripidou (6, p.6,14 Schwartz) and in the Anihologia Palatina (AP 
9.450) and attests to an obsession with Euripides and Euripidean drama in 
the fourth century which is also indicated by the fact that there was a whole 
We know, for example, that Axionicus wrote a comedy entitled Oi>ieupiiti5r|(; (The 
Euripides-Fan) and that lovers of Euripidean tragedy played a central role in a comedy by 
Philemo (.see my di.scussion of Philemo fr.l 18 K. -A. below and KasscTs commentary on 
Axionicus fr.3 K. -A. fiom his play <l>iA.e\)piiii5r|i;: 'Euripides amatores depingit"). For a 
comparison of Aristophanes of the metatheatrical passages in Axionicus see Nessclrath 
(1990: 245-7). 
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play in which the protagonist is represented as a 'fan of Euripides'. We have 
two fragments o f the comedy <I)iX.E\)piJii5Ti(; by Axionicus. One of the 
fragments mentions the tragedian's explicitness. 
Axionicus fr.3 K..-A.: 
omw yap kni xoic, [ikXeoi xoiq Ei)piJil.5o\) 
aja,q)a) voaot)Oiv, ( O O X E xd^X,' a m o l q S O I C E I V 
Eiva i |.ie>.r| yiyypavxa Kai Kaicov \ikya 
for so passionate are both about the songs of Euripides 
that it seems to them that other songs 
are composed for the scrannel pipes and a big evil 
The protagonist of the play The Euripides-Fan was probably a buffoon on 
stage who loved Euripidean tragedy while he could not stand any other 
tragedians for the terrible sound of the music that accompanied their lines. A 
statement which seems to present us with the inversion of the derision of the 
new music in Euripidean tragedy. And perhaps ironically ran along similar 
lines as those earlier mockeries. Roselli recently argued that Axionicus' play 
could have mocked the great demand for Euripides by the fourth-century 
theatre audience."^ This seems not implausible: we have ample evidence 
from various sources which attests to Euripides' immense popularity in the 
fourth century BC."^ 
7. Stylistic Theory and the comic portrayal of Euripides in Old Comedy 
The question which arises from the depiction of Euripides in Old Comedy 
so far is: do we have to read him as a character on the comic stage called 
Rosclli (2005; 1-2, and 2 n.2). 
Dipliilus Fr. 60 K . - A , a fragment from liis comedy The Parasite, also seems to attest to 
this popularity, as it shows a parasite quoting comically shortened and distorted gnomai 
from Euripidean tragedy. The passage from the play was preserved in Athenacus' 
Deipiiosupbislae (Atlicn. 10.422). For the geographical spread of actors who specialised in 
Euripides, see Hall (2007: 272); on the popularity Q( Medea. Oresles, and Telephns outside 
of Athens, see Hall (2007: 275-6), on the subsequent disappearance of the more Athcnian-
focussed tragedies Eiechlhens and Suppliant Women, .see Hall (2007: 278). 
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Euripides or as the portrayal of Euripidean art? Or, possibly, as a 
combination of both? 
Personification in antiquity has been researched most notably in 
two areas: the personifications of daily life phenomena as gods and 
goddesses, i.e. in the area of cult, ritual and religion, and in personifications 
as they appear in the visual arts, i.e. on vase-paintings, statues and mosaics. 
There is a great variety of personified characters at work in the extant texts 
of Old Comedy, but scholars have never compared the depiction of the 
Demos, Wealth or Poverty in Aristophanes to that of Euripides and 
Socrates. Or, when they did so, the difference was generally reduced to the 
dichotomy 'personification of abstracts' v. 'depiction of contemporaries'."^ 
First, however, it is necessary to make some distinctions. While 
Ethopoiia, the representation of a person's character,"** is at work in early 
epic and historiography as well as in the biographical tradition from 
Plutarch onwards, Prosopopoiia creates a character that is non-existent, 
such as Proof {iXeyxoc,), who appears as a character in Menander, or the 
Just and the Unjust Logos in Aristophanes."^ 
Yet, 'Euripides' on stage is not only about the character of the 
person or the playwright called Euripides, but also about the character of his 
plays and their effects on the Athenian audience. 'Euripides' thus seems to 
be a personification of a certain type of drama, neither quite following the 
rules of Ethopoiia nor that of Prosopopoiia. Perhaps Aristophanes' 
Ncwigcr (1975) famously claimed (hat there are no allegories on the Aristoplianic stage 
but rather incoiporatcd metaphors. 
""On which sec Gill (1996). 
See Hermogenes' definition of eiliopoiici and prosopopoiici (Progyniuasinata 9.1-7 ed. 
Rabe) and Stafford's account of the ancient treatment of personification in tiie first chapter 
of her book (Stafford 2000: 1-44). 
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innovative depiction of 'Euripides' could best be labelled Poielopoiia, as it 
contains the poietes Euripides as well as the poiesis 'a la Euripide'. 
The lack o f manliness as we have seen it in Acharnians and 
Thesmophoriazoiisae seems to convey a feature of Euripides that equals his 
art: it is un-heroic and effeminate, overly refined and too realistic. These 
features are also ascribed to Agathon and other representatives of new fornis 
o f tragedy. The different ways in which Euripidean drama challenged the 
Athenian audience, it seems, become features of the poet himself as literary 
criticism finds its way into the public domain through the comic stage. 
The fact that the character o f Euripides on the Athenian stage cle 
facto incorporates the work o f Euripides is extraordinary. Less so, because 
he thus becomes a personification o f a certain kind o f literature (i.e. 
'Euripidean drama') - just like we find personifications Tragedy, Comedy 
and even Stage itself as characters in Ancient Greek texts and vase-
paintings,'"" but strikingly so as this incorporation of literary texts for the 
first time in ancient literature becomes a 'body of texts'. 
Unfortunately, we do not have enough extant material to make a 
strong case for this phenomenon or any ancient descriptions of a poet's 
incorporation o f his work apart from Euripides' incorporation of his plays in 
the comedies of Aristophanes. However, it is not entirely unlikely that there 
were other evocations of the )ieX,ri of previous authors in material that is 
now lost to us. 
'"" On Comedy as a character, see Cralinus, Pryline fr. I 80 K. -A . (=Schol. Ar. Eq. 400). On 
the phenomenon that the Greek poets become in the biographical tradition almost allegories 
of the genres within which they were productive, see Tarrell (2002: 31). 
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8. Realism, the Mimesis of Mimesis, and Commemoration 
In the fragments we have seen from Middle Comedy, it is evident even on 
the basis o f the scarce evidence that has come down to us that Old as well as 
Middle Comedy must have enjoyed imitating Euripidean tragedy.'^' By 
parroting the tragic genre, late f i f th and fourth century comedy established a 
platform for discourse about tragedy and the tragedians. Euripides seems to 
have held a special position in this discourse. 
The treatment o f Euripides in Aristophanes and fragments from 
other comedies also served as a starting point for jokes about more general 
aspects o f life in Athens. The mentioning o f Euripides' name in Antiphanes 
fr.205 K.-A. , for instance, perhaps belonged to a much broader tradition o f 
poking fun at anything foreign. The fragment is ascribed to Antiphanes' 
comedy The Wounded Man (Tpa\)|a.axiaq) and has the following text: 
Antiphanes fr.205 K.-A.: 
HT) jieotaq otei 
eX-Kco^ev, aWa K a i X.o7ian6q e'lq |.ieoov 
7 t a t a £ , a T c o TIC;, K a i t i K a i p E > . ' i O K i o v , 
oxpocpr) Xbyiov jtapeXGeTW xiq. v\hx> xoi 
eoxiv )aExaPoA.r) mvxoq ipyoi) jtXr)v evoq 5 
jiapa6i5o\) 6' e^riq E| ioi 
xov apiceo'iyuiov, E<paOK' Eupin'iSriq. 
( B . ) EupiniSiiq Y ^ P toux' eipaoicev; ( A . ) aXka xiq; 
( B . ) <I>iX6^evoq 5I'-|JIOUBEV. ( A . ) OUBEV SiaipEpEi, 
(b xdv; eX.EYxei^ | i ' E V E K O o\)A.A.apf|(; |.iiaq 10 
Let's not always lift up f u l l cups, but let us 
also knock an argument into the fore, a n d a little 
song, let a maze of words come up! Sweet indeed is 
the change from every task except for one 
Hand over to me then the limb-strengthener, 
as Euripides called it. 
( B . ) Euripides said that'.' ( A . ) Who else'' 
( B . ) Philoxcnus, I would have thought. ( A . ) There is 
no difference, my friend; you are trying to prove me 
wrong merely because of one syllable 
121 By Middle Comedy, a term probably invented by the Alexandrian commentators, I mean 
any plays written in the time between Aristophanes and Menander. 
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The passage is transmitted in Athenaeus' Deipnosophistae (I0.446a-b). 
There, it is part of a joking exchange of passages about drinking and 
drunkards between Ulpian and his fellow-drinkers. For our analysis of the 
dynamics o f the depiction of Euripides on the comic stage of the fourth 
century BC it is of central importance as it shows (a) the popularity of the 
mention of Euripides and Euripidean verses in the comedies of that period, 
(b) the auto-referential consciousness of the mocking authors within the 
dynamics o f comic derision and (c) the ubiquity of anecdotes about 
Euripides o q)iA,6^Eivo<; already in the fourth century BC. 
The proverb which speaker A alludes to in this passage is 
mentioned by Aristotle in Rhetoric 1371 a 28 and occurs in Euripides' 
Orestes 234 as ixexaPoA^Ti rnvxcov y l ^ - O K X ) ('change from all is sweet'). It is 
important to note that we have the earliest example o f a biographical remark 
about Euripides as a 'lover o f foreigners' ((piA.6^eivoq) - a feature o f 
Euripides which becomes a central interest in later biographical 
representations.'"" The first depiction o f biographical details and 
biographical debate, which starts immediately after Euripides' death, w i l l 
build the foundation for all later narratives about Euripides. At the same 
time, it should be clear from this chapter that these early instances of 
biographical writing follow certain principles and paradigms of their 
historical and generic context, just as later texts w i l l have their own time 
frames and points of reference. 
The well-attested realism of Euripidean tragedy seems to have 
been mirrored throughout the biographical tradition. And while it is true for 
Sec my discussion of the topos on p. 169 below. 
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Frogs that 'One of the play's recurrent themes is the effect o f tragedy on 
'real l i f e" , ' ^^ the same principle proved to be the case for the later authors 
of the biographical tradition of Euripides. The drastic realism in the 
Euripidean depiction of characters like Medea, Creusa, or Heracles, in other 
words, seems to resonate in the graphic representation of the poet Euripides. 
While in Frogs and Thesmophoriazousae the effects o f 
Euripidean tragedy on 'real l i fe ' are in fact ridiculed, the effects of this 
ridicule seem to survive over the centuries and transfer and transfonn the 
ridicule o f Euripidean drama from a comical context on stage into the 
description o f the off-stage life of the tragedian. Stock features of ridiculing 
Euripides, such as XaX'm and 'kEKxbx^c, are appreciated as qualities of 
Euripidean tragedy and become positive qualities at least from Hellenistic 
times onwards. 
In contrast to later depictions of Euripides, the tragedian is 
described not only as effeminate and unmanly but also as potentially 
dangerous for society (stirring up the women and annoying the men) and 
generally a rather useless 'typical intellectual' (most explicitly so in the 
description of his laziness in Acharnians). The effect of mirroring 
characteristic properties of an art form into the persona of the artist himself 
found ample support from respective theoretical claims about the interaction 
between the work and life of a poet, as the examples of Chamaeleon, 
passages in Aristophanes and the dictitin by Solon in the Athenaion Politeia 
show. 
Bassi (2003: 45). 
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My contention is that the idea o f a poet featuring as the 
personification o f the weaknesses of his poetry and the embodiment o f a 
text corpus is not exclusive to Aristophanes, and a look at Strattis f r .2 l K.-
A. seems to confirm this. Sometimes the metaphorical and metonymical 
constructions are more complex than the most common examples. The use 
of the cast of dice called 'Euripides' as a starting point for a conversation 
about the tragedian and his merits seems more abstract than the embodiment 
o f his work and person by an actor. 
Any conclusive account of Aristophanes has to remain incomplete 
and tentative. Even i f we consider the Chamaeleontic method as already in 
use in the late f i f t h century, we still cannot know whether Aristophanes 
depicts it as his own, whether he refers to contemporary colleagues in 
approval or in ridicule, whether, in other words, he wants to get involved in 
the biographical debate at all or rather present it as an impossible task. The 
wish 'not to make mincemeat o f the same man twice' (a\)9iq xov amov 
dv5pa |iV)xxa)xei!)aop.Ev), expressed at the beginning o f Wasps,^^'* reminds 
us o f the extra-ordinary role o f Euripides within the Aristophanic ceuvre, but 
also o f the extreme variety in his depiction. What I hope to have highlighted 
in this chapter, are some recurrent themes and underlying concerns in the 
depiction o f Euripides on the comic stage. 
Euripides is not merely depicted as one of many intellectuals of 
fifth-centuiy Athens in Old Comedy. Rather, he seems to have been singled 
out and attacked in more detail than any other poet or philosopher of his 
time. The attempt to mock the unsophisticated ways of the characters of 
See my discussion of the passage on pp. 28-9 above. 
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Euripidean plays is accompanied by a mimicking o f their realism in 
Aristophanic comedy to such a degree that Aristophanes could be said to be 
eiL)pini5apiGxocpavi^cov. 
Many aspects of the comic Euripides, including his alleged 
misanthropic character, play a major role in the depiction of the poet in later 
centuries, especially in the pseudo-Euripidean letters. With the Hellenistic 
interest in the stylistic theory o f Old Comedy, Euripides' XaX'ia and 
^ejixoxric; are taken up in the biographical representation o f Euripides by 
Hellenistic writers. To return to the quotation at the very beginning o f this 
chapter: Euripides was - unlike many of his colleagues whose tragedies may 
have seen more victories than the plays by Euripides - not ignored by the 
god o f the theatre after his death. 
In this chapter, I have identified the depiction of Euripides in Greek 
Comedy as an influential starting-point for to the ancient biographical 
tradition of Euripides, and as the foundation for some aesthetic principles of 
Hellenistic literature. I have discussed the evidence for Aristophanes' 
preoccupation with Euripides as well as the early reception of Euripidean 
drama and the echoes o f its style and characteristics in Old Comedy. M y 
analysis of selected fragments from other comedies suggested that the 
portrayal of Euripides underwent notable changes in the fourth century BC. 
1 argued for the importance of stylistic theory and realism in the 
early mimesis and commemoration o f Euripides and Euripidean drama by 
comedians in the f i f th and fourth centuiy BC. It could be observed that 
Euripides no longer seems to feature as a character on the comic stage as his 
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plays become canonized. I illustrated this phenomenon in the discussion o f a 
comic fragment which seems to convey a comparison between different 
forms o f tragedy in a 'recipe for the perfect tragedy'. The ubiquity of 
conversations about Euripides in connection with quotations from his 
tragedies was exemplified in a discussion of the scene o f the dice players in 
Diphilus' Synoris. 
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Euripides in Hellenistic poetry 
In the previous chapter, I have outlined the importance of the depiction of 
Euripides in Old and Middle Comedy for our understanding of all later 
biographical narratives about the tragedian. 1 have shown how central Euripides is 
for the construction of a stereotypical KcoiacoSoTJiievoi; and how he served as the 
depiction of the prototypical intellectual on the stage of Old Comedy. However, I 
have also shown that this stereotype is by no means rigid and persistent. In fact, it 
could be shown that already in the fourth century, the depiction of Euripides 
underwent a major transformation. 
As his plays become increasingly canonized, Euripides no longer 
featured as a character in its own right on the comic stage. Instead, his work was 
summarised in, and could be recalled through, the mere mentioning of his name. 
This is especially explicit in fragments which seem to entail a comparison between 
different types of tragedy, such as the 'recipe for the perfect tragedy' by 
Aristophanes, or in fragments which illustrate the ubiquity o f conversations about 
Euripides and quotations from his tragedies, as in the scene o f the dice players 
discussing Euripides in Diphilus' Synoris. The process o f canonization continues 
to influence the shaping of the biographical tradition in the third century BC, as 
Euripides plays a major role in the imagination of Hellenistic writers. He is now a 
key figure in the construction o f the classical past, and his poetry is central to the 
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Hellenistic curriculum.' Euripides becomes one of the most widely read and 
performed authors o f the time. We have every reason to believe that literally 
everybody who went through school education in the Greek-speaking Hellenistic 
world was familiar with Euripidean poetry. Therefore, a broad public interest in 
Euripides could be expected by any writer who intended to write about the 
tragedian, and we have enough evidence to believe that several authors in 
Hellenistic times and subsequent centuries decided to do so. 
In this chapter, I want to move from Athens to Alexandria and take a 
look at some shorter texts which express the fascination of Hellenistic poets and 
scholars with Euripides: these f i l l the gap between Satyrus and Old and Middle 
Comedy, and help us explain through what routes and processes the interest in the 
classical poets was kept alive. The material under discussion in this chapter has 
until now been neglected in discussions o f ancient biographical representations of 
Euripides. An analysis o f the poems w i l l help us gain a better understanding o f the 
historical dimension of the ancient biographical representations of Euripides, and 
their development in the Hellenistic period.^ The poems, which all mention the 
tragedian explicitly, broaden our view of the Hellenistic interest in biographies o f 
classical poets and indicate a sharp awareness of the mechanisms of reception and 
commemoration by their authors. 
' For Euripides in the classroom, see Morgan (1998: 69-89) and Cribiore (2001: 98-9). 
" Some of tiie texts in this chapter have been discussed in different contexts, but neither Ippolito 
(1999), nor Schom (2004) or Compton (2005) mention the poems and their role in the biographical 
tradition. Kovacs (1994) gives some of the texts but has no commentai-y. Brill 's Companion lo 
Hellenistic Epigram {= Bing and Briiss 2007) offers a chapter on Mellenistic Epigrams on poets; 
however, its author discusses Hellenistic epigrams on the iambic poets, not the tragic poets, of 
ancient Greece (see Rosen 2007a). Similarly, Fantuzzi's contribution to the volume (Fantuzzi 
2007) discusses the depiction of Thespis, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Hellenistic dramatists but does 
not mention Euripides. 
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In the course o f this chapter, I give a brief introduction to the cultural 
and historical context of the poems (section I) before analysing selected poems in 
a close reading. In section 2, I outline their Macedonian concerns and Panhellenic 
interest. Section 3 looks at the use of established biographical conventions in the 
Hellenistic poems o f Euripides, while section 4 sets my observations regarding 
biographical conventions in the depiction of Euripides against a famous example 
of autobiographical poetry by Poseidippus, which provides us with an interesting 
example o f a response to the developments in biographical representations of 
classical and archaic poets. A brief concluding section (section 5) asks for more 
attention to be paid to the contribution o f Hellenistic poetry to the ancient 
biographical representations of Euripides. 
1. The Cultural and Historical Context 
At the beginning o f the third century BC, we can watch the development o f an 
explicit focus on the classical poets as representatives of the Athenian cultural 
heritage. In the case of Euripides, the geographical spread o f the reception of 
Euripidean tragedy as well as the popularity of his texts in classroom exercises is 
well attested and allows us to get a clear picture of the reception o f his plays in 
later antiquity.'' 
It is worthwhile looking at the different contexts in which the 
biographical narratives o f Euripides were written and re-written. In Hellenistic 
poeti-y, the space dedicated to Euripides rather than his poetry changes as 
' Epigrams on famous men from ihc Athenian past were probably also used at school. Sec 
WiBmann (2002: 215-30) for a full discussion of the phenomenon. For recitations in the classroom, 
see rord(2003: 24-30). 
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commemoration itself becomes a topic of poetic reflection. The awareness o f the 
mechanisms of biographical writing and the selection processes in the judgement 
of earlier literature increase as Hellenistic poets re-create the past, reflect on the 
possibilities of biographical writings and stress the importance of their own merits. 
It can generally be said that the biographical narratives about Euripides 
are in the third century BC marked by an interesting shift of focus in the 
representation o f the poet, as his death, tomb, and commemoration are at the centre 
of literary depictions. In addition to this shift of focus, the choice of genre seems 
interesting. In all but one instance, at which Euripides turns up in Hemiesianax' 
famous mock-elegy, the Hellenistic poems about Euripides are all set in the fomi 
o f epigrams. 
The Alexandrians famously re-defined the possibilities of the epigram 
and introduced heroes and anti-heroes in a new form of realism in their poems.^ As 
a genre, the epigram allows for sophisticated and highly allusive messages in a 
condensed form. More often than not, one of the many layers o f meaning in 
Hellenistic epigrams is ironical or even satirical. The choice of the epigram for the 
depiction o f Euripides in Hellenistic times seems apposite. This is especially true 
i f we consider that some important roots of Hellenistic aesthetic principles are to 
be found in comedy, as 1 have pointed out in chapter I of this thesis. 
The genre boundaries between epigram and elegy are notoriously protean. For a full discussion of 
the problem, see Gentili (1968: 36-45), Gutzwiller (1998: 4-5 and 116-17), and Thomas (1998: 
205-7). A good example of the fuzzy boundaries is Poseidippus' so-called 'seal' poem (SH 705). 
which Gow and Page (1965; 544) classify as 'perhaps elegy rather than epigram.' 
In my use of the tenn realism, I follow Zanker (1987). Realism in the depiction of heroes and 
anti-heroes in Hellenistic poetry stands of course also in the iambographie tradition, sec Degani 
(1993). Rosen (2007a: 473-76), and Rosen (2007b). 
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The choice o f genre has two major consequences for our texts. First, 
epigrammatic conventions were deeply rooted in epigraphic conventions. As a 
result, literary epigrams display a preference for the three main topics already 
featuring in the earliest Greek inscriptions and present in the 'prehistory' o f the 
genre: the expression o f love and affection, dedication o f objects and the context 
o f death and epitaphs.^ These seemingly diverse fields o f interest all have one 
common denominator. They are fields in which the writer of the poem seeks to 
spread the kleos of an individual - either of the beloved, of a god or goddess or of 
a deceased person, and, last but not least: of the authors of these short texts 
themselves.^ Thus, a certain tendency towards both 'heroisation' and self-
reference seems to be part of the conventions of the genre. 
Secondly, the original scarcity o f space on stones, vases or clay tablets 
fostered the density of thought so characteristic of the epigram. This economical 
and careful compression of language and thought implies another phenomenon 
which seems a common trait in texts o f the genre. The expression o f seemingly 
antithetical positions or ideas is a characteristic feature of epigrams. This tendency 
towards ambivalence and surprise also plays an important role in the discussion of 
Euripides' life. In fact, it echoes the ambiguity towards the tragedian which is 
already obvious in Aristophanes' treatment of the playwright.*^ We wi l l see in the 
discussion of the poems that the epigrams about Euripides, set in what Fantuzzi 
On the development of the epigrams and the 'prehistory' of the genre, see Fantuzzi and Hunter 
(2004: 283-349; especially 283-91). 
^ The last case is most obvious in inscriptions of the type 'x made me', but is also present in any 
donation in a dedicatory and funerary context; see Day (1989), (1994) and (2000): Dcpew (2000) 
and Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 291). 
" See Sens (2007: 373-6) on the phenomenon of ambiguity in Hellenistic epigrams. 
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and Hunter call 'perhaps the most topical genre o f all Greek poetry','' interact 
creatively both with the tradition o f their own form and with the tradition o f 
biography. 
The epigrams which mention Euripides are preserved in Book 7 o f the 
Anthologia Palat'ma. The book is dedicated to epitymbia and contains poems that 
can be dated to the period spanning from the third to the middle o f the first century 
BC. Unlike other epigrams of the same sub-category, however, the poems con-
cerning Euripides focus on the circumstances of his death rather than focussing on 
characteristic features or great achievements o f the deceased in his lifetime. 
The notorious Athenian misanthrope Timon, for instance, is depicted in 
the same book of the Anthology quite differently. Like most epigrams, the 
epigrams concerning Timon create the illusion that Timon actually speaks to the 
reader o f the epigram. Timon characterises himself by way of asking the reader to 
pass by {AP 7.136) or not to wish him well but rather disappear quickly {AP 
7.318). Another epigram about the legendai^ misanthrope sends a warning to 
Cerberus, and readers are told that aggressive Timon ( T I | X C L ) V aypioq) bites like a 
dog even in the Underworld {AP 7. 319)."^ The grumpy man even curses the reader 
Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 292). 
icai vEicuq wv Tinwv dypioq- au 6E y', co nt)A.alo)(ope | rUou-tcovoc;, xdipPei, KepPepe, pr) O E 
ha.K\x ('Even as he is dead, Timon is aggressive; watch out, Pylaorus gatc-kecjicr of Pluto, 
Cerberus, that he docs not bile you!"). Of course we cannot be entirely sure tliat the Timon 
addressed in these epigrams was the Icgcndai^ Timon of fifth-century Athens. We know, for 
instance, that a poet and philosopher called Timon lived in the third century B C and might have 
been the target of these lines by his fellow-poets. There seems to have been a confusion of the two 
already in antiquity. See Photiadcs (1959: 320-1 with notes) for the references. 
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of the fictional epitaph, claiming his territory and reinforcing his reputation by 
challenging posterity to put a spell on him {AP 7.320)." 
Unlike the fictionally self-referential epitaphs by Timon, however, the 
poems concerning Euripides do not, as it was common in epitymhia, suggest a 
dialogue between a tombstone and the reader who takes up the role o f the 
allegedly uninformed passer-by.'^ Instead of impersonating Euripides, the poets o f 
our texts chose to address him directly and the reader of their poems becomes a 
witness of the conversation between the playwright froin classical Athens and the 
Hellenistic commentator on Euripides and his legacy. 
Despite their individual differences - on which I say more in the 
following section - all o f the poems in this chapter have one preoccupation in 
common: the death o f Euripides and the survival o f his fame. Two explanations for 
this preoccupation come to mind. First, one could argue that this line of thought is 
not a Hellenistic invention. The poems by Pindar and Sappho for example, often 
distinguish explicitly between the mortal athlete, woman or writer on the one hand 
and the immortal fame o f the athletes' reputation or the woman's beauty and the 
author's immortal poetry on the other hand. 
" o^elai jtavtTi nepi T O V tacpov eloiv otKaveai | ical OK6A.0Jteq; pXa<|/Ei<; xoijq noSaq, iiv 
npoo'iTiq.l Tincov nioavGpcoJtoq E V O I K E C O . oKXa napzXQz. \ oinco^Eiv E i J i a q noWa, jiapEA.9e 
Hovov, ('Sharp thistles and thorns are all around the tomb; you will hun your feet if you go near it. 
I. Timon the misantiiropc, dwell here. Better be on yoiu way after you have pronounced many 
curses on my head - just be on your way.'). The imagery of the thorn-bush seems to be inspired by 
Aristophanes' Lysisiraia, where Timon is described as "a vagabond who had his face sunounded 
by unapproachable thom-bushes' (dtPaxoioiv ev oKcoXoioi ia npoowna nepiEipyiiEvoq, Lvs. 
806). 
On the popularity of the 'talking inscriptions' in Greek epigrams and their forerunners in 
epigraphic conventions see Burzachechi (1962: 3-5); Raubitschek (1968a: 1-4); Svcnbro (1993: 26-
43); Bing (1998: 21-43); Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 306-338), Meyer (2005: 18; 71-2), Petrovic 
(2005: 30-42), Meyer (2007: 191-9) and Zankcr (2007: 241-2). 
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To a certain degree, then, the basic pattern of the mortality of the 
individual versus the immortality of the text is a feature through which Hellenistic 
poetry refers to earlier Greek poetry. The second possible explanation for the 
Hellenistic writers' preoccupation with the death o f Euripides is a structural one. 
A l l but one of the poems are composed in the form of epigrams.'^ The subject o f 
the death o f the author hence could be motivated by generic conventions. Equally, 
the elegiac form chosen by Hennesianax for his treatment of the love lives of 
famous Greek poets, and by Poseidippus for his depiction of his own death, seems 
to suit the needs of the authors' poetic enterprises. For the depiction of the death of 
Euripides in Hellenistic epigrams generic motivations were surely at play. 
A third reason why the death o f the poet features so prominently in 
Hellenistic poetry could be the increased popularity o f the cult of poets in the 
period. In Hellenistic times, partly as a result o f enormous political and social 
changes, and the cultural changes that came with them, individuals receive public 
portrayals in the form of representations in stone or on coins. Statues of Greek 
poets were, for example, found in the Serapeion o f Memphis, a cult site where 
probably the patron god o f poetry was venerated.''' Generally speaking, it seems 
plausible to assume that epigrams on famous poets and the portrayal o f poets from 
the past evolved in a socio-historical context which was considerably influenced 
The form of elegy chosen by Poscidippus for this enteiprise seems appropriate for the topic. The 
other example that docs not fit into the formal categoi-y of the epigram is the mock-clcgy by 
Hcrmcsianax. It is interesting to note that the poem by llermcsianax tells the love stories for 
several of the most famous poets but only in one case, as Kobiliri (1998: 162) and Matthews (2003: 
28.5) rightly point out, narrates the story of the death of the poet: in the case of Euripides. 
" Sec Laiier-Picard (1955: 1-47) and Thompson (1988: 27-9 and 212-65). The most famous 
example is perhaps the bronze statue Ptolemy Philadelphus erected for his tutor, the allegedly first 
scholar-poet and great model for Callimachus and his generation, Philitas of Cos. On the statue of 
Philitas and its echoes in Hellenistic poetry, and the fragmentary poems by Poseidippus and 
Hermcsianax especially, .see Angio (2002: 18-219, Gutzwiller (2007: 30) and Prioux (2007: 20-5). 
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by the cultural politics o f the Ptolemies and the self-fashioning of the Hellenistic 
courts. A cultural politics, it seems, which favoured authors from the Greek past, 
nurtured their iconographical representation in the arts and inspired an interest in 
anecdotal and biographical material in literature. 
We are well informed about the cult surrounding the sixth century poet 
Archilochus o f Paros. Diskin Clay has systematically evaluated the evidence 
regarding the cult o f Archilochus in antiquity and his study created the need for a 
new perspective on the cult of poets in ancient Greece.'^ In what seems to have 
been the first attested cult of a poet as hero, the hero-cult of Archilochus could 
have origins as early as the late sixth century BC. It flourished in the early third 
century BC, and continued long afterwards with the greatest quantity of evidence 
of cult concentrating in the second century A D . ' ^ 
We also have ample evidence for the cult o f other poets - among them 
Homer, Hesiod, the Athenian tragedians, Solon, Simonides, Mimnerus and 
Orpheus - even i f we do not have any early traces of a 'Homereion' or an 
'Eiiripideion' as we have it in the case o f the Parian poet.'^ The scene changes 
remarkably in Hellenistic times, and we hear of a Homereion and o f the famous 
cave o f Euripides on Salamis in ancient sources.'^ It is likely that around the same 
' -Clay (2004). 
"'Clay (2004: 4). See Lcfkowitz' conclusion about the ancient biographies of Euripides ('Stories of 
his [i.e. Euripides'] early recognition and versatility, the magnitude of his accomplishments, his 
isolation, exile, and death suggest that in the fourth century at least he was regarded as something 
of a hero.', Lefl<owitz (1981: 102). 
" For the Archilocheiun of Paros, see Kontolcon (1964: 52), Rossi (2001: 94-5 and 327-8) and 
Clay (2004). A Howereion at Smyrna is mentioned by Strabo (14.1.37), a Homereion at Alexandria 
was commissioned by Ptolemy Philopatcr and is mentioned by Aelian (VH 13.22). 
"* Aclian reports in Vcir. Hist. 13.22 that the Haineieion at Alexandria featured a 'splendid seated 
Homer' in its centre surrounded by all the cities which claimed Homer their own. On the cave of 
lEuripides, see my discussion on pp. 276-79 and 290 below. 
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time some form o f ' t ou r i sm ' established itself to these monuments and places that 
became even stronger points of reference for the Greek cultural memory from 
Hellenistic times onwards. 
In a recent paper, Peter Bing showed how such a cult may have been 
long established when Hermippus referred to it in his biography of Euripides. The 
legendary story of the acquisition of Euripides' stylus, writing tablet and lyre by 
Dionysius o f Sicily, which is transmitted in the anonymous Genos Eiiripidou, 
without any doubt attests to the fact that Euripides had the status o f a 'celebrity' 
already in the fourth century BC.'^ The most prominent features o f the cult of 
Greek poets seem to have been the recognition o f their godlike character through 
divine inspiration, a manifestation of the cult in the dedication of statues and the 
mention of, and visits to, their t o m b s . W e can see both the attestation of divine 
inspiration, and a preoccupation with the death and the tomb of the poet in the 
textual evidence on Euripides from Hellenistic times, in the fictional dialogue 
about Euripides by Satyrus as well as in Hellenistic epigrams. Contrary to earlier 
description of poets and their special status in society at earlier times, however, the 
cult o f the poets in Hellenistic times gains a new dimension: it becomes a literary 
lopos. 
In the case o f Euripides, a new dimension is added to the cult of poets in 
Hellenistic times and is motivated by two tendencies: first, the tendency to exploit 
the commemoration and cult of the poet Euripides to a maximum degree. 
''' See Bing (forthcoming) and my discussion of the report in chapter 5, pp. 166-68 below. 
On the cult of poets in Flellenistic times, .see Bing (1993), Bolmarcich (2002: 81-2) and Clay 
(2004: 6). For a good analysis of the phenomenon of tomb-cult in the third and second centuries 
B C , however without any mention of the cult or even the reported tombs and cenotaphs of classical 
poets, sec Alcock (1991). 
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Secondly, the tendency to put the importance o f the classical past into perspective 
by introducing the Hellenistic position. 
In the broader context o f the biographical tradition on Euripides, the 
texts from Hellenistic times present themselves like a filter to tradition. They filter 
and transfomi the biographical tradition but at the same time reinforce the 
accounts from earlier centuries. This process can best be illustrated by the 
mechanisms o f commemoration and individualisation. Hellenistic accounts 
reinforce the glory o f Euripides while at the same time subverting his glorification. 
The highly reflective literature o f the Hellenistic period makes it possible for us to 
observe a critique o f the pejorative accounts of Euripides as they survived in 
comedy and in the anecdotal material up to Hellenistic times. As a result, 
ridiculing tendencies that formed most of the earlier biographical tradition on 
Euripides are exposed and questioned from the Hellenistic period onwards, while 
the tendency to immortalise the poet as a hero from the past flourishes. 
The Genos Euripidou, for instance, reports of a cult of Euripides in 
connection with his tomb. We can evaluate this account as the reflection o f an 
increased spread of poet worship. Cults of poets may well have been practised in 
antiquity, probably already in the fourth century BC. ' ' Without any doubt there 
have been cults suirounding the tombs of other individuals from the classical 
past.^' However, we do not know whether a cult o f Euripides was more wide-
spread in Macedonia than in mainland Greece. A passage from the Genos 
Eiiripichii, claiming to contain information by the Hellenistic biographer 
Sec Clay (2004: 94-5). 
See the evidence m Alcock (1991: 450-67). 
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Hermippus about the tragedian, illustrates a possible reflection of such cults, even 
though it suggests the idea o f a cult rather than referring to actual cultic 
practices. 
The cult of famous people in antiquity in most cases consists o f a 
permanent material element of commemoration - such as a cenotaph or a statue -
and a quasi-permanent narrative of commemoration, such as an epigram, an 
anecdote or even a saying. In addition to that, literary forms of commemoration 
often tend to have some form of bizarre twist or paradoxical element to 
themselves, which guarantees that the protagonist is singled out among other 
possible heroes."'' In her seminal book on the Lives of the Greek poets, Mary 
Lefkowitz claims that in the course of the biographical tradition on Euripides, his 
weaknesses received more and more emphasis .This rather general judgement is, 
however, not in accordance with the historical context of the evidence we have 
from the third and second century BC. On the contrary: there is a distinct wish to 
glorify the poet as he becoines canonical and the expressions o f that wish are 
subsequently reflected in his biographical representations. 
See my discussion of the text on pp. 166-68 below. 
See Emily Keanis' definition of the hero-cult in the Oxford Classical Diciii>ii<iiy: 'Concepts of 
heroes were as variable as their cull, if not more so. [...] The traditions of liieir lives, deaths, and 
actions after death [...] usually contain some element of singularity or paradox.' (Kenney 1996: 
694). 
~^  Lefkowitz (1981: 88). Lefkowitz gives the explanation that they do so 'in order to make the 
poet's achievements seem more comprehensible and accessible' tlowever. I doubt that the 
comprehcnsibility and accessibility of Euripides for the general audience were most prominent on 
the mind of the ancient authors. 
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2. Macedonian Concerns and Panhellenic Interests 
The text I want to start with is an anonymous epigram on the fame of 
Euripides {AP 7.46 = Kovacs T 97 = Kannicht T 235): 
Ot) aov (ivfi^ia T65' eat ' , Ei)pi7r'i5r|, aXXa a u Toi)5e-
xfi a f i yap 86^r| ^ ivr^a T65' d f inexeta i . 
This here is not your memorial, Euripides, but you are its memorial: 
since this memorial is surrounded by your fame. 
These two seemingly simple and straightforward lines play in a succinct way with 
affirmation and negation, suspense and surprise. In accordance with the generic 
convention, the text openly refers to a tomb by way of highlighting |j,vf||a,a xobe. 
Mentioned at the very beginning of the poem in form of a negation (o\) aov 
)a^vT||xa T65' eox\ line 1), the point o f reference for the whole text is taken up 
again at the end of the poem (|a.vrm.a T65', line 2), where it is expressed in the 
positive, mirrored against the first appearance o f the word both semantically (by 
way of inversion) and rhetorically (by way of a chiastic opposition to the first 
instance). These two instances of ^vf|)j,a - one negative, one positive - set a frame 
around the appellation of Euripides, whose name is especially highlighted by its 
central position in the opening line and by the frame created with the double-
reference to his tomb. It befits the perfect structure of the poem that this circle 
suiTounding the name of Euripides is optically, rhetorically and semantically 
closed o f f by the verb 'suirounded' (d^nexexai, line 2), the last word o f the 
poem. 
But there is yet another twist to the text which offers the attentive reader 
entertainment and surprise. The narrative voice states that not here, in the text or 
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the imaginary tomb, but rather somewhere else, namely: in the immaterial and far-
travelling manifestations o f fame (56£,r|, line 2), one has to look for the things that 
matter most and that w i l l survive over the centuries and therefore shape a man's 
true (^ivfiixa. This line o f thought in the text not only contrasts monument and 
memory or rather: monument and text - as it suggests that texts are the superior 
medium when it comes to storing memory - , it also goes beyond its own textual 
scope by undermining the double-meaning of X O S E in line 1, as it steps back from 
the actual text of the epigram on the imaginary tomb and refers to the invisible 
sphere - and, one is tempted to add: 'the magic' - o f fame. The future fate o f the 
poem and what it relates to, however, are out of reach for its author. 
They are also out of reach for the reader. 86^a, as we know it f rom the 
Presocratics and from Pindar, has no place and no time.^ *" It is geographically 
unlimited and, once it is in the world, unimpeded with regard to time. As fame 
'surrounds' Euripides wherever his name travels (line 4), isolated points of 
reference such as the text of this epigram can only refer to the broader context but 
never actually substitute for the true monument o f fame which is to be found in the 
poet's work. 
And, of course, ov oov fivfi|j .a T65' eax' also plays with the literary, 
non-inscriptional character o f the epigram: Euripides' monument is not present as 
we read the poem. In fact, Euripides was famous exactly for not having a proper 
grave, a legendary disgrace the very beginning o f this epigram may be referring to. 
The disgrace o f dying unburied often finds its expression in ancient Greek texts in 
Sec, for instance, Pindar Neni. 6.85, with Leslie Kurke's study of Pindars' "Economy of Kleos" 
(Kurke 1991: I 5-82, esp. 16-20) and Thomas (2007: 163). 
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the form of rather drastic imageries o f dogs, or birds, which are dishonouring the 
dead body. The beginning o f the Iliad is perhaps the most famous example. A 
grave inscription f rom the third or fourth century A D {IG I I / I IF 13168) further 
attests to the continuous tradition o f the topos throughout antiquity. Its text warns 
the passer-by to respect the grave-stone, and threatens the readers that they w i l l die 
unburied and be devoured by the dogs in case they do not obey the request. The 
entire text runs: [^]TI icivei XiGov | [e]K ya'niq, av0pto|[7i]e navovpyz, \ | ITI a ' 
atacpov, T[^]|rm,ov, icijveq e[X,]|KTia(O0i 9avc)[v]Ta. ( 'Do not remove this stone 
from the soil, wicked human being, so that you yourself wi l l not remain unburied 
and that dogs won't pull apart your corpse.'). 
Whereas in the biographical tradition Euripides' fate seems to be torn 
apart and eaten by dogs because he had no tomb, our text in AP 7.46 makes up for 
the lack o f a proper burial by denying the need for a geographically defined place 
for Euripides altogether. While other epigrams stress, in accordance with the 
biographical tradition, the 'homelessness' of Euripides' remains by implication o f 
his scattered bones (the membra disiecta o f his body as well as his work), this 
poem expresses the desire to overcome physical restraints and places Euripides' 
true heritage somewhere else. 
The final negation o f the importance of the tomb, and hence the burial 
and the person, can be read as a negation of the importance o f a biographical 
interest in the poet. Much more rewarding, it seems, than an interest in Euripides' 
l ife is an interest in his poetic achievements. The statement refers the reader not 
only to Euripides' work but also to the contribution of the actual poem. By way of 
establishing the text as the only relevant favrma, then, the anonymous author o f 
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our poem affiliates himself with Euripides' positive 56^a through the epigram: he 
simultaneously contributes to and participates in Euripides' fame. 
New and different from archaic accounts of fame, therefore, and 
Pindar's references to it especially, is the fact that the (opos o f far-travelling fame 
is played out with a biographical spin and a high awareness o f the mechanisms o f 
commemoration and canonization. That is, the focus is not so much on athletic or 
poetic achievements and their acknowledgement by a social group but rather on 
two uniquely Hellenistic aspects: on a general interest in setting standards o f 
priority for the adequate commemoration o f a poet from the past, and a personal 
interest in the process o f reception and canonization o f classical authors. 
The poem neatly illustrates the subversion o f the concept o f the )avfifxa 
and at the same time adds to the idea of the fiVTi|ia a new point of reference. Fame 
(So^a) is the cultural heritage o f the poet, and there is no need for a fixed point o f 
reference such as an (imagined) stone, tomb, statue or any other form of material 
with which the text could possibly be connected. The anaphoric use of the 
monument (|ivf|(j.a) at the beginning and the end o f the poem (and at a similar 
distance from the beginning and the end o f the text), the central position of the 
name of Euripides and the significant last word o f the poem, d ) i n E x e t a i , give us a 
good key for the inteipretation of the text. 
A l l three features draw attention to the fact that the poetry o f text 1 is 
'surrounded', i.e. supported by the ubiquity (and, as we know: the popularity) o f 
Euripidean poetry at the time. The position o f the name of Euripides, which is set 
in the vocative and clearly distinguished from the rest of the text, emphasises this 
poetic and cultural influence of Euripides even more. Euripides is at the centre o f 
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the poem and thus also at the centre o f the epigrammatist's own work. Ironically, 
therefore, the famous playwright is surrounded by the new text, whereas actually 
the text claims that it is 'surrounded by Euripides' fame', as it points to the 
ubiquity and popularity of Euripidean drama in Hellenistic times. 
The interchangeable position of Euripidean poetry (surrounded by the 
Hellenistic text) and the anonymous author's own text (surrounded by, and in its 
function as a p,vri)aa dependent on, the fame of Euripides) points the attentive 
reader to several issues at stake in the poem. First, it shows the extreme 
dependency of Hellenistic poetry on the work (and fame) of earlier Greek poets. 
Secondly, it illustrates the remarkable w i l l and ability o f Hellenistic poets to 
innovate despite the burden o f the cultural heritage that came down to them from 
the classical past. And boldly so, as, thirdly, the poet, without revealing his 
identity to us, sets his own very small work o f poetry against the poetry of 
Euripides, as the oxymoron entailed in the final word a\inkx^Tai suggests. 
In fact, the final word of the epigram is in important ways the key to the 
interpretation of the two-line poem. The point is however already made at the end 
of the first line, where the anonymous author o f our text explains that he is not 
inferior, i.e. dependent on Euripides, by saying 'this is not your |avf| | ia' and claims 
that rather vice versa the enduring fame of Euripides' work w i l l be equally 
dependent on later poets: the playwright becomes master to his own, the younger 
poet's text ('but you are the p.vfi|j.a of this text here'). Line 2, it seems, only serves 
to soften this bold first statement by giving the explanation of a causal connection 
between Euripides' fame and the writer's own poetry, as it suggests that, after all. 
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the text currently produced (and using Euripides) is 'surrounded by', i.e. 
dependent on the fame of Euripides, too. 
The observations we can make in a close reading o f the poem thus point 
to a high awareness of the rank of Euripidean poetry in the cultural heritage from 
classical times and, by stressing the importance of the monument (|avf||xa) as the 
medium of commemoration and acknowledgement o f poetic achievements, point 
to the possibility of a cult o f the poet. The epigram marks a historical point in the 
biographical tradition of Euripides. It flourishes at a time where material means o f 
commemoration such as statues, monuments, cenotaphs and coins become more 
and more important. The mechanisms of material and immaterial commemoration 
are expressed in a nutshell, as the epigram suggests - i f only within a literary 
fiction. Any fixed form of commemoration for Euripides is rendered redundant as 
the deictic 'this here', x65e, points to both the imaginary tombstone and the text of 
the epigram itself Thus, the epigrammatist invents a win-win situation for himself 
and Euripides: the anonymous poet contributes to the corpus of Hellenistic 
references to Euripides and the connection of his poem with the name of Euripides 
grants his text recognition and trans-historical relevance. 
Another anonymously transmitted poem offers a variation on the 
theme of the ubiquitous fame of Euripides {AP 7.47 = Kovacs T 98 = 
Kannicht T 236,1 print the Greek after Kovacs): 
"Anao ' Axaiiq [ivr][ia GOV <y>, E\)piKi5iv 
ouicoDv a(po)vo^, aX,X.d icai t^a^iixeoi; . 
Al l of Greece is your memorial, Euripides, 
because you are not without a voice but indeed 
quite talkative (?). 
The text as it is transmitted confronts us with the problem of an incomprehensible 
last word {'kaX^x^oq), and several scholars have tried their hands at possible 
emendations. I would like to address the textual situation and offer an outline of 
possible solutions to it before embarking on an interpretation o f the poem. The 
following alternative readings to the transmitted form ^a^riteot; have been 
suggested: Jacoby read XaXr\xiK6c„ Reiske emended to XaXei ae m q , Schmidt 
thought of a^>Le~i veKpbq, Lloyd-Jones gives XaXiaxaxoc, - albeit dubitanter. Both 
'Kakxyikoc, and ^a^'iaxaxoq are problematic as they present rather unusual forms 
of the verb 'to chat' {Xakzin). 
Al l that can be said with any certainty is that it is highly likely that with 
the last word the poet plays on a semantically antithetical construction with the 
adjective acpcovoq in the same line. This is suggested by the conjunctions of strong 
contrast ( O U K O D V and aXka Kai) but also indicated by the ascription of XoXia 
'chattiness' to Euripides in biographical representations from Old Comedy 
onwards. 
Suggestions like ^aX,e~i VEKpoq (Schmidt) refer exclusively to Euripides. 
They can be justified i f we take a closer look at the first two words o f the poem, 
a n a a ' Axauq, which seems a prelude to the narrative of ubiquitous fame and to 
the play of words. The contrast would then focus on the appellation of Euripides in 
allusion to re-performances as well as the classroom, where passages from his 
plays had to be learnt by rote and created the audible presence of his p o e t r y . T h e 
Sec, ("or example, Frogs 954 and 1069 and p. 154 below. 
Bing (tbiihcoming) stresses the signit'icancc of musical performances of extracts of Eiiripidcan 
drama in this context. For such recitals of individual passages in a musical performance at the time 
of the production of the epigram see, for instance, Plutarch's account of tiie events at the court of 
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distinctive feature of Euripides and Euripidean tragedy, XaX'ia, as expressed in 
O\5KO\)V acpcovoq, would then be further emphasised by an explanation which is in 
keeping with the genre o f the epitymbion and creates a reference to ^vrnxa. 
We can, o f course, also assume that the word which would have to 
follow XaX- might refer exclusively to a m a ' Axaiiq. For example, it is possible 
that the end of the poem took up the geographical dimension o f its beginning and 
did so by locating the typically Euripidean chatter in the Greek landscape quite 
generally, for instance by referring to something as ubiquitous as the air or the sun. 
Another possibility is to look for an emendation that connects XaXeiv with 'all of 
Greece' as well as 'Euripides'. In correspondence to atpcovoq, then, the word we 
are looking for might need to be grammatically ambivalent to match the ability o f 
acptovoq and to refer to both the feminine 'all o f Greece' (anaa ' 'Axau<;, line I ) 
and to Euripides (Ev)pi7ii6T}, line I ) . 
Despite the textual difficulties, one feature o f the poem stands out: 
AP 7.47 illustrates the geographical spread of Euripidean poeti^y so typical for 
Hellenistic times by way of playing with a feature of the poet taken from Old 
Comedy, the poet's chatty voice, whatever the original text o f line 2. The 
anonymous poet witnesses the cultural context of his own time and assesses his 
own contribution to the reception of Euripides: the voice o f Euripides and 
Euripidean tragedy, the poem seems to say, is not confined to fifth-century Athens 
Pclla in Alexander's time (Pint. Alex. 50.8-9). Alexander was also known for his fondness of scenic 
competitions and performances of choral songs and tragedies (see Pint. Alex. 29 and Mor. 334e). 
The most famous example of a performance of [Ziiripidcan tragedy at the coint of Alexander is 
probably the description of a festive evening in Athenaeus which is depicted as culminating in the 
recitation of a long passage from Aruliomeda by the emperor himself (Allien. 537d). In fact, 
Alexander was in antiquity said to have been so fond of Euripidean tragedies that he even took 
them 011 his expeditions (Plut. Alex. 8.3) - perhaps yet another aspect of the geographically 
enormous reach of Euripidcan tragedy. 
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or the lifetime of the tragedian. In fact, by being ageless and stretching beyond his 
death it can be called truly ' immortal ' . Euripidean tragedy thus immortalises 
Euripides, and all of Greece participates in his immortalisation, as his tragedies are 
re-performed and learned by heart throughout the Greek-speaking world. 
The geographical ubiquity o f Euripidean poetry is also the point o f 
reference for an epigram on the fame of Euripides ascribed to Thucydides {AP 
7.45 = Kannicht T 232; 1 print the Greek after Kannicht). Denys Page dates the 
poem to the early fourth century but we cannot be entirely certain when it was 
composed. ^ '^  
Mvi i i i a i^EV EXXac, anaa ' Ev)pi7ti5ot)- oaxea 5' icx^i 1 
yri MaKE8a)v, r|jrep Se^axo tep|j.a ( i i o v 
naxpiq 5' 'EXXaboq 'EXXaq, 'AGrivai. nXziaxa 5e M o i j a a i q 
T£pi|/a(; eic noXXiov icai TOV enaivov ex^i- 4 
A l l of Greece is the memorial of Euripides; but his bones holds the 
Macedonian soil in which he was accepted at the end o f his life; 
His fatherland, however, is the Greece of Greece, Athens. 
He delighted the Muses enormously and holds the praise of many. 
Together with the previous two epigrams, AP 7.46 and / / f . 4 7 , we seem to have 
with this poem a group of epigrams which offer variations on the theme of 'all of 
Greece is your tomb, Euripides'. Whereas in our first example the grandiose claim 
is in stark contrast to the limited space o f the text, here, as in AP 7.47, it is boldly 
spelled out as a general statement: ' A l l of Greece is the memorial o f Euripides' 
(l^vriiia [lev ^EXXaq anaa ' E-opiniSo^), line 1). Unlike our previous texts, 
however, the Panhellenic fame of Euripides is not contrasted with the textual reality 
of the poem. Instead, the text evokes a distant land by mentioning the final resting 
place of Euripides' bones in 'the Macedonian soil ' (yr) MaKeSwv, line 2). The 
-"P;igc(l981: 307). 
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geographical dimension o f ' a l l o f Greece' (line 1) and 'his fatherland, the Greece o f 
Greece, Athens' (line 3) is, it seems, set against the imagei-y of the Macedonian 
territory. 
A possible motivation for setting Athens and Macedonia in such striking 
contrast could be an attempt to defend the cultural significance o f Athens over 
Macedonia. It is noteworthy that Macedonia, unlike Athens, is plainly referred to in 
terms of its territory rather than by using the name of any location inhabited by 
human beings or famous for a local cult. Greece, and Athens especially, the poem 
seems to say, holds the claim for Euripides' 56^a by providing him with a 
memorial. Macedonia, on the other hand, merely holds Euripides' bones. 
What is perhaps more striking, and would certainly have caught the eye 
of the Hellenistic readers of the poem, is the fact that the message underlying the 
epigram is put in a nutshell through the combination o f the first and the last word o f 
the poem: with |avri|j.a EX£I> 'he has a memorial', the short and witty poem attracts 
the eye of the attentive reader. The poem thus emphasises the status of Euripides as 
a national hero with a proper |avr|^ia, who was not just torn to pieces in distant 
Macedonia The tragedian has a |iVTi|ia, and because of his outstanding legacy in 
Greece and the Greek-speaking world, he even has two |ivr)(.iaTa, a grave in 
Macedonia and a cenotaph in Athens. 
The epigram is transmitted with the remark (paai K:epa\)va)6rivai 
a|a.q)6xepa )ivri)ie~ia. ('They say that both monuments have been struck by 
lightning.' Genos Euripidou, T 1.19 Kovacs). Thus both Euripides and the poem 
before our eyes are sanctified not only by the retrospective ascription o f an ancient 
authority such as Thucydides or Timotheus but by the lightning of Zeus. In keeping 
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with the general Panhellenic scope of the poem is the report that both Euripides' 
actual tomb and his cenotaph in Athens had been struck by lightning. 
Perhaps the most famous passage about thunder and lightning in 
Hellenistic literature is the prologue of Callimachus Aetia.^^ There, Homer is 
equalled to Zeus, while Homeric poetry, or rather: cyclic poetry in the style of 
Homer, is rejected as preposterous and bombastic.'^^ Ivana Petrovic has recently 
illuminated the narrative function of mentioning Zeus in Hellenistic poetry. In her 
detailed and lucid discussion o f the net of allusions that surrounds the codified 
evocation o f Homer, Zeus, and the Telchines in Callimachus' Aetia f r . l (where the 
lovely song of the cicadas is contrasted with the horrible screams o f the ass in lines 
29-30), and Iambus 6 (where perhaps the speed o f the hare was contrasted with the 
turtoise)^'', Petrovic argues for an allegorical reading o f the statue of Zeus as a 
typically Hellenistic representation o f Homeric poetry.^'' The close followers of 
Homeric poetry are in Calliniachus notoriously ridiculed as uninventive, f r igid, and 
overly cautious. 
On a political level, the poem could be read as a comment on the 
Macedonian geopolitical claims in comparison with the cultural inheritance from 
Plutarch takes the story even further and adds some dramatic detail: in Lyciirgiis 3 1.5, he reports 
that the tomb of Euripides was stmck by lightning as his bones were being transfened to Athens. 
Callimachus fr. 1.19-20 Pfciffer. 
" For the equation of Homer with Zeus, see Bulloch (1985: 19), Aspcr (1997: 196) and Petrovic 
(2006: 19-23). 
The surviving text is too lacunose to say anything with certainty; for an interpretation and 
possible reconstructions, see Kerkhecker (1999: 145-1 79). There seems an identification of god and 
statue at the centre of the poem. 
See Petrovic (2006: 22-3). Sec Prioux (2007: 99-1 13) for an analysis of how the Reply lo ihe 
Telchines tackles questions of literary canonization and takes up the famous agon of Aeschylus and 
Euripides in Aristophanes' Frogs, especially her claim that 'inversant Ic critcre de Dionysos, 
Callimaquc accorde la preference a I'oeuvre la plus legere.' (2007: 99). 
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classical Athens."*^ I f this assumption is correct, the author of the epigram could 
have paid his tribute to the importance o f Macedonia for the reception and 
transmission of Euripidean tragedy and at the same time inscribed his own 
contribution to the cultural claims o f Athens into the poem that praises Euripides. 
The passage introducing the epigram claims that it was inscribed on a 
cenotaph in A t h e n s . T h e Goios Eiiripidoii therefore perhaps takes up the impulse 
of AP 7.45 of 'hellenising' and 'historising' the poem by re-locating it to f i f th -
century Athens.Unfor tunately , we have no other source which could support the 
claim of a cenotaph of Euripides in Athens made by the Genos Einipidou. 
However, the question whether such a cenotaph de facto existed or not is in my 
view less interesting than the fact that it is mentioned in the Genos Ewipidoii as i f 
to counterbalance geographically and politically the weight of commemoration of 
the poet in Macedonia. Equally intriguing is the display of an epigram in the text 
that is said to have actually (and quite differently from other Hellenistic examples 
of the genre) been inscribed on it. Thus, the fiction o f Hellenistic commemoration 
is in the literary manifestation of the Geno.s Eiiripidoii lifted up into non-fiction and 
Such a strategy is of course not confined to Macedonia and her political interests. See, for 
instance, SH 9 7 9 (addressed to Ptolemy IV Philopaior) for an epigram that illustrates the close link 
between the political interests of the Ptolemies and the cult of Homer, and other 'great poets of the 
Greek past' at Alexandria. On the institution of the cult of Homer in Alexandria and its political 
implications, see Petrovic ( 2 0 0 6 ; 2 0 - 3 ) . 
The passage introducing the quotation reads: ete^euTiiaev 5e, wq (piioi ^iXoxopoq, vnkp TO O' 
eTri yeyovwq, coq 5e EpatooBEvriq OH', Kai etacpri EV MaKeSovia. K-Evoiacpiov bk 
auTou ABrivrioiv EYEVETO. Kai ETt'iYpaupa eTtEyeYpaTiTO 0OV)K:U5'I5OU TOU loxopioYpoccpou 
jtoirioavToq T\ TI).IO9EOU TO\) (IEXOKOIOU: {'tie died, as Philochorus says, at the age of over 7 0 
years; according to Eratosthenes at 75 , and he was buried in Macedonia. Yet he also had a cenotaph 
in Athens and written on it was an epigram that had been written by fhucydides the historian or 
Timotheos the lyric poet:'). 
" Sauzeau ( 1 9 9 8 : 8 8 ) links the tendency of the poem to reclaim Euripides for Athens with the fact 
that Euripides, like Aeschylus died 'in exile': 'II s'agit cvidemment dc rccuperer pour la plus 
grande gloire d'Athcncs le tombeau du genie mort en exil.' 
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consolidated by mentioning two likely Athenian authors o f the epigram, 
Thucydides and Timotheus of Miletus. 
The report that both the actual tomb in Macedonia and the cenotaph in 
Athens had been struck by lightning neatly transforms the Hellenistic triple 
lightning mentioned by Bianor of Bithynia in the following epigram (AP 7.49 = 
Kovacs T 99 = Kannicht T 237; 1 print the Greek after Kovacs) into a politically 
and geographically balanced distribution of supernatural sanctification. The poem 
by Bianor has the following version of the story: 
' A MaKeTiq ae KeKeuSe xdcpot) Koviq, aXXa nvponQziq 1 
Z a v l KEpa\)ve'Kp yaiav dntixQiaaaq-
Tplq ydp emoTpdvi/aq, E\)pi7t'i6Ti, eic Aioi ; a'i0r|p 
TiYvio[e] EC, dGavdtav ar||j.a T O S ' lOTopiav. 4 
The Macedonian dust of your tomb covers you, but fire-
struck by Zeus the Thunderer you have freed yourself o f the 
earth: for three times has the air lightened up from Zeus, 
Euripides, and sanctified this tomb for immortal history. 
A pattern which seems familiar is the auto-referential tag at the very end o f the 
epigram. 'This tomb' ( a f m a T65') is the point o f reference for the 'imperishable 
story' of Euripides (dBavdxav laxopiav, line 4) as it unfolds over the centuries."*** 
The 'imperishable stoiy', in which the poem has its share, stands in sharp contrast 
to the Macedonian dust (d MaKexiq Koviq, line 1) at the beginning of the poem. 
The evocation of l axopia could, perhaps, even be a reference to the epigram 
ascribed to Thucydides. 
Unlike the Macedonian dust, the laxop'ia presented here is neither far 
away nor volatile and exposed to the forces of nature such as rain or wind, but 
For the .semantic climen.sions ol c i i i ia , .sec Nagy (1990: 215-17) and Bing (2002: 50-52). For the 
famous aT]\ia in the two. possibly auiobiographically motivated, epigrams by Callimachus, Ep. 21 
and Ep. 35, sec Meyer (1995: 170-8). 
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instead preserved by the very same forces which conventionally destroy rather than 
preserve. It is intriguing that Bianor, of whom we know not much more than that he 
lived in Alexandria in the third century BC, in fact calls his account o f the tomb of 
Euripides in Macedonia part of a icxop'm. Possibly Bianor stepped into a tradition 
which had been created by the author o f our previous example and other Hellenistic 
poets, and which is echoed in the ascription of AP 7.45 to Thucydides, a tradition 
which was aware of the historical burden o f the past as well as of its own capacity 
to recreate it and to play, perhaps ironically, with connotations o f historical 
certification and the validity o f stories about great poets of the past. 
In our epigram, however, the scenario seems not to be a Callimachean. 
Rather, conversely, the sanctiFication o f Euripides' tomb with double lightning 
seems to signal that the tragedian can be sure not only of the divine approval of his 
tomb in Macedonia and his cenotaph in Athens but also o f the canonization of his 
work as tnily worthy o f being measured against Homeric poetiy, or, at least, as 
being a worthy heir to the Homeric tradition.''^ Perhaps the poem even reflects an 
early response to the reception of Euripides in Macedonia. As such, the double 
lightning could perhaps comment on Euripides' outstanding popularity outside o f 
Athens as unsubtle, exaggerated and producing a lot o f noise.''*' 
See Petrovic (2006: 19): 'Homer is llic minor-image ofZeus, since lie iiimself is also a patron 
god (rem whom inspiration Hows.' It is important to keep in mind that not only epic poets but all 
great writers from the Greek past seem to have been praised as Homer's heirs in the process of 
selection and canonisation from Hellenistic times onwards. The list of Greek authors compared 
with Homer includes Herodotus, Stesichoms, Sophocles, Euripides, Plato, Pindar, and Thucydides. 
Sec (Cameron 1995: 275) and Petrovic (2006: 23). 
On Callimachus' refusal to produce the thundering noise of pompous poetry, see Aspcr (1997: 
196) and Pctrovic (2006: 25). Asper stresses the semantic tension of the thundering in Callimachus' 
reply to the Tclchines in its obscure ability to describe both an apologetic and a polemic gesture. 
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More speculative is the consideration whether the first word o f the poem, 
d MttKETiq, could have raised expectations of a love-stoiy, as the female adjective 
could also refer to a Macedonian girl . '" The theme of 'Euripides and the women', 
which is so topical in the biographical tradition on the poet, has not surfaced in our 
examples from Hellenistic poetry so far. However, as we wi l l see in the discussion 
of a passage in Hemiesianax' famous mock-elegy (fr. 7 Powell) below, the story of 
'Euripides and the Macedonian woman' was by no means neglected by the 
Hellenistic poets. Rather, it seems, they chose to declare it as unimportant and 
uninteresting, so as to stress their interest in the work of the poet rather than his l ife, 
and in the texts o f his tragedies rather than in their reception by Aristophanes. 
If , therefore, d MaKexic; should have evoked the expectation of a love-
story, Bianor only used it to display his ability to build up suspense and subvert the 
expectations of his readers. Not the burning passion for a Macedonian girl , as 
Hermesianax reports it, but the burning of divine lightning makes Euripides' story 
an imperishable one. On a different level, Bianor could even have inserted an 
allusion to the events at the court o f Ptolemy Philadelphus.''" As the story of 
Philadelphus' Macedonian hetaira is so impeccably documented and must have had 
quite an impact on his contemporaries, Bianor may have used d MaKet iq as a 
quasi-sensationalist opening to a poem which, in effect, was 'only' about Euripides. 
A Macedonian girl is, for instance, subject of a funeraiy epigram by Poscidippus (AB 44) on a 
girl called NIKW who, 'since Fate led the servant of Dionysus" (Ert[ei6iT Mo'i]pa Auovuooio 
OEpartEUTiv [... ] nvavEv, reconstruction and translation Bremmer 2006: 37), fell from the Bassaric 
mountains. Her accidental death caused public grief in Pclla, if Bremmer s reconstruction of the 
Greek is correct. Perhaps she was a popular young actress (at least that is how I understand her to 
have been a 'slave of Dionysus') and Bianor wanted to allude to the event with the opening words 
of his poem. For the local colouring of the vocabulai-y of Poscidippus AP 44. see Bremmer (2006: 
38-40), 
Sec Cameron (1995: 244-5). 
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In fact, one wonders i f Bianor's choice of words at the beginning of AP 7.49 
perhaps comments on the enormous influence o f Macedonia for both biographical 
representations o f Euripides and the cultural politics of Alexandria. 
The opening o f the poem could thus have had the function o f an 
'advertising sign' or perhaps even that o f a label to an edition o f Euripidean poetry, 
not unlike [Theocritus] Ep.25 with its incipit aXXoq 6 Xioq.^' Euripides' 
connection with Macedonia is also played out in an epigram on the death of 
Euripides ascribed to Ion of Chios {AP 7.43 = Kovacs T 96 = Kannicht T 233). The 
ascription o f this and the fol lowing epigram (AP 7.44) to an eminent Greek poet 
from the past such as Ion o f Chios is not unusual. This is how Fantuzzi and Hunter 
describe the popular Hellenistic practice: 
The large number of epigrams referring to characters of events of the sixth 
and fifth centuries, some of which may be ancient but many of which are 
clearly Hellenistic compositions falsely attributed to Simonides, Plato, 
Anacreon, and a host of other authors whose interest in the epigram is 
otherwise unattested (Sappho, Bacchylides, Empcdocles etc.), shows that 
the custom of anonymity continued to be observed for a long time, and 
gave rise to the Hellenistic practice of assigning anonymous poems to great 
44 
figures of the past. 
Ion o f Chios may have appeared as an especially apt choice, as his talent in several 
genres seems to have impressed the Hellenistic poets.''^ However, 1 am aware of the 
fact that the ascription of the epigram to Ion of Chios is anachronistic. On a merely 
factual level, the authorship o f an epigram on Euripides' death by Ion of Chios is 
On advertising signs in Flcllenistic epigrams, sec Rossi (2001: 251-3). Rossi (2001: 343-47) was 
the first to assume that AP 9.205 could have had the function of a label of an edition of the 
complete works of Theocritus, while Wilamowitz argued that the reference to Chios creates a link 
to Homer. The ancient scholia, however, seem already to have assumed the distinction of 
Theocritus of Samos from Theocritus of Chios behind the tag; sec Koster and Holwcrda (1954: 
151). 
Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 289). 
Calliniachus gives Ion as a model for his own poetic practise in lambiis 13, in which he displays 
his fondness of polyeideici. It is also worth noting that Ps.-Longinus seems to have treated 
Bacchylides and Ion as Hellenistic poets civciiil la lellre. 
impossible, as Euripides outlived Ion by more than a decade. Wilamowitz therefore 
suggested that the poem could have been written by Ion of Samos.'"' Some 
epigrams seem to suggest that Ion of Samos was 'a bitter enemy of Athens', which 
could additionally support the argument for his authorship of a praise-poem of 
Euripides in Macedonia.''^ 
XaTpe |j,eX.a|j,7ieTaX,oi(;, EvpiJiiST), ev yvaXoici 1 
riiepiac; xov de i VVKTOQ exfov 6aX,apov, 
laGi 6' v)7t6 xQovoq cov O T I 0 0 1 KXEOC, acpSixov eaxai , 
l aov 'O^TipEiaic; devaoic; x^^P^^^^- 4 
Greetings to you, Euripides, in the dark-blossoming valleys 
of Pieria, where you have a bedchamber for the everlasting 
night! Know that even though you are under the ground now 
your fame shall be immortal, as it is for the everlasting 
Homeric graces. 
From the very beginning of the poem, the direction of its narrative is clear: the 
speaker pays tribute to the work of Euripides by refening to Pieria, thus placing 
him in timeless fame with the Muses and other poets as well as in the actual context 
of Macedonia. By way of syntax and vocabulary, Euripides' closeness to Homer is 
emphasised, implying both a closeness o f Euripidean poetry to Homeric poetry and 
a similar position o f both poets in the Hellenistic 'ranking' o f Greek poets. 
There is once more a contrast between the dead body and immortal fame, 
which is brought out by the greeting to the dead in line I and the lexical pun on 
chaire and the Homeric chariles in line S."*** The image of Euripides' bedchamber in 
VVilamowitz (1903: 75 n.l); Bkimenthal (1939: 64) followed this suggestion but the authorship 
remains de facto in the dark for us. 
Page (1981: 157) who, however, argues against the possibility that Ion of Samos could have been 
the author of the poem. 
It is possible, but perhaps overly speculative, to assume an additional reference of xaipeiv to 
Euripides' Alcesti.s. The famous words xoipEK; opMv (pwq; natEpa 6'oi) xot^peiv SoicElq were 
explicitly exploited and parodied by Aristophanes, who in Thcsiu. 194 put the lines into Agathon's 
mouth to have Agaihon defeat Euripides with his own lines; see Rau (1967: 113) on the passage. 
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Pieria could suggest a strong link either between the poet and the Muses or between 
him and Macedonia (as a bride). 
Surprisingly and wit t i ly, the author o f the text then continues to reassure 
the tragic playwright: 'your fame wi l l never be forgotten', not without applying 
Homeric language {KXEOC, acpGixov) to the hero o f his poem, thus making Euripides 
a fellow of Achilles and Menelaos. He is portrayed as dear and near to the Muses, 
just like Homer, or, as the text puts it: 'just like the everlasting Homeric graces'. 
The poem thus articulates the question of the 'Homericity' of Euripidean poetry, 
and brings Euripidean poetry closer to the most influential texts in the canonization 
of Greek literature. 
The 'Homericity' of Euripidean poetry and the fame of its author are also 
of interest for the author of another epigram ascribed to Ion o f Chios, which might 
also allude to Hesiod, as it gives more details about the pi t i ful death o f the 
playwright far from his native land {AP 7.44 = Kovacs T 63 = Kannicht T 234; I 
print the Greek after Kovacs). 
El Ka i 5aKpt)6eiq, EijpiTc'iSri, eXXk O E n6i\ioq, I 
icai O E ^t)icoppaiaxai 6E~IJIVOV E B E V X O icuveq, 
xov aKTivriq |i£A.i,yrip\)v dri66va, K:6a(j.ov 'A9r|vcov, 
xov ao(pui Mo\)a£a)v p.i^cxp.£vov x«pi-'^a. 
d^A.' E|a,oXE(; n£X,A.al.ov -on ripiov, dv 6 Xaxpiq 5 
niEp'i5a)v vairiq ayxoQi DiEpiriq. 
Even though a tearful fate ful l took you away, Euripides, 
and even though wolf-ki l l ing dogs made you their meal, 
you, the honey-voiced nightingale of the stage, Athens' 
gloiy, you who mixed the charms o f the Muses with 
wisdom, you all the same went to a tomb in Pella, so that, as 
the servant of the Pierian Muses, you might dwell near 
Pieria. 
(translation Kovacs 1994: 65, adapted) 
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The poem combines several motifs and narrative strategies we have encountered 
elsewhere. It presents Euripides as the 'nightingale of the stage' and as 'the glory o f 
all Greece' (line 3) as well as a 'servant o f the Pierian Muses' (line 6). It thus pays 
respect to Euripides' literary achievements and to the tragedian's presence both in 
Athens and in Macedonia. Pieria is the last word o f the epigram as it is created as 
the last place in the biographical representation o f Euripides. 
The closeness o f Euripides to the Pierian Muses is also stressed in his 
depiction as servant to the Muses, from where his honourable death and burial in 
Macedonia (lines 5-6) are constructed. This fairly conventional way of praising the 
poet is contrasted with a shocking death: a 'fate fu l l o f tears (5aK:pu6ei<; n6x\ioq, 
line 1) is said to have caught the poet, as he is said to have 'fallen prey to wolf-
kil l ing dogs' (line 2). While the expression Selnvov eGevxo tcuveq (line 2) 
probably refers to the famous opening passage in the Iliad {II. 1.4) the specifically 
Euripidean is soon pointed out as well: he was 'the honey-voiced nightingale o f the 
stage' (line 3), and is labelled (in stark contrast to the death away from his home) as 
'Athens' gloiy ' (icoap-ov 'AGr|vcov, line 3) and described as the poet 'who mixed 
the charms of the Muses with wisdom' (xov ao(pui Mo\)aecov (a,i^d|a.evov / d p i x a , 
line 4).-" 
^ ' Phe image of the nightingale is topical. In his biographical sketch of Socrates, Diogenes Laertius 
has Euripides call Socrates the 'nightingale of the Muses" (sec Diog. Laert. 2.44). However, we do 
not know whether or not this anecdote reflects an awareness of the biographical tradition of 
Euripides in Diogenes Laeriius. Diogenes claims Euripides expressed his sentiment after Socrates' 
trial but that is of course chronologically impossible. On the poetic dimension of the imagery of the 
nightingale, see Mannlein-Robert (2007: 202-209). Mannlein-Robcrt especially stresses the 
immateriality represented by the bird's song, which is opposed to the material origins of the well-
established genre of the literary epigram. For the imagery of the nightingale as opposed to the crow 
and raven, see Asper (1997: 200-1). For the Hellenistic poets' delight in pushing the possible 
connotations and litcraiy references of the nightingale to the limit, see Puclma (2006: 62 and 74). 
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As the concept o f wisdom points to Athens and Euripides' fame in 
Athens as O09c6xaxos, the mentioning of the channs of the Muses provides the 
verbal means to overcome the geographical distance to Macedonia, home of the 
Muses where the playwright is said to dwell now (lines 5-6). The poem not only 
shows the emergence o f a cult of canonized poets in Hellenistic times, it also plays 
with the geographical points of reference in the biographical representations o f 
Euripides, elegantly connecting them with positive and honouring pictures, and 
avoiding any pejorative associations with Euripides or his poetry as they could well 
arise from the tales surrounding his disgraceful death. 
Instead o f keeping silence over the biographical narrative of the death o f 
the poet by dogs, however, the author of our text seems to have chosen to 
strengthen the positive aspects of the poet's poetic achievements and the 
geographical spread o f his fame, making him an important figure in the public life 
o f Athens as well as Macedonia. The imagery of the nightingale further could entail 
a reference to Hesiod's famous fable of the hawk and the nightingale in Works and 
Days. As such, it would portray Euripides, perhaps, as the precious poet who dared 
to challenge someone like Aristophanes and who is held captive by the greedy 
Macedonian king. It is worth quoting the fable in f u l l , as our anonymous Hellenistic 
poet seems to have drawn from it to a considerable extend. 1 print the Greek after 
West (1978). 
VT3V 5' a'lvov PaoiA.Etia' epeu (ppoveouai K a i auTolq 
u)6' ipn^ jtpooeeiTiEv ar|56va noiKiXoSeipov, 
uv|;i ^dX.' ev vecpeEOOi cpEpcov ovuxeoot \.iE\iapnwc,-
}\ 5' EXEOV, yva\iKx6ioi jtEnappEvn amp" ovvixeooi, 205 
HTjpETO- TTiv 5' o Y ErtiicpaTEwq npoq |.i\)6ov e e i J i E v 
"5ai|iovir|, x'l XeX^Kaq; E / E I VU OE KOXXOV dpEicov; 
xr\ 5' E'K; r| o' d v eyo) nep dyco K a i aoiSov E o i j o a v ; 
SEIJIVOV 6', a i K' E6EA.CO Jtoinoopai I'IE pEGnoco 
dtppcov 5', oq K ^QiX^} Jipdq K p E i o o o v a q d v x K p E p i ^ E i v 210 
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v'iKT]q te OTEpexai npoq T' a i ' o x E O i v aXyza Jiaoxei." 
coq ecpat' wKPnExriq ipn^, lavucutxepoq opviq. 
ci) Depori. 5' cticove AIK-II<; MnS' i^Ppiv 6(PEXXE-
\3ppi^ yap xe KUKT] beiXw ppoxw, ovbi nev eo0A.6q 
pr|i6'iu(; (pepEnev 5 i jvata i , PapuGEi 5E 9' vn' av)TT)q 215 
E Y K u p o a q 'Axrioiv oSoq 6' EXEprjipi napEA.0£~iv 
icpEioocov Eq xd b'\Kaia- 5IKTI 5' uitEp ijppioq loxei 
Eq tE^oq E^EA.9ouoa- naScov 5E TE vrjitioq eyvco. 
Now I will tell a fable to the kings, although they already know it is true 
themselves. Thus the hawk addressed the speckle-necked nightingale, as he 
carried her high up into the clouds, keeping her snatched in his talons. She 
was weeping pitcously, pierced by his cur\'ed talons; he addressed her 
haughtily: "Strange one, why do you scream? Now one who is much superior 
holds you. You will go wherever I myself cany you, i f I sec fit, or I shall let 
you go. Foolish is he who sees fit to set himself up against those who are 
better; he both loses the victory and suffers pain in addition to the disgrace. 
Thus spoke the swift-winged hawk, the long-winged bird. O Perses, listen to 
Dike and do not support violence. For violence is evil for a wretched mortal; 
not even a good man can bear it easily, but he is weighed down by it when he 
has met with calamities. By the other way is the better road to [travel on and 
to] reach just things. 
(translation Tandy and Neal 1996: 75) 
Dalfen argued that the fable o f the hawk and the nightingale, which Hesiod had 
probably received from the Near East, reflects traces o f a literary agon and that, i f 
we take the fable seriously, the text contains a warning against the •uPpiq of 
stretching out into fields which are beyond one's competence.^" Dalfen's reading of 
Hesiod's fable receives additional support i f we read an allusion to the pattern 
behind Hesiod' fable in the evocation o f the nightingale ofAP 7.44. While Hesiod's 
poem reminds the audience o f the supremacy of 5iKr| over human standards, the 
consequences of ignoring one's limits are expressed in the graphic imagery of 
ajiapayixoq and biKX] KTJVWV in the case o f the Hellenistic text.^' 
Dalfen (1994/5: 174-7). For a synopsis of the varying inteipretations of the fable, see Lonsdale 
(1989). 
" The allegedly Macedonian proverb of the dogs' justice (SiicTi KUVWV) which is also mentioned in 
fr.39 X X I of Satyrus' Bios Eiiripic/oii. may well have been known to the author of AP 7.44. 
Especially so, as the Alexandrian scholar-poets were notoriously fond of local ciiriosa, anecdotes, 
and proverbs. Even if the Macedonian proverb of the dogs'justice is not explicitly called by name, 
therefore, it may have contributed to the author's choice of juxtaposing the peaceful nightingale 
with the not-so-peaceful death of Euripides. After all, "interest in semantic dissonance' (Bing 2003: 
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Euripides is not only remembered as the Panhellenic star who happened 
to die in foreign territory. In fact, his achievements are connected with an explicit 
warning in another epigram, in which a Hellenistic poet by the name of Archimedes 
gives advice to the upcoming poets of his own time (AP 7.50 = Kovacs T 89 = 
Kannicht T 239; I print the Greek after Kovacs): 
T T | V EiJpin;'i5eco |iT)T' epxeo larix' E7tipdX>.o\), 1 
5t)apaTov avBpconoic; oi|a.ov, aoiSoGexa-
Xe'ir\ \xkv yap 'I5E1.V Kai kniTpoxoc,, r\v 5e xiq avxr\v 
elaPaivri , xaXEnox) xprixmepri GKoXonoq. 
r[v 5E t d MrjSEiriq AlrixiSoq ccKpa xapd^Hq, 5 
djivrmcov KEiar) vspGEv ea aTE(pdvo\)(;. 
Maker of songs, do not walk upon the road of Euripides, 
think not on that, a path hard for mortals to tread. 
For while it is smooth and easy in appearance, 
i f someone walks it, it is rougher than harsh thorn. 
I f you in your scribbling touch the fringes of the story o f Medea, 
Aeetes' daughter, you wi l l lie below without a name. Leave these 
garlands alone. 
(translation Kovacs 1994: 121) 
The tribute here is perhaps paid to Euripides as a composer of choral songs, as the 
imitator addressed in line 2 is called a 'maker of songs' (doi8o0ETr|(;) rather than a 
producer o f dialogue and dramatic plots. The quality of Euripidean lyrics is further 
exemplified as seemingly smooth and easy (line 3) but in fact vei-y hard to compose 
(line 4). The much hated thorn, which also occurs in the epigram of the legendai^ 
336) is genuinely Hellenistic. And the key to a deeper understanding to the te,\i could perhaps have 
been woven into the poem Ibr the well-educated reader by the poelci c/octiis. If my reading of the 
imagery of the nightingale in AP 7.44 is correct, the bridge between these seemingly nnilual 
exclusive spheres would be provided by the reader's knowledge of Hesiod's fable - for us the 
oldest text in which a nightingale is mentioned at all, and the first extant example in Greek 
literature of a fable with animals. The nightingale seems an especially appropriate bird for the 
Hellenistic programme of education and poetic mastery, as the variety of the nightingale's song is 
emphasised already in Homer; see. for instance, OJ. 19.521, where the nightingale is characterized 
as r\ IE Qa\ia xpwKMca xcei JioXxirixEa cptovi'iv. 'which pours out its song with all its trills and 
shifting notes', translation Dunbar (1995: 463). 
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Athenian misanthrope Timon,^^ is transformed by Archimedes to describe the 
unique place o f Euripides in the history o f Greet: hterature - independent o f the 
location of his actual or imaginary tomb. 'Rougher than harsh thorn' is not the site 
surrounding the tomb of the playwright but the route a poet would have to take in 
his artistic development in order to produce such poetry. 
What is more, anyone who should try to imitate the poetry o f Euripides 
w i l l , according to Archimedes, face the fiercest o f sanctions: he or she w i l l die 
'without a name' and unremembered (dtuvriixcov, line 6). It seems probable that the 
author of this epigram could have reacted against a tendency of his contemporaries 
to appropriate and exploit Euripides for their own poeti7. The warning not to 
follow in the footsteps o f an established poet is o f course in itself an established 
trope. Pindaric and Callimachean in nature, it normally warns later poets to keep 
away from the well-trodden paths of others, and Homer e s p e c i a l l y . I t is with this 
background in mind, 1 think, that we can best understand the fu l l scope o f 
Archimedes' advice to young poets to 'leave these garlands alone'.^'^ 
Many forms of appropriation and imitation were at play in the literature 
of the Hellenistic age. A remarkable example o f imitation, wit and inventiveness is 
the mock love-elegy by Hermesianax about the alleged passions of great poets from 
the past in the form of grotesquely distorted pseudo-biographical mini-tales. The 
fragment of a 'Catalogue o f Loves' from the elegy Leant ion nairates in 98 verses 
" See AP 7.320 and n. I I on p. 80 above. 
For the metaphorical imagery ofthe 'road' in Greek poetry, see Asper (1997: 79-100). 
Fantiizzi (2006: 85) suggests that the hist disticlion of the epigram, and the thought behind it, 
could have been inspired by Callimachus. 
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some stories with a surprising spin about the (elsewhere unknown) loves of Homer, 
Hesiod, Euripides, Sophocles and others. 
The stories are given in chronological order and generic pairings: Homer 
and Hesiod represent epic, Alcaeus and Anacreon lyric poetry, Sophocles and 
Euripides t r a g e d y . H o m e r , for example, is said to have fallen in love with 
Penelope while Hesiod is said to have composed his Catalogue of Women for a girl 
called Heoie, whom he seemingly addresses in the Calalogiie.^^ This sketchy 
summary o f two of the stories related in the fragment already give us an idea about 
the general style and aim of the narrative presented by Hermesianax. It is clear that 
the anecdotes about the Greek poets' love lives were invented for a specific, 
presumably well-educated and well-read, audience. The fragment also contains a 
passage on Euripides and his alleged love for a Macedonian girl . The passage 
concerning Euripides runs as follows (fr.7.61-8 Powell = Kovacs T 64 = Kannicht 
T 106 A; 1 print the Greek after Kovacs): 
O T | | J . I 5E KotKelvov xov ae i nE(px>Xay\xkvov av5pa 1 
icai mvxcov |i~iao(; KTCOIIEVOV ovuxwv 
Tiaaaq dcfxcpl yvvaiKac,, vno O K O ^ I O I O xvnkvxa 
x6£,o\) vDKtepivaq OVK dnoeEaG' bbvvaq-
aXXa MaKTiSoviwv naaac, Kaxeviaaxo Xavpac, 5 
Alydtcov (leGeJiwv 'Apxe^eo) xa|a'ir|v, 
e'laoKE <6TI> Sai^cov E\)pi7ii5iT e'upex' 6?LE9pov 
t ' A p p i p l o t ) ! oxtjyvcov d v x i a o a v x i KXJVCOV. 
Yet I say that even he, a man who was always on his 
guard and, i f anybody, ful l of hate beyond measure 
against anybody female, was struck by the crooked bow 
and could not get rid of nightly waves o f passion; but 
he went down all the alleys of Macedonian Aegae in 
'^^  Sophocles and Euripides arc followed by Philo.xcnos and Philitas before tiie text switches to 
three philosophers (Pythagoras, Socrates and Aristippus) and the fragment breaks off 
''' For a more detailed discussion of the verses on Homer and llcsiod, sec Bing (1993: 628-3 I) and 
Caspers (2006; 22-5). 
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search o f Archelaus' servant girl, until fate found an 
end for Euripides as he was confronted with the hateful 
dogs o f Arrhibius ." 
Unlike any of the other love-stories in the fragment, the story about Euripides is 
connected with a report about his death. Some of the features we already 
encountered in AP 7.49 (= Kovacs T 99) and AP 7.44 (= Kovacs T 63) are further 
developed in the poem. We meet Euripides as 'a man who is always on his guard' 
( a l e i Jiecp'uA.aYia.evov av5pa), thoroughly hates 'anyone female' {naoac, 
yvvcnKaq), yet fell in love and suffered sleepless nights. 
We learn that the poet's insomnia resulted in a deadly accident, as the 
old poet chases one o f King Archelaus' slave girls but then 'fate' puts an end to 
this disgraceful behaviour by sending killer dogs after him in the alleys of Aegae. 
As we shall see, the version Hermesianax presents o f the circumstances of 
Euripides' death differs from the account we have in Satyrus, where the poet's 
deadly encounter with the Macedonian dogs is described as an accident. 
Several suggestions have been made for the beginning of line 8. Kobiliri (1998: 18) and Caspcrs 
(2006: 32) read with the text transmitted by the manuscripts d|icpi P'IOD, Matthews (2003: 286) 
emends to d v i i Pio\). It is, however, difficult to construct dutpl p'lou together with d v i i d o a v T a in 
the sense of'for his life', as Kobiliri herself concedes (Kobiliri 1998: 176). The text printed above 
follows Headlam's suggestion of AppiP'iov), who followed Hermann's assumption that the corrupt 
dnqji piox) probably hides the name of the owner of the dogs. Appipiou is given by most editors 
of the text, see Powell (1970) and Kovacs (1994). Behind this suggestion lies the assumption that 
the mentioning of the name Arrhibius in the version of Euripides' life given in the Siicki (s.v. 
E\)piJii5ovi) could refer to earlier sources, probably from the times of the height of philological and 
scholarly activity in Hellenistic Alexandria. The SiiJa entry explains the death of Euripides as a 
result of a plot by two rival poets at the court of King Archelaus, Arrhibius of Macedonia and 
Crateuas of Thessaly, who allegedly bribed a king's servant to release the king's dogs against 
Euripides. For a full discussion of the Siida enliy on the life of Euripides sec pp.258-63 and 293-
302 below. Matthews (2003: 286) argues that 'The role of Arrhibius in this story hardly suggests 
that the deadly hounds could be called the dogs of Arrhibius'.' We have little which offers critical 
footing but it is, I think, entirely probable that such a sloiy already circulated in Hellenistic times 
and that Hermesianax could refer lo it in an abbreviated fashion by calling the dogs 'the dogs of 
Arrhibius'. 
With the introduction of the first person ((pri|ii 6e only occurs in the 
verses about Euripides and the passage about Hesiod), Hermesianax clearly 
stresses the novelty of what he has to say. And he does so rather confidently. As 
Kobil ir i and Bing have convincingly shown, Hermesianax presents us with a 
highly stylised combination o f novel tales, mocking commentary on contemporary 
biographical practice, and verbal echoes o f the poets whose loves he describes. 
The poem is not only highly elaborate and detailed in its description of 
the tragic course o f Euripides' last moments, it is also highly allusive in pointing 
to several features we already know from earlier sources in the biographical 
tradition of Euripides. The well-attested stereotype o f Euripides' misogyny is, for 
example, preserved in Aristophanes and the tragic death by being torn apart by 
dogs seems to have circulated at least since Satyrus. Hermesianax' text is the 
earliest example which narrates the sparagmos of Euripides by dogs in some 
d e t a i l . S p a r a g m o s was, of course, in Greek mythology the typical fate of 
enemies of the gods, and enemies of Dionysus especially. As in the case of the 
other poets treated in Hermesianax' elegy, a close connection between the poet 
and his work seems to have appealed especially to the author. Modem scholars 
have argued that the death of Euripides through a sparagmos by dogs should 
rather be read as a sparagmos by women.^'^ 
It is worth noting that Herniesiana.x mentions dogs only in the passages on Euripides and on 
Orpheus. This could indicate that Hermcsiana.x wanted his readers to notice a link between the 
outstanding tragedian and the mythical (and tragic) figure of the proto-poet Oiphciis. 
See, for instance, Cameron (1995: 319): Caspers (2006: 33) even claims that the Kuveq in 
l lermesianax' narrative are a •mctonymic designation' for prostitutes. 
His representation of Euripides could reflect Hemiesianax' ironic 
attitude towards the conventions of writing (about) Greek p o e t r y . W e wi l l see in 
the discussion of the example of an immediate reaction to Hermesianax in the 
poem by Adaeus that this close connection o f man and work - and the 
biographical distortions resulting from it - was by no means welcomed by 
everybody. Hermesianax not only invites his readers to match the unspecified 
SaifiCDV of line 7, who is said to be responsible for Euripides' fate, with Dionysus, 
who is referred to as 5a'i^wv several times in the Bacchae,^'^ he also invites them 
to decode the double-meaning of the axt)Yvai KvvEq. These could recall the 
maenads who killed Pentheus and who are referred to as KXiveq by Agaue several 
times in Euripides' Bacchae.^^" 
I would like to suggest that Hermesianax' poem contributes something 
new and original to the biographical tradition about Euripides' death. The 'hateful 
dogs' Euripides allegedly had to face could, 1 think, also represent critics."^"^ Thus, 
the dogs that are so pertinent throughout the biographical tradition from 
Hellenistic times onwards, perhaps do not dismember Euripides the poet so much 
as his work. This metaphorical interpretation o f the dogs that tore apart Euripides 
gains further support from the fact that dogs are used by the Latin satirists who 
''" Peter Bing was the Urst to argue that Hcrmcsianax' Lconlion was a ridiculing response to the 
increasing interest in poets' lives among the Peripatetic biographers, see Bing (1993: 619-631). On 
the difficulty of reading the mock-elegy without any sense of humour, see Bing (2003: 341). 
''' See Ba. 22\2\9\ md passim. 
The maenads are called dogs by Agauc for instance at Ba. 731-2 and 922. 
''^  The imagery already underlies the Cynic idea of polemic in previous centuries. See, for instance, 
the self-fashioning of Antisthenes and Diogenes Laeiiius' famous quotation o\' AP 7.1 1.5 on the 
Cynic: xov (Jiov I'laBa K : I ) W \ ' . AvtloBEVEq. a)6e necpuKcoc; | (oaie S O K E I V Kpa5lr|v pnpaoiv, ou 
OTOnaaiv; | akX' eBaveq ipBioiKioq. xax epel T K ; I O C D C ; : T I 5 E touio; | navxcoq elq Ai'5i-|v S E I 
Tiv' oSriyov E ^ E I V . ('You lived your lile as a dog. Antisthenes. bom to bite the heart with speeches 
not with the mouth. But now you are really dead, as one could perhaps be quick to say. - Why 
bother? A guide to the Undcnvorld is always needed.", Diog. Lacii. 6.19). See also already the 
early use of 5aKVE~iv in Aeschylus' Persians (ou|j(popd SdicvEi, A.Pers. 846). 
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draw on Hellenistic poetry as a symbol of envy and often stand for critics who are 
characterised by their biting and barking. 
The Hellenistic fashion o f describing critics as dogs can also be seen in 
two further texts. In his Hymn lo Artemis, Calliniachus not only counts the dogs, 
he even groups them by breed and colour and divides them into two larger groups, 
according to their performance (that is: their hunting skills).''"^ In the course of the 
narrative, it becomes clear that some of the dogs mentioned by Callimachus are so 
fierce that they try to destroy even victims as strong as lions who w i l l , i f still 
alive, be 'dragged to the pen'.^'^ The scenario described by Callimachus gives us a 
faint idea o f how harsh the mutual criticism o f the Hellenistic poets may have 
been, and even suggests that an open attack on a literary work was sometimes 
answered by a written response. 
Another example from the Callimachean ceuvre in which critics seem to 
be described as dogs, can be found in an extant passage of book 3 of the Aelia (fr . 
75.1-49 Pfeiffer). In this passage, Callimachus narrates the story of Acontius and 
Cydippe - a nairative which seems to have been very influential on Roman poetry 
(witness its echoes in Vi rg i l , Propertius, and Ovid), and is basically a story about 
lovesickness).^^ The surviving text describes the bride's father's unsuccessful 
attempts to arrange his daughter's wedding, and the narrative is interrupted with 
Sec Dickie (1981: 201 -2) and Muecke (1985: 121 n. 17). 
''^  See Call. /;.3. 1 I 7-47. We have later evidence for this meaning in Satyrus' Bios Eiiripicloii, where 
one of the speakers comments on the alleged collaboration of Cephisophon 'ndXiv 6 
K:con(p5o6i6doKaA.o^ eneSaKVEv tov E\)pin'i5riv' ('and again the comedian undertakes some 
mischievous backbiting with Euripides', fr.39 X V I ) . 
Henrichs (1993b: 137). The passage in question nins oi' pa Xeovtaq | amove, a u epuovieq. ote 
5pciqaivT0 Sepdcov. ] EIXKOV i t i ^ciovtaq en' auXlov ('which pulled down proper lions when 
they clutched their throats and dragged them, still living, to the stable", Call. /?.3. 91-3). 
See Virgil. Eclogue 2 and 10; Propeiiius 1.18; Ovid, Heioides 20-21. It is generally assumed that 
Callimachus provided the model for the story. 
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the words icijov, tcuov, laxeo, Xaibpk \ Qv[iE, at) y ' de ia r i icai xd JiEp oi jx 
oauT ('dog, dog, my shameless soul, you would sing even o f what is not lawful ' , 
lines 4-5).^ ** Thus, the speaker o f the poem addresses himself with the word 'dog' 
as he plays with the literary as well as philosophical connotations o f the word, in 
other words with the mask of being his own critic. 
There is further the possibility that Hellenistic poets, who were known 
for the delight they took in word games and riddles of all sorts, may have engaged 
in a play on words, as they attested Euripides a death by sparagmos, although this 
suggestion is more speculative. 
However, we know that tombs were often decorated with dogs who 
either guarded the dead or symbolised the aristocratic origin o f the deceased and 
his delight in game and hunting. On the basis of such a tomb - be it imaginary or 
real - and the inscription of the name of Euripides on it, Hellenistic poets could 
then have constructed their very own tale o f Euripides as inspired by a play on the 
components of his name, E I ) and *pi7t-.*''' Should the Hellenistic poets have 
imagined Euripides' tomb as decorated by dogs, this decoration could have 
communicated two affiliations o f the tragedian: his connection with Macedonia 
and the royal court o f Pella on the one hand, and the association of his tragedies 
with Cynicism. The association o f Euripides with Cynicism seems to refer us back 
to the mockery of Euripides' hyper-realism on the comic stage as we have it in the 
earliest biographical representations of the poet. It becomes especially prevalent 
Translation Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 61). 
See Tantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 328-30) for "puzzles and speculations' surrounding the 
decorations of, and inscriptions on, ancient tombs, and the possibility that they may give us a clue 
for understanding some of the riddles in Hellenistic epigrams. AP 7.422 and 427, discussed in 
Hunter and Fantuzzi (2004: 331-2 and 335) illustrate neatly how ancient readers of tomb deco-
rations tried to make sense of them. 
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in the biographical representation o f Euripides at the time of the so-called Second 
Sophistic, as we shall see in the analysis of the pseudo-Euripidean letters. 
A further possible reference in Hermesianax' elegy needs to be pointed 
out. In keeping with the biographical tradition, Sophocles is depicted as a pious 
man and 'good lover' by Hermesianax. The story of Euripides' wi ld and cruel 
death seems to highlight once more the contrast between the two tragedians. 
Caspers argues that this contrast o f the two playwrights is the main objective of 
the passage on Sophocles and Euripides and stresses the antithetical depiction of 
their religious and their sexual at t i tudes.However, 1 think the situation is more 
complicated than that. As Bing persuasively suggests, Hemiesianax' account o f 
the loves of famous poets and philosophers in fonn of 'alternative' versions of 
their biographies could have had the purpose o f mocking the biographical 
accounts of Hennesianax' contemporaries, most notably of Chamaeleon.^' 
Hellenistic epigrams took up two main traditions, short poetry as in 
dedicatory or epitaphic inscriptions, and love poetry as in shorter lyric poetry and 
erotic elegy. Hermesianax dressed his mock-account of mini-biographies in one o f 
these predecessors o f the epigrammatic genre. Thus, instead o f answering the 
claims of his colleagues in an epigram, Hermesianax chose to recur to one o f the 
literary forerunners o f t he popular genre which, of course, also suited the contents 
"^ Caspcrs (2006). I do not agree with Casper's assumption that the heterosexual desire assigned to 
Sophocles is regarded as morally superior by Hcrnicsianax and therefore depicted as 'rewarded 
accordingly' by the gods. Caspcrs bases his claim on the observation that the grammatical gender 
of Topiiiv in line 66 is ambiguous and therefore the biological sex ofthe object of Euripides' desire 
it refers to, is deliberately left ambiguous by Hcrnicsianax. fhis could well be the case and may 
have been invented by Hermesianax to invite his readers to an Ergiinzinig.sspiel - an extremely 
popular device of Hellenistic poetry. On the Hellenistic taste for Eiganziiiigsspiel, sec Bing (1995), 
who coined the expression, and Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 299). 
'^ See Bing (1993: 627-31). 
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of his literary experiment. The form of the seemingly more ancient 'catalogue' and 
love elegy could thus suggest a superior authority over other texts, perhaps even a 
wish to comment on them.^" An intriguing epigram by Adaeus might help to 
understand how Hermesianax' depiction of the Greek poets was read by some of 
his colleagues (AP 7.51 = Kovacs T 66 = Kannicht T 240; I print the Greek after 
Kovacs): 
Ox) oe K-ovcav YEVOC; E I ^ ' , E-upiJiiSri, ovbk yvvaiKoq 1 
olaxpoq xov aKOXiriq K\)Jipi5oq d^X,6xpiov, 
aXX' 'A'ibr\q K a i yripat;, vnai MaKExri 5' 'ApE0ot)OT| 
K e l o a i ExaipEiTi xiiaioq 'ApxeX,Ea). 
c o l 5' ov xot>xov Eyco xi0E|xai xd(pov, d ^ ^ d xd BOLKXOV 5 
Priixaxa icai OKrivdq EpPdSi OEionevat;." 
Neither dogs killed you, Euripides, nor, since you were 
a stranger to clandestine desire, some sting of passion 
for a woman, but Hades and old age, so that you now lie 
in Macedonia near Arethusa honoured among the 
society of Archelaos. Your tomb, however, 1 do not take 
this to be, but rather the stages of Bacchus and the 
settings shaken by the high boot. 
(translation Kovacs 1994: 65 , adapted) 
The word E^pdq sometimes stood for KoBopvoq and the contrast between the two 
words was with reference to footwear in either tragedy or comedy. Thus, the 
mentioning of eppdc; could have been chosen to contrast the tragic stage with the 
comic stage, that is, to bring in the comic stage as part of the earliest reception of 
With its very first words (oir|v H E V ) , the poem inscribes itself in the tradition of the Hesiodic 
Catalogue of Women but at the same time distances itself from Hesiod in its renunciation of the 
characteristic formulaic catalogue structure and might, in this respect, distance itself from 
contemporary imitators of Homer and Hesiod. For the assumption that Hcrmesianax' elegy could 
have been intended to satirise and discredit contemporary literature, see Bing (1993: 631). 
However, Bing suggests this only with respect to eontcinporary prose works such as the works by 
Chamaeleon. His discussion of 1 lermesianax docs not consider possible reasons for HeriTiesianax' 
choice of the form of love-elegy or consider the context of poetiy contemporary to Hermesianax' 
own production. 
'"' Kovacs (1994: 64) prints Borthwiek's emendation oeiopevaq for the problematic TieiOonevaq 
which can be found in the codices and is printed by Gow and Page (1968: 4). 
Euripides - and thus as part of the literary tradition that shaped the fame of the 
playwright. Hence, the word ei-ipdi; would contrast not only tragedy and comedy 
but also material and immaterial commemoration in the forms of tomb and 
performances respectively. 
With this text, Adaeus explicitly refers to Hermesianax and refutes 
Hennesianax' colourful version o f Euripides' death. Adaeus opens his poem by 
denying the allegations made by Hermesianax in f r . 7 Powell ('Neither dogs killed 
you ... nor some sting of passion for a woman', line 1). In reply to Hermesianax' 
fancy version of biography, Adaeus presents a dry account o f the most likely facts. 
Not dogs or a certain passion or women are to be blamed as reasons for the death 
of Euripides, but the plainest o f explanations: the mere fact that there is a 
biological death after life which follows the natural process o f aging ('Hades and 
Old Age' , line 3). According to Adaeus, this natural process only is to be regarded 
as the actual reasons for Euripides' death, and any assumption of a secret passion 
of the poet for a woman should be refuted on the basis o f facaial improbability 
('Euripides would never do such a thing as he was a complete stranger to this kind 
o f behaviour', line 2). 
Instead of such stories, Adaeus puts an emphasis on Macedonia as the 
place where Euripides 'now rests' (line 4), and thus refers to the cor|3se and not to 
the alleged past of Euripides or any stories surrounding it. By mentioning 
Euripides' tomb instead of the way he died (line 5), the preference for the present 
rather than the past and the concrete rather than the fantastic is clearly emphasised, 
while the role o f Macedonia is re-assessed as Euripides is said to be highly 
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esteemed at the court of Archaelaus (line 4) and not, as Hermesianax' text 
suggests, driven to strange passions and killed by the royal hounds. 
The preference of the actual over the imaginary is further promoted by 
two more aspects. First, Adaeus gives his own, new version of the story yet 
another twist as he introduces a first-person voice who simply denies that this 
(xouxov) - the reality of the Hellenistic text - should be Euripides' xdcpoq (oo i 5' 
oi) xouxov Eyw xi9E|a.ai xd(pov, line 5): the deictic reference to the text as well as 
the imaginary tomb gives the denial an especially paradoxical and strong effect. 
This is in stark contrast to Hermesianax' understanding of his poem, who, as we 
have seen above, proudly stresses the superiority of his story over any previous 
ones.'''* Secondly, and also in contrast to the naiTative by Hermesianax, the 
material monument o f the tomb or the immaterial contexts of possible love-stories 
are no longer of interest for Adaeus. 
Instead, Euripides' poetry is put centre-stage at the very centre of the 
epigram by reference to the 'stages of Dionysus' (lines 5 to 7) and the theatres 
where Euripides' plays are performed (line 7). Adaeus' position in the 
biographical tradition is clear: not only are the biographical conventions and 
principles at work in most of the earlier accounts disregarded, but they are 
answered with prosaically dry explanations unparalleled in the extant testimonies, 
and with a direct turn - as in other epigrams - to Euripides (see the appellation in 
This is of course not to say that i lcrmcsiana.x claims his elegy to be more important than the 
works of the poets he covers in it; the precise nature of his claim is in any case impossible to 
assess, as his ironic and highly allusive tone and diction reveal only very little about his own 
position. Be that as it may. we can say with some certainty that llermesianax' claim does not seem 
to tiy to foreground the relevance of the earlier poets over his own. 
line 1) and his work (lines 5 to 7). The last line o f the poem offers another contrast 
to earlier accounts o f Euripides and recall AP 7.46. 
It seems apposite to finish this section with a comparison of 
Hermesianax' and Adaeus' approach to the biographical tradition on Euripides. 
For Hermesianax, Euripides is a canonized hero from the past. As a consequence, 
he is depicted in heroic as well as un-heroic ways: the tragicomic end of his life is 
prosaic for a normal human being but modelled on the pattern of unusual deaths 
several legendary figures were said to have faced in antiquity. The text by Adaeus, 
on the other hand, responds to these traditions by exposing them. In his poem, the 
main question concerns not so much the relation between author and work but 
rather a return to the textual reality of the plays as the only accessible point of 
reference for later generations. Once again, life and work are constructed by 
analogy and difference. This brings us to the third section of this chapter and my 
analysis of the reactions by Hellenistic poets to biographical conventions in their 
poems about Euripides. 
3. Biographical conventions in Hellenistic poems about Euripides 
We can identify two conventions of biographical writing in the ancient 
biographical representations o f Euripides which seem to run through all 
biographical narratives about ancient poets: (1) The principle of analogy and 
inference, and (2) The principle of ridicule and inversion. In scholarship on Greek 
biographical writing, both principles have been judged as inferior ways of 
representation and have often been conflated with each other.^^ However, these 
conventions were transformed in accordance with the respective needs and 
interests o f different genres, authors and audiences throughout antiquity. 
In the case o f Hellenistic epigrams, the principle o f analogy and 
inference as well as the principle of ridicule and inversion are twisted in a way 
which is characteristic for the period. In reaction to the patterns o f thought and 
representation established by the authors o f classical Athens, Hellenistic scholars 
and poets chose to use the sophisticated conceits their readers would enjoy 
unpacking. At the same time, Hellenistic authors communicate with each other in 
ways not unlike the ways in which Aristophanes and Euripides do in their works -
which could be one o f the reasons for the preference of Euripides over other 
tragedians in the depictions o f Hellenistic epigrams. 
The communicative structure o f the biographical accounts in Hellenistic 
epigrams is therefore never a one-way scenario. As Hellenistic poets make use of 
their classical predecessors, they do so in public not only in order to take a stance 
towards, and comment on, the past but also in order to present a specific narrative 
to their readers, communicate with their colleagues and comment on their own 
poetic production. The Euripides passage in Hermesianax' Leonlion is a good 
example for the twists and turns that can be added to as harmless a principle as the 
idea that an author's character can be inferred froin his work. The logic o f ridicule 
and inversion counterbalances the positive reception of an author's work with 
ridiculing tendencies about him as an individual. This principle seems to be at 
work in the depiction o f the un-heroic death of Euripides. At the same time, both 
' This seems especially the case in Lefkowiiz (1981) and Ippolito (1999). 
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the tendency to draw conclusions by analogy and the tendency to ridicule are 
challenged in Hellenistic times, as the poem by Adaeus illustrates quite 
memorably. 
Adaeus not only reacts against the play with fact and fiction as it was 
carried out on the comic stage and in later biographical representations o f 
Euripides. He also explicitly objects to the narrative of Hermesianax. As a result, 
Adeus' poem not only corrects Hemiesianax' version of the death o f the 
playwright but it re-establishes Euripides as an author and rescues his work as the 
true and only reliable memory and connection to his life's achievements for later 
generations. Both Hemiesianax and Adaeus clearly display diverging 
understandings o f how the past should be commemorated and how a poet like 
Euripides should be depicted. 
In the final section of this chapter, I analyse a poem by Poseidippus 
which provides us with a remarkably explicit illustration o f the self-fashioning and 
literary technique of Hellenistic poets, and allows us to draw conclusions about the 
possible motivations that Hellenistic poets may have had for depicting the lives o f 
their Athenian foremnners. The text suggests that the Hellenistic poets subverted 
the two principles outlined in this section also in autobiographical narratives. 
4. Poseidippiis and the Hellenistic Self-Representation of Poets 
1 finish with a poem by Poseidippus on his own death and afterlife, because it 
attractively illustrates how images o f the ancient poets are matched and mirrored 
in the self-representation of poets active in the Hellenistic period. Poseidippus, a 
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poet active in Egypt in the 280s and 270s,expresses in an extant poem his views 
on old age, reading and fame {SH 705). The poem is preserved inscribed on wax 
on two wooden tablets from the Ist century A D which were found in Egypt. I print 
the Greek text after Lloyd-Jones and Parsons (1983). 
E l T i KaX6\\ Mouoai noA.ir|Xi6eq, x] napa <I>oiPo\) I 
XpuooXupeii) (caGapolq ouaoiv EKA.[v)|Ete 
n a p v r i o o u VKpoEvtoq dvci Etuxfalq ii nap" OXIJUTUOU 
BoKXtp tdq Tpi<e>telq dpxoi^tevai eupeA.alq, 
vuv 5e nooE[i]6iit7to) otuyEpov a u v a e i o a x E yf|paq 5 
7pa»|/dp£vai S E X X C O V E V xpvjoeaiq o£A.ioiv. 
^ i | i j : d v £ T E OKOTtidq, E^ikcoviSEq, Eiq be td 0T|Pr|<; 
ze'ix^a Hut [ I . . . q PaivEXE . . . aXabec, 
KEi o\) noa<E>'i5in:n6v itot' e(piA.ao, K T J V O I E , Aritouq 
u 10 
[ _ , ] 
tcpr|pritivi(pieevToiKEiat toij Rapiou. 
Toir|v Eicxpr|0<a>iq T E teal £q d5v)Tcov (cavax'loaiLq 
(pa3vr|v dGa<vd>triv, w dva, K a i icat' Epou, 
ocppa HE Tipr)oa)at MaKrjSovEq oi E J I ! x^riocov 15 
01 x' 'Aolr|(^ rtdariq Y£<i>'coveq Ti'iovoq. 
nEX.A,a"iov YEvoq d).iov Eoipi 5 E plpA.ov EA.laowv 
td|i(pcot .^ttoipopo) KEi j iEvoq E ' I V d y o p j i i 
dW e n l pEv nap<i>Ti 56q d i i S o v i ^Luypov Eip. [ 
v d | i a K a t d yXrivECDv 5 d K p u a icEivd X E U [ V 20 
K a i O T E v d x u v , 5i' Epov 5 E ipiXov o t o p a [ 
[ I 
i , - , , . , . , I 
pri5E Tiq oi)v xEuai 6dKpuov. autdp kyw 
YHpa p u o T i K O v o\nov Eiti PaSdpavOviv licoipriv 25 
5r)pa) Kai Xaih Jiavti noOEivoq E W V , 
doKirtwv E V jtoaoi Kai 6p6oE7inq dv" opiXov 
Kai XEirtcov TEKvoiq Swpa Kai oXPov Epov. 
Muses of my city, if you have heard with pure ears, I 
either from Apollo with the golden lyre who dwells on the glens 
of Pamassos or from Olympus, as you initiate the festival of Bacchus 
recurring evei-y three years, join now Poseidippus in a song of hateful 
Old Age. 5 
Inscribe it in the golden pages of your writing tablets. 
Leave your peaks. Muses of Helikon. Come to the walls of Thebes. 
I I 
And you, son of Lcto, Apollo. Lord of Kyntlios, 
you too once loved Poseidippus 
I I 10 
[ ] 
tyou who proclaimed the renownj of the Parian. 
This was your oracle and echo from your chamber is the 
the immortal voice, my lord, give me such an immortal response as you gave him 
so the people of Macedonia might show me honour, 15 
those of the islands and those neighbouring all the coast of Asia. 
"' For the cultural context, .see Bing (1988: 15). 
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I am from Pella and this is my wish: that I may rest 
reading a book roll placed in the marketplace with its crowds. 
But shed a sorrowful stream of inouming for the nightingale of Paros, 
with tears streaming down from the eyes! 20 
I groaning, while through my own mouth 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Let no one then shed a tear. For I might well join 
in iny old age the mystic's way and come to Rhadamantluis, 25 
I, an object of longing for my city and for every people. 
I need no staff, but walk erect and speak rightly in the crowd. 
To my children 1 bequeath my home and wealth. 
(translation Clay 2004, adapted) 
Because o f its self-reflexive and apparently autobiographical styling the poem has 
famously been named the 'seal' of Poseidippus,^^ In the course o f the narrative, 
Poseidippus creates his own presentation in literature instead o f leaving the task to 
others. We cannot be entirely sure about the fu l l spectrum of possible allusions to 
other poems, but picturing himself as an old man, the voice of the epigram may 
have taken up a poetic tradition which is also reflected in Callimachus' famous 
Reply to the Telchines, in which the narrator pictures himself as an old man. 
Poseidippus' poem is thus without any doubt important for our understanding of 
the representation and self-representation of poets in Hellenistic times. It also 
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illustrates the Hellenistic interest in everyday situations. However, my main 
focus here is on the representation o f the poet and his legacy in the poem. 
In their role as scholars and historians of Greek literature, the Hellenistic 
poets were able to recreate the past and reflect on the possibilities of cataloguing 
and classifying texts as well as the possibilities of poetic self-fashioning. They 
" It is the generally accepted title of the poem in scholarship today and goes back to the discussion 
of the poem by Lloyd-Jones (1963). The poem can be classified either as a long epigram or as an 
elegy, which is reflected in the title it is given by Lloyd-Jones and Parsons in the Siippleiiienliim 
l/ellenisiiciim ('epigramma vel elegia: poematum atppay iq). 
For the Hellenistic interest in everyday situations and their description, sec. for instance, 
Titchcner(l999: 156). 
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were in a position to make what seem to us crucial decisions for the Greek 
tradition of biographical (and autobiographical) wri t ing/^ As most biographical 
writing accompanied the texts that were to be scrutinized, catalogued and selected, 
it was the perfect time for the confident poet and scholar to stress his own poetic 
merits, which is exactly what Poseidippus does in his poem. 
The elegy has usually been ascribed to a certain Poseidippus o f 
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Thebes. " This was mainly because scholars were hesitant to include a stylistically 
inferior text in the CEUvre of Poseidippus. However, the work o f Lloyd-Jones and 
Barigazzi persuasively showed that the elegy can be best understood as part of the 
ceuvre o f Poseidippus o f Pella. It has been described as a acppaylq ('seal') by 
Lloyd-Jones and as a wi l l ('testamento') by Barigazzi. However, the text has never 
been ful ly explored as a poem playing with the conventions of biography and 
poetry in a response to Ptolemaic cultural politics.**' 
First o f all, Poseidippus appeals to the Muses. Not without boldness, he 
addresses them as the Muses of his native city (line 1) and in the typical cletic 
mode asks a favour of them: they are asked to come and join him in the making o f 
this poem, especially as he is burdened with old age (axvyepov yr\paq, line 5).**' It 
has been noted before by commentators that Pieria is not quite Pella, but the author 
of the text seems to be generous with the geography of Macedonia. In any case. 
" S e e Blum (1977: 357-8). 
Poseidippiis of Thebes seems to liave been, as later research revealed, an invention of classical 
scholarship. For his existence in antiquity scholars had no other evidence than this poem - the 
identity ofsuch a poet was inferred from line 7 of the elegy which, as l leitsch (1963), Lloyd-Jones 
(1963) and Barigazzi (1968) have shown, could refer to Thebes in Egypt as well as to Thebes in 
Boeotia. 
*" For detailed studies of the cultural polities of the Ptolemies, and Poseidippus' role in it. see 
Kocncn (1993). Thompson (2003) and Thompson (2005). 
On the vast topic of the cletic mode. see. for instance. Mahler (1963). Kambylis (1965). 
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the association with Pieria is the classical route for the Hellenistic poet, especially 
the poet who would see himself as standing in the Callimachean tradition. Pella, 
on the other hand, is both the native city of Poseidippus, the author of this elegy, 
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and the main point o f reference for his poem. 
The speaker of the poem further asks the Muses to leave Mount Helicon 
(possibly a tribute, but also a farewell, to the poetry o f Hesiod) and come to 
Thebes (possibly a tribute to the immortal praise-poet Pindar).'*'' It is worth noting 
how very different Poseidippus' approach is from that of some of other poets 
studied in this chapter. In A.P. 7.44 (= Kovacs T 63 = Kovacs T 234), for instance, 
Euripides is depicted as a servant to the Muses in Pieria. Poseidippus' words, on 
the other hand, insinuate a scenario in which the Muses act as his servants, helping 
him, it seems, mainly because o f his old age. 
The speaker of the autobiographical poem requests additional support 
from Apollo (line 9) which, by way of using a topos o f the cult o f poets, perhaps 
alludes to other poets of the Greek past - most o f all to Archilochus. In line 14, 
which is structurally at the heart o f the poem, Poseidippus boldly asks for public 
"^'^  On the Muses as an especially elaborate nairative device in Callimaclican poetry, sec Harder 
(1988: 1-14). 
Of course the allusion could just as well be to Egyptian Thebes, or even a poet associated with it. 
There can be no final certainty on the question but the well-established connection of Callimachus 
with Pindar may have added to Poseidippus' choice of place here. On Calliinachus' strong link 
with Pindar, and its contribution to the self-definition of the 'new poets' of Hellenistic poetry, see 
Parsons (1993: 169): 'Callimachus' relation to Pindar is indeed one paradigm of the Hellenistic 
transformation of the past; pavcx ev paicpoioi noiKiA.A.eiv (Pindar Pyili. 9.7) might characterize 
the new poetry as a whole. Not to travel on Homer's well-worn wagon road, to pluck the fine 
flower of poeti7 {Pac. 7bI 1-2, l.sihm. 7.18-9) - these are Pindaric images which recur in the 
prologue of the Aeiici and in the epilogue of the Hymn to Apollo, the knowing reader is transported 
in ideology as well as in details to that remote and sumptuous past.' For Callimachus' indebtedness 
to Pindar, see also Fuhrer (1992: 33-5 and 252-61). 
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honours in Macedonia and eternal fame in all of Greece (lines 16-17).*'^  He then 
pictures himself in the shape o f a cult-statue, holding a book roll and being 
surrounded by the crowds in the local market-place (lines 18-19).** '^ And 
Archilochus, the famous, and by later generations much-honoured 'nightingale of 
Paros' ( n a p i r i [...] cniSovi, line 19) is promptly evoked, as the speaker, in an 
unmistakably explicit fashion, mocks the cult of the poet and asks for a public 
mourning for the Parian. 
Contrasting rituals of mourning with more lively ones in lines 20-7, and 
alluding to some conventions of erotic poetry, the author then imagines himself as 
a 'subject o f longing' for both his city and every other place who 'does not need a 
staff but walks erect' (line 27). Unlike the 'Parian nightingale', Poseidippus 
wishes not to be commemorated by later generations with much groaning and the 
shedding o f melodramatic tears (lines 19-21). In which way he wishes to be 
commemorated instead is unfortunately lost to us, as the next two lines of the 
poem (lines 22-23) are missing exactly at the point where he might have told us as 
much. 
I do not agree with Dickie (1998: 70) that 'what honours Poscidippus has in mind from the 
Macedonians and those on the islands is unclear.' In my reading, Poscidippus succeeds in creating 
a poetic persiflage of the Panhellcnic claims in the cult of the poets of the Greek past precisely by 
evoking the geographical spread of the imperialistic cultural politics of the Ptolemies. 
The imagery is informed by other descriptions of bronze-statues as portrayals by Hellenistic 
epigrammatists. Poseidippus' portrayal of Philitas of Cos, transmitted on the Milan papyrus 
Vogliano VIII 309, has received special attention and has led to stimulating discussions in this 
context. I'or the central iniporlancc of the poem, sec Gutzwiller (2005; 314-5): 'The key epigram, 
in which all the elements defining the aesthetic preferences of the Ptolemies and their artists 
coalesce, is the one about the statue of Philitas.' For the text see Clay (2004: 146-7), for recent 
discussions see Sens (2005), Stewart (2005) and Prioux (2007). Poseidippus used the imagery of 
stonc-masoniy arid statues to refer metaphorically to the production of poelt^. Mis collection of 
epigrams about different styles in the representation of siaiiics, the so-called andiiciniopoiikci might 
even have been structured in the fonn of a history of different styles; see Prioux (2007: 110-13) on 
this last point. 
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However, from what follows this blank, we can surmise that 
Poseidippus instead wished to be remembered in a joy fu l and slightly more 
sophisticated manner, as the remaining lines of the poem are constructed in an 
elaborate and playful way. After asking the readers of the poem 'Let no one then 
shed a tear' (|J.r|8e xiq oi)v xev)ai 5aicpuov, line 24), the speaker suggests that he 
'might well join the mystic's way' (a\)i:ap eyw | yr]pa i ^ - U O T I K O V ol|aov kn[ 
'Pa8a|xav6\)v lKoi | i r |v , lines 24-5) before he finally dismisses not only the 
exaggerations o f outward signs of grief but also the outward signs of initiation, 
such as the notorious staff, crooked posture, and confused speech of the mystics ( ' I 
need no staff, but walk erect and speak rightly in the crowd', doKincov ev Jioaal 
K a i 6p9oeJiTi(; dv' 6|xi^ov, line 27), not without mocking once more the quasi-
religious and quasi-erotic devotion that is publicly shown for selected individuals, 
such as the Greek poets from the past, or members of the royal family still alive 
( ' I , an object of longing for my city and for every people', 5Ti|j,cp K a i .^acp Jiavxi 
JioGeivoq ecov line 26).**^ 
The speaker of our poem clearly does not think too highly of the public 
display o f such honours and the cultural politics they stand for. Instead, he ends his 
elegy with the poignant news that his prime concern is not his native city but 
leaving his wealth to his children ( 'To my children 1 bequeath my home and 
wealth', Kai Xeincov xeKvoiq Swfia Kai 6A.pov E H O V line 28). The verbal play 
with his 'children' and his 'childlessness', which I wi l l explain in the fol lowing 
''^  I disagree with Dickie (1998: 66-75) who interprets SH 705 literally and argues that the elegy 
expresses Poseidippus' 'devotion to the mysteries"! 1998: 76); see also his claim on the same page 
that 'Poseidippus in particular gives us an insight into what initiation into the mysteries might mean 
to a man." 
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paragraphs, could even suggest that the speaker of the poem either does not wish 
to tell us or does actually not plan to leave his possessions to anybody.' 
In these last lines o f the elegy as before, Poseidippus consciously plays 
with the conventions o f contemporary fashions among epigrammatists. The word 
aoKiTKOv ('without a s ta f f , line 27) in fact seems to recall another type of poems. 
In AP 7.732, Theodoridas says about a certain deceased Cinesias: "Dixev) E X ' 
aoKiTKOv, K i v r j o i a , 'Ep|j,6A.a mk, \ EKTiacov 'Ai5r | xpe i^oc; 6(pevA.6|j.Evov | yr\po. 
ex' apxia Kcxvxa (pepcov xpiic^'tiiv 5e 5i ,Kaiov | Eijpcov O E oxEpyei navxoPiric; 
Axepcov. ( 'You were still without a staff, as you went down to Hades, Cinesias, 
son o f Hermolaus, to pay him your debts. Unimpaired were your limbs still in spite 
of your age; and finding you a honest debtor all-subduing Acheron was content 
with you.'). 
Possibly Poseidippus intended to ridicule both the petty concerns of an 
orderly and timely settlement o f outstanding arrears to death, and the requisites 
and rituals of cult and ritual initiation. But he does not refer to his work as the 
traditional warranty for posthumous fame or an extension o f his own thoughts. 
Instead, he turns to more practical questions of inheritance and to his children. 
The participle KEijaEvot; in line 17 of SH 705, which Poseidippus chose 
to express the erection of his statue in the market-place, is in fact borrowed from 
the vocabulary of epithymbia. Poseidippus may well have played with the 
language of talking about the deceased and with the metaphorical use of the word 
This observation, based on the lexical analysis I explicate in the paragraphs below, stands in 
stark contrast to Dickie's conclusion. See Dickie (1998: 77): 'Did we not have Po.seidippus' 
personal testament we would not have known of the blessings in this life that the mysteries in the 
Hellenistic Period promised: an initiate could look forward to a hale and hearty old age, material 
prosperity and the prospect of leaving sons behind him to whom to pass that prosperity on.' 
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' s t a f f in his poem. As the speaker of SH 705 stresses that, despite his old age, he 
does not need a staff and hence, i f we read the metaphoriccal meaning of daKinwv 
along with its literate meaning, as many of Poseidippus' Hellenistic readers may 
well have done, the narrative suggests that the voice creating its own biographical 
narrative in the poem although childless wishes to leave his wealth to his children, 
create a paradoxical riddle ful l of verbal and textual allusions.^'' 
What are we to make o f Poseidippus' poem and how does it relate to the 
debate about the laws and limits of biographical writing in Hellenistic epigrams'? 1 
would like to suggest the following: the conventional principles of biographical 
writings - the idea of an equation of life and work, and the need to contrast the 
work with a certain type o f biographical narrative - are brought to a limit not only 
by Adaeus, but by Poseidippus, too. 
What Adaeus' and Poseidippus' texts have in common is their 
awareness of the literary conventions and traditions and their preference for a 
'realistic', down-to earth, and slightly ironic approach to the issues at stake, which 
they present in a highly sophisticated way and yet with a clear dislike for 
embellishments such as the tears shed for Archilochus in Poseidippus' elegy, or 
the tacky love-story by Hermesianax which seems taken up by Adaeus. Both 
Adaeus and Poseidippus seem to allude to the fascination with death and old age 
which seems to have shaped Hellenistic art and literature.*"' 
With this remarkable ending, Poseidippus seems to imitate (if not to outwit) the stylistic ideals 
set by Callimachus. For the typically refined closures of Callimacliean poetry, see, for instance, 
Kohnken (1973), Bing (1988: 17-19), and Sens (2007: 381). On Callimachus' strong interest in 
paradoxogiaphy, see Pfeilfcr (1968: 134-5), Fraser (1972: 1. 770-1). and Krevans (2004: 175-6). 
in art, old age is for the first time realistically depicted from the third century onwards; in 
literature, we also have an example concerning Euripides: lyrical passages on old age from 
Euripidean tragedies were, for instance, arranged on the famous Hibch Papyrus PHih. 179. 
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Still , there is a difference between Adaeus and Poseidippus. Whereas 
Adaeus puts the work of another poet from the past (Euripides) centre-stage, 
Poseidippus seems to emphasise the contribution of his own poetry along with that 
of his predecessors. He even belittles the time-honoured poets from the past, as he 
illustrates that outward expressions of heroism, initiation and 'fandom' do not 
really matter. What matters is the text of the poet as we have it before our eyes. 
For that, we do not need a staff, we just have to overcome our interpretative 
blindness, as Poseidippus invites us to engage with a form of poetry which may be 
old but is by no means rusty or blind. With this additional twist of the 
autobiographical perspective, Poseidippus contributes to the discourse o f fame and 
commemoration in Hellenistic poetry. Perhaps he even reacted to the fashion o f 
statues of canonized authors while participating in a long-standing tradition of 
poetic fame.^' As Poseidippus was drawn from his native Pella to the court of 
Ptolemy Philadelphus, his own biography seems to entail the movement that 
dominates most biographical representations of Euripides from Hellenistic times 
onwards. 
5. Contribution to the biographical tradition 
The analysis of selected poems from the Hellenistic period has illustrated that 
Euripides served as an important point of reference for the Hellenistic poets. This 
makes the Hellenistic poets participating parties in the biographical tradition of 
Euripides and contributes significantly to our understanding o f the ancient 
Lycurgus' commission of statues of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides in 330 B C , as recorded 
in the pseudo-Plutarchean Lives of ihe Ten Orcuors ([Pint.] Mow 841-2) is perhaps the most famous 
historical example. For Poseidippus. however, compare especially his reaction to depictions of 
Anacrcon and Phililas as discussed by Prioux (2007: 19-74). 
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representations o f Euripides. While Euripides and his poetry were ridiculed and 
discussed in detail in the depictions o f the tragedians on the comic stage, the 
representations of Euripides in Hellenistic poems convey both the Hellenistic 
poets' own interest in commemoration and canonization, and their infomied 
knowledge of the biographical writings of their predecessors. While they could 
assume such an informed knowledge also for some groups of their readership, e.g. 
for their fellow-poets, this means not at all that the poems were produced for, or 
even received and enjoyed by only a small group of educated insiders. On the 
contrary, the poems also reflect the interest of the age more generally, as 
especially the combination o f local concerns, Panhellenic, and quintessentially 
Macedonian, interests illustrates. 
The vivid interest in the poets o f the past in Hellenistic times can be 
seen in the extensive engagement with them in the literature o f the time, and the 
literaiy form of the epigram especially. Epigrams about Hipponax and 
Archilochus, for instance, or epigrams about Sappho as 'the tenth Muse' illustrate 
both the ongoing process of selection and canonization and the fact that debates 
about precisely this process, and its subjects, were in the air at the time.'^^ 
A wider audience would perhaps also take pleasure in the fictional 
setting and elaborate word-plays of Poseidippus' so-called 'seal', a poem which 
illustrates not only the wide interest in biographies of poets at the time but also 
attests to a well-established cult of Greek poets of the past. With SH 705, 
Poseidippus, arguably one of Callimachus' fatuous Telchines, clearly takes up the 
''" On Archilochus and Hipponax in Hellenistic Epigrams, see Rosen (2007a), for Sappho as the 
'tenth Muse' in Hellenistic cpigrarms, see AP 7.16. Gosetti-Mimayjohn (2006), and Acosta-Hughes 
and Barbantani (2007: 441-2). 
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ironic tradition of autobiographical references to a poet's old age, for which 
Callimachus famously set an influential example with the repeated references to 
his old age in the Aetia prologue.*^^ Thus, Poseidippus takes up Callimachean 
poetics and at the same time expands it to relate immediately to the cultural 
developments surrounding the production o f his poetry. 
In this chapter, I have argued that selected Hellenistic epigrams contain important 
biographical representations o f Euripides and often challenge us to adjust and 
modify our preconceptions and reading conventions. The nine surviving poems 
from the Hellenistic period which explicitly address Euripides and discuss the 
legacy of his poetry show different degrees and forms of reflection on biographical 
representations of Euripides. The epigrams investigate in particular the balance 
between local (Macedonian) traditions and Panhellenic fame. 
They also exploit and subveit biographical conventions, as they were 
established on the comic stage, according to which an author either resembles his 
work or, occasionally, is a trivial and common-place version of it. By taking into 
account a poem by Poseidippus, I further argued that the representation of classical 
poets in Hellenistic poetry is paralleled by the autobiographical self-fashioning of 
the Hellenistic poets themselves. This analysis o f an autobiographical rather than 
biographical narrative by a Hellenistic poet allows us to better understand the 
'*•' See Callimachus fr. 1, 6; 33-6; 38; for a detailed discussion of Callimachus' self-fashioning as 
sene.y, sec Cameron (1995: 174-83). There is also a strong lexical link between SH 705 and the 
Aeiia piologue by Callimachus, for example in the choice of the epithet given to Apollo. For a 
detailed account of the repercussions and words and motifs from Callimachus' Aeiia prologue in 
Poseidippus' so-called 'seal', see Cameron (1995: 183-4). 
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aesthetic ideals and political interests of the Hellenistic poets, which in turn may 
help us to identify their impact on later biographical representations of Euripides. 
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Euripides in Hellenistic Prose 
The Hellenistic period was, as we have seen in the previous chapter, marked by 
a prolific interest in biographies about poets from the Greek past. However, 
most o f the texts that were probably produced in this context are unfortunately 
lost to us. The case o f Euripides is different: it is only in his case that we have a 
piece o f Hellenistic biography, the Bios Eiihpidou by Satyrus which came 
down to us on papyms fragments from the second century A D . Philochorus, 
Hermippus, Hieronymus o f Rhodes, Lucian, Dio o f Prusa, and Plutarch are all 
known to have written about Euripides, although we often have little more than 
a brief reference to Euripides in their work. ' We do, however, have a 
substantial piece o f biographical prose about Euripides, dating from the late 
third or early second century BC. The Bios Euripidoii by Satyrus o f Callatis 
was first edited at the beginning o f the twentieth century and has permanently 
changed the way scholars think about ancient Greek biography. The text is 
preserved in fragments on the Papyrus POxy. 1176. 
Satyrus' Bios Euripidoii changed the way scholars think about Greek 
biography in several respects. First, it changed the way they imagined the form 
of ancient biographies as the Bios Eiiripidoii was the first example of an 
ancient biography in the fomi of a dialogue. Secondly, the unusually lively and 
' For Philochorus, see Kovacs r i 6 and Tischer (2006: 236-37); for llermippus, sec Bollansee 
(1999: 223); l licronymus of Rhodius is quoted by Athenacus {Allien. 13.5, 557c = T90 Kovacs; 
13.81, 603e and 13.82, 604d = T54 Kovacs); for Lucian, see his account of the Abderites' 
performance of Euripides' Andiomeda in How to IVriie Hisioiy (Kovaes T 93); for Dio of 
Prusa see the relevant passage in Kovacs (= Kovacs f 88); for Plutarch, see Kovacs T 7, T 26, 
T 30. 44, T 45, T 47, T49, T 50, r55. T 57, T 62. T 85, T 92 and T 95. On the support of the 
'classicizing' tendencies in Macedonia in the writings of Dio Chrysostom, Plutarch, Arrian, 
and Aristides, see Asirvalham (2000). 
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polyphonic development of the narrative in the Bios Eiiripidou was considered 
'untypical' for biographical prose. Thirdly, the author of Bios Euripidou used a 
biographical method which differed from the expectations o f readers used to 
the modem examples of the genre. 
Despite its fragmentary state, and the difficulties it poses for our 
understanding of the text, the Bios Euripidoii is o f central relevance for our 
understanding of the phenomenon of ancient biographical writings, as it opens 
a window onto the otherwise mostly lost Hellenistic biographies o f writers. In 
this chapter, I offer a detailed reading o f the Bios Euripidoii in which 1 show 
that the unusual form o f the Bios Eiiripidoii perhaps needs to be appreciated 
afresh. 
A modem preconception 1 challenge in this chapter is that o f 
Satyrus' lack o f sophistication. Scholars have in the past often stressed how 
'careless' Satyms was in the composition o f the Bios Eiiripidoii^ The main 
reasons for this judgement seem to lie in the way the material is presented by 
writers like Satyms or Hermippus. Satyrus' and Hermippus' display o f 
obscure, unusual and 'populist' pieces of information rather than 'coherent 
stories' remains puzzling to most contemporai7 scholars and even suggests a 
lack of method to some."* 
Like Hermippus, Satyms has in antiquity been widely used as a 
collection of source material by later writers.'' Modem remarks about the 
quality of Satyrus' contribution to the history of literary biography are often 
" Expressions of serious concern about the literary quality of Satyrus' Bios Eiirlplcloti can be 
found in Lefkowitz (1981), West (1974), and Frickenschmidt (1997: 158-9). who calls Satyrus' 
method 'unbekummert' and "sorglos'. 
' See R E VIII . I s.v. Hermippos (1913: 847-8) and West (1968: 546); against this assumption, 
see Frcy (1921: 47-51), Len<owitz (1984: 339-43) and Schom (2004: 44-9). 
•* This is apparent from the way Diogenes Lacrtius and Athcnaeus used llermippus but also 
from the introducioiy passages of later writings, such as the Fevo^ EupiniSou; see R E V I I I . I 
s.v. Ilermippos (1913: 851). 
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founded on ancient judgements about the style of Satyrus' work. Contrary to 
these tacit assumptions, I argue in my analysis of the Bios Eiiripidou that 
Satyrus' contribution to the biographical tradition of Euripides can be read as a 
witty and highly allusive piece of literature which lacks neither method nor 
coherence. As I tried to show in the course of the previous chapter, a close 
reading of the Hellenistic epigrams suggests that their audiences were very 
likely familiar with Euripidean poetry as well as with stereotypical anecdotes 
surrounding the figure o f Euripides, mostly derived from Old Comedy, and, 
possibly, the biographical tradition which may have evolved in the context o f 
peripatetic teaching and research. The same can be assumed for Satyrus' Bios 
Eiiripidoii. 
In the course of this chapter, I explore questions concerning the 
historical background of the Bios Ewipidou (section 1) before discussing the 
form of the text (section 2), its distribution to the speakers involved (section 3), 
the development of the narrative (sections 4 and 5) and the possible function of 
the dialogue (section 6). I then discuss the role o f Socrates in the text (section 
7), before giving a brief outline of Satyrus' use o f literary sources and the use 
of legal language in the Bios Eiiripidoii (section 8). In the penultimate section 
(section 9), I suggest a reading of the Bios Eiiripidoii which connects the 
thematic fields with the nanative technique o f the text as identified in the 
previous sections, while the last section o f this chapter (section 10) discusses 
the description of Euripides in Macedonia. In my interpretation o f the Bios 
Eiiripidoii, I concentrate on a discussion of the fragments that follow the 
unfoitunately very corrupt beginning preserved in frs. 1-37 Schom. I wi l l not 
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discuss issues o f textual criticism unless they affect my interpretation of the 
text.^ I quote the Greek from the edition by Schorn.'' 
I . The Cultural and Historical Background 
As far as we can tell, Satyrus probably conceptualized the Bios Eiiyipicloii as 
part o f a collection on the lives of famous Greek poets, philosophers and 
statesmen from the classical past.' The text is composed in the form of a 
dialogue between two or three speakers.** The choice of this form provided 
Satyrus with several advantages. First, it connects his text to the tradition of the 
philosophical dialogue, most notably the Socratic dialogues. Secondly, it 
enables Satyrus to imitate the debates on questions of biography as they were 
can ied out in Peripatetic circles o f the time.'' 
Thirdly, the text can be seen as a formal imitation of the discourse 
staged in Attic drama, especially the rhetoric and realism Euripidean drama 
was so famous for. '° The ftill implications of the echoes o f dramatic rhetoric in 
The fragments as edited by Arrighetti are only a part of Book 6 of Satyrus' Lives and 
Arrighetti seems not to have consulted the original papyrus throughout; West (1966) and Gallo 
(1967) piovide the reader with important annotations to Arrighetti's edition. 
For a full discussion of the transmission and layout of the text see Schom (2004: 63-75). For 
the edition of the fragments of the Bios EiiripicJou, see Schom (2004: 86-113). 
' For an exhaustive analysis of the cultural and historical background of Satyrus and the Life of 
Eiiiip'ules, see Schorn (2004: 3-63). That the Life of Euripides was one of several biographical 
sketches by Satyrus can be inferred from the subtitle on its papyrus running: l a tupou pluv 
dva7pa(pf)q o' A'IOXV)^O\), Zo(poKA.eouq, E\)pini6ou ('Book Six of Satyrus' Collection of 
Lives. [The Lives] of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides'; T 3a Schom) and from evidence of 
other biographies by Satyrus in Athenacus, Diogenes Laertius and Hieronymus (sec T 3b-f and 
T 4 Schorn). 
For a discussion of the distribution of the text and the number of speakers, see section 3 
below. 
Leo suspects a formal resonance of the Peripatetic dialogue in the tradition of Aristotle's On 
the Poets (Hepi 7toir|twv); sec Leo (1912: 274-6). For a more detailed comparison of the 
Aristotelian dialogue form with the Bios EtiripiJoii, see Schom (2004: 35-6). For the 
Aristotelian dialogue more generally, see Hirzel (1895: 272-308) and Laurenti (1987: 55-73). 
"' For the dramatic rhetoric in Euripides and its appreciation in the reception of Euripidean 
drama see Schorn (2004: 182-3 with ns. 158-61); for accounts of the phenomenon in antiquity 
see PI. Goigicis 502 d (ii o\) pnxopeijeiv SoKouoi ooi oi noiriTai ev xo-iq Sedttpoiq ("or 
don't you think the poets in the theatres seem to talk like orators?' - ironically, the question 
ilsclf is phrased in a highly stylised fashion); sec also Aristotle's remarks in Rhetoric 1404 b 
24-5 and Poetics 1450b 7-8. 
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Satyrus have not been discussed by scholarship until now. Only two scholars 
point to it in passing. Hunt mentions the possibility with respect to f r .39VII : 
'The principle of dvaYvopiopoq at any rate is to be found in Homer as well as 
an approximation to dramatic dialogue [ . . . ] . ' " O f course, the dialogue form 
can generally be said to be particularly suited to discuss the work of a character 
people disagreed and argued about. And Mary Lefkowitz observed that the 
Bios, with its dialogic fbrm, its use o f female interlocutors and, to some extent, 
its choice of vocabulary, is not far from Euripides' own words and comic 
poetry.' ' My analysis of the method of paramimesis in the Bios Eiiripidoii 
illustrates that this is true to a far larger extent than has been recognized to 
date. 
2. Satyrus' Bios Euripidou: The beginning of the narrative 
In the multi-perspective and dialogic structure o f the Bios Eiiripidou, Satyrus 
develops a picture of Euripides which is intertwined with a discussion o f his 
plays. A lot of the original text is missing, but there could well have been a 
separate pait dedicated to the work and the dramatic technique of the 
playwright, as lines 9-10 of fr.8 II show: K a x d jiev o\)v xi'iv XEXvr)v dvT)p 
xoiot)Xoq. ( ' In his art, however, he was just such a man'). At several instances, 
the character of Euripides is directly compared with that of his art; at other 
instances, as we shall see, the siUiation is more complicated.'^ Of great interest 
'' Hum (1912: 176). 
See Lefkowitz (1984: 342) for the mirroring of dramatic realism in the Bios Eiiripichu. In 
this context, it is also worth quoting the excellent observation by Mary Lefkowitz (Lefkowitz 
1981: 98) on the biographical tradition as a whole: 'In emphasising Euripides' ineptitude and 
himian failings, the biographers appear to be working in a tradition of narrative realism that 
began in the fifth century in the plays of Euripides himself" 
For the direct comparison, sec. fr.8 1! 20 Schom: E T I 6E Kai TT|V \|/\)xtV' f|v oxe56v 
wq ev Tolq Jion'i^iaoiv ('And in addition to that, he was of a great soul, almost as he is in his 
poetry.') 
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in this context is, 1 think, the text of fr. I of the Bios. The readable part o f it 
runs: 
aXXax]]- T^oXX' epp]r|x6pi^e[v ev| xoiq Xoyoiq [cov] 
XoyiKoc, [Ka i l 7iapai4.i|xiT|[oao|0ai [ ] t vu [ ] [ iKaiq 
5D[valx6(; an [ . . . ] 
somewhere else. He often talked according to the rules o f 
rhetoric in his speeches, in a rational fashion and able to 
imitate [ . . . ] 
This passage supports the main argument o f my chapter that Satyrus' Bios 
Eiiripidou imitates conversations about Euripides' life rather than adding a new 
version of old stories to Greek literature. The practice of parcimimesis, which -
as I argue in this chapter - is that o f the Bios Euripidoii itself, is mentioned by 
name relatively early in the text. In a way, the passage of the first fragment of 
the Bios refers not only to Euripides, while it describes his method as reported 
by one of the speakers of the Bios Eiiripidoii, but also to Satyrus, by way of 
announcing the 'programme' of his Bios Euripidoii. 
The second extant fragment o f the Bios (fr.2) contains another 
possible reference to Satyrus' own text, this time with a hint to its prospective 
audience: 
eiri av [xcoi 6]VTI " E X ^ T I [ V O ( ; ] Kai e{)ayco[You] npoq 
TO 8e[ov (pi>.]riK:oVa. 
but the due willingness to listen should be characteristic 
for a Greek and one who is truly eager to learn, should it 
not?'" 
The need to listen carefully is o f course topical in Greek literature, especially in 
texts o f philosophical instruction. It is stressed in the Presocratic forms o f the 
Lehrgedicht as well as in Pythagorean teachings and Platonic dialogue. In 
''' I translate the seniencc as a qucsiion tag to underline my interpretation and make it more 
readable in the English translation. Schorn interprets the fragment differently, and infers a 
general 'disapproval of innovations' from the text, which I (1nd unconvincing and mihelpful for 
the understanding of the Hios as a whole (see his comment on the fragment: Tr 2 I berichlet 
viclleicht von zcitgcnossischer Kritik an Innovationcn.' (Schorn 2004: 182). 
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Platonic dialogue, the need to listen carefully is frequently and repeatedly 
stressed for both the interlocutors o f Socrates and for the readers.'^ 
This parallel has gone unnoticed in modem scholarship on the Bios 
Euripidou. Anighetti merely notes for fr.2 (with a comparison of fr.39 II 15) 
that there must have been a change of speakers, the new speaker voicing a 
criticism of the Athenians' lack of appreciation of Euripides. Schorn adds 'Es 
scheint sich um eine der iiblichen simplen Reflexionen dieser Person zu 
handeln.''^ But fr.2 reveals, I think, more than that. In forensic speeches as in 
philosophical and didactic poetry and prose, the call for careful listening served 
to catch the attention of the listeners.''' In comedy, which, as several scholars 
have pointed out, the Bios Ewipidou is immensely indebted to, a remark of this 
sort makes sure the audience w i l l be attentive enough to get the jokes as well as 
the double meanings.'** As we shall see, the relationship between Euripides, 
Old Comedy and oratory is even made the subject of the conversation in the 
course of the Bios Eiiripidou in columns V - V I I I of its main fragment, fr.39. 
Yet another message to the reader could be hidden in the text o f 
fr.8 I I . The fragment displays a version of the dictum ' l i fe imitates art', albeit 
with a twist: 
[...] KOI [rj-u^ev Ka i e[Te]A.eicoaEV (OOTE xolq (iex' avxov 
"unepPoXriv A.i7ceiv; Kaxct |i£v oijv [ t ] r |v te^vriv [a]vr|p 
xoio-UToq. 6io Kai. 'Apiaxocpavric; en;i9\)ne~i xqv YA.c5aaav a\)XOX) 
|j.expfioai 5 i ' fiq xa [...Ixa pT||iax' [..,]rixeto'. exi 5e Kai xr)v 
[vjiulxriv laeyae; [fiv] a^eSov [coq] E V xoiq [jioiTilp,aaiv; 
Sec already Lewis (1921: 144) who characterized Satyrus as 'a writer who continues tlie 
fbrrnal dialogue of Plato and Xcnophon'. It is necessary to keep in mind, however, that already 
in Plato the form of the dialogue is used as an effective epideictie tool to expose grand claims, 
semi-educated eiuelcssness, wrong argumentation and empty rhetoric. The complexity and 
intertextual cliallcngc of the Platonic dialogue can also be expressed in terms of genre. On the 
inter-generic nature of the Platonic dialogue, see Nightingale (1995). 
'The sentence seems to be one of the simplistic remarks which are so characteristic of this 
speaker.- (Schom 2004: 185). 
" This is also the case in speeches which were actually composed to be read rather than held in 
court. 
" For Satyrus'debt to Old Comedy, see Gallo( 1967: 135-6). Lefkowitz (1981: I 10 and 164-9) 
and Schom (2004: 43-6). 
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[nf)Oo]z[ia.xe[io y]6ip, cooTtep [KpoleipTiKCx[[x]ev, E V Tfwi] a y c o v i 
|j.aA.[Xolv [n]p6q [...]. 
[ . . . ] and he developed further and perfected so that nobody writing 
after him was left with the possibility to supersede him. Therefore, 
Aristophanes wants to measure his language in " [ . . . ] through it [ . . . ] 
words [ . . . ] " [fr.656 K . - A . ] . And in addition to that, he was of a great 
soul, almost as he is in his poetry; because he fought, as I said 
earlier, in the contests more against [ . . . ] . 
Not only does Satyms here point to the idea of development and perfection in 
literature as a means o f protection against possible imitators at a later point in 
the history o f literary production, the text also mentions possible rivals, critics 
or other people who present a hardship for the individual artist already in his 
own lifetime.' ' ' The ascription o f perfection to Euripidean tragedy is especially 
poignant. It clearly contradicts the tradition, according to which - at least since 
Aristotle's Poetics - Sophocles, and not Euripides, was considered to be the 
tragedian who perfected the genre.'" The modification o f the concept of 
perfection in Attic tragedy could point to a general preference for Euripides by 
Satyins as well as the prospective readers of the Bios Ewipiciou?^ The 
competition with other writers was, o f course, a common feature of Greek 
literature in the f i f th century as well as in Hellenistic times. 
''^  I undcistand the terminology of the agon and the 'fighting' (KpooE|iaxETo) as a reference to 
the context of literature and the performance of poetry, such as Euripidcan tragedy. This may 
be especially apt since what our sentence explains with the panicle ydp points to Euripides' 
|ie7aXo\|/\)X'ot ('magnanimity') is said to correlate directly with the magnamity of his poetry. 
I'he use of the term points to Satyrus' Peripatetic education but also, perhaps, to an evocation 
of Socrates; for support of the latter, see l lowland (2002: 27): 'According to Aristotle, the true 
inegcilopsiichos is Socrates ' The full impact of the excinpliini Jiciiim of Socrates in Satyrus' 
Bios Eiiripicloii will become more obvious in my discussion of the exempliiiri Socralis in 
section 7 below. Interestingly, the model of nEyaXoit/uxia is later taken up again in the 
pseudo-Euripidcan letters of the second century AD. 
Sec Ar. Pod. 1449 a 14-24. The tendency is probably oldei- and can also be found in the 
scholia, which are much more critical of Euripides than of Aeschylus or Sophocles. See the 
evidence in Elspergcr (1907), Lord (1908) and Papadopoulou (1999). 
Saiyrus' strikingly positive attitude towards the tragedian is noted by Gallo (1967: 140), who 
talks about Satyru.s' use of Aristophanic pa.s.sagcs 'in scnso filcuripidco", and by Schom on 
several instances, see, for instance, Schorn (2004: 187) on fr.8 11. 
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In what follows after fr.8, all we can say for certain is that fr.9 
contains a quotation of Odyssey 14.463-6; the passage is a locus classicus for 
pointing out the consequences o f the consumption o f too much wine and its 
quotation perhaps illustrated a speaker's comparison of Euripides with 
Aeschylus. Perhaps it was linked with Euripides' aversion against exuberant 
symposia and easy j o k e s . A connection between fr.9 and the line in 
Alexander Aetolus can, of course, not be assumed without much speculation. 
We also k n o w that character or the depiction of character was debated in the 
Bios Eiiripidoit, although too much of the original text is missing to say 
anything more specific about this. fiGoc; is mentioned in both fr. 10 1 and fr. 11 1; 
fr. 10 I further mentions 'accusation' ( t caxTiyopoi ivTa) , while fr. 11 1 names 
Achilles and Neoptolemus. 
It is possible that the text quoted examples from epic poetry which 
illustrated a statement about character, characterisation, criticism and dealing 
with criticisms or even the display of character when dealing with criticism. 
It is further likely that the characteristics of a good poet may have been laid out 
in frs. 13-33. The remaining fragments are frustratingly lacunose. A l l we can 
say with any certainty is that fr. 16 1 quotes Plato's Phaednis 245a 6-8 and fr. 
22 mentions a chorus. However, I leave these much damaged fragments of the 
Bios Eiiripidoii aside in my discussion of Satyrus' contribution to the 
biographical tradition of Euripides in order to avoid excessive speculation. 
See, for instance, a verse in Alexander Aetolus: moove^-ajq ical tcDBa^eiv OUSE nap" olvov 
|iE|.iaGiiK:(6(;, 'He fse. Euripides] hated laughter and did not even know how to crack jokes over 
aglassofwinc'(Alex.Aet. tV.7.3 Powell = Gcll . 15.20.8). 
Schorn intetpiets these initial IVagments of the Bios Eiiripicioii differently and suggests that 
they may have contained a discussion of individual characters in Euripidean tragedy (see 
Schom 2004: 182 and 191-2). I think it is too early in the narrative for a di.scussion of 
individual characters in Euripidcan plays, if they were discussed in the course of the Bio.s 
Eiiripidaii at all. A more general display of the depiction of character in Greek literature before 
Sarynis, or even an illustration of'how to deal with criticism' seems much more likely at this 
point in the narrative. 
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3. The Dialogue Form 
Most of the text of the Bios Euripidoii as we have it is a conversation between 
two or three people on the life and work of Euripides. A main speaker seems to 
lead the conversation, while additional voices participating in the dialogue can 
be discerned to belong to somebody addressed as 'Eucleia' and somebody 
called Diodora. Passages given to the main speaker are indicated by the letter 
' A ' , while passages given to the voices interrupting his narrative are indicated 
by the letter ' B ' on the papyius. Speaker B appears to be called Eucleia at 
some, and Diodora at other instances. 
In his edition of the Bios Euripidoii, Schom prefers to call Diodora 
'Diodor[ - ] ' , which implies that this character could be a man (while we would 
presume that Diodora was female). Strictly speaking, the gender o f the speaker 
cannot be defined with any certainty since the last syllable o f the name has not 
survived the damage of the fragment."'' The remaining text provides us with 
some evidence which supports the identification of Diodor[-] as Diodora, and 
therefore female. Mary Lefkowitz also assumes that the second speaker should 
be imagined as female and argues for Diodora, as do Gerstinger, who calls her 
'Lady Diodora', Kovacs and Ippolito.""^ The dialogue form of the Bios 
Euripidou can be inferred from fr.39 HI, where the main speaker addresses 
Diodora: 
. . . (B) K a i . [5TI1 K a [ i ] x6 ^ii8[eval TCOV aatoj[vl pej iecopi^eiv [{)ne]p 
ito] i ietpfiov |J.lri5e T'upav[vov| J I O E I V teal [dax]o~iq (paijXoic; |J.TI 
6i56vai napoSov npoq xa evTi |xa. l i e y i a T O v yap eX.Koq no/'i.ewq 
micoq pTiTwp Srnaaycoyoc; nEpaUlxric; d£,'ia(; napay6|aevoq. (A) 
The name only turns up twice in the extant text of the Bios EnripicJoii. At both instances the 
ending of the name is missing. 
See Leilowitz (1984: 341), Gcrstinger (1916: 61 n.l). Kovacs (1994: 19; 23), and Ippolilo 
(1999: 37). Lcfkovvitz (1984: 342) even speculates about the possibility of a female main 
speaker, which would make the Bios Eiiripidoii a dialogue among women about Euripides - an 
attractive possibility in view of Thcsmophoriazouscic and the biographical tradition of 
Euripides more generally. 
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aXXa [ir[v, d)_A i^.o_&0)[pl, Kai nepl xriq Koivriq xcbv'A9ii[va'icolv 
aPo-uX['ia(; ica]i d|ieX.[eia(;... 
... and so not to elevate any of the citizens beyond what is 
appropriate and also not to create a tyrant nor to give the lesser 
citizens any access to honours ... since the biggest burden for a city 
was an evil demagogue who as a speaker could divert from the limits 
given by his moral value; but, dear Diodor[-]. with respect to the i l l -
advisedness of the Athenians ... 
and from fr.39 X I V , where speaker B is addressed as 'Eucleia': 
(B) .. . y-uvaiKa 5[ ] 'Yaxdon[ \[ | a i y[d]p [ |9f |vai [ . . . ] [ jx i [ | 
a X [dv]5p6q [n]p6q aioxriv coc^  (pap|idx[xloi cpl,A,xpoi(; [x]6v 
'Yaxdanr|v. ^exaite|i\|/a|iEvr| 5TI XT|V dvBpconov ox' E'i[5ev] 
eloioiSarii; x6 [lEjEQoq Kai xo KaXXoq, 'xa~ipe,' (pno'iv, 'yovar 
\|/et)8e~ic; dp' f|[a]av a i [6ialPoX,ai,- ox> yap [ev] xwi 7t[p]oa(OJia)i 
xwi oco[I] Kai xolq o[(p]9aA.no~i(; exen; td (pdp|iaKa.' (A) EX> y\ w 
Kpaxloji)_m0jcav_jca.i^^^ 5i[6lx[i] xd xomvxa 
xcov TiBcov Kai 5id |avTmr|q e^eiq Ka [ ) 
... a woman ... because...against her for poisening Hystaspe with 
aphrodisiaca. So they sent her to see her walk in, all tall and 
beautiful and say 'greetings to you, woman, the accusations were 
lies; for you have filters on your face and on your eyes.' Well 
spoken, mightiest of all and true Eucleia, because you have such 
character traits through what record and ... 
I f we only had the first example (fr.39 111), one could argue that it is not 
univocally clear whether or not the extract reflects a dialogue rather than any 
other form of written prose which involves addressing a person directly - fonns 
of prose such as, for example, letter writing. However, the second example 
(fr.39 X I V ) makes it clear that we are supposed to imagine a live conversation 
between speaker A and speaker B."'' The text was understood as a dialogue 
already in antiquity. This can be inferred from the fact that Pap.OxyA 176 has 
the speakers marked as ' A ' and ' B ' . B, indicating a second speaker, appears 
ilrst in fr.2 I , then again, together with speaker A, throughout fr. 39. 
The question now is whether or not there is a third speaker in the 
extant text. It has been suggested in modern scholarship that Eucleia should be 
understood as a second name for Diodora, and the division of the text into 
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passages given to speaker A and speaker B indicates that scholars in antiquity, 
or at least the scribe of Pap.Oxy 1176, thought the same."'^  I think that it makes 
perfect sense to assume that the dialogue takes place between the main speaker 
(speaker A ) and Diodora (speaker B), who is (probably ironically and only at 
one instance) called Eucleia by the main speaker. 
It seems possible to reconstruct not just the speakers but also - at 
least to an extent - their characterisation. A l l of the instances in which the text 
is marked with ' B ' seein to contain sceptical or modifying comments. And 
conversely, wherever the text changes into a questioning or modifying tone, the 
scribe of Pap.Oxy. \\16 marked that change with the letter ' B ' . The 
phenomenon of a questioning and modification o f the main nairative through 
remarks by speaker B has been noted for single passages, or stated in quite 
general terms for the whole n a r r a t i v e . I would like to analyse the 
phenomenon in more detail. It seems that the various forms of interruption by 
speaker B can be divided into three categories: comment, judgement and 
specification. Generally speaking, passages where speaker B has her turn are 
marked by a change from statements phrased in an almost apodictic indicative 
to remarks set in suggestive or hypothetical modes, such as modifications or 
questions. For example, as speaker A introduces quotations such as 
xoijq [ lE i^ova P^[e]Jiovxaq ofvlGpconcov Qeovc, 
[fr . 1007c Nauck^ = Kannicht 2004: 981] 
the gods see greater things than human beings (fr.39 II) , 
speaker B comments: 
Note, for instance, speaker A's comment 'well spoken, IZuclcia'. 
For tiie suggestion that Euclcia should be understood as Diodora's second name, and that litis 
fact pcriiaps even commimicaic an ironic iiint by the main speaker, see Gcrsiingcr (1921: 61 
11.1) and Arriglietti (1964: 133-4). Another possibility that has been suggested is to assume 
Diodorus as a second speaker and Eucleia as the third and only female voice in the naiTative; 
for this view, .sec Hunt (1912: 178-9) and Leo (1912: 276). 
"** See Schorn's comment on some of the passages quoted in this section and. more generally 
and without I'uriher specification of the role of the different speakers. Len<owit2's suggestion 
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eiT) av Ti xoia-oxTi -ujtovoia 7iep[il G E M V [I(o]Kpai: i iCTi 
this kind o f thought about the gods could well be Socratic. 
(fr.39 II) 
As the main speaker ventures into an interpretation of the choral songs in 
Euripidean poetry (fr . 39 X V I l l ) or is about to tell the story o f Euripides' death 
(fr . 39 X X ) , speaker B presses the main speaker for more precision with 
nwq ox)v, nwq Xk[yovGiv] 
How then? What is it they say? (fr.39 X V I I I ) 
and 
K0|a.\j/co[x]e[pla (pal,ve[i | i o i | ^.eyeiv Ti7ie[pl aX,ri9iva)TEpa 
cleverly put rather than truly spoken. 
(fr.39 X X ) . 
Speaker A lectures about Euripidean poetry that 
Jipo^ oX,ov 5£ TO (pvXov 5 [ i |ET£?L£i \xax6\ievoc, £ V xoic, 
noir\[iao\.v 
he kept fighting the entire female sex in his poetic writings; 
(fr.39 X I I I ) , 
while speaker B seems to lose her temper and expresses her disagreement with 
speaker A's version of the story with the words 
vr| jEXo'ioiC, Y E 
But that's ridiculous! (fr.39 X I I I ) . 
These examples illustrate that the passages given to speaker B modify what has 
been said immediately before, and that they comment on the 'main text' o f 
speaker A, while speaker A appears as rather dogmatic and is often 
disrespectful of his hearer. 
In the following, I list the relevant passages where speaker B 
interrupts the main narrative in accordance with the categories 1 found reflected 
in the different forms of interruption. I underline the words that made me 
allocate each passage to its categoi7. 
that "Saiyrus contrives to have his interlocutors question the meaning and value of their sources 
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(a) comment: 
(a) 'A.]d9pai 5E tot^xlcov 5p(0|j.Eva)v x'lvaq (popr|i- (b) 'xovc, 
H E i ^ o v a ^X[k]novxaq a(v]6p(0Ji(jL»v GEOIJQ . ' (Eur. fr. 1007c Nauck^ [= 
Kannicht 2004: 981]^ B. e l r i^av^i i^miauTi i V E O V . O A . a j e p 
[ZcalKp]a.T.iK.ri' rwi yap ovxi xa Qvr\xo\c, aopaxa xoic, ocGava-coic; 
ETJicdcTonTa; K a i |ariv m i TO [ ] o T i j p a v v o v 
... '(a) i f you do it in secret, who are you afraid of.^ (b) the gods who 
'see more than human beings do'; B. this kind of thought about the 
gods could well be Socratic; because in fact the things that are 
invisible to mortals can be easily watched by immortals; A. And 
equally, tyranny and .... (fr.39 II) 
A . ( . . . ) o]x)xi Tomov T[C)V T]p6jiov, aXX' o{x>bk T]T|I 7iovr |p[i]a 
[7ipolaxpco|i£ea, [OT]E TCOI |j,aX,io[9' oc;] a v ^ E Y r f i ] j t io[TE'u]ojiEV 
X.£Y [OVT]E(; OX) novri[pd ] 5£Xpco[ ] K d r t E i T [ a xr\c,] EK:K?Lriaia[^ 
ica]Tr |Yop£l £K:aa[Toq] r\\i(av, r\c, Eicaa[To^J a-UToq fiv. (Com. Adesp. 
fr. 1024 K.-A.) B. Eol?Ld_KaLmpa_T.d )v . K(0|Ai.icwA'„mi^^^^^ 
£mKev.,_d|a.a_aiiki_TTipd^ A. ncoq Y « P O'^; 
naXiv jovv b Evpin[br]q ei) [laXa npoq dA.Kiiv i c a i EV)V|/\)xvav 
na^aKaXei xovq vkovq, 'ono^a.'XlXlwv aX)XO~iq opf idq ^aictovi icdq 
Ktti 9t)|j.oJioi(ic)v TO 7i^r|9[o]q o-OTCoq- "KTTioaa9' E V • u [ a ] T E p o i a i v 
£ 'u[K ]X£iav xpovoUq] d m a a v dvT^Ti [aav |TE( ; f i | i E p a v [novlov 
v|/Mxa~iq [ . . . . ] . [ f r . l007d Nauck^ = Kannicht 2004: 982] 
... not in such a way, but it is the simplicity of somebody else we use 
and him we believe most i f he says something, even i f we don't 
speak the same way but just use it, and as a result every one o f us 
accuses the congregation of which everybody is himself a part; B. 
Many things are, quite fittingly, said also by the comic poets, 
seriously as well as politically: A . Why should they not? Again, 
therefore, Euripides intensely exhorts the younger generation to 
strength and courage in that he shows them the vigour of the 
Spartans and enforces the spirits o f the crowd in the following way: 
'Acquire fame for the times to come, tolerating pain on any single 
day, ... in the souls ...' (fr.39 IV) 
( ) E^T)pxEV xac, )iE^co[i5'ial(;, r\ OVK d[KoiJ£i]Q O T I ica[i xov] 
T '£a[9'6l (pr|[aiv] a\)T[6c,;] B. nw.<;_ot)v; A . [Z ] r i v i at)[X|4.El.£,a)v 
o p i i d v X,EY03[v] ^ETatpopiKoiq EpcpaivEi TOV povap^ov, aXXa Ka\ 
a[t) lvaij^cov xavbpoc, xi\v ijjcEpoxTiv. B. KQ|iA|/coT£[p:|a (paLv£[i] 
|iofA]„2itY£iv Tine[pL.jd2:n9ivw'r£p^ A. d j i E p E O T I V coq QkXevq 
E K S E X E O G K I . PETEA.9COV S ' O I J V KaTEyilpaoE E V M a K E 5 o v i a i paX' 
EVTipcoq d Y o p E v o q Tiapd TCOI 5 t ) v d a T r i i T d T E Xon\![a.l Kai 5ii 
Kai | iv [r | lpovE-6E[Tai O T I ... 
...he began his melodies, or do you not know that this is what he also 
says himself? B. How then? A. In that he says 'mixing my effort 
and intcipretation.' (Lefkowitz (1984: 340). 
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with Zeus' he metaphorically points out the king, but also increases 
the man's superiority; B. cleverly put rather than truly spoken; A. 
whatever it is, you can sort out for yourself i f you want; but after he 
had gone away, he began to grow old in Macedonia and lived as a 
very honoured man with the ruler for the rest of his life and it is also 
said that... (fr.39 X V I I I ) 
(b) judgement: 
A. ( . . . ) TO dS'itcrm' ev[elyKcov, toq n[vri])jovEt)0\)ai, X[TI]V ^ E V 
otv0[p]a)7iov EiceXEuaev xcoi v E a v ' i O K W i at)voiicEl,v, kn£i6r\nEp 
a['o]xr\ npo[E'iA.]EXO, ' iva p.[Ti XT)V] k\ii\v o[t)x]o(; exr j i ' , (priaiv, 'aXX' 
Eyco XTiv xoTJxot)- S i m i o v ydp, dvTiEp poTjA-conai.' npoq 6X.ov 5E 
x6 (pt)A.ov 5 [ I ] E X E X £ I |aax6|iEVoq E V xoTq Tcoirmaaiv. B. VT) 
yeXo'iwq y E - xi ydp dv xiq Et)^oyc6xEpo[v] 5 i d XTIV (pGapElaav 
\j/Eyoi xdq y\)va~nca(; r\ 5 i d xov (pBe'ipavxa xovc, dv5paq; E T I E I 
x[dq] yE Kaiciaq Kai xdq dpExdq, icaGdjtEp EA.£y<£>v 6 
Za)<Kp>dxT|(;, xdq a\)xdq [EV] d|X(po~iv E O [ X I V ] £\)pE~iv a[ico]nE~iv 5' 
d^i[ov] 
... containing things unjust, as they say, he told her to be together 
with the young man whenever she wanted to 'so that, he said, this 
man would not have my wife, but that I would have his wife; 
because it is just i f I want her.' He kept fighting the entire female sex 
in his poetic writings; B. But that's ridiculous! For why should it be 
more sensible to blame the women of seduction than to blame the 
men o f seducing? Yet after the vices and the virtues, as I said, are 
[...] it is possible to find the very same in both of them. It is however 
worth considering ... (fr .39 X I I I ) 
B. ( . . . ) ixaxEfiJv XEwq E K p d x r i a a v xwv E v a v x l t o v K a x ' £ | ^ E | . I E V 
[y]dp xot)xo 0E[X]£OV X6 v'licrma xcov yDvaiicwv. o'l I J E V ydp 
dv5pEq oaov £(p' EauxoTq TIXXMVXO. A. i[o]a)(;, & Aio5(ap[a] , nXj]v 
xavxa p E v avvriyopTioGco xdiq y [ \ ) ]vai^ iv . £7iavdyto|i.Ev 6E ndX.iv 
E J i l xov EijpiitiSriv. EKE~ivoq ydp d|a,a ^lEV npoooxOioaq xcoi 
ETiixcopioi (pGovwi xtov KoXixcov d|a.a 5E d^GoiXEVoc^ ETti xtoi 
o D W E ^ E o G a i JioA.X[d]Ki(; 'AKEaxo[pi] icai AopiXaoji [Kai] 
Mopo'i|a.(oi [Kai] ME>.avGl(oi (TrGF D I D 18) B. [np6]c, xov Aioq, 
[xlvjcov bv6\xo[xa X]EyEiq; r\ jioi[Tixd]q; A. 7ioii i[xai y ' l , o i v[ ]E [ ] 
... to fight until he was stronger than his opponents; in my view, this 
actually states his victory over the women; because, as to the men: 
they are weaker [anyway]; A. Maybe, dear Diodora, except for the 
fact that this also needs to be said of the women; but let's return to 
Euripides; for he at the same time exposed himself to the hatred o f 
his fellow-citizens and suffered from being repeatedly compared to 
Acestor, Dorilaus, Morsimus and Melanthius; B. Heavens! Whose 
names are you talking about? Are they poets at all? A. They 
certainly are poets and ... (fr.39 X V ) 
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(c) specification: 
A. ( ) Exe[vl t o ox6 |j.a K a i . [ K a 0 ' \)JI]EPPO^TI[V SDOCOSEI;-] 6 5' 
iL)[jioA,aPcov,] o-OK £lcp[T|]|aTia£iq,'^ £~ijt£v, 'cb n o l ; jio~iov be a x o ^ a 
xoio\jx[o] ykyovev, f| Y E V O I X ' a v TI5IOV, 6 i ' o'u y E 5TI x o i a - u x a 
p.£^ri x£ K a i EJiri S i a n o p E i J E x a i ' B. o(ioiO(; o m o q , K a 9 a n e p 
E ' {p<T|>Kaq, 5ai|a[ov]i(0(; EvxEx i [ | x ]a K O X I npoq xov TIOITIXTIV. A. 
i^wvxi )X£v 5ri xat>9' •UJirip^EV E-upi7i'i5Tir XEA.£\)XTiq 5 E ^ d ^ a 
5Daxepot)q K a i i5 ' iaq E x v ^ e v , wq o i ^oyio ' i x £ K a i yepaxaxoi 
[ivQoXo[y]o\)ai MaKE5 [6 ]va )v . B. ncbq A .Ey[o-uoiv] A. ECTXIV E V 
[ M t t K E S o v ' i a i ] . . . 
...he had a ... mouth; and a man ... said: 'You don't talk nicely. But 
then how can you have a breath like this or, does it not get sweeter 
by the fact that such songs and words come out of it?' B. Similarly 
this one, even though he had said that, was enormously impressed by 
the poet; A. so, these things did Euripides during his lifetime; the 
ending o f which, however, was very unfortunate and peculiar, 
according to what the learned and oldest of the Macedonians narrate; 
B. What is it they say? A. There is [in Macedonia] 
(fr.39 X X ) 
As we can see f rom the examples above, speaker A is often interrupted by 
sceptical remarks or comments uttered by speaker B. At a first glance, 
therefore, we might think of a typical classroom situation, where we have a 
conversation between teacher and pupil, divided into the part o f the 
intellectually superior main speaker and the part o f the impatient and 
intellectually inferior pupil who keeps interrupting the teacher - a role play 
repeatedly depicted in Old Comedy and Socratic dialogues. 
However, we should stop and think twice before we too readily read 
the Bios Euripidoii as a reflection o f ' t he typical classroom situation'. From the 
perspective o f the side o f production of literature, we can imagine two different 
scenarios which can motivate an author's choice of the dialogue form for the 
Bios Euripidov. First, the dialogue fomi could express a Peripatetic interest in 
biography and a (perhaps Peripatetic) preference for dialogic presentation. 
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Furthermore, by mimicking a Socratic dialogue in a post-Aristotelian era, an 
author could refer to both the Platonic and the Aristotelian tradition."'^ 
Secondly, the Bios Eiiripidoii could have been composed in the form 
of a dialogue to emphasise its subject matter (the biography of Euripides) and 
to imitate not only the philosophical but also the dramatic dialogues o f f i f th -
century tragedy and comedy. My contention is that Satyrus chose the dialogue 
form for specific literary aims. Through this method, Satyrus allows his main 
speaker to lay out a narrative, while speaker B, a woman named Diodora, 
modifies and specifies the sentences uttered by the main speaker.^" 
Apparently, the Bios Euripidoii presents its readers with a rather 
unusual narrative setting even though it may at first glance appear to be in 
accordance with the traditional classroom situation.^' Echoes o f educational 
scenarios can be found in Socratic dialogue as well as in imitations of sophistic 
debates and exercises in argumentation on the stage of Athenian drama. It 
seems especially likely that the participation of a woman in the dialogue echoes 
the special place of women in Euripidean tragedy. As a coiollary, we seem to 
have a combination of both the dramatic and the didactic dialogue. And the 
roles o f the interlocutors are by no means as traditional or clear-cut as most 
modem interpreters would have it. 
Mary Lckowitz recently observed that the Bios Eiiripidoii could perhaps display some traces 
of mock-Plalonism. See Lefkowitz (2007: 105). Tor the possibility of a slightly ironic 
colouring of the Bio.s Eiiripidoii as a wliolc, sec already Frcy (1921: 51). 
Schorn (2004: 241) calls this technique Diodora's 'NachtragssliT. and claims that it 
illustrates the emotional nature of her utterances. The tone of Diodora's remarks is diftlcult to 
judge but, as they seem to stand in the philosophical tradition of the Socratic dialogues, I 
would prefer to call her passion for the subject matter vivid and iniercsicd rather than 
'emotional'. The way in which her remarks cut into the main nanative arc not. for example, 
irrational in any way - which is, however, what Schorn's characterisation of her' limotionalitat 
der Ausluhrungen" suggests. 
See already Lefkowitz (1984: 341): 'The use of the dialogue form may in itself have 
suggested to the audience that they were listening to historical fiction or cikasicr. we might 
compare how Xcnophon uses dialogue to re-create Socrates' conversation [...]'. 
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In a modification to what is commonly assumed, I inteipret the 
narrative of the Bios Ewipidoii as a reflection modelled on traditional patterns 
of intellectual debate while simultaneously subverting the didactic claims o f 
such debates and exposing some of the traditional beliefs about biographical 
accounts. To put my contention to the test, I now analyse the distribution of the 
text and the characterisation o f the speakers that follows from it. 
4. Satyrus' characterisation of the speakers 
1 have argued above that there are good reasons to assume that the Bios 
Ewipidoii constitutes a conversation between two speakers. In fact, some 
problems in the distribution o f lines disappear i f we suppose two speakers 
whereas they seem unsolvable i f we suppose three speakers.Furthennore, 
none o f the scholars who assume three speakers in the Bios Etiripidoii make an 
effort to explain why we do not have any indication for a speaker C in the 
extant passages. A l l scholars who assume three interlocutors in the Bios 
Etiripidoii do so on grounds that speaker B is addressed as a 'tme Eucleia' in 
fr.39 X I V . 
Schom claims that speaker A must be imagined as the superior and 
more knowledgeable speaker, and refers to certain stereotypes about male and 
female styles of communication in order to strengthen his claim that speaker A 
must be a man. He argues, for instance, that A has to be a male speaker, 
because he talks decently and objectively - which, besides its problematic 
assertion about gendered speech, is simply not true for the narrative o f speaker 
A - whereas speaker B is said to be characterised by a passionate einpathy with 
See Sehorivs display of the problem in a table, and his remark that a problem in the 
distribution of the text does not oecm if we assume two speakers instead of three ('Geht man 
von zwei Gespraehspartncrn aus. bestchen diesc Schwierigkeiten nicht.', Schorn 2004: 303). 
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the women at the Thesmophoria and several 'emotional outbursts'.^^ Schorn's 
position is coherent with that of Leo and Arrighetti who also assume a male 
main speaker. Arrighetti even suggests that the main speaker represents the 
voice of Satyrus (Tautore stesso').'''' 
Mary Lefkowitz, on the other hand, argues that several female 
speakers and perhaps female speakers only, were involved in the conversation 
of the Bios Euripidou.^'' Like Lewis and Gerstinger before her, Lefkowitz 
assumes that Diodora and Eucleia are two different characters, whereas 
Arrighetti, West and Schorn concede that Diodora could theoretically be 
identical with Eucleia, and perhaps be either nick-named Eucleia in the text or, 
less likely, have Eucleia as a middle name.'"' Interestingly, we know from later 
archaeological sources of a 'cult of Eucleia' near the theatre at Aegae in 
Macedonia.Sourvinou-lnwood even locates the premiere of Archelcnis there. 
In the play, Archelaus must have been assimilated to a quasi-Heraclean hero 
who is characterised by courage and hard work.^ ** 1 would like to propose that 
Schorn (2004: 32-3). 
Leo (1912: 276); Arrighetti (1964: 34). 
Sec Lefkowitz (1984: 340-2). Unfortunately, we have no proof for an all-female 
conversation, and Lefkowitz does not illustrate her suggestion with convincing examples from 
the text but states that by using the dialogue form, Satyius would have aimed to amuse his 
audience while also alluding to the Aristophanic tradition of talking about Euripides. 
However, Schom (2004: 303) assumes three speakers, following Hunt (1912: 126) and Leo 
(1912: 276). Gerstinger (1916: 61 n.l) assumes two speakers only and argues that Eucleia is 
Diodora's nick-name in the context of the passage and possibly modelled on the figure of 
Artemis Eucieia, the 'goddess of reputation'. Speaker A, according to Gerstingcr, attributed the 
nick-name to Diodora ironically as she was trying to rescue the reputation of the female sex. 
Arrighetti (1964: 134) also assumes that Diodora is called Eucleia in the passage. The 
possibility of a middle name for a Greek woman in third century Egypt seems unlikely. 
Although middle names were quite common at the time among Egyptians (they often added a 
Greek middle name to their native first names), they were not in use by the Greeks in Egypt 
until much later; for details on this issue see West (1966: 559) and the material in Schorn 
(2004: 34 n.l46). 
'' For the cult of Artemis Eucleia in Macedonia, see VVernecke (1896: 1385 and 1408). For 
ancient literai-y sources about the cult, which also seems to have taken place in Athens and 
Thebes, sec S. OT 161, Plut. Arist. 20, Pans. 1.14.5 and Pans. 9.17.1. In Hfth-century Athens, 
women used to swear oaths on Artemis Eucleia. Sec, for instance. S. El. 626 and 1239, Eur. 
Med. 160. Ar. Ly.s. 435 and 922, rhesm. 517 and Eccl. 84. 
""^  See Som vinou-lnwood (2003: 41-5) for evidence. That Euripides wrote the play as a favour 
to his host is first mentioned in the Genus Eiiripidoii. 
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the appearance of the name in Satyrus' Bios Euripidou could allude to the cult 
o f Artemis Eucleia in Macedonia.^'' 
In fact, we can gain a deeper understanding of the subtlety and 
learnedness o f the Bios Euripidou, i f we assume that Satyins alluded to 
Macedonia and the cult of Eucleia by including the name in his fictional 
conversation about the life of Euripides.'"^ Alternatively, Satyrus perhaps 
simply uses the name Eucleia as a play on words. Speaker A says to Diodora 
after she quoted a passage from a lost (probably Euripidean) tragedy: 
ei) y ' , ' M K p a x l o x r ) n a o w v K a i xcoi o v x i E"OKX.Eia, 6 i [6 ]x [ i ] x d 
xomvxa xwv TIGWV K a i 5 i d i^vTuniq E^evq [• •]• 
Well done, mightiest o f all women and a true Eucleia, for having 
correctly reported these aspects of character and for recalling [ . . . ] . 
The explicit use o f the modifying 'a true' ( x w i o v x i ) in front of the name 
Eucleia indicates, 1 think, that we are not supposed to take Eucleia for a new 
character in the conversation.'" And, as the subject matter of the conversation 
is, among other things, the truthfulness of biographical accounts, this remark 
about the 'true Eucleia' by the main speaker seems especially poignant: x w i 
O V X I could in this context perhaps even point to the cult of Artemis Eucleia in 
Macedonia.''^ A colourful example supporting the presence of two speakers in 
the narrative is given in fr.39 X V : 
B. [xaxeft lv XECoq E K p d x r i a a v xtov E v a v x i c o v K a x ' k\ik. j i E v [y jdp 
x o m o GE[X]EOV X6 v i K r ^ a xcbv yt )va iKcov . o i p i v y d p d v S p E q 
o a o v £(p' Eat)xo~iq Tjxxcovxo. A i[a]toq, w Aio5cop , nXr\v xama 
| j .EV a-uvriyopriaGco x a i q y [ \ ) ] v a i ^ i v . e j i a v d y c o p E v 5E n d X i v E T I I 
xov EupmlSriv. E K E I V O ^ y d p d |xa p E v n p o c o x G i a a q xcoi 
ETiixcoplcoi cpGovcoi xcov jioXixcov ctpa 8E dxG6|.iEvoq E J I I xcoi 
The fact that in Euripides' llippolyiiis 1299 the goddess herself mentions the idea of 
E U K ^ E i a might further support my assimiption that Eucleia refers to Artemis. 
interestingly, none of the modern commentators seem to have made a connection between 
the cult of Eucleia in Macedonia and the appearance of her name in the Bios Eiiripicloii. 
Schom (2004: 34) argues that the phrase twi ovxi ('really, truly') suggests that the person 
addressed must actually have been called Eucleia. 
"^ For a full discussion of the function of Macedonia in the biographical tradition of Euripides 
and the Bws EiiripiJoii especially, sec section 10 below. 
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O D W E i x E o G a i noXX[a.]K\.c, ' A K E a x o [ p i ] K a i Aopi^dtoi [ K a i ] 
Mopa'incDi [Kt t i l MEA,av9iC)L)i (TrGF DID 18) B. [Jip6]q xov Aioq, 
[x'iv]cL)v 6v6 | i .a[xa X\kyeiq; f\ noi[r\xa.]c,\ A. n o i T | [ x a i y ' l , o i v [ 
]e [ ] 
... to fight until he was stronger than his opponents; in my view, 
this actually states the victory o f the women; because, as far as it 
was in their power, the men were defeated. A. Perhaps, my dear 
Diodor[-], this could be also said in defence of the women. But let 
us return to Euripides; for he at the same fime exposed himself to 
the hatred o f his fellow-citizens and suffered from being repeatedly 
compared to Acestor, Dorilaus, Morsimus and Melanthius; B. 
Heavens! Whose names are you talking about? Are they poets at 
all? A. They certainly are poets and ... 
It is worth noting that the speaker marked by the letter ' B ' and identified by 
her partner in conversation as Diodora, is given the part about 'Euripides and 
the women'. It seems that speaker B is to be imagined as female and 1 wi l l 
show futther below that it makes good sense to assume this for the 
understanding of the Bios Euripidoii as a whole. To come back to the 
characterisation of its speakers: the speaker addressed by ' A ' confidently 
expresses her opinion on a battle between men and women ( ' in my view, this 
states the victory o f the women; because, as far as it was in their power, the 
men were defeated.') whereas speaker A who modifies her statement 
('Perhaps, mv dear Diodor[-], but this could be also said in defence of the 
women'), seems to govem the course o f the conversation ('but let's return to 
Euripides') and to show o f f his knowledge about Euripides ( ' for he at the 
same time exposed himself to the hatred of his fellow-citizens and suffered 
from being repeatedly compared to Acestor, Dorilaus, Morsimus and 
Melanthius'), which seems not to interest Diodora much, as she exclaims: 
'Heavens! Whose names are you talking about? Are they poets at all?' 
Interestingly, this remark renders Diodora superior to her partner in 
conversation. Whereas speaker A consistently draws on the biographical 
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tradition, Diodora has the courage to question it. Her question, 'Who are you 
talking about? Are they poets at all?' could be seen as an ironic remark to 
emphasise the insignificance of any 'rivals' of Euripides as well as a Socratic 
presentation o f pretended ignorance. We have seen in the analysis of fr.39 X V 
that it makes sense to assume that speaker B should be imagined as female. 
The following text (fr.39 X V I ) , the 'recipe passage' we already encountered in 
the chapter 1, supports my assumption: 
8e Ioq)OKX[ea] A.aPajv, 
Jta[p' A]iox'6X,o\) v[ ]p 000V [ ] eo0', oXov 
E{)pi7ti5T|v, npoq xoiai 5' epPaX,e~i.v aXaq, 
^e|ivr||ievoq 5' OTitoq aXac, Kai |J,TI ^.a^ac;. 
(B) eoiicaaiv dcvSpoq e i v a i xcav [dvTi]5i 5aCK6vTcov amd), 
KaGanep e'lmq. aT[a]p aivapcopoq ye KavxavQa naXiv 6 
K(o|j.co[i]5o5i5cxoKaA.O(; eji;E5aK[e]v xov E\)p[i]7i'i5r|v. 
'take . . . Sophocles, 
some Aeschylus ... as much..., all o f 
Euripides, and add some salt, 
keep in mind, however, salt, not talk.' (Aristophanes fr. *595 K. -A. ) 
(B) But this is wantonly mischievous and the comedian managed to 
bite Euripides once again, (fr.39 X V i ) 
The passage is intriguing. It contains a (mock) recipe for the preparation o f 
the perfect 'stew' of Greek tragedy for the audience. The discussion might 
imply a reference (either by the author or his main speaker) to the sphere o f 
cooking and household management which has female connotations. 
Likewise, XaX'ia is not only a term commonly used with respect to Euripides 
but often also describes the chattiness of birds or women as well as - in the 
words of the anti-Sophistic writer Plato - the chat which introduces a 
dialectical debate (cf. PI. Euthd. 287 d) or the sugared words of a deceiver 
(cf. PI. P/7/7. 110)."^ 
•'^  Hum and Sclioin take Xak'xa to stress the general 'lack of substance" of Euripiclean tragedy, as 
all of lEuripides is used but only some parts of Aeschylus and Sophocles. \a\'m is used to 
describe IZuripidean tragedy, in this passage as well as in other assessments of Euripidcan 
tragedy in antiquity, and carries connotations of linguistic plainness and a rather conversational 
style, which is based on everyday language. The lenn for salt (aXq) on the other hand, is known 
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5. The Dynamics of the Narrative 
Modem scholars tend to characterise the distribution of the information 
between speaker A and speaker B as a conversation between teacher and 
pupil.'*'' However, this is not quite the case. While it is true that speaker A 
generally corrects the statements uttered by B or leads back to the main topic, 
he cannot generally be said to have the stronger position or more authority than 
speaker B. This becomes especially evident as A tries to suggest an author-
based interpretation of Euripidean poetry. Not only does his interpretation fail 
to have any effect on his partner in conversation, his method, too, is unmasked 
by B as unconvincing and fanciful. As a result, A decides to continue without 
further explanations of the conclusion speaker B found unconvincing: 
(A) [,..] e^ripxev xdq |ieA.co[i5ia](;, r\ O T J K a [KO \ ) e i ] ( ; o t i 
Ka[i t o r n ' ] eG[e'o] (pri[civ] a'UT[6(;]; (B) nibq o^v; (A) [Z j r i v i 
ax)|j.|aei^a)v b\ia.v A . E Y C O [ V ] ixeTacpopiKocx; e[X(paivei T O V 
liovapxov, aXXa m i a[-u]va'u^(jL)v T(xv6p6(; T T I V -unepoxTiv- (B) 
K0[an/cote[p]a (paive[i] p.o[i] Xeyeiv TIJIE[P] aA.T|9iva)TEpa - (A) 
cxTiep EOtiv (oq QkXeic, EK :6£XEa6ai . )J,£TEA.0C6V 6 ' O \ ) V 
KaxEyripaaE E V MaKE5viai (xaA.' evxipwq dY6|j,£vo<; napot t w i 
8\)vdaxT|i xd T E ^oi7i[d], m l 5TI m l |av[r|]|j,ovE'UE[Tai o ] t i [ . . . ] . 
(A) [..] he introduced the choral songs; or do you not understand 
that this is exactly what he says himself? (B) What do you mean? 
(A) By saying he gets on his way to be with Zeus he 
metaphorically points to the monarch, praising the power of the 
man. (B) Celevrly put rather than truly spoken - (A) See it as you 
may. Well , he went away and spent his last years in Macedonia, 
where he was highly esteemed by the ruler in several respects. And 
therefore it is also said that [ . . . ] . ^ 
to have served as a metaphorical expression of literary criticism in antiquity; sec LSJ s.v. dXc, 
(A) IV. A good example of its humorisiic use can be found in Strato fr. I K..-A., vvhicii is 
translated and discussed by Bing (2003: 343-6). In most cases, dXc, describes the wit of literary 
products such as tragedy. Tlie idea of salt as an aphrodisiac and fertiliser seems also to have 
circulated in antiquity. Traces of it can be found, for instance, in Aristotle's History oj Animals 
574 a 8 and 596 a 25. As salt is explicitly added to the dish, the exhortation to add some salt 
could imply a joke about spicing up the text of the tragedians with sexual innuendoes. 
See Lord (1908: 147), Leo (1912: 276) and Schorn (2004: 32). 
'^ Fr.39 X V I I I . Lcfkowitz (1984: 340) interprets the passage differently, as she assumes 
Diodora's nwq o^v to be an expression of ignorance rather than impatience ('Diodora doesn't 
understand and asks in return, 'how then docs he say it?"). However, Lefkowitz also observes 
that 'Diodora isn't convinced' by the inteiprctation undertaken by speaker A. 
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Several aspects of this passage are crucial for our understanding of the Bios 
Euhpidou as a whole. It is likely, and has been suggested by Schorn, that the 
text of this fragment refers to a choral ode from a tragedy by Euripides which is 
now lost/"^ Secondly, two standards of quality and scrutiny are introduced by 
speaker B as she comments on the author-based interpretation of Euripidean 
poetry and the somewhat adventurous creation o f a connection between a 
choral ode and events in the life of its author as presented by speaker A. 
Thirdly, speaker A is depicted as a weak partner when it comes to discussing 
literature according to the standards introduced by speaker B: he quickly tries 
to escape a possible new frame of communication or new rules o f valid 
argumentation, and instead continues his narrative, as he keeps to the anecdotes 
of the biographical tradition on Euripides. 
The standards of interpretation introduced by speaker B - especially 
her dichotomic distinction between fiction and truthfulness - remain in the 
mind o f the attentive reader, while the efforts made by speaker A to avoid 
having to comply with them do not fail to make an impression on the reader 
either. In the course o f the brief exchange of sentences between A and B, we 
cannot help noticing the stark contrast between their approaches to Euripides 
and the inteipretation of Euripidean poetry. What is more, it becomes obvious 
that A's practice o f a biographical reading o f Euripidean poetry is both 
ridiculous and unfrui tful . Failing to lead anywhere, this practice puts its 
representative into an utterly awkward position. A's answer to B's objection 
•"' Sec Schorn (2004: 325). 
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begins with a remark which signals that he is offended and does not wish any 
criticism or intellectual debate of his method.''^ 
For the Bios Euripidou as a whole, the three aspects of this passage -
the failure o f A's biographical method, A's reluctance to accept standards o f 
argumentation other than his own, and A's exposure as the less convincing 
speaker - all illustrate Satyrus' attitude towards the method of inference which 
was so popular in the biographical tradition on Euripides at the time. In modem 
scholarship, the distribution o f the text between A and B is often said to be 
unbalanced and the dialogue itself to reflect a 'typical' teacher-pupil 
relationship between the two speakers, with speaker A as the (male) main voice 
as the teacher and speaker B as a possibly female voice who listens to speaker 
A's exposition of the life and work of Euripides. 
It remains diff icult to make any final judgements about the original 
distribution o f the text and the balance of the contributions of the speakers. 
Even for the text as we have it, we can only in a third of the fragments actually 
ascribe the lines to either A or B with any certainty. It is therefore impossible to 
say anything about the distribution o f the passages in the Bios Eiiripidou as a 
whole. Moreover, the implications of the respective parts o f the speakers are by 
no means as clear-cut as commentators would like them to be. As we have seen 
in fr.39 X V l l I , speaker A cannot necessarily be called more eloquent or more 
knowledgeable than speaker B. In my reading, his narrative displays familiarity 
with a common tendency in ancient biographical writings which is not 
necessarily superior to other approaches. On the contrai-y, as 1 wi l l show, the 
part of speaker A as the 'expert' of Euripides and Euripidean tragedy is 
His rcmnrk 'Sec it as you may.' (aTCEp eotiv ciq BEXEIC;) expresses utter disrespect for the 
other person's point of view (one docs not even have to listen to the other party's arguments to 
use it) and denies Diodora any further discussion on the issue raisctf 
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drastically ridiculed in his implicit characterisation. This is evident even from 
the few fragments o f the Bios Euripidou as we have them today. 
There are two more passages in the extant text which illustrate the 
ignorance o f speaker A and his rhetorical weakness: frs.39 X V I and X X . In 
both cases, speaker B comments on the sources A uses. In the fust case, B 
questions the intermingling o f tragedy and comedy in the formation o f 
anecdotes about the tragic poets: 
Eo'iKaaiv dv5p6q e i v a i toiv d[vTi]5i5aaK6vx(jov a\)X(o[i], 
KaQamp eiTraq. d'c[dlp aivafKopcoq ye Kavxa-uea ndXiv 6 
K(on(o[i]5i5daKaA.o(; EneSaicfelv xov E'6p[ilni5T|v. 
These seem to be the words of one of his rivals in the tragic 
contest, as you said. But again, the comedian managed to bite 
Euripides. 
In the second case, B interrupts A to state that the person quoted by A seems to 
have held Euripides in great honours: 
0|j,oioq ouxoq, KaBdnep eip<r|>Ka(;, 5ai|a[ov]icoq 
evxexi[)i]aK6xi npoq xov Jioirixi'iv. 
He seems to be like somebody who, as you said, held the poet in 
great honours. 
The constructive attitude of speaker B towards speaker A shows speaker B as 
somebody who is trying to broaden speaker A's perspective by taking the 
broader context of his source of information into account. This open approach 
is counter-balanced by the sheer ignorance with which A answers B's remarks. 
Without any sign of appreciation, A simply continues his narration in both 
cases. It is this ignorance of the other position which most characterises A as a 
bad communicator. In my view, the assumption that A should be in the role of 
a teacher needs to be questioned. It may further be appropriate to ask ourselves 
why speaker A is represented as an incompetent speaker. 
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6. Function of the text: Imitating the classroom situation? 
Typical for a classroom situation is fr.39 X I X , where A expresses his approval 
of B's comment with the words 'Not badly said.' (ox) mKcoq eipriKaq). 
However, we can hardly characterise speaker A as a good pedagogue. As we 
have seen in the previous sections, speaker A seems reluctant to pay respect to 
any remarks which present a derailment from his own course. This can be seen, 
for example, in fr .39 X V , where he says: 
\ [a l (0(; , CO Aio5(jop[a], nki^v xavxa \ikv ouvTiyoprioGco xaiq 
y[v]vait^iv. EJiav{X7(0[j,EV 8[e] naXiv kni xov EupmiSriv. 
Perhaps, Diodor[-], this could be also said in defence of the women. 
But let us return to Euripides. 
In fr .39 IV, the roles o f A and B seem equally at odds with the assumption of a 
conventional teacher-pupil relationship. The sentence 
noXXd Kai napa xwv Ka)|j,iKMV nonitcov, diC, eoitcev, (X[ia 
avaxr\p(aq Xkyzxai Kai noXixiKwc, 
many things are, it seems, also said by the comedians in a serious 
and political fashion. 
is answered by A's 
nwc, yap ov; naXiv yovv 6 [ikv Ex)pinibr\q ... 
Of course. Anyway, Euripides . . . 
Although aff irming speaker B's stateinent, speaker A quickly letums to his 
original subject matter, Euripides, while Diodora quotes Chamaeleon in her 
remark 
Ttapa 8e xoiq KC0|i.iKO~i(; r\ mpi TODV TpayiKoiv anoKeixai Tt'iaxK; 
'Trustworthy infomiation about the tragedians can be found in the comedians' . 
Speaker B takes Chamaeleon's dicliim and slightly transforms it. In fact, what 
is trustworthiness in Chamaeleon's account becomes evei^thing but 
' Chamaelcon fr.4 I Wchrii. 
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trustworthy in Diodora's appropriation o f it. This shift is not without 
significance. 'Many things', as she points out, 'are said by the comedians in a 
serious an political manner'. Diodora's remark urges us to ask a series of 
questions, of which the following three are perhaps the most pertinent: (1) 
Many things are said by the comedians, but are they all necessarily true?; (2) 
Many things are said by the comedians in a serious and political manner, but 
does that mean we should take them (or politics, for that matter) seriously?; and 
(3) Many things are said by the comedians in a serious way so as to enforce the 
comic effect of their plays but also to make a political statement.''^ 
By pointing out the importance o f Old Comedy and claiming that 
'Many things are said by the comedians in a serious and political manner', 
Diodora expresses the need for the audience to take comedy and politics 
seriously, whereas Chamaeleon famously used Old Comedy to exploit it for 
evidence in his biographical endeavours. Diodora's alteration of Chamaeleon's 
dictum is small but effective, as she introduces the topic o f trustworthiness 
(rt'ioTiq) to the conversation. Once more, Diodora seems to be more aware o f 
the traditions and problems of Greek biographical writing than speaker A, who 
chooses to ignore her remark. When speaker A refers to Chamaeleon and the 
Chamaeleontic method, on the other hand, he simply repeats what is common 
knowledge, and quotes from Aristophanes the famous passage 'As he lets his 
characters talk, so is he himself ' (o ' la |iev Jtoiel. ^.eyeiv toloq eaxiv).'^" 
In modifying speaker A's statements, Diodora makes such 
interjections as, E U T av TCOI O V T I "EA.Xr|vo(; ( ' i f in fact he was Greek', fr.2 1), 
Evidence from the comic poets was viewed as unreliable by many ancient authors, as it 
represented a exaggerated distortion of lacts and characters. See, for instance, Aclius Aristides" 
Againsi Plalo and Polybius 12.13.3 (= FGrll 566 f 35b). 
"•"On the Chamacleontic method, sec Godolphin (1932), Anighctti (1987: 141-80). Schorn 
(2006: 41-3), and my discussion in chapter 1 above. 
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EiT| dv Ti ToiaiJTri unovoia JiEpfl] S E C O V [ZcoJicpaxiKTi ('this kind of thought 
about the gods could well be Socratic, fr.39 I I ) , and especially the more drastic 
VT| yE^olioq YE ('But that's ridiculous!', fr.39 X l l l ) and KO)in/coTEpa (palvE[i 
\xoi] Xkyew r\n£[p] d^riGivcoxEpa ('cleverly put rather than truly spoken this 
seems to me', fr.39 X V I I I ) . These comments show Diodora as a considerate, 
well educated and critical woman. She is certainly not inferior to speaker A, 
nor are her remarks inferior to his contributions to the nanative. 
On the contrary, it seems to me that Diodora's remarks serve to point 
out the weaknesses and shortcomings of the principles put into action by the 
main speaker. A l l in all, speaker A displays a certain kind of knowledge which 
he presents in the form of accumulated infomiation about the life of Euripides, 
filtered only, it seems, by an eagerly adopted method o f interpretation which 
mainly follows metaphorical readings of the plays of Euripides.^' 
7. The Role of Euripides and the Exemplum Socratis 
The apparent play on the trustwoilhiness o f interpretative authority in our text 
not only stands in the biographical tradition o f Chamaeleon and Hermippus but 
also in that of the Socratic dialogues. Some parts o f the dialogue between A 
and B have a distinctly Socratic dynamic, as they undercut preconceptions and 
challenge the allegedly 'stronger position' represented by speaker A. The 
connection of the Bios Eiiripidoii with Socratic dialogues and the Socratic 
method becomes particularly evident as Diodora explicitly mentions Socrates. 
For example, in her conversation with speaker A about the treatment of women 
Frcy (1921: 51) calls the nanative of the Bios Eiiripichii free from all dignified lecturing 
('frci von allcr dozierendcr Wiirde') and obseiA'cs the ironic colouring in the characterisation of 
the speakers. When Frcy (1921: 47) observes that the majority of Satyrus' evidence is third- or 
second-hand, however, he misses, I think, the point that not all of Satyrus' evidence is 
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in Euripidean tragedy in fr.39 XIJ1, Diodora introduces Socrates to support her 
argument: 
x'l y a p av xiq e-uX,OYcoxepo[v| 5 i d X T I V (pGapeToav V|;e70i xdt; 
y u v a l m q r\ 8 i d xov cpGeipavxa xovc, ctvSpaq; ETTEI x[dq| ye 
KaKiaq Kal xdq dpexdq, icaGdjiep £X£y<e>v 6 Ico<Kp>dxri(;, xdt; 
avxdc, [Evj d^(po~iv ea[xivj eiopelv 
Why should it be more reasonable to accuse the women of the 
temptation? Why not accuse the men o f being tempted? The same 
virtues and vices can be found in both sexes, as Socrates said [ . . . ] 
The reference to Socrates for an argument about the equal distribution of 
virtues and vices in both sexes seems conventional at first sight. However, 
Diodora actually seems to use Socrates' position to underline that the 
identification o f culprit or victim should not be prejudged on the basis o f sex. 
The reversal o f conventional perceptions of justice is reminiscent of 
Sophistic forms of argumentation. But rather than talking about the difficulties 
to identify victim and perpetrator, Diodora proclaims a radical re-evaluation of 
the roles involved in temptation and the judgement of a verdict such as 
adultery.Socrates appears at two further instances in the extant text, both 
times in discussions of Euripides and Euripidean poetry. In fr.39 I , Euripides is 
said to have 'admired Socrates above all others'. What speaker A demonstrates 
in this passage is an inference about the l ife o f Euripides from his work, as is 
the case in fr.39 X l l l , where Diodora protests against his metaphorical 
interpretation of Euripidean drama and the deduction o f biographical facts from 
lines in literature. 
Diodora's treatment of the biographical material seems opposed to 
that o f speaker A. As she mentions Socrates in her judgment about Euripidean 
necessarily third- or sccond-iiand bin thai Satyms in his narrative presents someone (speaker 
A) who uses such evidence in his speculations about tiic Mfe of Euripides. 
Schorn (2004: ."iO.'^ -fi) fails to see this aspect of her speech, as he is convinced that Diodora 
states the equality of men and women. Mc generally assumes tiiat Diodora's position is in 
accordance with a Socratic attitude. 
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poetry, she refrains from the temptation of the biographical fallacy (at least as 
far as our textual evidence goes), and instead uses her background knowledge 
to make a statement about Euripidean poetry, and Euripidean poetry only. She 
avoids making inferences about Euripides' life, and instead carefully states that 
'such an idea of the gods could well be Socratic.' ( E I T I av r\ xoiai jxri i j j iovo ia 
nepl 9ECOV IcoKpaxiicri). 
To conclude, it seems that the example of Socrates is used in two 
different ways in the extant passages of the Bios Euripidoii. Speaker A seems 
to refer to Socrates within the frame of his general method, and to draw 
conclusions about the relationship between Socrates and Euripides from 
passages in Euripidean poetry, while speaker B points to the passages as 
examples of possible reflections of Socratic thought in Euripidean drama. 
8. Display of the sources and the use of legal language 
An analysis o f Satyrus' use and display of his sources through the characters in 
the narrative complements my interpretation of the Bios Euripidou as a whole 
and give us some ideas about its possible function. The passages discussed in 
the previous sections illustrated the employment o f source material by Satyrus 
and the presentation o f the source material by the speakers of the conversation. 
The discussion of Euripides' exile in Macedonia and speculations about 
possible motivations for it, as they can be found in the last third of the extant 
fragments, are especially interesting with respect to Satyrus' treatment and 
presentation of his source-material. The 'Macedonian question' and possible 
answers to it are therefore embedded in my analysis of Satyrus' use of sources 
and analysed in more detail in section 10 below. 
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Fr.39 X V I I deals with the opposition o f Euripides and 'the people' 
and touches on envy as a possible explanation for the derision of the playwright 
in Old Comedy. The fragment starts in the middle of a quotation from 
Euripides' play fno which is answered by a mocking and apparently vulgar 
line, most probably from Old Comedy. The passage mns; 
onov nox' oiKel C(o\iaxoq X,axcov |.iepo^, ev xepalv r\ 
anXayxvoia iv f i m p ' '6\i\iaxa. [Eur. fr.403 3-4 Nauck^ = 
Kannicht 2004: 446], npoc-uneGriKev xot)XOiq x^^^ct^'^i '^ '^^' 
" o m i KaeEij5o\)a' a KVWV xdv p~iv' exei." [Anon.com.dor. fr.4 
K . - A . ] o'uxo[i] liEV ot)v, OJiEp E ' lm, npoc; xiiv xwv noXX(i)v 
EjtoA.ixE'Oovxo xapiv. E K E T V O C ; ye |J,TIV KaGarcep 5ia[a.apxv)pi.av 
0Ep.Evo(; ajiEiTtaxo xac, 'A0T)vaq. 
. . . . ' in whichever part of the body (envy) is situated, in the hands, 
the entrails or the eyes', he adds the following lines in a mocking 
fashion: 'Where the female dog has her snout when she's asleep.' 
[ . . . ] . These people behaved in accordance with what suited the 
masses. He, however, said goodbye to Athens and objected as i f in 
diamarlyria. 
In what follows, speaker B rightly asks: 'which diamartyiaT (noiav xavxriv;) 
and speaker A replies to her question, in his usual method of using the poetiy 
of Euripides to talk about his life: 
(A )ev X W I S E icaxaicexwpiaiaEvriv xcoi axaa'i|icoi-
Xpv)a£ai 5T) \x.oi tixk-pvytq nEpi Ncoxwi 
Ktt l xa lEipTivcov Tcxepoevxa J C E 5 I X ' dp|a.6^£xai, 
(3dao|iai 5' dv' alOepa no-okw depGei-q 
Zrivi a\)^HE'i^wv [Eur. fr.9l 1 Nauck^ = Kannicht 2004: 918] 
' ( A ) One that is given her report in the following stasimon; 
"Already are the golden wings on my back and the winged sandals 
of the Sirens are fitted around my feet. 1 wi l l up high further into 
the sky to be with Zeus..." 
As in fr.39 X V , speaker A is characterised implicitly by the way in which he 
draws logical conclusions about the life of Euripides through interpreting 
passages of his poetry. And, as in fr.39 X V , his method is exposed as 
ridiculous. Speaker A's eagerness to voice the correct approach to Euripidean 
poetry are contrasted with the unsubtle ways in which he jumps to conclusions. 
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As we have explored the details of Diodora's wit and eloquence, it is worth 
analysing the rhetoric of speaker A in more detail. 
Throughout the extant material, speaker A repeatedly uses juridical 
language. In fr.39 X V , he mentions the 'defence' of the women (xaiixa pEv 
a\;vTi'yopTio9a) xotiq yvvai^^'iv); in fr.39 X V I I he speculates that Euripides was 
using the method of diamarlyria to leave Athens (mBdnEp Siapapxvpiav 
GEpEvoc; djiEiJiaxo xdq AQr\vaq). Schom explains the meaning o f 
cliamarlyria in its original legal context. There, the term apparently denoted a 
process in hereditary law, where the right to claim property could be refused i f 
the claiming party was not entitled to the inheritance of property. Diamartyria 
functioned in these cases as a statutory declaration. While we cannot assess for 
certain with which intention Satyrus chose to give to speaker A idiomatic 
expressions taken from the language of law and courtroom debates, we can 
state that both in column X V and in column X V I I of fr.39 Satyrus used legal 
terminology from the spheres of defence cases and hereditary law. It seems 
plausible to assume that Satyrus gave these expressions to speaker A in order 
to communicate something beyond their original legal field of application. 
Satyrus employs legal language in the Bios Eiiripidou to emphasise 
two aspects of the narrative: the aspect of apology, given that arguments are a 
common feature of most biographical narratives, and the aspect of literaiy 
heritage. My assumption is that the legal language Satyrus uses in his depiction 
of a conversation about the life and work o f Euripides was understood 
metaphorically. In the next section, I wi l l show how the language of defence 
cases and hereditary law is used by Satyrus to stress the aspects o f apologetic 
reasoning and (literary) heritage in the nairative o f speaker A. 
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9. Collecting and recollecting, witnessing and trustworthiness 
Satyrus has the two speakers of his dialogue collect and recollect exemplary 
texts from the Greek past. As they discuss Euripidean tragedy, they seem to 
engage in a lengthy display of different fomis of creating a biographical 
narrative about the playwright. In this penultimate section of my chapter on 
Satyrus, I explore how Satyrus makes the readers of his Bios Eiiripidou think 
about different ways of remembering the past and understanding the dynamics 
of biographical narration. It may be helpful to broaden our perspective by 
including another piece of Hellenistic biographical narration about Euripides in 
our considerations of the literary strategies behind such narratives. 
One of the biographers working at the same time as Satyrus was 
Hemiippus o f Smyrna. Both Hermippus and Satyrus ingeniously reinvented the 
Greek past in their works. Heimippus produced many biographies of Greek 
individuals from the past. He probably also wrote a biography of Euripides. 
The following report seems to allude to such a biography by Hermippus: 
Xkyzx 5£ Kai. EpiaiTiJioc; Aiovijaiov tov IiKEA-'iac; Tt)pavvov 
[lexd XTiv xe^EDXTiv xov E-upiJii.5o\) xd^avxov xo~iq K?LTipov6[ioiq 
a\)xot) nE|i\)/avxa >.aP£~iv xo i|/aA.xT)piov icai XT)V 5EX.XOV icai x6 
Ypa(p£l.ov. djiEp i56vxa KEA.Et)aai xotx; (pEpovxaq E V XO) M O D O W V 
'iEp(p dvaBElvai E7iiYpd\|/avxa xo~iq a\)xou Kai EtjpiniSot) 
osio\ia<3v 510 Kai ^evocpiXcoxaxov KEK^riaGai (paoi 5id xo 
|a,d?iiaxa \)n6 ^ E V C O V cpi^E~io8ai- t)n6 ydp AGiivaicov E(p9ovE~ixo. 
And Hennippus says that Dionysius of Sicily sent a talent to the 
heirs of Euripides and took the harp, the writing tablet and the stylus. 
After he had seen them, however, he ordered the people who had 
brought them to put them up in the temple of the Muses after he had 
written his own and Euripides' name on them. It is for this reason 
that Euripides is called 'most beloved by strangers', because he was 
greatly loved by foreigners, whereas he was envied by the 
Athenians.^"^ 
53 he text is reported in the Gcnos Eiiripidoii (Vila Eiiripidis p.5 Schwartz = T A l 111 4 
Kannicht): for a critical edition with commcntar>'. see Bollansee (1999: 98-100 and 223). 
Bagordo (1998: 32) remarks that the text could point to the existence of a (now lost) Peripatetic 
biography of Euripides. 
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The anecdote illustrates well what distances Hellenistic accounts of Euripides' 
l ife from earlier texts in the biographical tradition. Hermippus gives his 
audience the story of a trade of the poetic instruments (lyre, writing tablet and 
stylus) from the Greek mainland to Sicily. Thus, the instruments are transferred 
from Athenian democracy to the court o f the tyrant Dionysius I . This sets 
Euripides in relation to his colleague Sophocles who is called 
(piX,a0Tivai6xaxo(; in an ancient biographical na r r a t i ve .The story nairated 
here demonstrates not only a high awareness of the biographical tradition and 
of how the 'poetic heritage shifts to a new place'", but it also contrasts two 
political systems, democracy and monarchy, and allows the latter to appropriate 
the cultural heritage of the fonner. 
Interestingly, and fittingly for the Hellenistic perspective, the trading 
of Euripides' writing instruments is set at a time after the death o f Euripides. 
And, equally characteristic for the period, Hemiippus is the first author to 
mention and explain Euripides' alleged ipiX-O^evia in some detail. The epithet 
^ev6(pi>.0(; which is used to describe the tragedian perhaps entails an 
expression o f the effects o f Euripidean tragedy as mirrored against Euripides' 
own (piA.o^Evia. 
The adjective used by Hemiippus could provide an alternative to 
cpiXo^Eivot;,^'' and entails a passive rather than an active meaning. ^£v6(piA.oq, 
it seems, sums up Hermippus' charitable attitude o f non-Athenians ( ^ E V O I ) 
towards Euripides. The tpi^o^Evia of Euripidean tragedy thus expresses, inter 
The ZocpotcXeoi)!; yevoq Kai pioq states: outco 8e (piXaBrivaiotaToi; nv M O T E noWCav 
Pac!i>.Ea)v ^lEtajtenJtonEvwv autov O U K •qBEA.noE TI^V m x p l S a KataA.iTtE'iv. ('He was so 
extremely fond of Athens that dcpitc many kings" sending for him he did not want to leave his 
native city"; T A I 37-8 Kannichi). 
Sec Peter Bing (forthcoming). 
We have, however, to keep in mind that the adjective used by Hermippus is a hcipcix and that 
we therefore cannot be absolutely suie how the term was used and understood in antiquity. 
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alia, its scope with regard to its immediate reception, i.e. its appreciation by 
non-Athenian audiences." 
Both the alleged trade of Euripides' writing instruments and the 
epithet ^Evocpi^oq put an emphasis on the poet's unusual popularity outside 
Athens. As he is a ^evocpi^oq, Euripides' work seems is loved by non-
Athenians. Though unappreciated at home, as the biographical tradition has it, 
the tragedian was adored by foreigners, be they Sicilian or Macedonian. This 
sets Euripides in one line with Homer and Sappho who were represented as 
'most appreciated abroad' in Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic biographical 
narratives. 
The popularity of Euripides outside of Athens seems to have become 
a topos from Hellenistic times onwards and is illustrated by an anecdote set in 
the time of the Sicilian expedition. We have a version of it in fr.39 X I X of the 
Bios Ew ipidou. The anecdote describes how the misery of Greek prisoners was 
ended because they knew some verses of Euripides by heart and made such an 
impression on their capturers that their lives were spared. 
The message presented is threefold: first, Athens failed to realise the 
cultural and political importance of Euripidean tragedy. And Athens, secondly, 
shamefully neglected him (her own son), while the Macedonian and Sicilian 
public treated him with respect and honoured him; thirdly, neglecting or 
belittling Euripides can be a fatal enor, as 'knowing your Euripides' can, at 
times, save your life. Therefore, recollection and the knowledge of Euripidean 
poetry is not only important for the creation o f Greek cultural identity in 
-' See Ea.stcrhng (1994) and (1997). Revcrmann (1999-2000) and Allen (2001). 
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Hellenistic times but, according to the anecdote, had already been so for the 
captives back in the fifth century BC.^ ** 
In my analysis of the presentation of the sources in the Bios 
Eiiripidou, I hope to have shown the emphasis Diodora seems to put on the 
reliability and authenticity of the account of Euripides' death, most explicitly 
perhaps in her remark KopYWXEpa (palv£[i poi] ^EyEiv r\n£[p] dA.ri0ivcox£pa 
('cleverly put rather than truly spoken, fr.39 X V I I I ) . Two more aspects are 
important in this context and deserve our attention: the words [lapxvpeiv 
('witnessing') and ).iviipov£-UEiv ('commemorating') are linguistically 
exploited by Satyrus throughout the Bios Eiiripidou and could be semantically 
meaningful for our understanding of the narrative as a whole^^. 
Witnesses, witnessing and the keeping of records and anecdotes are 
repeatedly referred to in the extant passages of the Bios Euripidou. The 
mention o f diamarlyria in fr.39 X V I I fits neatly to the repeated occurrence o f 
the words papxupEiv and napxxtpec,. In fr.39 V I I , papx\)p£~iv is mentioned 
with regard to Philemon, who is said to 'witness' something for Euripides. 
Philemon, who was notorious for his enthusiasm for Euripides 
(which might actually be a projection of the exclamations by characters in his 
comedies onto himself), is quoted in the Bios Euripidou by speaker A as 
someone who has attested to a phenomenon in a likely fashion (papx-upEl 
S'amcol Kttl xot)x' Eiicoxcoq 6 Oi^iripcov EvSa'uBl).^'" The juxtaposition o f the 
sober term ixapxupEi and the exaggerated enthusiasm for Euripides Philemon 
There are, of course, much earlier examples of the topos in Greek literature. The ability of 
poetry to move, and calm down potentially dangerous strangers, is at least as old as the stoiy of 
Odysseus' telling of talcs on the island of the Phacacans. 
See my discussion of the legal language in Saiyrus" liios Eiiri/>ic/oii on pp. 163-5 above. 
The judgement of Philemon as "Euripides-enthusiast" is probably based on exclamations of 
characters in his own plays, most likely by exaggerated caricatures of people who were 
enthralled by Euripidean poetry in Philemon's own lifetime. The most famous example is 
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stands for strikes us as odd, as does the employment of diamartyria in the 
context o f fr.39 X V I I . 
It can be seen from the passages discussed above that Satyrus seems 
to make use o f legal language, and especially the term )aapTt)pET.v, to describe 
the trustworthiness of comedy as a source for biographical speculation. On 
several occasions, the reliability of speaker A is undermined as he is shown to 
summon comedy as a witness for his own case, the construction of a biography 
of Euripides from his interpretation o f Euripidean tragedy and Aristophanic 
comedy. The exploitation of the terms of witnessing in the narrative of the Bios 
Euripidou, together with the words |ivri|xa and [j.vr|HEX)eiv, has, 1 think, a 
distinctive semantic function in the narrative of the Bios Euripidou. Both terms 
allow Satyrus to distance himself from his text, as he places the words into the 
mouth o f speaker A. The debate surrounding the recollection of the Greek past 
and its conservation in i ivTi iaaxa seems to be at the core o f Satyrus' fictional 
conversation. And Satyrus' contribution to the biographical tradition on 
Euripides receives a distinctly Hellenistic flavour with this exploitation o f 
^apT\)pe~iv i f we consider that Callimachus famously summed up his activity as 
a poet as ap,apT\)pov oioSev dei,5co ( ' I sing nothing that is unattested'. Call. f r . 
612), which could be read as a summary of the intense dialogue between poetic 
texts that was at stake in this period, as Doris Meyer and Martin Hose have 
recently pointed out.*'' 
As we saw in an earlier discussion of fr.39 X V I I I , speaker B is given 
the voice o f a position opposed to that o f speaker A. Diodora exposes the 
faultiness of approaches to literature and biography such as the one taken by 
Philemon fr. I 18 K. -A . , which is preserved in ihc Genos; sec my discussion of the fragment in 
the previous chapter. 
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speaker A at several points. As we can see in Satyrus' use of the verb in coq 
|4.vrmovev)o\)ai ('as they record', fr. 39 X I I I ) , [ivrnxoveijeiv is used explicitly 
with respect to Satyrus' own creation of the past with the help o f anecdotal 
material.''^ 
A good example for this use o f [ivrnxovEueiv is Satyrus' 
characterisation of speaker A's bhndness to the faults in his own method. As 
speaker A praises Diodora by calling her a true Eucleia in fr. 39 X I V , he 
compliments her on her knowledge o f Euripidean tragedy with the words: ' i t is 
fantastic that you remember these character traits' {zh 7' [...] xd T O i a m a xcov 
nGcDv Kai. 5id [ivri|ir|q exeit;). The verb n.vr||a.ove{)eiv, which seems like a 
terminus techniciis o f the method exposed by speaker A, is also used in fr.39 
X V I . Here, it appears to express the wish to modify the common tradition, as 
the interlocutor and the reader are asked to keep in mind a certain version o f 
speaker A's story (laeiavrmEvoq 5'). 
There might be another pun hidden on a different level of the 
narrative o f the Bios Eiiripidou. We know from ancient sources that the 
)a.apT\)pl.a m?iaicov represented a tlxed part o f the ideal structure o f a speech 
as taught in the curricula o f general education. It is perfectly possible that 
Satyrus could not only presuppose knowledge o f this element of the 'ideal 
Meyer (2005) and Hose (2008a: 295). On the (lifficully of rcconstmcling the frame of 
refcrenee of the famous clicium, see Bing (1988; 36). 
111 keeping with the dominant perspective on ancient biograpliies by modern scholars, Wehrli 
complains that Satyrus gives us a (distorted) picture of Euripides and does not seem to 
appreciate the fictional portrayal of individuals who discuss Euripides as we encounter it in the 
Bios Euripicloii. Rather than acknowledging the open form of the fictional dialogue and the 
critical comments on biographical interpretations it entails, Wehrli denies Satyrus any interest 
in historical reliability. See Wchrii (1973. 208), and similarly Arrigheili (1964; 23). The use of 
l-ivriiiOVEueiv in the Bios Eiiripicloii could also be standing in the tradition of an interest in 
dtJio|ivr|).iovei)|^iaTa which characterise the Greek biographical tradition mote generally. 
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speech' in his audience but perhaps even play on it and present them with an 
elaborate mockery of this practice.^^ 
In an analysis of the interdependence of the biographical tradition 
and the scholia of ancient authors, Ute Tischer rightly observed that in the case 
of Satyrus as in the scholia on the plays o f Euripides only very short passages 
and extracts seem to have been taken into account by the commentators/''' I 
would like to develop this observation further and to combine it with the result 
o f my findings in chapter 1 o f this thesis. My assumption is that the lack of 
interest in the plays as a whole which is so apparent in the scholia on the plays 
of Euripides is mimicked and ridiculed in the fictional character o f speaker A 
as a comically distorted representative o f the Hellenistic art o f biographical 
interpretations. As a contemporary of the creator o f the edition of the 
'Complete Works of Euripides', which was probably finished around 200 BC 
by Aristophanes of Byzantium,*'^ Satyrus as well as the readers of his Bios 
Eiiripidou must have been highly aware o f the dangers and pitfalls of editing 
and interpreting an author whose work and life had invited controversial 
reactions already in his own lifetime. 
Friedrich Nietzsche famously declared that Satyrus' Bios Euripidou 
needs to be understood as a response, or avTiypacpr), to the lives o f the poets 
that circulated at the time, such as the pi.oi by Hermippus.^''' We know, of 
course, far too little about the writings by Hermippus and other biographers of 
his time to be able to make such a claim with any certainty. However, my close 
''^  Sec, for instance, the parts of an ideal speech as described by Hemiogenes and 
Apophthoniiis. 
Tischcr (2006: 239). Tischer's obscn'ation seems to cliimc in with the fact that Euripidean 
gnomai were probably collected from at least Hellenistic times onwards. See Funke (1965/6: 
241-5), Most (2003: 141-47), Pernigotti (2003: 97-8), and my discussion of the gnomai on 
pp. 60-1 above. 
''^  See Miisso (1980: 4 I) and Kovacs (1994a: 13). 
Nietzsche (1869: 193). For a brief discussion ofthis remark, see Bagordo (1998: 32). 
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reading of Satyrus' Bios Euripichii has, I hope, shown that some passages may 
well have been of a rather ironic, or even polemical nature, and that he could 
have reacted to some established ways of interpreting Euripides and creating 
biographical narratives about him. 
The historical distance Hellenistic writers had to bridge to fifth-
century Athens seems to have been expressed also in geographical terms. It 
comes as no surprise, therefore, that we frequently hear o f authors' travels and 
sojourns at foreign courts in this period. Euripides' alleged sojourn at the court 
o f King Archelaus in Macedonia especially seems to have occupied the 
imagination of many readers, in antiquity as well as in modem times. The 
concluding section of this chapter is therefore dedicated to a critical assessment 
of the 'Macedonian narrative' in the biographical tradition o f Euripides as it 
occurs in the Bios Eiiripidoii. 
10. Euripides in Macedonia 
Apart from the Hellenistic epigrams which feature Euripides, Satyms is the 
earliest source to inform us about Euripides' stay at the court o f King 
Archelaus in Macedonia. The question of whether or not Euripides had actually 
been to Macedonia can perhaps never be answered with any certainty. For all 
we can see from the biographical sources, Euripides' sojourn at the royal court 
o f Pella is not mentioned anywhere before the third century BC. Apart from 
references in the biographical tradition from Hellenistic times onwards, the lost 
play Archelaus seems to prove the playwright's connection with Macedonia 
and the court o f Archelaus. Fortunately, we have some evidence about the play 
from antiquity: the title of the play Archelaus is mentioned in both of the 
sui-viving lists o f Euripides' plays (/C xiv 1 152 and IG i i / i i i - 2363). Further 
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evidence is in two pieces o f papyrus, with fragments of the play o f unknown 
origin dating back to the late third century BC {PHamb. 118a and 
m Y y . 3 4 1 9 ) . " 
However, we have very little information about the story-line and the 
date of the play. The lines attributed to the tragedy contain mainly gnomic 
statements about the uselessness o f material wealth, x i jxr i , noble birth, the 
success of the clever and energetic and the opposition of wealth and true virtue 
and piety - all o f which are very much along the lines o f the popular 
philosophy presented in the pseudo-Euripidean letters.'''* Regarding the date and 
setting of the first performance o f the tragedy, the account o f one of its modem 
editors, Annette Harder, is equally frustrating/'^ Harder's argument is based on 
material f rom the biographical tradition of Euripides and we have no details 
about the context o f the play outside of the biographical tradition o f Euripides. 
The late and rather unreliable evidence o f the Genos does o f course 
not rule out the historical possibility that Euripides wrote a tragedy entitled 
Archelaus to celebrate the founder o f the Macedonian dynasty. However, this 
possibility does not prove that Euripides stayed in Macedonia during the last 
years of his life. Whenever we are trying to argue for or against Euripides' 
sojourn in Macedonia, and the production of some tragedies there, we are, it 
seems, caught in a vicious circle. Harder, for instance, addresses the openness 
of the Macedonian question by pointing out that the Archelaus and the pro-
'" PiiambA 18a contains twcnly-Hvc damaged lines which have been identified as Euripidean 
because the rest of tlie papyms contains fragments from prologues of Euripidcan plays. 
l^cip.Oxy. 2363 has sixteen severely damaged lines which were identified through the analogy 
of lines 8-9 on the papyrus and fr.245 Nauck- [= K.annicht 2004; 324]. 
See Nauck= 233, 237, 240, 252 [= Kannichi 2004: 320-23 and 326]. The passage thought to 
be a part of the prologue of the play (Nauck- 228 [= Kannicht 2004: 315-6] and PHcwih. 118a) 
contains a genealogy of the Macedonian royal family which covers eleven generations. 
See Harder (1985: 125): 'The main piece of evidence for the dating of the Archelaos is test. 
I EKEleev 5E elq MaKeSov'iav napd ApxeXaov yevopEvov 5iETpn|/£ (sc. Euripides) Ka\ 
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Macedonian mood in Athens at the time could have contributed to the notion of 
Euripides' exile in Macedonia and his friendship with Archelaus.^" 
Taking Lefkowitz's scepticism to the extreme, Scott Scullion has 
recently argued that we should altogether disbelieve the story o f Euripdies' 
exile and death in Macedonia.^' The main argument for his radical position is 
based on the fact that Euripides' exile in Macedonia is never mentioned by 
Aristophanes, especially not in Frogs, which was presumably put on stage just 
after Euripides had died. Scullion's argument loses much of its strength, 1 
think, i f we take into account that there is no evidence that actual events in the 
lives of ancient poets (let alone all o f them) made it onto the stage of Old 
Comedy. For all we know, Aeschylus and Euripides may in Frogs simply 
represent embodiments of their poetry and, perhaps, stand for opposing 
political concepts. However, whether the real Euripides or the real Aeschylus 
went to Macedonia or Sicily is a different question entirely. 
Following ancient commentators, some scholars believe that Frogs 
1206-8 actually preserves the opening lines of Euripides' Archelaus^^ And yet, 
not only is such a reading highly problematic, but such a reference would also 
be a rather arcane allusion to Euripides' exile and ancient commentators may 
be mistaken on the same grounds as modem commentators. More can be made 
of the fact that an anonymous actor o f the third century BC won victories with 
Xapil^onevoq autcoi 5pc(|ia opiovuncoq i-(pa\\/z from which it appears that Euripides wrote 
liiis play during his stay in Macedonia, thereby 'pleasing' his host Archelaos of Macedonia.' 
™ Harder (1985: 125 n.l). 
'^ Sec Lcfl<ovvitz (1981: 88-104) for the first expression of doubt about the date of Sacchcie and 
the story of tlie Macedonian exile; see Scullion (2003) for new arguments, especially the 
argument that Euripides' death in Macedonia is not attested anywhere before the early third 
century B C . 
'" See Schul. Ar. Frogs 1206-8 (= Eur. Fr.846). However, the scholion itself notes that no such 
lines existed in Euripides (i.e. in the Alexandrian edition of his work). Gibert (2004: 350-1) 
rightly argues that Frogs I 177-1247 should be understood as targeting the alleged mannerism 
of Euripidean prologues which launch directly into genealogy rather than the opening lines of 
Arcliclaiis . 
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recitations of the Archelaus at Argos and Dodona, which illustrates the 
popularity o f the play in the third century BC.^ "* 
I f we wanted to support Scullion's case that 'the Macedonian story is 
an ancient invention' ," wc would have to close our eyes to several 
considerations. As Harder and Hose have shown, our lack o f knowledge to the 
contrary makes it impossible to rule out the idea o f the production of the 
Archelaus in Macedonia altogether: the ubiquitous narratives of poets at royal 
courts do not necessarily make them a-historical inventions." It is striking that 
in later centuries the association o f poets with kings and tyrants, and their 
sojourn at royal courts had become so stereotypical that Pausanias speculates 
about the reasons why Homer and Hesiod failed to attend a royal c o u r t . O n a 
rather superficial level o f comparison, it could seem that Euripides' alleged 
death in Macedonia was modelled on Aeschylus' death in Sicily.'^ Equally, as 
Euripides' Bacchae evoke the Macedonian landscape, Aeschylus' Persians 
describes the river Axion as the Persian army's retreat is d e s c r i b e d . A n d yet, 
there are good reasons to believe in Euripides' stay at the court of Pella and his 
connection with Macedonia. 
1 would never go so far as some scholars who try to read traces of the 
presence of Euripides into the remains o f a Greek theatre at Pe l la .However , it 
seems perfectly possible that Euripides was one o f Archelaus' many illustrious 
guests at Pella, just as his colleagues Agathon, Timotheus or Choerilus are said 
" On this, see Revermann (1999/2000: 462-5). 
Scullion (2003: 395). 
See Harder (1985: 125 n.l) and Ho.sc (1995:143-4). 
Pausanias 1.2.2-3. 
Lefkowitz (1981: 81) was the first to voice this suspicion. 
Eur. Batch. 409-11 and 565-75; Aesch. Pers. 493. For a critical assessment of such 
'geographising readings' of Greek tragedy, see Edith Hall's warnings against the misleading 
logic of a 'poeticised cartography" (Hall 1987). 
Polacco (1986) provides a modern example of such a method of approach. 
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to have been. More importantly, Macedonia seems beyond any doubt to have 
played an important role in the transmission of Euripidean drama. 
For a prehistory o f Macedonia in the Athenian imagination, it may 
be instructive to take a look at the depiction o f Macedonia in Old Comedy. The 
characteristics associated with Macedonia and Macedonian politics were not 
very positive. We have, for instance, a passage o f Hennippus' <I>op(xo(p6poi, a 
comedy probably dating from 426/5, which praises Athens as an international 
trading centre that attracts goods from all around the Mediterranean. As the 
specific exports o f every country are being exemplified, the speaker lists the 
lies of King Perdiccas II as the most characteristic of all Macedonian exports: 
K a i m p d Iixd^Kov \|/topav AaKe5aip .ovioiai , 
80 Kai napa FlepSiKKOt) \|;et)8r| va\)oiv mvD noXXaiq 
and from Sitalkes itch for the Spartans 
and from Perdiccas lies in a great number of ships 
We know from Thucydides that Perdiccas changed sides seven times during 
the Peloponnesian War.**' We have, of course, to be very careful as to whether 
a political joke can be transferred to a different context. However, it is 
remarkable that we have resonances o f the alleged Macedonian characteristics 
of treachery and deceit in yet another Attic comedy. In an extant fragment, 
Antiphanes refers explicitly to Philip I I and his unfulfi l led promise regarding 
Amphipolis, again associating anything Macedonian with lying.**' 
In addition to that, other comic fragments indicate that Athenians 
who favoured the Macedonian monarch or were in exchange with the king 
Hcrmippus fr.63.7-8 K. -A. for a detailed treatment of the fragment see Wilkins (1997) and 
Gilula (2000). 
" Pcrdiccas' movements are described in Thuk. 1.57-62; II 29.6, 80.7, 93-102: IV.124-8; 
V.80.2, 83.4 and VI 7.3. 
**' Antiphancs fr.l22 K. -A . 
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were depicted as lampoons on the comic s t a g e . O f course, the cmcial 
question remains whether the association o f Macedonia with the 'export of 
lies' was transmitted into the third century BC. But national stereotypes can be 
stubborn and often survive centuries without changing much. I f some of the 
Athenian and Alexandrian stereotypes about Macedonia and the Macedonians 
did find their way into third-century literature, then, Satyrus and other 
Hellenistic writers would have been able to re-activate, transform and play on 
these negative associations with Macedonia in the historical context of a new 
political situation. 
In fourth-century Attic historiography Macedonia regularly stood for 
moral decay, cultural decline and anything barbarous. The reasons for this 
portrayal o f Macedonia and Macedonians in the fourth century BC were many 
and complex but we know from Diodorus' quotation of Lycurgus' speech that 
the subjugation of the Athenians to the Macedonians must have been a painful 
and humiliating experience.*''' 
Several answers are possible and necessary in order to come to terms 
with the 'Macedonian question'. First, and most importantly, it seems certain 
that Macedonia played a crucial role in the transmission o f Euripidean tragedy 
and was at least responsible for the enormous popularity of the plays in the 
fourth century and later on. On the other hand, a connection o f Euripidean 
tragedy with Macedonia could have worked in favour o f the political interests 
of subsequent Macedonian Empires, especially as Euripidean poetry was a 
Webster (1953: 44-7) lists the individuals in question. Ncsselralh (1997: 276-7) adds 
Demosthenes, flypereides and the pro-Macedonian politician Callimedon. 
For fhcopompus' reaction to 'Philip's Conquest of Europe', sec Flower (1993: 116-135). 
Theopompus will in the biographical tradition of Euripides later be quoted by Gellius. For the 
possible meaning of Gellius' quotation of Theoponipus, sec my discussion in chapter 5. on 
pp.266-69 below. 
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fixed part of the Greek curriculum. Any association with Euripides would 
then strengthen the political, cultural and moral claims of the beneficial^ who 
claimed it, not only locally but throughout the Greek-speaking world. 
The political dimension o f references and allusions to Macedonia are 
difficult to judge. The Athenian public o f the fifth century BC was not always 
in favour o f Macedonia; the negative image o f Macedonia in Athens probably 
continued, or had a revival in the fourth and third century BC, not only because 
Athens increasingly lost her influence and power in the Meditenanean to 
Macedonia but also because of Macedonian interventions in Athenian 'home 
affairs'. One such example of political and cultural intervention can be found 
in the last decades of the fourth centui^, as the funds for going to the theatre 
were stopped. This well-known development often serves historians o f theatre 
studies to explain the social background of New Comedy and the general shift 
towards a more 'leisured' and urban audience. 
Between 322 and 307 BC, the Macedonian-supported governments 
in Athens imposed a property qualification for participation in public life -
first o f twenty, then of ten, minae. This charge, which 'may have resulted in 
some alienation of the weaker and poorer classes f rom great public occasions 
such as the Dionysiac festivals''^'' could perhaps have led 'the general public' 
(or their spokesmen) to the assumption that theatre perfomiances - and this 
may have meant inler alia the performance of Euripidean theatre - had been 
'lost' to Macedonia. 
Euripidean tragedy had to be learnt by heart as part of the standard curriculum in Hellenistic 
times. Callimacluis {AP 6.310 = 26 GP) depicts the pupils' constant recitations of licicchae in 
the classroom (citing Bacch. 494). voiced by a tragic mask of Dionysus which hangs in their 
schoolroom and is bored by their recitations of Euripides. For a full discussion of the epigram 
see Faniuzzi (2007: 481-3). For Euripides in the ancient curriculum, sec Cribiore (2001: 98-9). 
Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004: 413). 
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It is this loss o f Euripidean tragedy to Macedonia which enables us 
to speculate about a possible metaphorical dimension o f the death o f Euripides 
in Macedonia, as it is fully played out in Hellenistic poetry and prose. We have 
no evidence for it before the third century BC. The fact that Euripides' death is 
f rom our earliest sources onwards almost always related in connection with 
some fonn of love- or crime-story further allows us to speculate about its roots. 
In Satyrus' Bios Euripidou, speaker A relates the last years o f 
Euripides in Macedonia. In this context, speaker A mentions 'the oldest o f the 
Macedonians' in column X X . The emphasis is on Macedonia as well as the old 
and honoured source speaker A pretends to have consulted: 
(A) ^ w v T i \izv bx\ Ta{)9 ' \ )n f |p^EV E-opiniSrii- xeA.et)Tr|q 
8e \\.aKa 5\)axepov(; KOI iS'iaq E X D X E V , CO^ O'V X-oyioi 
te icai yepa'iTaToi nDeoXo[Y]o{)oi MaKe5[o]vo)v. 
(A) So this is what happened when he was still alive. But 
the end of his life was very bad and extraordinary, as the 
story tellers and the oldest of the Macedonians spin the 
yarns. 
Once more he is intenaipted by Diodora, which creates even more suspense for 
the reader. Regrettably, our fragment breaks o f f as speaker A continues: 
(B) ncoq ^ e y o D a i v ; (A) eCTT[i]v ev [MaKe5oviai]... 
(B) What do they say? (A) In Macedonia there is... 
The emphasis placed on the Macedonian stoiytellers in column X X 
is striking. In particular, the verb used to express their testifying of the story is 
not the generally more neutral X-Eyco but )it)6o^oY£co, which means 'to tell a 
mythic tale, 'fabulously r e p o r t ' . A d d i n g to the atmosphere of a legendary 
story with connotations of a faiiy tale character is also the emphasised double 
qualification of the stoi7's origin; it is not only narrated by the 'story tellers' 
(^oyio i ) but also by 'the oldest' (Yepa i ta to i ) of the Macedonians. Peter 
Parsons, although not entirely convinced that the Bios Eiiripidoii as a whole 
could have entailed a critical spirit, in his description of the cultural and literary 
landscape of the Greek-speaking world of Hellenistic poetry suggests that 
[...] the Borgcsian art of source-deception flourishes: Euhemerus does not 
expect us to believe in his Panchaic inscription, or Satyrus in the Xoyioi xe 
icai VEpa'iTaToi MaiceSovcov whom he cites for Euripides' death.'*'* 
Parsons' observations support my impression o f Satyrus' narrative strategies 
and his use o f sources, as 1 read the Bios Eiiripidou as a highly elaborate piece 
of meta-commentary on the biographical tradition of Euripides. 
In column X X I , speaker A continues to present the details of the 
circumstances of the death o f Euripides, not without sealing it with a 
confirmation of its reliability and authenticity: o9ev exi ical vuv X.eYea9al 
cpaaiv Tr|v 7tapoi|a.'iav E V xolq MaKeSoaiv coc; "eoxi K a i Kuvoq 5 'IKT|" 
('Therefore', he concludes, 'there is still this saying in Macedonia today, 
"There is also a dog's justice'"). In adding this extra information of local 
knowledge, speaker A makes sure that the incredible story of the poet's death is 
perceived as true and that his report is authentic rather than anecdotal. In 
adding the local Macedonian tradition of the saying to the story, speaker A 's 
narrative shows typical signs of the Hellenistic fashion of creating the Greek 
past by adding signals for the authenticity and antiquity of an account.**"^  On 
another level, the mention of a Macedonian proverb could have alluded to, or 
See LSJ s.v. nuBoXoyEw. 
'*'* Parsons (1993b: 162-3). 
The aesthetic principle of Callimachus and his colleagues can broadly be described by a 
parado.x: while their poetiy aimed to be innovative and delightliil for other poe/«e docli, they at 
the same time busied themselves with detailed research on all sorts of antiquities, which 
suggest a principle that could be called 'old is good" and seems to have been a general 
tendency of the creation of a collective Greek identity outside of Greece in l lellenistic times. 
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perhaps even parodied, the Peripatetic and Hellenistic research into proverbs 
and local sayings.''"^ 
The story A actually tells is equally intriguing, as it is the first 
evidence we have o f the legend. In column X X I , speaker A explains the death 
o f Euripides as a result o f a series of unlucky coincidences. It is worth quoting 
the column in fu l l : 
Xp6[vcoi 5' •olaxep[ov] 6 ^[ev] EiL)pi[Jii]5ri[q ex-ulxev d[7rcolTe[p(Ml xr\c, 
noXeoq ev dXoei xivi ica6' aijxov epr|(a.a^6n.evo<;, 6 8' 
Apxe^aoq kni KVVT\y'iav k^,i]\.£i. yevo^evoi 8' E£,a) xwv nuXcov oi 
9ripe\)xai X-oaavxeq xovq CKvXaKac, npoacpf iKav, a\)xo[i. 8' 
d]jie^eiJiovx[ol Kaxoniv. ejiix\)x6vxe(; ovv o[i] icuveq xwi 
E'upi7ti8Tiv |iovot)^evcoi 8ie(peeipav auxov, o[i l 8' 
eTiinapeyevriGriaav iSaxepov o0£v exi icai vvv XkyeoQa'i ipaoiv 
[x]r\v 7capoi|j.'i[a]v ev xo~iq Ma[ic]e86oiv wq "e[axi] Kai Kuvoq 
[8l]KTl". 
Some time later, Euripides happened to be alone in a grove some 
distance away from the city, as Archelaus went out hunting. When 
the huntsmen had left the gates of the city behind, they let loose their 
hounds and sent them ahead, while they themselves were left behind. 
And when the dogs encountered Euripides, who was 
unaccompanied, they killed him. The others, however, came to the 
scene when it was already too late. Therefore there is still this saying 
in Macedonia today, "There is also a dog's justice". 
(translation Kovacs 1994: 27, adapted) 
Modern scholars have tried to identify the sources of the story of Euripides' 
death narrated by speaker A, but the origins o f it remain in the dark for us. It 
has been suggested that oral traditions o f it could have been kept by the 
Macedonian storytellers mentioned by speaker A and that Aristotle knew about 
them, so that Satyrus had access to the information through the Peripatetic 
tradition.'^' It has especially puzzled interpreters that the reference to the 'oldest 
Macedonians' would make no chronological sense in Satyrus' time and age. 
Schoni (2004: 341) acknowledges the vicinity and possible inlluence of Peripatetic research 
into proverbs but docs not consider the possibility of a parody. For the Peripatetic interest in 
proverbs .see VVehrIi (1969: 68). 
This is the argument of Tripodi (1998: 37- 51). 
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and hence point to a source dating at least to the second half o f the fourth 
century BC.^^ 
However, the mention o f Macedonian sources and the allegedly 
Macedonian saying by speaker A do not automatically imply that there must 
have been such storytellers or even proverbs in either the fourth century BC or 
in Satyrus' time. Nor do we necessarily have to conclude that Satyrus was 
trying to achieve the best possible coherence in what he let speaker A say. 
Rather, the exaggerated triple menfion o f 'guarantees of authenticity' in A's 
narrative should make us sceptical, as his tale could be a narrative device which 
is used to characterise speaker A and to make a comment on his method. 
Modem scholars display a strong desire to identify the historical 
reality behind the story itself They try to date the fictional setting o f the 
dialogue in accordance with a possible origin o f the Macedonian storytellers,'^'' 
to explain the difficulty o f identifying the storytellers' historical background as 
a 'mistake' made by Satyrus,'''' or even as Satyms' mischievous attempt to 
'mislead' his readers.^ "'' My contention is that Satyrus knew very well what he 
was doing when he created speaker A, and that his aim was not to mislead his 
audience but to make them appreciate the imitation of a common 
argumentative practice as exposed in the words o f the main speaker of his Bios 
Euripidou.The only other example of a version of this legend of Euripides' 
See Ger.stinger (1916: 70-71), Arrighetti (1964: 149) and Schorn (2004: 338). 
Schorn (2004: 31) organises his argument for a setting of the dialogue at the end ol" the 
fourth century B C around the Macedonian sources mentioned in fr.39 X X I and is lather critical 
about Satyrus' accuracy and diligence, with the general assumption that Satyrus may have 
taken over certain bits from his sources rather sloppily. 
Schom (2004: 338) suggests that the phrasing of the koyioi and Yepaltaxoi MaKE56v(ov 
could be a 'Lapsus' by Satyrus. 
Sec Frey (1921: 37) and West (1974: 282-3). 
On the popularity of anecdotes and legends for supporting historical arguments in antiquity, 
see Sailer (1980). 
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death is the passage on Euripides in Hermesianax highly ironic mock-elegy on 
the deaths of Greek poets.'^ ^ 
The legend that Euripides was killed by dogs while his host 
Archelaus was out hunting was most probably informed not so much by 
Macedonian accounts of the event but by the legendary death o f Actaeon in the 
mountains of Cithaeron. The story is reported in Euripides' Bacchae and 
describes Actaeon dying by being torn apart (sparagmos), the typical fate for 
an impious individual. According to the legend, Actaeon was torn apart by his 
own dogs for provoking Artemis by not taking her powers seriously enough.'^ 
Therefore, as well as being infomied by Euripides' own poetry, the tragedian's 
legendary and shocking death could also have been infomied by another 
source, namely the repeated allegations of atheism against Euripides.^'' 
At least two points are beyond any doubt. First, Euripides' death is 
f rom Hellenistic time onwards set in Macedonia. Secondly, the circumstances 
of the tragedian's death can be described as extraordinary and, perhaps, 
t r a g i c . A n o t h e r aspect may have influenced the formation of the legend of 
Euripides' disgraceful death. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the 
expression 'dogs' (Kvveq) could in everyday language stand for the worst 
possible cast in a game of dice. As we have seen, there was also a throw of dice 
See my discussion of the poem on pp. 109-12 above. 
Another reason why the pun on Eucleia in fr.39 X I V could allude to the cult of Artemis 
Eucleia in Macedonia. 
Lefkowilz (1987: 162) clearly sees the story of Actaeon as a model in that respect, as does 
Sauzeau (1998: 85). Earlier discussion of the legends tend to interpret the death of Euripides as 
modelled on the death of Pcntheus in Euripides' Bacchae, see Nestle (1889: 135) and 
Lefkowitz 1981: 103-4); the sparagnio.s by women seems to be a later development in the 
tradition. Sauzeau (1998: 86 n.92) points to the similarity of Euripides' fate with that of 
Orpheus; in later sources, Lucian and Heraclitus are also said to have been torn apart by dogs. 
See SiiJa s.v. AuKiavoq for Lucian and Suda s.v. '1-IepaKX.Enoq for Hcracleitus. An alleged 
spaiagmos of Crassus is reported by Plutarch (Pkit. Crass. 33). 
1 do not agree with Schorn that Satyrus' version of Euripides' death can be called harmless. 
(Schorn 2004: 335). On the contrary, I think that Satyrus had speaker A report the most 
shocking and unlikely of all stories for the death of the poet - not without, of course, providing 
his account with a seal of authenticity through a connection with alleged Macedonian sources. 
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called 'Euripides' which possibly provided the inspiration for a discussion of 
Euripides and his work in Middle Comedy."'' With the popularity of quasi-
philosophical reflections on 'fate' in the Hellenistic period and subsequent 
centuries, it is possible that the metaphor o f the dice - and the direction of a 
cursus vitae as 'the way the dice falls' - also found its way into ancient 
representations o f Euripides and may have been common currency for 
Hellenistic writers and audiences.'"" 
With regard to Satyrus' sources, I think what we can say with some 
certainty is that he used several sources for several purposes. For the death o f 
Euripides, Satyrus chose to have one of his speakers mention old Macedonian 
sources, possibly referring to some local anecdotes and other material in the 
oral tradition. Speaker A , who claims the authority o f these sources, is 
throughout the dialogue characterised as unreliable and stubbornly principled 
in his method of interpretation. It is up to the readers to draw their conclusions 
about the quality o f what speaker A has to tell. 
The Bios Euripidou and Hermesianax' notorious love-elegy are the 
first evidence we have for the stoiy of the sparagmos of Euripides, a death 
which recalls the deaths o f Hippolytus and Pentheus, Orpheus and Actaeon."'"' 
Sec my discussion of Diphilus fr.74 K..-A. on pp. 62-3 above. 
For the imagei^ of the ciirsiis vitae see, famously, Eur. Hel. 1666. The imagery of the dice 
as a metaphor for the fate of man seems to have occurred already in Euripides, Snppi. 330 
{aXka. (JA-rmax' EV Kijpoic, PaA.Eiv). In the biographical tradition, the locus classiciis for the 
imagery of the dice is the expression in Plu. Cacs. 32. 6: liXoc, bk petd Ounov) xivoq cooicEp 
dcpEic; E a u t o v EK TOU X O Y I O ^ O U npoq to peXXov, K a l TOUTO 5r) to KOIVOV TO\C, E iq tuxac; 
£pPaivo\JOiv dj iopouq icai t6X.pa(; Ttpoo'iniov ujiEiTton', " AvEpplipGco tcuPoq, " w p u n o E 
npoq tt'iv Sidpaoiv. ('But finally, with a certain passion, as if abandoning calculation and 
casting himself upon the future, and uttering the phrase with which men usualy prelude their 
plunge into desperate and daring fortunes. "Let the die be cast", he hastened to cross the 
river'). A related imagery and expression is used in Plu. Cor. 3: eaxatov KUPOV d(pi£vai ('to 
try one's luck for the last time'). 
'"^  The similarity of Euripides' death as described in biographical representations of the poet 
from Hellenistic times with the mythical death of Orpheus could have motivated the 
juxtaposition of Euripides and Orpheus in a papyrus from an ancient gnomological anthology. 
See Bastianini (2005) on Euripides and Orpheus in the text o f PS! X V 1476. Bastianini docs 
not draw any conclusions about the history of reception and transmission of Eiiripiclean tragedy 
IVom his observations, nor does he take the biographical material on Euripides into account. 
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It is worth noting that Aristophanes apparently knew nothing of the cruel death 
of Euripides described in the Bios Eiiripic/oii and in Hellenistic poetry, and that 
Old Comedy, as far as we can tell, never mentioned Euripides' stay in 
Macedonia. In the next chapter, I show how the story o f Euripides' death is 
eliminated from the biographical representation o f the tragedian altogether as 
he is made the narrative voice o f a fictional correspondence in which he looks 
back on the biographical gossip that emerged about him in tlfth-century 
Athens. 
\n this chapter, I have outlined the method by which Satynis creates a fictional 
dialogue between two unequal speakers which not only challenges the tradition 
of fictional dialogues but also exposes biographical approaches to the 
interpretation of literature as reductive and naive. 
I have shown that the characterisation o f the two speakers (and of 
Diodora especially) is in need of a critical re-assessment. 1 have also shown, 
however, that recent scholarship on the Bios Euripidou has contributed 
considerably to our understanding o f the ancient biographies o f Euripides and 
that the inteipretation of Satyrus' text is central for our appreciation of 
Hellenistic epigrams as well as later accounts o f the life o f Euripides. A close 
reading of text passages given to speaker A and B of the dialogue illustrated 
how Satyrus successfully employs the technique of paramiinesis in his 
biographical account of Euripides, as he has the interlocutors of the 
conversation not only imitate the language and style of Euripidean drama but 
also that of the typical classroom situation of philosophical discourse, and the 
Other than 'orphic' material, the papyrus also contains lines from llesiocl. Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, Menander and the comedians Philemon and Antiphancs. 
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construction o f a biography of Euripides from interpretations of his plays and 
the lyrical passages of the chorus especially. 
In the next chapter, 1 explore how the developments of the 
biographical depiction o f Euripides arc reflected in the genre of letter-writing. 
While a similarly high degree o f poetic self-awareness and educated playing 
with conventions can be expected, we wi l l discover how the concept o f paideia 
in the period o f the so-called Second Sophistic differs remarkably from the 
understanding o f learnedness in Hellenistic times. 
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Euripides Author of Letters 
I have shown in the previous chapters how biographical narratives about Euripides 
were created in Old and Middle Comedy, Hellenistic poetry and Satyrus' Bios 
Ei/ripidou. By the time o f the early Roman Empire, biographical narratives about 
Euripides were explored in yet another genre, the epistolary genre. In a collection 
of five letters, the playwright is depicted from two new and additional 
perspectives. Euripides' life appears as the subject matter of a written 
correspondence, and the playwright features as the author of this coirespondence. 
This makes the correspondence, which reads like a unilateral 
conversation, an unimpeded imaginary monologue by Euripides. Within the 
biographical tradition, this is a remarkable shift of perspective. Strictly speaking, 
we are dealing with a piece of imaginary autobiography in the case o f the pseudo-
Euripidean letters. In the course of the narrative, the dramatist writes to king 
Archelaus of Macedonia, to Sophocles and to his slave Cephisophon. The letters 
reveal information about Euripides' motives for going to Macedonia and give 
insight into his attitude towards the king as well as his friends and enemies back 
home in Athens. 
In their attempt to explain the poet's decision to go to Macedonia, the 
letters seem to display a distinctive feature of fictional letters by authors from 
classical Athens: just like the letters ascribed to Plato, for instance, the texts seem 
to take sides with the poet who left Athens to pay a visit to a monarch outside of 
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mainland Greece. However, in the case of the letters ascribed to Euripides the 
apologetic tendency is not the main focus of the texts. Nor are misogynist slander 
or pejorative jokes about Euripides' private life of any interest to the writer of 
these letters. Instead, geography and the mechanisms of reception and 
canonization seem to be their main preoccupations. This is remarkable both when 
compared to other fictional letters and within the biographical tradition concerning 
Euripides. Unlike any earlier or later nanatives about Euripides and his l ife, the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters take their readers away from the dialectic of slander and 
apology and instead let them embark on an imaginary journey from the literary 
past of Athens to Chios and Macedonia and to the literary present o f imperial 
Rome. The importance o f imaginary spaces for the construction o f cultural 
identities through recapturing the literary past is perhaps the most prominent 
feature in this context, while the literary genre chosen for the nairative is a 
reflection of a specific literary tradition of recreating the past. 
The popularity o f fictional letters in the first centuries A D could have 
been one o f the main reasons for the choice of the genre on the part of the 
anonymous author (or authors). Fictional letters alleged to have been written by 
celebrities from the classical past seem to have been a popular genre in the late 
Hellenistic and Roman imperial period.' The prime concern of this era was with 
the reconstruction o f the classical Greek past. Thus, the choice of the letter as the 
medium of literary invention may have been attractive for a specific reason: letters 
seem to convey an intriguing air of immediacy and authenticity. This seems 
especially effective in the construction o f a fictional autobiography. 
Sec Spcyer (1971: 32-3) and Roscnmcyer (2006: 97-8). 
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In the pseudo-Euripidean letters, the impression of immediacy and 
authenticity is created for the reader in two ways: in the creation of a timeless 
connection between the narrative and the reader and in the creation of a (mock-) 
historical construction o f companionship for the reader. The letters convey a sense 
of confidentiality between sender and receiver o f the messages that unites the 
reader with the exchange of ideas of two people: the reader is, so to speak, 
participating in a conversation long past. The letters also imitate a live 
conversation and create the illusion o f contemporary companionship for the 
reader, as the interception o f private documents creates the illusion of witnessing 
what was the case.^ 
in the course of this chapter, I show how this last feature makes fictional 
letters especially well-suited for communicating a biographical narrative. After a 
brief look at the cultural and historical context o f the letters in section 1, I focus on 
the transmitted material and discuss the letters in the order in which they are 
presented in the manuscripts (section 2). After this first analysis of the texts, I 
explore the importance o f space and location for the narrafive (section 3) and the 
possible function of the letters at the time of their production (section 4) before 
" On the letter as suggestion of a real conversation and its typical features in contrast to the 
dialogue, sec Hirzcl (1895: 305-8), Hirzel claims that the letter is a further development of the 
dialogue fonn which distances the dialogue from reality and gives way to fantasy, imagination and 
litcrai7 puns, created less for scholarly debate than for the idle delight of its audience, which was 
clearly favoured by the Cynics (see Hirzel 1895: 337). On the collection of fictional letters 
attributed to the early Cynics and other sages, see Malherbe (1994) and Miiscler (1997). Tudeer 
(1921) was the first to date the pseudo-Euripidcan letters, 'this rather curious department in ancient 
literary life' (Tudccr 1921: 4), to the second century A D , basing his cstitnaiion on a meticulous 
stylistic and linguistic examination of their language. Modern scholarship has up to now been 
unable to date them more precisely. On the character of the genre of the literary letter in Hellenistic 
times, see llirzcl (1895: 272-351) and Stirevvalt (1993). On the Cynic movement in antiquity, see 
Doring (1985) and Desmond (2006); on the influence of Greek Cynicism in Imperial Rome, see 
liillerbeck (1991: 147-366). The scattered quotations of the many dialogues, tragedies, comedies, 
letters and poems attributed to Crates, Diogenes and the early Cynics can be found in Giannantoni 
(1983-5). 
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discussing their contribution to the ancient biographical tradition about Euripides 
(section 5). 
1. The Cultural and Historical Context 
In the second century A D Euripides did not only feature in letters, but also, for 
example, in a treatise by the grammarian Telephus of Pergamon entitled Lives of 
Tragedians and Comedians ( B i o i -cpayiKcov ical Kcofo i^iccov)."' However, 1 w i l l not 
discuss the possible nature of this and other lost texts in this chapter, because we 
simply know too little about them. Our most significant evidence from the period 
comes in the form of five pseudo-Euripidean letters. 
The production o f pseudo-historical and pseudonymous letters has its 
roots in the rhetorical character sketches o f well-known heroes or stock personality 
types {ethopoiia) which from Hellenistic times onwards formed a vital part of 
classroom exercises (jvogymnasmala)^ Forged letters often seem to be variations 
on the rhetorical trope of ethopoiia. The period of the Second Sophistic (roughly 
speaking the second century A D ) was especially prolific in the production o f 
letters in which later compositions were passed o f f as classical.^ Typical for letters 
produced at this time is the depiction of an encounter between an intellectual and a 
ruler from the Greek past, in which ideas o f personal virtue and good governance 
are explored.'' The form of the letter allows a considerable amount of stylistic 
^ FGiHist III B 505 T l . For a brief discussion, see Bagordo (1998; 69). Unfortunately, the title is 
all we have of the work. It came down to us in the Stida lexicon (Siida x 495 s.v. Tr\kE{poq). 
Sec Morgan (1998), Costa (2001: xi-xiii), Kennedy (2003) and Rosenmeyer (2006: 29-30). 
' Sec Costa (2001: xiii-xiv), Trapp (2003: 32). Rosenmeyer (2006: 97-103) and Morello/Morrison 
(2007: 3-7), On the significance of the Second Sophistic for the creation of the Greek past sec 
Bowie (1970/74); Anderson (1993), Swain (1996: 17-131) and Whitmarsh (2001: 1-38). 
The best known examples of the depiction of such encounters can be found in the writings of Dio 
Chrystostom, Plutarch. Aelius Aristides, Marcus Aurelius and Seneca. 
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freedom in prose composition and offers the possibility of imitating both the style 
and the character of the individual in question. A l l of these factors probably 
contribute to the appeal of forged letters to the authors and audiences o f the 
Second Sophistic' The collection of the pseudo-Euripidean letters can be dated to 
the first or second century AD.** However, it seems most likely that they were 
produced in the late second century AD.^ The author o f the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters is unknown to us but must have been a philosophically and rhetorically 
well-educated individual who had familiarised himself with previous biographical 
representations o f Euripides. '° 
In addition to its generic appeal to writers of the Second Sophistic, the 
composition o f literary letters stands in the tradition of the Epicurean and Cynic 
movements. It was especially popular at the time of the second phase o f Cynicism 
in the Roman Empire, and we can identify cynic authors o f fictional letters who 
were renowned in antiquity for their literary skills and their shaip wit , such as 
Crates or his pupil Menippus." In their letters, as in other texts from the same 
context, the Cynics' representation of reality is marked by conceit and ambiguous 
humour, the aj iot)5aioY£^oiov. '" As part o f the general revival of Cynicism in the 
' On the popularity of these letters sec most recently Rosenmeyer (2006: 7): 'So many of these 
pseudonymous texts have survived from antiquity that we can safely assume an eager reading 
public' 
On the difficulty to identify the exact date, see Gofiwein (1975; 6-30). 
See GoBwein (1975: 29) and Jouan (1983: 194) who adds that the place of their production must 
have been Ma socicte cultivec d'une grande cite de ['Empire Remain. Athenes, ou mieux encore 
Rome.' 
See GoBwein (1975: 29-30) and Jouan (1983: 188-90) who calls the author of the letters a 
'sophiste anonyme' (190). For an excellent account of the most likely cultural and historical 
context at the time of the production of the letters, sec .louan (1983: 188 and 194). 
" See Branham/Goulcl-Cazc (1996: 9-J I ) . 
Menippus, one of the most influential Hellenistic authors, is (possibly as the most distinctive 
representative of serio-comic writings) even called spuiitlaiogcloios ("seriocomic') by Strabo 
(Strabo 16.2.29 c 759). 
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Roman Empire, fictional letters re-emerged as an important medium of popular 
philosophy. Less rhetorical than the chreia, which had its origins in philosophical 
teachings and served as something useful to remember in everyday life (i.e. 
something xprioxov, hence its name), and with the same dramatic possibilities as 
the dialogue, the medium of fictional letters was used to entertain educated 
audiences and further the popularity of certain topics, stereotypes or individuals. 
The chreia is characteristically a very short saying which, for instance, 
sums up the line of thought o f a famous philosopher or writer.''' We have an 
example of such a saying about Diogenes. As the tradition was perfectly aware of 
his status as a controversial and contradictory character, he is said to have entered 
the theatre when everybody else was leaving. Asked what he was doing, he is said 
to have answered 'This is what I practise doing all my l i fe . ' ' ^ Generally speaking, 
the chreia is often about general observations which, in connection with the 
example of a famous person, express the usefulness of setting priorities in life. Its 
brevity makes the chreia, like the gnome and the apophthegma, easy to remember 
The clirelci probably turned from an exercise in the classroom into a companion in everyday life. 
Originating in the questions and answers of the educational context of the piugymncismaia, it later 
found its way into collections of sayings, similar to the gnomai ('wise sayings'), the opolhihegmcila 
('utterances") and the apomnemoneunuila ('reminiscences'). Unlike the gnome, however, the 
chreia covered remarks and actions that were ascribed to a certain person. On the development of 
the chieici, .sec von Wartenslcbcn (1901: 1-16; 138-42), Hollerbaeh (1964: 74-81), Hock/O'Neil 
(1986: 3-60), Fauscr (1987: 1994) and Stcngcr (2006: 212-15). The chieici originated most 
probably in the Socratic circle and became in later centuries an exceedingly popular fonn for 
expressing the wit and wisdom of philosophers, intellectuals and politicians. In antiquity, the 
chreia was defined as 'a concise reminiscence appositely attributed to a certain character' 
{Aphihoiiiiis 23). 
It is remarkable, but could of course be a result of the many coincidences involved in the 
transmission of ancient literature, that the oldest definition of the chreia can be found in a letter 
(Seneca. £•/;.33.7). See Stenger (2006: 212) for a recent discussion of the passage. 
The legend is narrated in Diag. Laeri. 6.64. The chreia seems to have retlected a mini-
dramatisation of a typical situation. The collection of Cynic chreiai in Diogenes Laertius presents 
some typical scenes for the Cynic chreia, such as 'When Diogenes was reproached', 'Diogenes 
meets a philosopher', "Diogenes meets a ruler' or 'Diogenes and dogs'. On the relation between 
Diogenes' rhetoric and the Cynic bias tradition sec Branham (1996). On Diogenes' chreiai in the 
school curriculum, .see Hock/O'Neil (1986) and Kindstrand (1986). 
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and enhances its quotability, while its abstract nature helps to increase the spread 
of the chreia and its social function to sanction as comimmis opinio what 
originally may have been the idea of an individual or a small group. 
Biographical narratives about great thinkers from the classical past were 
one of the topics ancient readers o f chreiai were interested in. The difference 
between the fictional letters and the chreia can best be illustrated by an example. 
We have a snippet of 'biographical ' infomiation regarding Euripides in the form of 
a chreia. At the beginning of the twentieth century, a small ostracon (8 x 7cm) was 
discovered in Elephantine in Egypt. It dates to the middle o f the second century 
A .D . and contains a single complete chreia which mentions Euripides. The text 
contrasts the organising force o f good counsel with the principle of mere chance, a 
dialectic which is also present in the rhetoric of Euripidean tragedy: 
Eijpin'iSriq 6 
xoyv xpaywSicov 
Tionixrit; e i J i E V x-u-
XTi xa xwv dv0p(6-
jicov n:paY|a.axa, 
o i j k : e\)Po\)A.t.a. 
Euripides, the 
writer of tragedies, said: 
"Chance, not good counsel, 
directs human affairs." 
(translafion: Hock/O'Neil 2002) 
The ascription of the saying to Euripides is interesting and seems to be a result of 
the great popularity of the poet among teachers at the time.'^ Widely attested 
elsewhere and originally taken from a tragedy by Chaeremon entitled Achilles 
"'See Stengcr(2006: 215-15). 
" On the popularity of lEuripidcs in Roman education, sec Bonner (1977: 173) and Cribiorc (1996: 
164-5). 
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Thersiloctonns, the chreia gives a Xoyoq in the most condensed form, not unlike a 
gnome}^ The universal claim of the remark is strengthened by the addition of a 
well-known individual, in this case the tragedian Euripides. The authorship of 
Euripides seems perfectly plausible, as the dynamics behind human actions, and 
the seemingly irrational decisions and developments between individuals are 
explored in most, i f not all , plays by Euripides. Chance (t\)xr|) is the keyword in 
this chreia which sets Euripides apart from the other two great tragedians and 
makes him both a forerunner of Menander and a spokesman of Hellenistic 
philosophy.'^ The chreia perhaps reflects Euripides' reputation for controversy 
and amorality, for which he was often contrasted with his older colleagues 
Aeschylus and Sophocles. There seems to be a link between Old Comedy, the 
iambographic tradition, and Cynicism, and the pseudo-Euripidean letters seem to 
play with several cliches and topoi about Euripides that were established on the 
comic stage o f the late f i f th century BC, as the detailed discussion of the texts wi l l 
show. 
As is well known, Cynicism defined itself as 'a shortcut to virtue''^" as 
opposed to the long road which requires time and the laborious, repeated and often 
life-long study o f theoretical texts, as both the Platonic Academy and the 
The sentiment occurs in Menandcr, Aspis 411, Cicero, Tusc. Disp. 5.9.25; Plutarch, Dc fori. 97 
c ; Libanius, Oral. 25.1 I . 
It is worth noting that the destabilising energy of T U X M was regarded as the expression of 
Hellenistic political, social and economic conditions in a nutshell in antiquity. With regard to the 
Cynics, some see tuxn as the l lcllenistic evil against which Cynic philosophers set their concept of 
a minimalist lifestyle. For Cynicism and its popularity, see Desmond (2006: 7-25). On the 
l-lellenistic cull of tuxn. sec Green (1990: 396-413) and Goulct-Cazc (1996: 55-6). The subject of 
Tuxn seems also a predominant interest in the selection of sayings for ancient gnomologiai, see 
Barns (1950: 137). 
Allegedly the definition given by the Stoic Apollodorus, as reported in Diog. Laert. VI . 104 and 
V i l . 122. 
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Aristotelian tradition of the Peripatus required it from their students. In contrast to 
the latter, all Cynicism required was aoKTioic;, exercise and steady practice. By 
exercising the w i l l , the Cynics sought freedom from emotional turmoil in a m Q e i a 
(calmness) and freedom from social restraints in nappT|Oia (freedom of speech) 
and a i j i ap ice ia (self-sufficiency), declaring themselves as ocoiicoi (without a 
home) and icoa|a,OKoX,iTai (citizens o f the universe).^' The Cynics moved away 
from the intellectual model o f the philosopher and instead idealised knowledge 
from experience and the down-to-earth sage.^ ^ 
As we shall see shortly, Euripides resembles both the intellectual and 
the Cynic sage, in our collection o f letters. This is also true for the depiction o f his 
religious beliefs in the letters. Like other intellectuals from classical Athens, 
Euripides displays a certain belief in the powers of the divine towards which he 
expresses his gratitude. On the other hand, we also encounter Euripides as the 
enfant terrible o f Greek literature which Old Comedy made of him. 
Not unlike Old Comedy or Euripidean tragedy, the Cynics liked to 
question and expose the values o f the culture and society surrounding them. This 
made them adopt the social position of outcasts. It is, of course, important to keep 
in mind that Cynicism was in the Roman Empire already conflated with Stoicism. 
In fact so much so that at this period 'Stoic and Cynic philosophers were 
On the phenomenon of Cynic cosmopolitanism, see Moles (1996). It is important to note that the 
'homclessness' and wanderings of the Cynics, and tlie early Cynics especially, docs not necessarily 
mean tlicy did not have a home-base to which they could return and refer. For cosmopolitanism as 
a topical concept of exile literature see Whitmarsh (2001: 145-8). For the function of 
cosmopolitanism in a different literary context, sec Opsomer (2002) who points out that the 
opinions about cosmopolitanism expressed in Plutarch's On Exile are a "curious blend' (Opsomer 
2002: 286) of Stoic and Platonic ideas. 
For the lopos of the sage poet and his less clever patron in Greek literature before the pscudo-
Euripidcan letters, see Gcntili (1988: 155-6). 
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practically indistinguishable'.^^ Cynics could be imagined as provocative and as 
sages at the same time. 
Euripides shares many affinities with the view of the sage. Flappriaia 
especially, the boldness of being out-spoken, was associated with Euripides more 
than with any other tragedian.^'' The Cynics, and especially the Cynics o f the first 
period o f Cynicism, exercised their outspokenness in public. Thus, they transferred 
a political into a moral right and presented it publicly. The lifestyle of the Cynics 
in public and their ruthless outspokenness probably gave them their name ('dog-
likes'). According to some ancient anecdotes, Antisthenes or, in other versions 
Diogenes, was compared to a dog because of his dog-like behaviour, shamelessly 
indifferent to most social norms and living in public like dogs. But there are not 
only Cynic influences in the pseudo-Euripidean letters. 
At least three different philosophical schools o f education are played out 
in the pseudo-Euripidean letters. The figure o f Euripides as it had been established 
over the centuries seems to have provided the ideal canvas for the projection of 
Stoic as well as Cynic and Epicurean ideals .Euripides comes close to the Cynic 
ideal as a person unafraid of speaking his mind to his friends, thus exercising 
m p p r i a i a in a private context, for example when talking to his colleague 
Dudley (1937: 137). See also Goulet-Cazc (2003). For the reception of Cynicism at Rome see the 
studies of Billerbcck (1982), Goulet-Caze (1990), Goulct and Goulet-Caze (1993) and Griffin 
(1996). 
~^  On the image of Euripides' outspokenness as renccicd in earlier biographical narratives, see 
chapters 1 and 2 above. Conventionally, it seems, exile was associated with the loss ol'frcc speech. 
In the pseudo-Euripidean letters, however, the character of Euripides seems not to have suffered a 
loss of Jtapprjola but rather to have won a new freedom and kept his jiapprjola. The loss of 
iiappnola in exile is topical in earlier Greek literature. See, for instance, Theognis fr. 177. and the 
discussion by Mueller-Goldingcn (1985: 84-5). 
On the closeness of Euripidean and Epicurean thought see also Clem. Alex., Strom. 4.634. |-or 
the popularity of gnoinai and ethical lessons from Euripidean tragedy with the Stoa. see Funke 
(1965-6: 240) and K.uch (1978: 196). 
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Sophocles or his slave Cephisophon. He reminds us of a Stoic as he points to a 
community o f selected friends which seems to resemble the Stoic idea of 
friendship.'^ As a proto-Epicurean, Euripides is depicted in friendly dialogue with 
the ruler o f Macedonia, King Archelaus, against whom he exercises mppr ia ' ia as 
a good friend wou ld . " 
O f course, the regent of Macedonia does not need any advice from 
Euripides. Rather, Euripides represents m p p t i a i a in his attitude both toward the 
king and towards his own slave and his colleague Sophocles. Euripides is, 
therefore, depicted as a good friend in both the Cynic and the Epicurean sense of 
the word.^** 
Exile, too, seems to be a topic which is characteristic o f the Second 
Sophistic. So much so that the theme of exile becomes a literary topic o f the 
period."'^ The motif o f abandoning one's naxp'i5a was, o f course, a popular motif 
in Greek literature from it earliest beginnings. Homer, Hesiod, and Pindar refer to 
it.^" More importantly perhaps, the theme of exile is omnipresent in Greek tragedy, 
and Euripidean tragedy especially."" 
-''On the Stoic idea of friendship see Lesses (1993) and Konstan (1997: 113-14). 
" Euripides and Epicurus also seem to share the preference of realism over superstition and 
idealistic metaphysics. In the Kyricii Do.xai, most notably, the voice of Epicurus is as simple, 
straightforward and sober as the language and diction of Euripidcan tragedy is in comparison with 
Sophoclean and Aeschylean drama. This stylistic phenomenon of the works of both authors could 
have led the author of the pseudo-Euripidean letters to blurring some features in the chaiacters of 
the men behind these works. In other words: it could have led to the idea to depict Euripides as 
some sort of Epicurean character. 
See, for instance, Kyricii Do.xai 27 (= 51'' 13): 'Of the things with which wisdom furnishes itself 
for bliss, by far the greatest is the possession of philia.' ('Qv n oo(pla n a p a o K E u d ^ E T a i e iq ti'iv 
T O O oXou ploo n a K - a p i o T r i t a noX\) p e y i o t o v E O T I V ij xfiq (piX'iat; K-xfion;.) 
"'' See Whitmarsh (2001) ch. 3, and his 'Exile and Identity in the Second Sophistic' in Goldhill 
(2001), 269-305. On the exile of Dio Chrystosiomus, see Moles (1978). 
-" See Od. 18.257 and 23.120, Hes. Sc.\, Pi. f/-.52d29. The theme of expatriation seems to have 
formed an essential part in the ancient biographical representations not only of earlier poets but of 
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An important point of reference for the situation o f the exiled tragedian 
Euripides in the pseudo-Euripidean letters is the Macedonia nanative as it was 
inherited from Hellenistic sources. But as Euripides is portrayed as writing from 
there, another tradition is blended into the narrative patterns that were already 
established by earlier writers. It is the tradition of travel writing which 
Momigliano identified as an early form of ancient autobiography.^^ It is not 
impossible that the pseudo-Euripidean letters drew on both the tradition of writing 
from exile and the tradition o f travel writing, as well as the biographical tradition 
on Euripides from previous centuries. Further insight into the intellectual context 
of the letters and, especially, their reception, can be gained by investigating the 
company they keep in the manuscript tradition. 
It is remarkable and perhaps even ' tel l ing' , as GoBwein put it, that the 
letters are transmitted separately from Euripides' t ragedies .The letters can be 
found in 33 different manuscripts, dating from the fourteenth to the sixteenth 
century A D . They are always transmitted together and in the same order as I 
present them here. The Harleianiis 5635, Amhrosiamis 319 and Taiiriensis from 
the fifteenth century have letters 1-3 only but the set is complete in all other 
manuscripts. The main manuscript for the letters, Miitinensis 54 has two versions 
of the collection of pseudo-Euripidean letters, one giving letters 1-3 only, the other 
the /Xthenian tragedians as well. It probably served to underline the Panhellenic importance of the 
work of these poets. Sophocles seems to be an exception to that rule. 
'' Tor the theme of exile in Greek tragedy see Bordaux (1992), Tzanetou (1997) and Grethlcin 
(1999). 
'- See Momigliano (1993: 28-30). 
Sec GoBwein (1975: 28 n.l07); there is a passage from Hecuba in the manuscript Parisiiiiis 
Graectis 2755. It is, however, the only example of the pseudo-l-uripidcan letters and Euripidcan 
plays being grouped together in the textual transmission. 
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one giving letters 1-5 - a phenomenon which attests to the appearance o f letters 1-
3 only in earlier transmissions. 
Unlike many other letters supposed to be written by famous men from 
the past, the pseudo-Euripidean letters were regarded as forgeries already in 
antiquity. It is remarkable, but in line with the completely separate transmission o f 
the texts, that none of the letters contains any allusions to, or passages of, 
Euripidean tragedy. The letters are in almost all o f the medieval manuscripts 
accompanied by other fictional letters. In most cases these are several o f the 
fol lowing letters: the letters ascribed to Phalaris, Pythagoras, Anacharsis, Chion, 
Hippocrates, Democritus, Heraclitus, Apollonius o f Tyana, the Pythagoreans, 
Musionus, Diogenes, Crates, Plato, Philipp, Alexander, Brutus, Mithridates, 
Julian, Amasis, Dionysius Antiochius, Theophylactus, Nicias, Artaxerxes, 
Pausanias, Synesius, Lysis, Socrates and Aeschines. 
Two manuscripts o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters seem to deserve 
special attention: in the manuscnpt Ambrosianiis 991 the letters are (at least from 
what we can say about the material as we have it) not presented in the company of 
other fictional letters but instead combined with Aristophanes' 
Thesmophoriazousae. The manuscript contains Aristophanes' 
Thesmophoriazouscie and Lysistrata and quotes a sentence from the fifth o f the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters in the prologue to the Thesmophoriazousae^"^ The 
sentence is taken from Euripides' letter to Cephisophon and was perhaps used as a 
The quoted sentence runs loOi I I E V T O I pnSev |id^X.ov Ti^ilv wv vuv AYaGcov Meoatoq 
X-eyei HEA.OV IT idiv 'ApiOT0(pavouq (pXrivacprniaxcov o'ia9a note peXov ('know, however, that 
we care no more now about what Agathon or Mesatus say than you know we once used to care 
about Aristophanes' rubbish"; translation Costa 2001: 85, adapted). 
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commentary - allegedly made by Euripides - on the description of Agathon by 
Aristophanes. Thus, paradoxically, the Aristophanic text which forms a crucial 
part of the biographical tradition on Euripides became a source of disagreement for 
later readers of Greek tragedy and Greek comedy who may have encountered the 
passage only in the context of biographical writings. In an attempt to rescue the 
tragedian's reputation, later developments in the biographical tradition, such as the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters, seem to have been used to 'correct' the errors of 
Aristophanes. It is this later use of the letters rather than their actual structure and 
composition which could make them appear apologetic. The second manuscript 
which deserves our attention is the Cantabrigiensis Dd. IV 16." In it, the pseudo-
Euripidean letters appear in the company of extracts from philosophical works, 
which attests to the popularity of Euripidean tragedy and biographical accounts of 
Euripides with editors of gnoniologiai and other collections o f 'w i se sayings'. 
As we just saw, the pseudo-Euripidean letters were nearly always in the 
company of fictional letters ascribed to other famous writers, politicians and 
philosophers from the Greek past, sometimes mixed with excerpts from 
philosophical works (as in the case o f the Cantabrigiensis Dd. IV 16). A 
biography of Aratus, composed in the third century A D by a certain Achilles -
perhaps Achilles Tatius - is the only source from antiquity which mentions the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters and speculates about the possible author. However, the 
Vila Arali does not help us to identify the author of our letters, as was already 
'•^  For details see // catalogue of ilw wonuscripis preserved in the Library of the University of 
Caiiibriclge, Vol. I, Cambridge 1856. 219. 
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pointed out by GoBwein.^^' What we have, then, is a tradition that is independent o f 
the manuscript transmission o f Euripides's plays, which suggests that he was 
regarded as a sage or philosopher whose life and letters were o f interest to the 
reader. 
2. T h e le t ters 
The five letters to and from Euripides are a fictional account o f what could have 
gone through the tragedian's mind during his last few months at Athens and while 
he stayed at the court of King Archelaus. They build a story line, as my fol lowing 
analysis shows. Letters 1-4 are written from Athens (to Archelaus in Pella and 
Sophocles in Athens), letter 5 is written from Pella to Athens, addressing 
Euripides' slave Cephisophon. 
The fictional account o f Euripides' thoughts takes up the assumption 
that Euripides spent the last years of his life in Macedonia. The airangement o f the 
letters thus seems informed by the biographical tradition. The content and focus o f 
the narrative, however, are new, as Euripides' visit to the court o f Pella is 
modelled in the form of an autobiographical account o f a philosopher writing 
about (letters 1-4) and from (letter 5) his exile. 
See GoBwcin's discussion about tiie possible authorsiiip ("Spekulationen zum Autor\ GoBwein 
1975: 6-9). For a compreiicnsivc list of the manuscripts, their textual relationship to each other, 
their stcmma and a list of editions see his section 'Untersuchungen zur Uberlieferungsgeschichte', 
pp. 29-67. Jouan (1983: 187) .seems certain that the author or the K/'/a Araii is not the same as 
Achilles Tatius. For critical comments on GoBwein's reconstruction of the textual history see Jouan 
(1983: 188-190). 
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Letter 1: Euripides to Archelaus 
The letter begins with a captatio henevolentiae, designed to make an impression 
on the fictional addressee King Archelaus and the reader. However, the captatio 
benevolentiae is more than a rhetorical device in this letter. It is not merely a 
phrase o f politeness and introduction but establishes the ethical superiority o f 
Euripides from the very beginning o f the narrative, establishing 'Euripides' as a 
modest and considerate person o f integrity. With this coup, the narrative reacts to 
the biographical tradition in two ways. It answers the allegations that Euripides' 
main motivation for his exile to Macedonia was the luxury and convenience o f the 
royal court of Macedonia and at the same time avoids any form o f apologetic 
reasoning. 
Suspicions that Euripides' main motivation for going to Macedonia 
must have been the convenience of the life as an artist at the court o f Pella are 
already voiced in Satyrus fr.39 X V I I I : 'he went o f f and spent his old age in 
Macedonia, enjoying vei-y high honours with the king. ' (ixExe^ecov 5' ot)v 
KaxeyripaaE E V MaiceSovia \i.aX E V T I ^ C O I ; ay6p.evo(; m p a xdji 5\)vaaxT|). The 
notion of 'honours' granted to Euripides, be they material or not, also surfaces in 
later biographical representations of the p l a y w r i g h t . T h e prosperity o f Macedonia 
at the time can be inferred from the fact that King Archelaus was honoured by the 
Sec Vila Eur. 1 1: 'he enjoyed great success' ( | idXa <E\)> ejipaxxE); Suda, s.v. 'Euripides' E 
3695.8: 'there he passed his life enjoying the higliest honour' (nap' cb Siriyev triq aKpaq 
drtoXaiJcov Ti|.itjq); Thomas Magisier (T3. i2 Kovacs): 'he was splendidly received and highly 
favoured and thought dcsen'ing of the greatest honour.' (Kai S E X S E I C ; IJJI' autou KciX.^ioTa icai 
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Athenians as a friend and benefactor (Ttpo^evoq Kai e-uepyexriq) in 406."^ '^  Several 
historical periods, which were all important for the reception of Euripidean tragedy 
and the evolution o f the biographical narratives about the poet seem 
anachronisticaliy combined in the pseudo-Euripidean letters. The use o f the 
buzzwords ' f r iend ' (npo^evoq) and 'benefactor' (eToepYexriq) could link the 
nanative of the pseudo-Euripidean letters to Macedonia at the time of King 
Archelaus that was so crucial for the transmission of Euripidean tragedy. Perhaps 
Archelaus is retrospectively modelled on the Ptolemaic ideal and propaganda of 
the king as benefactor.'^^ 
Secondly, the apologetic impetus which is so characteristic for 
biographical and autobiographical accounts in fictional letters is met by the plain 
and seemingly innocent self-characterisation o f the playwright as a wise man. 
Euripides is portrayed as considerate, noble, and uninterested in money, caring for 
the freedom and happiness o f others, as respectful towards the king and amiable 
and self-reliant with his friends. Ancient discussions of the question whether or not 
one needs friends when one is fortunate and happy, almost always quote a line 
f rom Euripides' Ores/es (Or. 667: oxav 5' 6 Sai^cov ex) 5i5cp, x'l 5eT. (piA,a)v; ' i f 
one is happy, who needs friends?') as the main point o f reference.'"' In brief, 
Euripides is represented as the perfect philosopher who engages with the world 
" See IG I- 105 which honours the king as coq ovlxi (xv5pi dvaGm [ K O I npoBuncoi Troe'iv 6]xi 
Suvata i aya9[6v. For a reconstmciion of the decree, see Meiggs/Lewis (1989: 227-80). For 
possible political motives behind this strategy ot" generosity towards the arts, and especially the 
patronage of Athenian poets, see Borza (1995: 129-30) and Revermann (2000: 460-62). 
For the Ptolemaic motif of the king as benefactor, see Bringmann (1993: 7-24) and Koenen 
(1993: 25-95). 
So, for instance, in Aristotle's Nicomachecni Eihics (EN 1169 b 8) and in Plutarch's Moralia (cf. 
How lo It'll a Jhitterer from a fi ientl 68e). On the impact of such lines from Euripidean tragedy on 
later Greek litci ature. see Schlapfcr (1950: 48-9). The line has of course also been used to illustrate 
Euripides' alleged misanthropy. It enjoyed considerable popularity in the gnomological tradition. 
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politically but at the same time prefers to keep away from any harassment over 
property and money. This is in stark contrast with earlier accounts where the 
modest means of the poet were perhaps lampooned on the comic stage. We might 
think of the repeated jokes about the occupation of Euripides' mother as a 
vegetable seller in this context. 
The representation o f Euripides in the pseudo-Euripidean letters is also 
in contrast with the idea o f the 'philosopher o f the stage' which was associated 
with Euripides throughout antiquity.'" As the philosopher o f the stage, Euripides 
stood for useful sayings and advice both in f i f t h - and fourth-century drama and in 
the gnomological tradition. In the pseudo-Euripidean letters, too, the modesty o f 
the tragedian becomes a starting point for an analysis of the relationship between a 
wise man and a king. The contrast between the modest poet and the rich monarch 
could reflect the popular wisdom circulating at the time that ' i t is true wealth to be 
pious towards the god' (xaS' eoxi xprnaat', T^V xiq Eva£^r\i Qebv, see Archelaus 
fr. 252 Nauck^ [= Kannicht 2004: 326], transmitted in Orion Flor. I I I . 1)."' 
With the first words of the narrative, TO ^lev apyupiov dvejten\)/ap.ev 
o o i jiaA.iv ('we send you the money back'), the author can be sure to have caught 
the audience's attention from the start: the text contradicts the topos o f the unequal 
relationship between patron and poet and instead presents Euripides as an 
independent individual from the very beginning. In fact, it presents him as a proto-
Sec, for in.stancc, Vitruvius De arch. 8.16 (Euripides, auditor Ariaxcigurae, queni philosopliiim 
Allieiiieiise.s scaeniciini appellavertini), Alhcnaciis I 3.1 1.561 a, and Clem. Alex. Strom. 5.70.1 (= T 
22 Kovacs). 
On the siandaicl association of lyiauny and excessive wealth sec O'Neil (1986: 28-9). On 
Aichelaus" 'enviable reputation lor wealth', see Archibald (2000: 212-3). It is worth noting that in 
Euripides' Siippliant.s tyrants are wise men (ooipoi) through the friendship with the wise. For an 
analysis ol ihc lopos. see Rankin (1983). 
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Cynic figure. It is worth noting that cynic letters tend to start with a remark about 
wealth, or rather: the avoidance of and freedom from wealth and property.''^ By 
turning down the royal gift , Euripides acts like Diogenes, Crates and Metrocles 
before him.'*'' M y thesis o f the creation of a close connection of Euripides, and 
Euripidean tragedy, with Cynicism is supported by an aetiological narrative about 
Crates: Diogenes Laertius reports that the motivation for Crates to become a Cynic 
was caused by his sight of the beggar Telephus in the theatre (Diog. Laert. 5.87).'*^ 
In his study of The Greek Praise of Poverty, Wil l iam Desmond showed 
how indicative the refusal of money is for the earlier Cynics: 
[,..] the renunciation of wealth serves almost as a rite of initiation into 
the Cynics' world. It remains their prime task ever afterward, as they 
mock the rich for their hubris, the poor for their petty materialism, and 
everyone for the greed and self-interest that ruins higher goods like 
friendship, virtue, and clarity of mind. 
The prominent feature of money in the pseudo-Euripidean letters is intriguing as it 
is never a topic in any other biographical representations o f Euripides, even though 
most biographical sources seem to agree that Euripides had a good life at the court 
ofPella. '^ 
See, for instance, Diogenes Ep. 9 and Crates Ep. 8 (the texts can be found in Malherbe 1977). 
For the assumption that Euripides did not think very highly of wealth and riches, see Sat. fr.38 II (= 
Plut. Mor. 36 c) and Schorn's commentary on the passage: 'Das Lied variicrt einige 
Lieblingsthemen des Euripides: das Streben nach Freundschaft mit sittlich guten Mcnschcn, das 
Lob des sich Miihens (novoq), verbunden mit dem Lob von Tiichtigkeit (dpexri) und der Kritik ani 
Reichtum.' (Schom 2004: 221). 
A wise man's rejection of an offer by a king seems to have been a lopos of Cynic nanative. The 
most recent acknowledgement of this phenomenon can be found in Desmond (2006: 166-67). 
'"^  Rau (1967: 20 n.3) rightly observes on this point in the reception of Euripidean tragedy; 'Wie 
Odysseus ist Telephus Vorbild tiir die Kyniker.' 
•^ '' Desmond (2006: I 7). 
" See Genos p.2, 9-10 ed. Schwartz: Suck, 468, 25-6 ed. Adlcr; Satyros fr.39 X V I I I , 25-28. The 
topic of money seems, however, ubiquitous in other biographical literature. See, for instance, 
Zadorojnyi (2006: 270-77) on the 'haunting topic' (270) of money in the depiction of Simonides 
and Themistocles in Plutarch's Life of Theniisiocies. For the problematic relationship of Stoic 
philosophers with money, see Fuhrer (2000). 
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We know from other epistolary material o f the time that money was a 
popular issue in fictional letters, especially in correspondence with a Riler.'"* 
GoBwein mentions an anecdote according to which Xenocrates refused a gift o f 
fifty talents offered by Alexander the Great. However, whereas Euripides refuses 
the whole sum of fifty talents offered by Archelaus, Xenocrates kept 3,000 
drachmae for himself In addition to that, the depiction of Euripides could have 
been influenced by an anecdote reflected in Aristotle and Aelian which describes 
why Socrates refused to fol low the alleged invitation to the royal court at Pella: 
Socrates, according to Aristotle, despised the people who accepted the invitation, 
because is was an act of hybris.'^^ Aelian even has Socrates claim that fewer and 
fewer Athenians were wil l ing to attend the royal court at Pella, the new capital o f 
Macedonia, and that Archelaus consequently had to lure artists and philosophers to 
his court with money. 
Perhaps the author of our letters wants us to imagine that Euripides went 
to Pella despite the fact that he was not interested in the money offered by the 
Macedonian king. In line 3 of the first letter, Euripides mentions the Macedonian 
messenger Amphias by name. The name not only means 'sour wine' but also tiuns 
up in Demosthenes' speech 45, where he carries the nickjiame 'Cephisophon's in-
law' (6 Kri(piao(pcovxoq Kri5eaxriq). 1 do not see why GoBwein maintains that the 
name is here used with this association 'maybe without the author's conscious 
" Sec Holzberg (1994: 14 and 52). 
iSPpiv Yotp Ecpr) E U ' a i TO [li] SuvaoGav a p u v a a S a i oiiolcoq E \ ) naQovxa dionEp tcai KUKWC, 
(Rh. 1398a 24), 
"^ 5i' a u T o v 5E "ApxEX.aov ^ r | 5 E v a elq M a K E 5 6 v a q aikXXtaQai, kav |.IT) t i v a dvaJiEiOTi 
Xpnuaai Kcai SE^ECXOTI, ijcp' cov ouic dv a' ip£ef |vai tdv oTtouSa'iov ('But no one travelled to 
Macedonia purely on Archclaus' account, unless he persuaded someone with fmancial inducements 
and enticed him in ways that a serious person would not yield to", Vll 14.17. translation Wilson 
(1997: 465) 
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intention'.^' Rather, the play with names that would be familiar to readers and 
writers educated in the context o f the Second Sophistic clearly shows that the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters were intended for such an audience and were probably 
written as a diatribic exercise by someone who was well-read in the literature of 
classical Athens and trained in rhetoric. The author of the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters and his audience more likely than not knew their Aristophanes and their 
Demosthenes well.^^ 
Possibly the five different letters in our collection were even composed 
to give examples of five different types of letter-writing. Such stylistic exercises 
were extremely popular from the second century A D onwards. Later accounts of 
ancient epistolary theory, such as the definition of letter types in a treatise 
attributed to Libanius, give evidence o f the sophisticated approach towards the 
rhetorical exercise of letter-writing in a n t i q u i t y . I n his refusal of the royal gesture 
of generosity and support, Euripides opens up further areas o f philosophical 
interest. In explaining why he refused to take the money sent to him by the 
Macedonian king, he argues that he did not refuse the gif t to show o f f any sort of 
}xe7aA.o(ppoat)vri or to indulge in 'vanity' (56^a K E V T ) ) . 
It is worth noting that icevoSo^ia plays an important role at the 
beginning not only of the narrative o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters but also of 
" '[...] dem Autor vielleicht nicht bewuBt" (GoBwein 1975: 88). 
It is also likely that they knew their Euripides quite well and were familar with most of his plays 
at least in e.xcerpts which contained the most memorable and popular lines. For the high frequency 
of such excerpts especially in Imperial times, and the general preference for gnomic lines from 
tragedies by Euripides, see Pernigotti (2003: 99). 
De forma episliiUiri, a text from late antiquity, dating to the second half of the fifth century. The 
treatise survived in two versions, one of which is attributed to Libanius, the other one to Proclus. It 
is a practical guide to letter-writing as well as a 'work of literaiy taxonomy" (Stirewalt 1993: 323-
4) which presents forty-one categories of letters, including their definitions and some model letters. 
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Lucian's True Story. In the relevant passage, the narrative voice of the True Story 
underscores the fictionality o f the story he is going to unfold as he stresses: 
'Therefore, as I myself, thanks to my vanity (Kevo5o^ia), was eager to hand 
something down to posterity, [ . . . ] and as I had nothing true to tell, not having had 
any adventures of significance, 1 took to lying. ' 1 think it is right to say that 
Kevo5o^'ia is a key-term in Lucian's True History where Lucian, employing the 
philosophically coded term and renewing its connotations, presents an ironic 
remark about the difficulties o f inventing a man's 'adventures' and the poetic 
licence that necessarily comes with it. This special take on the term Kevo5o^'ia 
may have been familiar to the author of the pseudo-Euripidean letters, to their 
ancient readership, or to both.^ "* 
The comment is remarkable and could be read as a criticism o f the vain 
pretentiousness displayed by popular philosophers who pride themselves on 
standing in the Cynic tradition. Quite unlike such preposterous heirs o f Cynic 
thought, and despite a written encouragement to accept the money, Euripides 
stresses his and his friends' self-sufficiency (TO a-OTapKeq r ^ l v T E K Q I Tolq 
(pi.>.oiq) and points out that their humble life-style does not lack anything, even 
though it provides much less financial security than the gif t sent to him by the 
Macedonian king would have guaranteed. 'Euripides' points out that an additional 
advantage of the more modest life is that possessions can be more easily guarded 
( I ' l ^ l v I'T q)\)XaKii pa5ia) . 
On this note, Euripides turns to the main subject of his letter, a plea for 
the liberation of two young men Archelaus held captive at Pella. His request 
On Lucian's reception of Greek tragedy, sec Karavas (2005). 
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suggests at least two thoughts. First, we are puzzled by the 'deal' Euripides is 
trying to secure with the Macedonian emperor: not only does the playwright refuse 
to accept the king's gift , he even suggests that instead the king should release two 
prisoners. Surely, this is not how other artists would behave towards their patrons 
or benefactors. In placing his request, Euripides seems to act like a politically 
active philosopher rather than a 'mere' poet." Secondly, Euripides' request 
reminds us o f a request Euripides allegedly made to the Syracusans. Aristotle 
alludes to it in his Rheforic. This is what the scholia say on the passage: 
EupiJti5r|(; ipoq touq lupaKooiouq jipeoPuq 
ajiootaXelq Ka\ ncpi z\pr\\ir\<^ icai (piX'iaq 
SeopEvoc;, coq E K E I V O I dvevEuov, E ' I H E V E S E I , 
dv5p£q Zupaicooioi, E I Kai 5 id nr|5Ev aXXo, aXXa 
YE 5 id 10 dpti upwv 6EEo9ai, a iaxuvEoBai r\\iaq 
coq 8au|idCovTaq. 
Euripides was sent as an ambassador to the 
Syracusans to lequest peace and friendship, and when 
they said no, he replied, 'You ought to be ashamed, 
Gentlemen of Syracuse, to refuse us because we 
admiic you; and if it is for no other reason: it is only 
now that we are asking something of you.^'' 
The passage is important for the understanding of the first pseudo-Euripidean 
letter. We can assume with some certainty that the educated audience as well as 
the author o f the letter were familiar with most i f not all of Aristotle's work. They 
were certainly familiar with his Rhetoric. If , therefore, a request is made by 
Euripides to the Macedonian king in the first letter of our collection, it could have 
reminded some readers of the exemp/iim Euripides stands for in Aristotle's 
Rhetoric 1384 b 13-17. 
•'•'^  This is especially in contrast with the depiction of Euripides as the typically intellectual 
dnpaYpcov in Aristophanes, most explicitly in the so-called 'Euripides-scene' of Achciniinn.s-, see 
my discussion of the scene on pp.36-3 above. 
See Arist. Rhel. 1384 b 13-7 and scholia acl loc. However, the medieval scholiast is probably not 
to be tru.sted and the Euripides mentioned in Aristotle could be Euripides the father of Xenophon 
(see Thuc. 2.70 and 79), not the famous tragedian. 
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Euripides' answer to the ambassadors turning down his request for 
peace is said to be an example o f good rhetoric by Aristot le ." Elsewhere, the stovy 
of Euripides and the Syracusans has a different focus. In his Life of Nicios, 
Plutarch reports that Euripides rescued several captive soldiers of the Sicilian 
expedition from slavery through his poetry, a tale that first appears in fr. 39 X I X 
of Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidou. In it, the story goes that 'large numbers' o f Athenian 
soldiers owed their lives to 'the poems o f Euripides'. Apparently, the captives who 
were able to recite some Euripidean poetry {oxtyyoxic, aiJTojv ocvaacoGrivai 5 i a 
tdjv Ev)piJi'i5ot) nor|)j,dxtov), were allowed to leave after they had 'taught it to the 
sons of their captors', which, in turn, is narrated as a proof o f Sicily's admiration 
for Euripides and his good reputation outside of Athens, especially in Macedonia 
and Sicily.^** 
But what does the teaching of Euripidean poeti-y to the next generation 
and to children outside of Athens stand for? As an image, it describes the spread 
o f Euripidean poetry outside o f Athens in the early fourth century BC. As an 
anecdote it works well in the classroom: it shows how education can be useful and 
enviable in the most desperate circumstances. It comes as no surprise, therefore, 
that we do not hear of the event (which would indeed have been quite remarkable 
i f it had taken place as described in the Bios) in any of the sources closer to the 
events of the Sicilian expedition. The anecdote of the teaching of Euripidean 
poetry by Athenians on the island of Sicily is important as a means o f describing 
'^ The passage explicitly says that Euripides" reply was a good one: 5io ei) Exeilvj I'l xo\> 
EupiJtiSou dnoKpiciq jipoq Touq ZupaKoaloui; ('Therefore, Euripides' answer to the 
Syracusians was a good one"). 
Sec my discussion of the passage on p. 168 above. 
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the early reception of Euripidean poetry. Its fashioning as a miraculous rescue 
story in which the knowledge of Euripidean poetry helped to save lives of captive 
soldiers is a witty device in a witty dialogue of the late third century BC. It 
combines the allusion to - maybe even a joke about - the Euripidean technique of 
'rescue' (jokes had in antiquity been cracked about it as early as in Aristophanes) 
with a semi-serious remark on paideia and its useful function in a fictional 
scenario that runs along the lines of the didactic phrase 'see what a solid 
knowledge o f some Euripidean poetry by heart can do for you!' . '^ 
Both the depiction of Euripides as a good rhetorician and the description 
of the usefulness of his poetry are geographically set in Sicily. One of them 
certainly, the other one probably alluded to the Sicilian expedition, thus creating 
an atmosphere of historical authenticity to the ancient reader.''*' In addition to that, 
the story is a good example of the gradual growth o f biographical information 
from kernels. As later readers, we can then see the story unfold from the time of 
the Sicilian expedition through Satyrus down to the pseudo-Euripidean letters and 
Plutarch. But let us return to our text: The captives at Pella are captives outside of 
Athens. Euripides tries to rescue them just as he (through his poetry!) has rescued 
captives before. The wording of the letter suggests that Euripides had asked for 
their liberation before ('we wrote to you before and pleaded'); his argumentation, 
however, seems rather bold: 'they seem not to be guilty of wrong-doing, or at any 
In a way, forged letters provide the perfect medium for didactic messages, as they create a body 
of work and a legendary personci, such as 'Euripides', or 'Socrates' to transmit their informaiion. 
See Morcllo/Morrison (2008: \S-K) for the phenomenon. For recent discussions of the Euripides-
crazed captors, see Ford (2003: 33) and Rosen (2008: 30). 
This is not to deny the much older tradition of mythical stories about the usefulness of poetry. 
Orpheus' performances aboard the Argo, for instance, arc a central motif in the narrative about 
Orpheus, the proto-poet, in Apollonius. fhe usefulness of song and poetry is also played out in the 
Odyssey and in uncountable other poems after it. 
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rate it seems they w i l l do no more harm i f they are free', he writes, displaying his 
opinion on the guilt of the captives as well as proposing an interesting model of 
social control, which seems to see imprisonment as a measure of precaution rather 
than punishment. 
Euripides appeals to the king not only rationally but also emotionally 
and mentions the father of the imprisoned men. Asking Archelaus to show mercy, 
he reminds the king o f the captives' noble character and mentions the fact that 
their father sought asylum in Athens and now begs Euripides to free his sons, 
hiterestingly, we find a similar constellation in Demosthenes: Philip II of 
Macedonia wins Demosthenes' approval by granting Satyrus' request for the 
restoration o f two innocent captives.''' The possible juxtaposition o f Euripides and 
Demosthenes is especially poignant as Demosthenes was - quite unlike his 
colleague Aeschines - known to be decisively anti-Macedonian and pro-Athenian. 
The indirect comparison of Euripides with Demosthenes could hence entail an 
attempt to write against allegations that Euripides was univocally pro-Macedonian 
and perhaps even anti-democratic. In an astonishing final remark, however, 
Euripides states that he even 'expects' the king to act nobly and pardon the 
captives, asking him not to act any less nobly than the captives' father assumes he 
w i l l act towards Euripides. This is where the captalio benevolenliae of the 
Athenian playwright at the beginning of the pseudo-Euripidean letters has come 
fu l l circle. 
The incident is reported by Aeschincs (11.156); the two captives in question seem to be two 
virgin daughters of Apollophanes. The coincidence of the parallel structure of both stories is 
striking. Again, we may justly assume that the author of the pseudo-Euripidcan letters had read 
Acschines' speeches and may have been inspired by their cases for his depiction of the 
correspondence between Euripides and some of his contemporaries. 
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Letter 2: Euripides to Sophocles 
Tackling the issue of misfortune (o-ufupopcx), the second letter continues the 
discussion of ethical questions that mattered to audiences influenced by Cynic, 
Epicurean and Stoic thought. The question of 'how to react to a friend's 
misfortune', which is answered by the letter, was one of many practical questions 
addressed by popular philosophy. It combined the question of the many different 
faces o f fate in an individual's life and questions about the function and value of 
friendship, and is reflected in Cicero's Letters to His Friends and many texts in 
this tradition. Another key phrase o f popular Epicurean philosophy, which appears 
in the letter is 'divine providence' (6eo{) npovoia), which is said to have been 
responsible for the miraculous rescue of Sophocles from shipwreck. 
The discussion o f the misfoitune that Sophocles had allegedly suffered 
is set in an interesting and unusual context: it took place as Sophocles travelled 
from Athens to Chios. In the course of his journey homewards, Sophocles is said 
to have suffered shipwreck and to have lost his plays. This report could ultimately 
stem from an ancient source that stands in close connection both with Chios and 
with biographical details about Sophocles. Ion of Chios, notorious for the self-
fashioning as a close acquaintance of the famous men of his time in his Spells of 
Residence ('En;i5rmi.ai), could perhaps have been the source for the story 
underlying the second pseudo-Euripidean letter.'^ '^  
We know of the title of the E7ii5iiplai only through Alhenaeus (see III 93a and 107a, and, in 
connection with Sophocles, XIII 603c). The EjiiStmlai weie consulted by Plutarch for 
biographical details, as in the case of the life of Aeschylus (see his Progress in Virtue 8). Martin 
West (1985: 75) describes the foini of the ErttSiiftiat as 'another pioneering work in terms of 
literary genre. Neither biography nor dialogue, it had something to do with the origins of both." 
And, what seems important for our context of the story of Sophocles' shipwreck: 'Ion is interested 
in outstanding Athenians he has met, some of them during his visits to Athens, others din ing their 
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Ion's source o f inspiration for the legend of Sophocles' shipwreck may 
even be found in the Sophoclean oeuvre itself In fact, one of the most famous 
passages about delivery from a storm at sea in antiquity stems from a play by 
Sophocles which is unfortunately lost to us.*^ '^  The play could already have been 
lost to the readers of the second century A D , although the shipwreck passage itself 
may have been available and famous, in which case the story o f the loss of 
Sophocles' plays in a sea-storm could have had a doubly entertaining effect for the 
educated reader. The alleged fate o f a shipwreck reminds us, and surely reminded 
the ancient audience, o f somebody else's fate. Epicurus, too, was said to have 
barely escaped with his life when his ship suffered shipwreck on its way to 
Lampsacus. 
According to that story, Epicurus was considered to be closely 
connected with Lampsacus in antiquity. Strabo even called him 'a somehow 
Lampsacian character' (-cponov x i v d Aa | i \ | /aKr | v6v , 13.1.19), a description that 
might (humorously or not) allude to the legend of Epicurus' shipwreck on the way 
to Lampsacus. Especially so as Plutarch considers that the event had a lasting 
effect on the attitude and character o f the philosopher. To Plutarch, Epicurus' 
moral doctrines stood in striking contrast with the events of his life. Plutarch, of 
visits abroad. [. . .] He seems regularly to have described the circtimsiances of the meeting.' (1985: 
75, my emphasis). The text of Ion's Epiciemiai (=FGrHist 392 F 4-7) is available in Irs 100-1 12 of 
Leurini's edition of Ion's writings (Leurini 1992: 140-158). For recent discussions of the 
Epiciemiai, see Huxley (1965) and Bagordo (1998) and the contribution of Jennings/Kaisaros 
(2007). 
'" See tV. 636 Radl. For the fact that this passage was much imitated, see Radt ad loc. Otto (I 890: 
329) s.v. iiaiifragiiiiiK and Fowler (2002: 28-29). Cicero quotes the passage in a Icltci- to Atticus 
(2.7.4), and Scnea uses it in EpM.l, as does Plutarch in his On Eaic (P\ui. Je fun. 97 0. 
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course, exploited this alleged contrast for his own argument (most notably in his 
treatise // is impossible to live pleasantly in the manner of Epicurus).^''* 
In a way, Plutarch constructed the 'unforeseen events' in Epicurus' life 
as opposing Epicurus' moral doctrine of the possibility of hope and confident 
expectation. However, because Epicurus apparently survived the shipwreck, 
Plutarch could equally have used the legend to stress the validity and coherence of 
Epicurus' theory. The case o f Epicurus' near-shipwreck and especially its exact 
function and meaning in the biographical tradition of the philosopher are still very 
much debated.''^ For our understanding o f the collection of pseudo-Euripidean 
letters, it is instructive to compare the alleged shipwreck o f Sophocles as 
constructed in letter 2 of our collection with the alleged shipwreck of Epicurus as 
we can trace it in Plutarch. Perhaps we can even read a stylistic commentary in 
Sophocles' near-shipwreck and the insinuation of an analogy with a similar story 
in the biographical narratives about EpicuRis. 
The angst of suffering shipwreck is of course nothing unusual in the 
imagination o f a sea-faring people. In the first centuries A D , however, the 
metaphor o f suffering shipwreck seems to have had additional implications. As 
Blumenberg famously explored, the idea o f suffering shipwreck was a well-
established philosophical topos in Greek thought and became something of a 
Daseinsmetapher by the time of Aristippus and Epicums.^'' Both Epicurus and 
'"* Plut. Moralia 1086c-1 107c. As a Plaionisi. Plutarch is often polemical against Stoics and 
Epicureans but his relationship to contemporary philosophical schools is complicated. For some 
illuminating accounts of the situation, sec .lones (1916). Froidefrond (1987). Dillon (1988), Boys-
Stones (1997) and Alcxiou (1998). On Plutarch's familiarity with Sloic and Epicurean writings sec 
also St. Gerard Mitchell (1968: 165-6). 
For a comprehensive account of the debate see Clay (1998: 200-206). 
"''Sec Blumenberg (1997: 9-12). 
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Sophocles are said to have suffered shipwreck when they were on their way from 
their native cities (Mytilene and Athens respectively) to the place outside their 
native context where they had strong personal and professional links (Lampsacus 
and Chios respectively). It was well-known in antiquity that Epicurus had founded 
a school in Lampsacus before returning to Athens in 306 BC and that Sophocles 
visited Chios several times on his way between Athens and Lesbos almost 60 
years earlier. 
At least one o f Sophocles' visits to Chios has been the object o f Ion o f 
Chios' description of an encounter with the playwright. We have the legend of a 
symposium they attended together in Ion 392 F 6 (= fr. 104 Leurini): 'Without any 
force'. Ion reports, 'Sophocles could get a young man to kiss him without even 
having to interrupt his witty conversation'.''^ Ion of Chios seems to have served as 
a figure of contrast and comparison to the three great Attic tragedians in ancient 
anecdotes. A fragment by Ion (Ion 392 F 22 (= Leurini *108, transmitted in Plut. 
De prof, in virt. 79e) pictures the author as sitting next to Aeschylus while 
watching a boxing match and has Aeschylus say as one of the boxers is knocked 
down: 'See what training does for you! The one that's knocked down keeps quiet, 
and only the spectators cry out.'''^ 
In relation to Euripides, Ion is only mentioned once, as he wins the third 
prize at the Dionysia of 428 while Euripides is victorious with the Hippolytus. 
However, Ion's alleged dOrivotpiXia make him, like Sophocles, a counterpoint of 
As the narrative context is that of the symposium, the passage survived in Athenaius' 
Deipiio.sophi.stai (Athen. 13.603-5). Zepernick (1921) demonstrates the care and precision 
Athenacus used when quoting other texts. 
See West (1985: 72) for the possible context of this incident in Ion's biography. 
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Euripides the ipiX6t,Evoq.^'' A l l three anecdotes seem to communicate stories of 
victory and defeat, probably hinting at the poetic competition between the main 
characters. It is interesting to note that Ion, who must have been an innovator in 
several genres, is depicted as inferior to Sophocles in On the Sublime 33.5. 
Similarly, the question 'Would you rather be Ion of Chios or Sophocles?' is part of 
a series o f questions, which isolate two representatives of a genre, thus contrasting 
Homer with Apollonius, Bacchylides with Pindar and Ion with Sophocles. 
Without denying that there always was a real danger o f shipwreck for 
anybody who travelled overseas in antiquity, 1 would like to argue that the event of 
the shipwreck of a famous thinker effectively emphasises the contrast between the 
individual o f extraordinary reputation and the uniform hold o f fate on all human 
beings, ordinaiy and extraordinary alike. The miraculous and narrow escape from 
an unfortunate death is typical for a famous writer's biography.^" 
A third figure one might think of in connection with Sophocles' 
shipwreck is the narrative of Eupolis' shipwreck. Unfortunately, we cannot be 
certain about the origins of the story. However, an entry in the Siida lexicon 
reports that the comic poet suffered shipwreck in the Hellespont while 
participating in the war against the Spartans. The consequences drawn from this by 
the author o f the Siida entry are intriguing {Siida e 3657 = Eupolis test. I K.-A.) : 
Kai dneOavE vavayr\cac, Kaxd tov 'EXXr\Gnovxov kv tcp npoc; 
AaKeSaiiaov'ioTjq 7ioX,e|a.cp- Kai E K toijxot) E K C O A U B T I OTpaiE-UEoBai 
TlOlllTl'lV. 
""On Ion's alleged d 9 n v o i p a l a , sec Blanshard (2007: 171-75). 
T h i s is true for Sophocles and E p i c u m s but also for the ancient biogiapiiical tradition on Horace 
and Tcrent ius . Accord ing to llie yUa Tereiilii, Tcrenl ius was on his way to Greece for new scripts 
when on his way back to Italy he lost them all . 
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He died as he suffered shipwreck in the Hellespont on his way to the war 
against the Spartans; and this is why poets were prevented from serving in 
the army. 
There is yet another twist in the story o f Sophocles' shipwreck: a considerable 
quantity of his plays are said to have been lost in the event. Euripides calls the loss 
enormous (5eivTi) but assures his colleague that the damage the Greek public has 
experienced by the loss of Sophocles' plays could surely be 'reversed easily' 
(paSicoi; EjiavopGcoGTiOETai) as long as the author o f the plays was still alive. In 
addition to that, the legend of a near-shipwreck o f a famous thinker highlights 
something else: the dependency o f his writings on his existence. This might seem a 
trivial observation at first sight. Its ful l scope becomes clear i f we consider that the 
assumption as it seems to underlie the story of Sophocles' loss of all his plays is 
constructed in contrast to the Platonic belief that (a) written texts have a life of 
their own, quite independently from their authors and (b) are therefore of less 
value than oral teaching, dialectical debate and live discussion. 
In the case o f Sophocles, the survival o f Sophocles is good for Greece, 
because it grants the survival of his plays or, at least, the possibility o f a 
reconstruction of the plays he lost in the course o f the shipwreck. This might be 
one possible meaning underlying the narrative. The Epicurean doctrine o f 
axapa'^'ia suggests a metaphorical reading of stories narrating shipwreck and may 
have its roots in a shipwreck the philosopher suffered on a trip to Lampsacus,^' 
Sophocles' survival as a live warranty for the survival of his 'lost' plays (i.e. the 
plays lost at a shipwreck on his way to Chios) is clearly a humorous take on the 
'^ C l a y (1998a: 195-6) argues thai the concept o f d T a p a £ , ' i a had it.s roots in ihc experience o f the 
s l i ipwrcck as suffered by Epicurus in his Hfc. 
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philological hopes and worries about the survival of Attic drama by later 
generations. Especially so, as Chios could further entail the connotations o f 
Homeric poetry as well as excellent wine/^ 
In the second part of his letter to Sophocles, Euripides goes on to give 
his senior colleague some advice regarding his health ( 'allow your body some rest 
and come back home without any haste') before assuring the dramatist that 
everything is fme back home and giving his greetings to some communal friends. 
Two aspects in Euripides' regard for his colleague Sophocles strike me as 
remarkable. First, Euripides' concern about Sophocles' health seems especially 
funny i f we keep the legendary Sophoclean connection with Chios in mind. It 
seems the author of the pseudo-Euripidean letters is here alluding to Aristophanes' 
congenial rhyme 
•oyie'iav icai acoxripiav 
avxoiai KUI X io io i 
health and rescue 
for themselves as for the Chians.^'^ 
^' For the standard connection o f C h i o s with Homer, sec Graz ios i (2002: 210-28) . T h e mentioning 
o f C h i o s in letter 2 could thus even hearken back to two classical instances of Homer's connection 
with C h i o s , S imonides fr. 19 West, and the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 172. For the association o f 
C h i o s with excellent wine in antiquity, see Blanshard (2007: 172) and Stevens (2007: 244-5) . 
C h i a n wine was a much appreciated prize for outstanding performances at tragic competitions and 
was allegedly given to the Athenians by Ion o f C h i o s after his victory at a dramatic festival. See 
T I 2 Leur in i (= T r G F 19 T 3): 6 5e X~io(;'lcov Tpa7cp6iav v i K r i a a q AGriveo iv Eicdoxta tcov 
A G i i v a i M v E S C O K E X~iov K e p a n i o v ( 'when Ion o f C h i o s had won with a tragedy at Athens , he 
presented a flask o f C l i i an wine to each o f the Athenians') . See Stevens (2007: 262-4) for a recent 
discussion o f the passage. For the possibility that extreme isolation was expressed in S imonides ' 
Salamis poem, see Rutherford (2001: 37-8) , who adds the caveat: 'Sinionides' Salamis poem is, 
however, much disputed, and w e still have too little extant material to say anything about it with 
any certainly.' 
BZ/r/.f 878-9. Pisthelaerus' ininicdiatc reaction is equally entertaining: X i o l o i v noGriv TtavTaxo^" 
i tpooKEipevo iq - 'I like the way the C h i a n s get tacked on e v c i y w h c r e ' , as Sommcrste in (1987: 
111) translates. T h e joke in Aristophanes alludes to C h i o s ' delayed jo in ing of the allies to Athens 
in 414 B C . From then on, both Chios and the Methymnacans of Lesbos enjoyed the special status 
of autonomous all ies because o f their self -effacing loyalty to Athens - another point o f reference 
which might perhaps allude to Sophocles ' famous loyally towards Athens as it was constructed in 
the ancient biographical tradition on Sophocles. A n d these autonomous allies contributed not 
money but ships, wh ich contributes another layer of irony to the stor>' o f Sophocles ' shipwreck - In 
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which, as Barron remarked with respect to their pohtical dimension, 'must have 
seemed even grimmer in retrospect than it did at the time'7'' 
Secondly, it is interesting to observe the emphasis which is put on the 
reduction of speed, as Euripides advises Sophocles twice to make sure he returns 
without any haste ('See to it that you make your journey back safely rather than 
speedily!', OKonei 5', ojicoq ao(pa^eatepav T\ xaxvxepav no i i i aa io xr)v 
Enavo8ov, and: 'come back home without any haste', i]ovxr\ e m v i B i ) . Again, 
this is quite in contrast with other forged letters, which often stress the urge to 
make haste, a feature which is comically distorted in the pseudo-Hippocratic 
letters to Democritus. The general wish of letter-writers that their correspondents 
may act with speed stands in a tradition that not only includes the pseudo-
Hippocratic letters but also the letters of Phalaris.^^ It is most graphically 
expressed at the beginning of Ovid's Heroides, where the Penelope addresses her 
husband Odysseus with the words nil mihi rescribas attinet: ipse veni! ( 'writ ing 
back is pointless: come yourself!').''^' 
We w i l l never quite know what sort of actions we should imagine 
behind the sentence 'And know that at home everything is fine and what you have 
the original political context ocoxripia would have had the meaning of 'protect ion' , or: 'safety from 
all harm' . 
Barron (1986: 102); Barron refers to the political dimension of the joke in Aristophanes and not 
to the pscudo-Eurip idcan letters. In the pseudo-Eurip idcan letters the lone is playful rather than 
grim. 
See the first line in Ps . -Phalaris ' £ / ; . 39: icai t o l ^ aXXoic, d i t a o i v (p'lXoiq enkazaXKa 5 i d 
l a x e o j v eXee lv E K ; A t c p d v a v T a , K a i G O U 5 E o p a i i i a p a 7 E V E o 6 a i Kpo "OA.U|irtiwv. (' I have 
written to all my other friends to come quickly to Acragas , so I beg you too to be there before the 
festival o f O l y m p i a n Zeus ', translation Trapp 2003: 87). 
"' Translat ion by Grant Showerman (in G o o l d 1986: I 1). T h e passage did perhaps - but of course 
this is mere speculation - also refer ironical ly to the fact that fheopompus' iinigiuim upiis, the 
Fhilippica. was delayed by the production o f his Leiiers froni Chios. For an estimation of the time-
line of Theopompus' productivity and the delay o f the publication o f the Philippica. sec L a n e Fox 
(1986: I 19). 
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asked for has been carried out.' (Kai xa OIKOI loGi K a m voijv ical oaa 
kne.axEi'Kac, e7riTeA.f1 ovxa). The words apparently refer to arrangements between 
the two playwrights which suggest that they were on friendly terms. What is more, 
the close relationship between Euripides and Sophocles, atmospherically evoked 
by the fact that Sophocles asked Euripides to take care o f his home, neatly 
dovetails with the last letter o f our collection, which portrays yet another close 
friendship, that o f Euripides and Cephisophon. 
Letters 3 and 4: Euripides to Archelaus 
Centred around the story of the 'Old man from Pella' and his two sons, letter 3 
displays an exuberant praise o f both Archelaus and Euripides. It suggests a scene 
of public admiration for the absent Macedonian king in the city of Athens, 
granting him fame (56^a) and even admiration (oijSelt; OGxiq OVK i]y6.aQr\ xk 
GOV xr\q (pi^avGpcon'iaq) from the people of Athens who witnessed the reunion of 
the father and his sons. This is in striking contrast with the tradition found 
elsewhere. In a description by Praxiphanes the king is aSo^oq (oq eni jiA.eiatov.^^ 
In return for his efforts and his repeated plea to Archelaus, which we 
saw in the first letter, Euripides also receives public honours, generously sharing 
them with the city of Athens that produces such citizens as himself (Kai. xriv 
noXiv xi]v Twv AGrivaiov, oxi toio-uxo-uq noX'ixaq xpecpei). In the second part 
of his letter, Euripides mentions how many more details he could give of the 
wonderful effects Archaelaus' philanthropic deed wi l l have on himself as well as 
" T h e original text presented Arche laus as an ignorant host in dialogue witii Plato the comic poet, 
Agathon, Choer i lus . Mcianippides and Thucydides . O n l y one fragment is preserved of it in 
Marcellinus" Life ol"nnicyiH(les (Vii. Thiic.2^)). 
l i s 
others. Equally obliged to the king as the old man from Pella and his sons, 
Euripides expresses his sincerest thanks and congratulates the monarch on not 
having disappointed anybody's hopes in his benevolence and philanthropy. 
Continuing where Letter 3 ended, Euripides' next letter to Archelaus 
keeps praising the Macedonian king and presents him as the ideal ruler. Moving 
from the specific and more recent case of the amnesty Archelaus granted to the 
sons o f the old man of Pella, Euripides describes the king's untiring efforts as a 
fantastic patron of young talents from abroad, especially in the arts, and especially 
of avant-garde literature and teaching. As in the previous letter, Euripides 
didactically points out how much good w i l l derives for the king in return for his 
good deeds towards others. 
While the letter begins with the playwright's assessment of the good 
which King Archelaus has done for him {npoq k\i£) and other talented and worthy 
men (icai npoq EXEpovq E J I I E H C E ' I C ; T E Ka i ono\)5f|(; a^,lO\>q noXXovc,), it closes 
with an observation of the fact that King Archelaus w i l l be loved by his friends 
(axEpYEoBai vno xcov 9'i^cov), and that his status as a royal monarch wi l l be no 
hindrance to that love (x6 6£ ovo^a \ir\5kv dvxinpdaaEiv x6 xov ^aaiXzojc,). 
The movement o f the letter goes from a personal acknowledgement o f the king's 
benevolence (the cuptatio benevolenliae), via the immortal value of good deeds 
from a philosophical perspective (the admonitio), to the conclusion that because of 
his benefaction for the arts and his interest in innovative thinkers rather than 
flatterers, King Archelaus can be sure to be loved by his friends (the concliisio). 
Three features typical tor the doctrines o f popular philosophy can be 
identified: ( I ) the ideal of good behaviour in a wider social context 
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(7ioA.iTev)ea0ai KaA-coq) as exercised by the king, (2) the importance of character 
(xpoTToq) and the training o f one's character in deeds o f benefaction (ev^rpa^ia) 
and (3) the importance o f benevolence (q)iA.av9pcoK'ia) and friendship (cpiXia) for 
the ultimate aim of true happiness ()iaicapi0|x6(;). With its treatment of these three 
core philosophical issues, the Macedonian narrative comes to an end. After 
Euripides' initial plea for amnesty in letter 1 and his expressions of gratitude 
towards the king for having granted it in letter 3, Euripides expands on the humane 
and benevolent character of the Macedonian king for the audience of his letter, 
depicting the court at Pella as the centre which attracted and supported the cultural 
and intellectual avant-garde of his time. 
Emphasising the minor importance of the financial support in 
comparison with the freedom, wealth and pleasure of the production o f poetry, 
Euripides ties the letter back to the beginning o f the correspondence. From its very 
beginning, the collection o f letters responds to the allegations that Euripides' main 
motive for his exile in Macedonia was the luxury and convenience of the royal 
court of Macedonia. The story which began with his refusal to accept money ends 
with an emphasis on the importance o f something quite immaterial, namely 'being 
loved by one's friends' (oTepyeaBai VKO T W V cpi^cov) - a core issue in Hellenistic 
popular philosophy.^** 
It has recently been argued that the emphasis on the respect and grace 
towards Archelaus by Euripides in the fourth as well as in the first and the third o f 
the pseudo-Euripidean letters suggests that the collection was polemically 
O n the importance of the protection, comfort and spiritual freedom which only true friendship 
can provide in the context of Epicurean tranquillity and peace o f mind (dtTapa^'ia). see Mitsis 
(1988: 51-8). 
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modelled on the letters ascribed to Plato. '^^  Two main features common to the 
Platonic as well as the pseudo-Euripidean letters mentioned in this context are ( I ) 
their apologetic impetus and (2) the recurrent theme of a relationship between a 
man of letters and a rich and mighty ruler. Besides these two rather general 
similarities, some scholars maintain that the fifth letter in the pseudo-Euripidean 
collection seems stnicturally and thematically close to Plato's seventh letter.^ *^ Yet, 
this a rather strong claim would need more support from the text. Plato condemns 
Euripides' friendship with Archelaus in Rep.56S a 8 - d 3, and it has been argued 
that the passage in Plato provides a point o f reference for the author of the pseudo-
Euripidean letters - a claim 1 do not find very convincing.^' 
More useful than an investigation into possible connections of the letters 
with those ascribed to Plato seems a close reading o f the text o f the letters 
themselves. The fourth letter contains, as noted above, several allusions to 
philosophical key-terms and stock-issues o f the time. It touches on the prime 
importance of charity (eu Jioelv) and illustrates its rank as the first virtue for a 
sovereign in a long passage dedicated to the t o p i c . H o l z b e t g rightly observed that 
the long treatise on charity ( e i ) noEiv) in the fourth letter appears as a supplement 
to the gratitude Euripides should show towards Archelaus and as such carries 
'"See Ho lzberg (1994: 14). 
*'"Holzberg(1994: 14). 
Holzberg (1994: 14): ' F s liegt nahe zu vermuten. dah der unbckannte Autor der Ejc'ioToA.ai 
Fupin ' iSov seinen Br ic f schrc iber indirckt gegcn den Platon der E T H O T O ^ O I nXdicovoq 
polemisicren lassen vvollte, und diese Vemiutung wird durch cine Stc l lc in Platons Staat gcstiitzt: 
Dort wird dem Euripides Tyrannenfreundschaft vorgeworfen [...].' When Plato condemns the 
friendship o f poets and tyrants in Rep.SbH a 8 - d 3 , his condemnation o f the frequent phenomenon 
rests on his general attack on poetry and poets in the passage and pays no special attention to 
Euripides or the court of Pella. 
See EpA, 2 - 7 6 . 
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unusually strong didactic ove r tones . In fact, the dramatist seems distressed by the 
sovereign's wish for 'conventional compensation' in the form of a poetic work 
dedicated to the king.**"* 
Letter 5: Euripides to Cephisophon 
The f i f th letter is perhaps the most intriguing in the whole set of pseudo-
Euripidean letters. As the longest and most detailed text in the collection, it is 
different from letters 1-4 in style, tone and layout. Euripides writes to his slave 
Cephisophon in Athens to tell him about his arrival and reception in Macedonia. 
He then discusses allegations made by ill-meaning individuals in Athens who are 
spreading gossip about him and urges Cephisophon to ignore these people. 
The most remarkable aspects of this letter are (a) the setting o f the letter 
in Macedonia, (b) its confidential and friendly tone, and (c) Euripides' advice to 
Cephisophon to ignore any gossip that circulates about him and to pay no attention 
to the people who spread it. In contrast to letters 1-4, letter 5 is clearly apologetic, 
perhaps because Euripides is now writing from Macedonia. Euripides starts with a 
description of his health and the swiftness o f his journey to Macedonia before he 
describes his arrival at the court of Pella, the generosity of the king and his time 
with Cleito, 'a friend and colleague'. This reminds us of the second letter in the 
collection o f pseudo-Euripidean letters, where Euripides is concerned about 
Sophocles' health rather than his work: 'take care, however, that you make your 
" l l o l z b e r g ( l 9 9 4 : 15). 
See Ep.5, 12-18; l lo lzberg (1994: 16 n.33) notes that of the sentence v iv idly illustrates the 
opulence of the king's pushing o f his wish and, through it, the discomfort and unease L i n ipidcs 
seems to experience. 
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return journey with more safety than speed' {aGfpaXEaikpav r\ xaxmkpav 
JioiTiaaio XTiv E7idvo5ov).^^ 
GoBwein suggests that we encounter here a 'reminiscence used 
associatively' and points out that there was a Macedonian athlete called Cleito in 
328 BC'*''. More likely than the association with an athlete who was said to have 
been active in Macedonia a century after Euripides' career in Athens, however, 
seems the possibility that the author of our letter again plays with the available 
information about Euripides. The Genos, the Sudci article and Thomas Magister 
report the biographical claim that the name o f Euripides' mother was Cleito -
taking up additional information about Euripides' mother as given in the scholia 
on Aristophanes Achcirnians 457. It is therefore possible that 'Cleito' was given as 
the name of Euripides' mother - perhaps jokingly so - already at a time predating 
our letters and as such was known to the author of the letters. 
Secondly, it was well known in antiquity that Alexander the Great had a 
high-ranking officer, confidant, and (possibly) lover called Cleitus with whom he 
used to quarrel of ten.Consequently, the author o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters 
could have introduced Cleito as Euripides' ' f r iend ' to the biographical tradition to 
T h e concern with a wise man's hcaltli must have been a nmning gag, or at least a favourite way 
of counter-balancing too much seriousness. See, for instance, Horace's sel f - fashioning in 
£ • ^ . 1 . 1 . 1 0 6 - 8 : Ad siininiam. sapiens iiiio minor est love, dives, liher. honoi ciliis. pnlcher. re.x deni-
Cjiie return, praecipne S(niiis. nisi cum piliiiici molesta esl. ( T o sum up: the wise man is second only 
to Jove. He is r ich, free, honoured, handsome, hence: the king o f kings. But above all he is healthy, 
unless troubled by a nasty cold. ' ) . 
" ' G o B w c i n (1975: 90) . 
**' He was the brother of Alexander's nurse Lan ike . T o distinguish him from Clc i tus the infantry 
commander, Plutarch calls him KA.e"itoq 6 [leXac,. O n Clc i tus and his murder, sec Hamilton (1969: 
41 and 139-145). Tor an analysis of Plutarch's dramatic technique in narrating the 'traumatic 
episode of C l c i t u s ' . sec Mossman (1995: 219-21) . O n the dramatic narrative setting of Cle i tus ' 
death in Plutarch's version o f the story see also C a r n e y (19H1: 155-60) who assumes that 'the death 
of Cl i tus had political repercussions, both short term and long' (1981: 158) and calls the event 'a 
Macedonian domestic tragedy' (1981: 160). 
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allude ironically to Plutarch. In his Alexander, Plutarch narrates how Cleitus in yet 
another quarrel with Alexander took recourse to an unusual weapon and threw a 
pointed quotation from Euripides at Alexander.'^*' 
The mention of a ' f r iend ' of Euripides called Cleito in our text is a sign 
that the author of the letter could have intended to either 'correct', or simply alter 
any claim about the name of Euripides' mother. Rather, the point o f mentioning 
such a friend of Euripides could lie in the fact that Alexander, too, had a friend 
called Cleito. Letter 5 mentions the name no fewer than four times. It is 
impossible to identify the exact point of reference of the name 'Cleito' or to 
reconstruct its precise connotations. What we can say with some certainty is that 
within the biographical tradition of Euripides the name is apparently used of two 
different characters close to Euripides - and perhaps with an ironic or 'corrective' 
twist in the case of the pseudo-Euripidean letters. 
Most intriguingly, however, Euripides mentions some friends at home 
who appear to have a share in his living and possessions. This seems a stirringly 
novel depiction of Euripides. Whereas in the biographical tradition and other 
accounts predating the letters Euripides is consistently described as a man who 
preferred to be undisturbed, he now seems to entertain a circle o f friends modelled 
on the Epicurean Krinoq. On a more general level, it adds tension and contrast to 
**** Plut. Alex. 51.8. The quotation from Euripides was taken from Andromache and ran oinoi 
K a 6 ' EA-XdS' u i ; Kaicwq vo| i i^ETai ( 'Things have come to a pretty pass in Greece ' , Aiu/r. 693). 
Alexander 's answer to this was deadly: he killed Cle i tus on the spot and this ki l l ing was later 
believed to have initiated the deterioration o f Alexander's political endeavours. Humbert (1991: 
171) noted a remarkable detail of P lu ia ich 's narrative: Alexander, nonnal ly talking in standard 
Greek , is described as reacting to Clcitus" outburst in Macedonian (MaKeSovioii KaXmv touq 
vnaaKicsxac,, Plul . Ale.r. 51.2) - a change in Alexander's diction which Plutarch describes as 'a 
sign o f great distress' ( T O U T O 6" r|v ^iEydA.o\j Gopupoxi ov)|.ipoA.ov, ibid.) , thus contrasting the 
emotionality o f the Macedonian with the Greek the statesman used when perfectly composed. 
In lines 9, 12. 52 and 62 of letter 5. 
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the narrative: both the reported behaviour of Cleito towards Euripides and 
Euripides' allusion to his friends point to a community of friends around the tragic 
poet and, as mentioned above, stand in striking contrast to the biographical 
tradition which - from Old Comedy to the Siida - univocally depicts Euripides as 
a misanthrope. 
This deparmre from the biographical tradition seems not only 
remarkable within the biographical tradition o f Euripides but also when viewed 
within the ancient traditions o f depicting solitary misanthropes. This tradition, 
which probably originates in the legendary fifth-century figure o f Timon of 
Athens, was consolidated in the fourth century BC with the appearance of the 
comically distorted representation o f the misanthropic man on the comic stage in 
Menanders Dyscolus^^ It then had a productive history of reception in antiquity. 
The fact that we still have so much ancient evidence of the stock character of the 
misanthrope could be owed to the fact that its transmission seems to have been 
fostered by rhetorical exercises.'^' We have traces o f Menander's Dyscolus in the 
fictional correspondence between Cnemon and Callipide in Aelian's Rustic Letters 
(Ael. Ep. Rust. 13-16), in Lucian's Timon (Luc. Dia\. 5) and in Libanius' 
rhetorical exercises of Knemon and Timon (Liban. Dec/am. 26 and 27). The 
See Photiadcs (1959: 305 and 313) . Interestingly, the fourth ccntui^ seems also to be the period 
of transition in which the misanthrope's longing for a solitary life is in Mcnander 's model o f 
C n e m o n combined with typical traits o f cyn ic i sm, a development which is later taken up by Ael ian 
and Libanius . 
'" That T i m o n was a popular character in forged letters produced in the classrooms o f the Second 
Sophistic as wel l as in much later centuries can be seen from the fact that the sixth Platonic letter 
c la ims that Plato approved of f i m o n ' s misanthropy. Olympiodorus , writing in the fourth century 
A D . in a further variation on naiTaiive traditions even c la ims that T i m o n did not enjoy his solitude 
in the desert quite as much as the company of Plato. B ioq flA-dtcovoq- icai novco xw riX.dT{Dvi 
E v S a u t a ( E V E p n j j i g ) Tt | jo)v 6 ^ ladvGpwTcoq a u v n v , oq 5UOK:6A.CO<; E ^ W V E iq dnavxac, Tcdvu 
E\)|.iEva)<; rjvEYKE triv IIXaTcovoq ouvouo ' iav . ("Plato's Life, and only with Plato did T i m o n the 
misanthropist convene in his isolation; T i m o n who was so grumpy against everyone was 
completely well-disposed in Plato's company". Olympiod . 4.15 West) . 
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depiction of Euripides as a friendly old man and a Cynico-Stoic philosopher, 
therefore, must have struck the ancient reader as extraordinary in two respects -
with respect to other biographical representations of Euripides and with respect to 
the usual exploitation o f the type o f the misanthrope in other texts which were 
influenced by the rhetorical tradition.'^^ 
Euripides complains about being forced to produce poetry 'the usual 
way' and fears the duties that may arise in return for too many gifts and too much 
food - a remark which refers us back to Euripides' reluctance to accept any 
material expressions of Archelaus' generosity in the first letter. Letter 5 stands in a 
certain tension with the first letter, however, as Euripides now seems to have 
accepted some of the gifts offered by Archelaus and claims to be writing 'on his 
usual themes' as a 'repayment' to the king. 
Euripides then refers to a previous correspondence with Cephisophon 
which seems to have entailed gossip from Athens. Euripides ensures that any 
accusations brought forward against him because of his emigration to Macedonia 
should be refuted. In the process, he ominously refers to information which 
remains secret to the reader as he asks Cephisophon to tell worthy inquirers 'what 
he knows' (aiiep o'laGa, line 30). This somewhat ciyptic remark could perhaps 
allude to the biographical dynamics to constantly create new versions and 
embellish existing stories. The reader is made to feel curiosity about unknown 
details, and then warned about the dangers o f making assumptions and being 
ignorant. 
Whereas L u c i a n ' s Timon is a caricature o f C y n i c i s m taken to the extreme, the depiction o f 
Euripides as a C y n i c philosopher reads like a rcspon.sc to such mocking representations o f the 
C y n i c philosopher. 
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The remaining sentences of the fifth letter are apologetic. Taking what 
he said at the beginning of the letter, the tragedian explains once more that 
material goods do not interest him: 'But then, how could anyone reasonably 
believe that I would find riches attractive at my time of l i f e ' , Euripides declares 
that he did not accumulate any riches when they were 'readily available' to him. 
And he gives a second reason for not accepting any material gifts: it would have 
been absurd to accumulate a lot of money only 'to die in a foreign land and leave 
even more wealth to Archelaus.'''^ This summary o f reasons and a reaffirination 
that money was not Euripides' motivation to leave Athens finishes the second 
section o f the letter. 
In the last part of the letter, Euripides mentions his friend Cleito, 
discusses death in exile and advises his slave on how to answer people who are 
eager to slander. The fictional playwright emphasises that he could not possibly be 
called inconsistent or feeble, as he has always had a friendly attitude towards 
everyone and claims the only exception to this general truth was his more difficult 
relationship with his colleague Sophocles. The last lines o f the text comment on 
Euripides' relation with Sophocles before Euripides bids Cephisophon farewell. 
He reminds Cephisophon of the fact that rumours are spread by those who profit 
from them but who wi l l in the end pay the price, and asks him to keep up the 
correspondence, not without warning Cephisophon to keep in mind that not all 
people are worth attention and consideration.'^'' 
'*' Eng l i sh translation according to Costa (2001: 85-6) . 
T h i s passage especial ly recalls E p i c u n i s ' use o f letters as a means to correct the distorted 
presentation of h imse l f and his teachings by i l l -meaning opponents. 
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The letter provides the attentive reader with important statements from 
the very beginning: first, the explicit mention of his physical health sets Euripides 
in contrast to Sophocles as he is depicted in the second letter, where Sophocles is 
imagined by Euripides to have suffered a cold and awful distress from the 
shipwreck (letter 2, lines 12-15).^^ The immediate and direct route to Pella also sets 
the imagery used in this letter in contrast to that of other novels in letters of the 
time: Hippocrates in his exchange of letters with Democritus stresses the delay and 
complication of his departure, and Plato, too, seems to have had a strenuous 
journey to Sicily.^'' 
The legendary generosity o f the Macedonian king towards Euripides is 
described in more detail by Aristotle and Plutarch. In 531e Plutarch narrates an 
anecdote from the court o f Pella.'^ ^ According to the story given there, king 
Archelaus was asked for a golden cup by a greedy guest and handed the cup to 
Euripides instead of the other man, stressing the great value of modesty as 
represented by Euripides. The king is said to have addressed the greedy guest with 
the following words: 'you who are experienced in asking and not getting it, but he 
gets it even though he did not ask.'(a-u |j,ev a ' lxe lv enixriSeioc; e'l K a i [li] 
Xaiapdcveiv, omoq 5e A.a|.ipdveiv Ka i |1TI alxcov). The passage seems to combine 
the infomiation about Archelaus' generosity and Euripides' explicit refusal to 
accept any money from the king as described in the fu st letter o f our collection. 
''^  Thus , ihe author o f the letter provides more than a mere hint to Sophocles ' old age. as G o B w e i n 
comments on line 3 o f the letter ( G o B w c i n 1975: I 14). 
It is worth noting that Wic land in his History ofllie Ahclerile People has E i n ipidcs go on a delour 
to Abdera on his w a y lo Pella. Thus , the (Ici ional character o f Eurip ides noi only stands in the 
tradition of other famous letter writers o f Greek antiquity, he also shares with them the satirical 
heritage o f later receptions. 
T h e same anecdote is given in the pseudo-Plutarchan passage Mur. 177a. 
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I contend that the first as well as the second, third and fourth letter and 
their contribution to the self-fashioning o f the author o f the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters are closely linked with the concluding f i f th letter. The connective structure 
of the letters is stressed alongside the good relationships o f Euripides with 
Archelaus, Sophocles and Cephisophon. The f i f th letter also reveals the apologetic 
impetus the previous letters were hiding and shows that the tragic poet cultivated 
close friendships with some of his fellow countrymen. In brief, the last letter refers 
the reader back to the complete series o f the first to the fourth letter and not only to 
the second letter and the way Euripides was depicted there."^ ** In addition to that, 
the f i f th letter confidently displays the originality of its approach to the 
biographical tradition. 
The originality and, indeed, wittiness, of the letter and the collection as a 
whole is clearly stressed from the first line of the f i f th letter, as Euripides 
addresses his slave Cephisophon, who in the biographical tradition figured as some 
sort of rival and/or collaborator in both professional and private matters, as 'my 
dear Cephisophon' (& ^kXxiaxe Kricpiaocpcov). As we have seen at the very end o f 
the last o f our letters, Cephisophon features in them as Euripides' closest 
confidant. The pseudo-Euripidean letters thus not only take up the allegations o f 
earlier biographical accounts in which Cephisophon was described as 'his master's 
voice' and collaborator, it even surpasses them, as Cephisophon is made 
responsible for the public image of Euripides by the playwright. The slave who by 
Holzberg (1994: 16) sees a more linear movement from the second to the last letter o f the 
collection and c laims that the .second letter has. inicr alia, the narrative function of preparing the 
reader for the last letter. 
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GoBwein is described as the 'notorious factotum of the household''^'^ and who was 
said to have had an affair with Euripides wife, is presented as Euripides' best 
friend.""' This is a fine narrative coup, as the tragedian's 'second voice' already 
familiar from other biographical sources thus becomes honoured with the role of 
addressee and privileged audience of Euripides' own testimony about his life. 
A second field in which the author of our letters masters his genuine 
approach to the biographical tradition is his depiction of the relationship between 
Euripides and Sophocles. As we saw above, the f i f t h letter takes up the contrast 
between Sophocles and Euripides as already established in the second letter by 
stressing once more - as in the first letter - Euripides' good health in line 2 o f the 
fifth letter and contrasting him with the image o f Sophocles in the second letter. 
The narrative becomes more explicit in contrasting the two tragedians and 
challenging the biographical tradition: as Euripides writes to Cephisophon about 
Sophocles, he introduces him as exceptional among his friends and colleagues: 
'Towards him alone it is known that 1 have perhaps not always been consistent in 
my feelings.'"" And Euripides continues to explain ' I have never disliked him, I 
have always admired him, but 1 have not always felt the same degree of affection 
for h im. ' " ' ' And he gives the reasons for the varying degrees o f affection over the 
years: 'Occasionally, I have regarded him with suspicion, thinking him to be too 
GoBwcin (1975: I 13) claims that biographical allegations about the infidelity of Euripides' wile 
and her relationship with Ccphisophon are an invention by Satyrus. 
"'" GoRwcin (1975: I 14) interprets this novum in the tradition as a matter of tact and historical 
sensitivity: "Daf.^  unser Autor den Tenor dicser Anekdoten, die ihni zweitellos bekannt waren [...] 
nicht iibernimmt. sondcrn Euripides und Kephisophon gutc Frcunde sein liiBt, chrt ihn; spricht es 
doch sowohl liir seinen Takt wie auch - viclc Jahrhundeitc vor der modernen Forschung - fiir sein 
historisches Gespiir.' 
"" Translation Costa (2001: 88). 
Translation Costa (2001: 88). 
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ambitious; but once he was prepared to give up our quarrel 1 welcomed him 
whole-heartedly as a friend. From that time we have felt, and shall continue to 
feel, affection for each other.'"" 
This very personal account o f Euripides' feelings for his colleague 
Sophocles is unique in the biographical tradition of both Euripides and Sophocles. 
A l l we know from other sources is the alleged grief Sophocles famously displayed 
in public in Athens at a Proagon after Euripides' death. Costa remarks in his 
commentary to the f i f th letter that 'our author takes the reasonable view that, at 
least in their later years, Euripides and Sophocles were on friendly terms.'"^^ 
However, the second pseudo-Euripidean letter is the only other text besides the 
f i f t h letter of the collection which attest to such a friendship between the two 
playwrights. The 'well-attested stoiy' of Sophocles' public grief for Euripides 
allegedly supporting Costa's conclusion is in fact not attested before the Genos 
Euripidoii }'^^ 
I would like to suggest a new reading o f Euripides' description o f 
Sophocles' ambitiousness: the fact that Euripides in our letter refers to Sophocles 
as 'rather ambitious' ((piA-OTifiOTepov, line 79) does not, 1 think, only refer to 
Sophocles' 'obvious willingness to take on public duties'."^*' As the comparative 
form reflects a certain degree of disparagement, Euripides is once more depicted 
as modelled on the Epicurean and Cynic ideal. It seems to me that this 
Translation Costa (2001: 88-9). 
"'•'Cosia(200l; 173). 
Sec T 1.20 Kovacs: XEyouoi 6E K O I IoipoK>ica a t c o u c a v t a 6xi eteA.ev)TriaEv a u t o v \xk\' 
luatup (paicp 7tpoe^9E"iv, xov Se ^opov icai l o u q ujtoK-piTcxq a o T E c p a v r n t o u q E ioayaYElv ev TCO 
T c p o a y w v i Kai SaKpuoai tov 5n|.iov. ('They also say that Sophocles, on hearing of his death, 
went forth dressed in a black cloak and that he brought his chorus and his actors into the pruagon 
u ' i t h o u l garlands and that the people wept.", translation Kovacs 1994: 5). 
""'Costa (2001: 174). echoing GoRwein (1975: 128-9). 
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interpretation o f the use of q)iXoTi|j.6xEpoq connects better with the rest o f the 
narrative than Costa's psychologically motivated assumption that Euripides is 
'supposed to be admitting to a touch of jealousy or suspicion at these activities.' 
In fact, the dislike for ipi^OTi[a.ia is not confined to Euripides or the biographical 
assumptions surrounding Euripides and Sophocles. Rather, it seems to have been 
an almost topical tendency in the Greek literature o f the early Roman Empire, and 
especially in the literature about (and by) writers in exile.'"** A D D PHOEN. 
Sophocles is in ancient biographical accounts usually described as 
representing the well-balanced style and well-organised hierarchy o f moral values, 
which stands in stark contrast to the conventional depiction of Euripides in the 
biographical tradition.'"' In the pseudo-Euripidean letters, however, Sophocles 
seems out o f balance, while Euripides appears as the wise and balanced character. 
Euripides is described and depicted as turning away from the passions of public 
life in favour of private ataraxia among his friends. He is shown as a man 
displaying the Epicurean virtues o f tranquillity, gentleness and courtesy (yaXrivTi, 
ETtieiiceia and 5e^i6Tr|<;) - features normally ascribed to Sophocles. 
Especially 5E£,i6Tr|(; seems to have been Sophocles' characteristic 
attribute in the biographical tradition from Aristophanes onwards. For Sophocles' 
Se^iOTTjc; see already Phrynichus fr . 32 K. -A. (= fr. 31 K.): [xdcKap ZocpoK^ETiq, oq 
""Costa (2001: 174). 
Sec, for instance, the quotation of Euripides' locasia on the pernicious nature of (piXoTinia 
(Eur. Phoen. 531-5) in Favorinus' On Exile, which dales to the mid-second century A D . locasta's 
comment on ipiA.oTi|iia is also quoted with approval by Dio Ciirysostom (D/o dir. 17.8). 
Similarly, Plutaich's account of Themistocles in his Life of Themisiocles is critical of the 
politician's (piA.0Ti)ila as the main motivation for his actions. See Frazier (1988) and Zadorojnyi 
(2006: 262) for a full discussion of the phenomenon. 
'"' For the striking contrast between the presentation of Sophocles and Euripides in the 
biographical tradition, see Stevens (1956: 89), Storey (1998: 109-10) and Roselli (2005: 34-36). 
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no^'uv xpovov Pioijc; | dtJieOavev e-oSaifxcov dvrip K a i Se^iot;- | noXXaq 
noir\Gaq K a i KaX-dq xpaywib'mq \ KaXwq ExtXEX>xr\G\ OIJSEV -onoi-ie'ivaq 
m K o v . ('blessed Sophocles, who died after a long life as a happy and civilised 
man: having beautifully crafted many tragedies he died a good death without any 
suffering'). However, it should be noted that the use of Se^ioxriq is not always 
univocal, especially not in passages taken from comedies, where the term may 
have been applied ironically."" The salient point in the pseudo-Euripidean letters 
seems to be that in their narrative Euripides now outwits and out-moralizes 
Sophocles, the poet who was traditionally regarded as a sage (aocpoq), although the 
Se^ioxriq o f Euripides is already attested in Frogs, where Dionysus finds Euripides 
a suitable candidate in his search for a 5e^i6q poet'". 
Jouan argues that the pseudo-Euripidean letters were composed 
antithetically to the biographical tradition. Especially the depiction o f Sophocles 
and Euripides seems to run against the 'r ivalry' between the two poets which 
occurs in other sources."^ Jouan tried to show that Sophocles is in the pseudo-
Euripidean letters presented as somebody who had to live with the i l l - w i l l of 
certain individuals and with malicious attacks, just like Euripides. Jouan's 
observations are important and have not yet received enough attention. However, I 
think Jouan fails to appreciate the ful l philosophical scope of the letters. As 1 tried 
"" A passage from Straliis' AvGpcoJiopEOTnq, prcscn'cci in tlic scholia on Eur ipides' Orc.sics 279 
(I p. 126, 23 Scliw.) is a good example for such a blurring of meanings and, perhaps, an ironic use 
of tiic term, as Euripidean drama is called 6e£,ionaTov in it (Strattis fr. i , 2 K. -A. ) . 
"' C f also Clouds 548 for the connection of SeqioTnq with cleverness. 
Jouan (1993: 193); 'Les biographies presentcnt en effct Euripidc ct Sophocle comme deux 
figures antithctiqucs, I'un incarnant rhoinme asocial, I'autre le bon citoycn. Euripidc ctaii detcste 
de tous, Sophocle ctait universellcmenl aimc: si Euripidc ctait un mauvais citoyen. dcsireux 
d'abandonner Athencs, Sophocle avait ('esprit tcllenient civique qu aucun roi ne put lui faire 
abandonncr sa patrie.' 
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to show in my analysis o f the letters, Euripides is contrasted with Sophocles in a 
new way exactly because he can now claim the virtues fonnerly kjiown to be 
Sophoclean. This surprisingly new twist in the biographical depiction o f both poets 
is only possible because Euripides is modelled on a mixture of Stoico-Epicurean 
philosopher and Cynic wise man. 
Apart from a new representation of Euripides' relationship with 
Sophocles and Cephisophon, a third field o f innovation is entered by our author in 
his description of Agathon. In the biographical tradition predating the letters, 
Agathon is known as somebody who was ridiculed on the stage of Old comedy 
alongside Euripides and was perhaps therefore also alleged to have left Athens for 
the court of King Archelaus. In the last letter of our collection, however, Agathon 
appears to be among the people back home in Athens who slander Euripides 
unduly. It is diff icult to interpret this alteration of the biographical tradition."^ 
What we can say with some certainty is that the depiction o f Agathon in 
the pseudo-Euripidean letters runs contrary to all previous accounts o f Agathon 
and Euripides."'' However, we do not know the reasons the author o f the pseudo-
Euripidean letters might have had to depict Agathon the way he did. Perhaps the 
fact that Agathon is now turned into one of Euripides' enemies is one o f the ways 
in which the author o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters wished to distance himself 
Benlley considered it unthinkable that Agathon should appear among Euripides' critics and used 
this passage, among other inconsistencies', as an argument to prove that the letters had been 
written by a forger with little talent (Bentlcy 1697: 559-63). GoBwein (1975: I 17) even suggests 
(will) J . Barnes, EiiripiJis opera, Cambridge 1694, p .x.xi.x) that the Agaihon mentioned in our letter 
must have been 'a diffeicnt Agathon'. 
In later accounts, the friendship of the two tragedians is even depicted as a love-alTair between 
Agathon and Euripides (see Plut. Mor. I77a-band 770 c; Aelian VH 2.21 and 13.4). 
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from the previous tradition. Maybe he wished to surprise or even to please his 
audience by doing so. 
Displaying a solid rhetorical education, the author of the letters even 
goes to the trouble of having Euripides refute every possible motivation for 
leaving Athens and presents his readers with seven counter-arguments against 
common assumptions about Euripides' journey to Macedonia, structured as 
descending from three main arguments: (a) old age, (b) earlier possibilities to get 
in touch with Archelaus, and (c) even i f he had stayed in Athens he could have 
reached these alleged goals had he wanted to {ep.5, lines 33-77). 
The argument runs as follows: (a) at Euripides' advanced age, the 
accumulation o f wealth does not make much sense; (b) he could have left for 
Macedonia much earlier in his life had he wished to do so; (c) even i f he accepted 
any gifts from the king, he would never keep them. Under (a) we can subsume the 
argument that Euripides was not inclined to die on foreign ground (lines 45-6) and 
to leave even more wealth to Archelaus (lines 46-7); under (b) that he would have 
needed riches only for his mother's sake and only in her lifetime (lines 37-43) and 
that he had all the necessary connections to approach the king and ask him for 
favours in terms of either power or money while he was still in Athens - but that 
this sort of influence was not at all what he was after (lines 61-77); and under (c) 
Euripides' joke about not intending to become a governor in the deepest province 
(lines 33-7), his claim that he would not want to damage his reputation (lines 43-5) 
and that he would be sharing whatever he received from Archelaus with his 
friends, as the passage suggests that he sends presents from the royal palace with 
the letter (lines 48-56). 
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The ending o f the letter is also highly original. After the description o f 
his relationship with Sophocles, Euripides adds a few interesting sentences which 
seem to be addressed to the reader as well as Cephisophon. ' I misled those people 
who have often stirred up suspicions between us so that they can win some 
advantage out of our enmity by cultivating one or the other of us. Even now, 
Cephisophon, 1 know that these are the people who are spreading the rumours 
about me.'"^ Euripides' message to his slave that he has 'misled' (literally 'we 
have misled', 5iapepXTi|XEea, 71)"*' people who spread false allegations about him 
can, I think, be read as a message from the author o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters 
to his readers. The writer seems aware o f the fact that the gossip about Euripides 
wi l l continue ('Even now, Cephisophon'). Thus, it seems that the author of the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters warns certain biographers to keep their fingers from 
gossip and ill-meaning rumours and suggests that the spread of mockery and 
wrong allegations wi l l backfire on its initiators ('they wi l l not only get nowhere 
but come to grief themselves')."' This is remarkable, as the author of the letter 
seems to transfer a principle conventionally used in the biographical tradition for 
'"Translation Costa (2001: 89). 
'"' Translation Costa (2001: 89), adapted. Costa translates 'I have outwitted'. On the difficulty to 
translate 5iapcxX>.Eiv into English, see Pelling (2007a: 183-5), on the semantic possibilities of the 
word, sec Chadwick (1996: 87-94). 
The problem of public denunciation is not exclusive to the reality or literatuie of the Second 
Sophistic. See, for instance, the first lines of Lucian's treatise Slander. On not being quick lo put 
faith in it (flepi xou paSlcoq nioteueiv 5iaPoA.f))- 'A really terrible thing is ignorance, a cause 
of many woes to humanity; for it envelops things in a fog, so to speak, obscures the truth and 
overshadows each man's life.' It almost seems as if the author of the pseudo-Euripidcan letters 
envisaged a portrayal of Euripides which would have the poet remove the 'fog' which was 
produced by the slander of the biographical tradition and reveal the truth about his integrity. 
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the depiction o f poets in order to attack the biographers and initiators o f such 
stories.'"* 
I f my conclusions are conect, the author of the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters would have 'outwitted' most other biographers o f Euripides. Interestingly, 
the author of the pseudo-Euripidean letters hands the authority for his writing not 
only to Euripides but also to Euripides' alleged collaborator Cephisophon. It thus 
makes sense that he chose to use the first person plural for 'outwitted'. Euripides 
finally addresses his slave and co-author with the words: 'St i l l , you do well in 
writing to us about these things, as you think they matter to us. But though you do 
well in so writing, I must say that you are doing us harm in offering a reply to 
people who don't deserve i t . ' " ' Again, Euripides and Cephisophon share a 
knowledge which we as readers of their fictional correspondence do not share with 
them. We do not know what exactly the nature of 'these things' (nepl xoijxcov, line 
92) is. But there is more to this gap of silence: as the author of the letters himself 
reminds us, 'people who don't deserve it ' w i l l not get a 'reply'. We learn that 
'these things' do not matter to Euripides and that they, therefore, should not 
interest us as readers either.'"" 
In my understanding of the collection of letters as a whole, and the last 
letter as a key to its narrative especially, the possibilities o f biography are explored 
For the principle Ucilis onilio - qiialis vita', which enjoyed enormous popularity among ancient 
biographers, see Miillcr (2003). 
'^' /T/j . 5, lines 9 1 - 5 . 
The Greek has the first person pkiral: 'they do not interest iis [my emphasis]". Unfortunately 
neither GoRwein ( 1 9 7 5 ) nor Kovacs ( 1 9 9 4 ) or Costa (2001) pay respect to this subtlety in their 
translations, as they simply translate cvepy' first person plural as a first person singular, assuming 
perhaps that this would add to the coherence of Euripides" voice in the narrative because Euripides 
uses the first person plural to refer to himself only in the first as well as the fifih letter (sec tcai 
OKpncopeOa eiq MaKESov'iav. Ep. I and E U ^ O I E I C ; TtEpl xouicov •n|.i"iv ypdiptov, Ep. 5 ) . 
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to their ultimate limits and the limitations o f any biographical text by the subject of 
the biographical narrative, Euripides himself. An alternative to the common 
biographical tradition about Euripides, the pseudo-Euripidean letters have come 
fu l l circle from their surprising start in the first letter to their unconventional 
ending. The open question with which Euripides and the author of the letters leave 
us is whether or not we as readers o f a much later generation deserve a reply to our 
questions about the life o f the poet.'^' 
The most remarkable difference of the pseudo-Euripidean letters to 
previous accounts of the biographical tradition, finally, is perhaps their silence 
over any allegations concerning Euripides' alleged femininity, his misogyny, his 
feminism, or his private life more generally. In Satyrus, as in Hellenistic poetry, 
these issues were at the centre of the biographers' attention and were played out in 
a highly innovative reaction to the anecdotes about Euripides as they had 
transpired through the jokes of Old Comedy. In Roman times, it seems, these 
themes are no longer of interest. 
3. Imaginary spaces and the organisation of the letters 
The pseudo-Euripidean letters take up the generic conventions of capturing a 
moment of departure and change. The letters ascribed to Aeschines and 
Themistocles, for example, start with their writers' journey into exile, the letters 
ascribed to Chion o f Heracleia commence with Chion's departure to Athens and 
the beginning of the collection o f Platonic letters is marked by Plato's turning 
'"' I think it is remarkable and has unjustly gone unnoticed until now that a^ioiq, the very last 
word of the letter, and therefore: all five letters. 
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away from Dionysius 11 and Syracuse. Similarly, the letters alleged to be written 
by Euripides set in as Euripides is turning away from Athens, ready to leave his 
native city for Macedonia and the court o f King Archelaus. 
My contention is that the biographical issues discussed in the letters are 
based on a macro-stmcture which in the biographical tradition on Euripides 
reflects a geographical movement from Athens to Macedonia and Chios and back 
to Macedonia and Athens again. This movement seems due to a structural feature 
which is perhaps unique to the pseudo-Euripidean letters, the structural frame of 
imaginary spaces. As my interpretation o f the letters has revealed, I regard the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters as a coherent piece o f narrative rather than a collection 
of different letters by several authors. The journey undertaken in the letters 
conveys important information to their readers. In fact, the imaginary journey from 
Athens to Macedonia and Chios has a key function in the narrative o f the novel 
and takes the reader on a highly allusive tour d'horizon. 
The first letter of our collection is set in Athens at a time when 
Euripides still seems to have had only little contact with the King of Macedonia. 
The second letter portrays Euripides as a compassionate friend of his older 
colleague Sophocles and refers to the island o f Chios as a place which is closely 
connected with the survival o f Sophoclean poetry. GoBwein understands the 
mention of Sophocles' plays literally. Bentley famously remarked that the letter 
must be forged because Sophocles would hardly have taken his plays on a journey 
as a general while GoBwein tried to argue for the likelihood of such an event.''" 
'[...] wir wissen dutch Ion von Chios. daB Sophokles sein Amt nicht schr enist nahm imd sogar 
von Perikles mild getadclt wurde. [...] Es wiiic also theoretisch schon dcnkbar, daB Sophokles 
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The third and fourth letter then take the reader to Macedonia and show a 
fu l ly grown friendship between Euripides and the King Archelaus. The fifth letter 
finally depicts the poet at the court in Pella, fed up with Athens and as an advisor 
to his slave. The construction o f the plot in the five letters has puzzled modem 
scholars. GoBwein argues that the second letter does not fit into the story-line o f 
the rest o f the narrative and speculated whether it was inserted into the collection 
at a later point.'"^ Although the second letter seems different from the letters 
surrounding it, the second and the fifth letter refer to each other just as letters I , 3 
and 4 do.'"'' And, more importantly, the narrative as a whole makes perfect sense i f 
we read it as a coherent story which runs from letter I to letter 5. 
The letters purported to be written by Euripides from the court of Pella 
put a special focus on a geographical region of extraordinary importance for the 
transmission of Euripidean drama and probably even for the production of 
Euripides' last plays. As I have already suggested, Macedonia played a major part 
in the process of the production, perfonnance, reception and preservation of 
Euripides' oeuvre. Leaving aside the complicated process of what Revermann calls 
the 'disiecta membra poetae phenomenon','^^ there seems to have been a 
sclbst wahrend der gesamten samischcn Expedition an Tragodien gearbeitel hatte.' (GoRwcin 1975: 
93-4). 
'-'GoBwein (1975: 20-1 and 29). 
As already Jouan suggests (Jouan 1983: 190). interestingly, Bcntley, too, seems to assume a 
certain degree of nanativc coherence of the collection as we have it, as he (even as he claims that 
'without doubt there were fomicrly more of them' (Bentley 1697: 114-15) gives a description and 
analysis o\' Ep. I (Bentley 1697: 123-126), Ep.2 (Bentley 1697: 126-7) and Ep. 5 (Bentley 1697: 
127-33), which arc the cornerstones for the plot of the narrative in the collection. 
'--' Revcrmann (2000: 434), 
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connection between Euripides' popularity and Macedonia from the early fourth 
century BC onwards to the time of the Second Sophistic.'^^ 
That Euripides should be a key representative o f Athenian culture not 
only for Archelaus but also for later Macedonian leaders such as Philip and 
Alexander surely helped the survival o f his plays.'^^ The familiarity of Alexander 
with Euripidean drama was legendary in antiquity and provided the material for 
several historiographical and biographical anecdotes. Perhaps the most famous 
and impressive is a scene from the last symposium, which 1 have already 
discussed. It is said to have been held before the death of Alexander. Athenaeus 
reports how Alexander got up amidst the celebrations to recite his favourite 
tragedian: 
amoc, 6 AXki^avbpoq eneiCToSiov xi 
pvTi|a.ovet)aaq EK ir\c, Evpin'ibov 'Av5po|j.£8a(; 
Tiycovioaxo ical xov ctKpaxov npoQv>\xu>c, 
jtpoji'ivcov Kai xox)q aXXovc, TivayKa^EV. ' " ' 
Alexander himself recited in the competition a 
passage from Euripides' Andromeda, eagerly 
drank the unmixed wine and compelled the 
others to do the same. 
(Athenaeus Deipnosophistai 537 d) 
For an understanding o f the possible propagandist dimension o f the pseudo-
Euripidean letters, the reports o f performances of Archelaiis provide us with some 
On the importance of Macedonia for the production and reception of New Comedy as well as, 
perhaps, Middle Comedy, see Major (1997). 
For a discussion of the imagination of Alexander the Great in the Second Sophistic as both a 
historical link to the Greek cultural past and an 'ahislorical analogy to the Roman imperialist", sec 
AsiiA'atham (2000: I) . 
For a discussion of the material see Bosworth (1996: 142-6) and Rcvcmiann (2000: 455-6). 
Allien. 537d. Bosworth (1996:144) shows how the recitation could have had politically 
motivated and lists several parallels between the dramatic situation in the Andromeda and the 
historical circimistanccs in the summer of 323 B C . However, to which extent this anecdote 
illustrates the reception of Euripidean poetry at the Macedonian coint in the fourth centui^ remains 
highly speculative. As Judith Mossman reminds us (Mossman 1988: 89), many of the litcraiy 
quotations in these souices arc mainly inserted to produce a specific literary effect. 
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interesting background information. The precise context and aim of these 
perfomiances is the subject of speculation. The play itself was, as far as we can 
reconstruct its plot and design, a tribute to the king of Macedonia through the 
establishment o f a genealogical myth. The play was possibly fed into the 
biographical tradition on Euripides through Macedonian sources, which could be 
one of the reasons why the story of Euripides in Macedonia is never mentioned in 
earlier material that was produced for the Athenian stage. 
Unfortunately, the play Archelaiis is almost lost to us, but even in its 
fragmentary state it is o f high value for our understanding of the relevance of 
Macedonian cultural politics for the performance, preservation and transmission of 
Euripidean theatre, and possibly for the emphasis on Macedonia in the pseudo-
Euripidean letters and other biographical material. Almost all fragments o f the 
play show a great preoccupation with wealth, or rather: the difference between 
being wealthy and being wise, which is an old commonplace of Greek thought. 
The connection between wealth and unmanliness, or cowardice, is equally 
ubiquitous in Greek literature from the depiction o f Paris in the Iliad to passages in 
Euripides (for instance at Phoenissae 597) and Aristophanes (for instance at 
Wealth 202-3). 
However, the scenario which the fragments o f Archelaiis suggest seems 
especially close to the picture o f the 'wise Cynic man' Euripides at the court o f 
King Archelaus. Key words o f Stoic and Cynic thought like e\)8o^ia (good 
reputation), ex)av5pia (manliness), and eA-E-uGepia (freedom) run through the 
Archelaus and seem to build the only sensible alternative to tyranny and riches. 
Good reputation, manliness and freedom, especially freedom of speech are, as we 
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have seen, also core issues of the pseudo-Euripidean letters. Unfortunately, an 
essay by the Cynic philosopher Antisthenes with the title Archelaiis or, On 
Kingship is lost to us as is the Euripidean play Archelaiis}^^ It is perfectly 
possible, but can of course not be verified in any way, that the treatise by the 
Cynic philosopher as well as the lost play could have influenced the author of our 
letters.'^' 
4. The Function of the Texts 
In the shaping o f ancient biographies o f famous people, forged letters play an 
important role. The assumption held by most scholars today is that most o f the 
letters ascribed to the 'big names' of Greek history and literature were produced in 
order to compensate for the lack of biographical material about the individuals in 
question. The letters ascribed to Plato seem to be the last resort for defenders o f 
the authenticity of such letters. The struggles over their status are fought much 
more fiercely than that over the status o f any other Greek letters. This seems to be 
mostly because o f the philosophical and political claims connected with them but 
nevertheless shows the longing for authentic, or even just mock-authentic 
' '" For the title Apxe^aoq y\ nepl PaoiA,Elaq see Diog. Laeri. 6, 18. We only have one instance, 
at which its anti-Gorgian tendency is repoticd (Allien. 5, 220d: 6 5' "ApxEA.aoq Fopylou tou 
pi'Ttopoq K-ttTaSponnv rcepiexei). For reconstructions of the play Arclielaiis, see Schmid-Stiihlin 
(1940: 626-8); I larder (1985); .louan/Van Looy (1998: 276-307); Collaid/Cropp/Gibert (2004: 330-
62). For a discussion of its relevance as valid evidence for Euripides' stay in Macedonia see 
pp. 173-5 above. 
'"' Sec already GoBwein (1975: 27) who argues that the possibility of inspiration taken from the 
treatise Archekins or. On king.'ihip cannot be denied. GoBwein even suggests that the collection of 
pscudo-Euripidean letters could contain some slightly rephrased fragments of the treatise (see 
GoBwein 1975: 28) - a hypothesis that can hardly be proved one way or the other, as he concedes 
himself 
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biographical information about ancient authors.'^" In this chapter, I have 
challenged the assumption which often results from such a perspective, namely 
that the ancient readers ignored the question of authenticity because of their 
longing for biographical information about Euripides.'" 
The creation o f an illusion o f authenticity was a typical feature o f forged 
letters and must have been accepted as a generic trope by ancient readers. 
Especially during the period of the Second Sophistic, the letters to and from 
famous men from the past were a popular genre, because they played with 
common literary knowledge and presented information about the classical past in a 
very enjoyable and lively manner.'^'' As a result, ancient readers who were familiar 
with the lives of ancient poets, politicians and philosophers, enjoyed not so much 
what was narrated but how the story was told. This allowed for the suspense o f 
finding out what new information about their subjects the letters might contain.'^"^ 
The pseudo-Euripidean letters are more than a mere 'charming 
curiosity''^^ and enable us to witness an intriguing take on the ancient biographical 
representations of Euripides. They are an interesting example o f how biographical 
representations meet the epistolary genre of popular philosophy. As the tragedian 
'"'- The latest discussion of this problem can be found in Isnardi Parente (2002). For the anecdotes 
surrounding Plato's life, see Swift Riginos (1976), Isnardi Parcnte (1985) and Morgan (1998: 130). 
'"See GoBwein (1975: 3). 
'"'•' See Swain (1996; 1-131) for an account of the wide knowledge of the classics handed down to 
the audiences of that period. Swain offers a good outline of how flellenistic and Imperial schooling 
must have influenced the modes of perception of literary texts from the classical past as well as the 
preferences of selected models of interpretation. On the classicising educational programme for 
Greeks and non-Greeks in the second century AD, see also Zadorojnyi (2002). 
'"'^  See Holzberg (1994; 73) for a discussion of the ancient audience's expectations regarding 
forged literary letters. 
'-'''GoBwein (1975: 30). 
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becomes the author o f letters addressed to people from his own time, he appears as 
the director o f a commentary on the construction o f his own life. 
In this focal context, the tension between authenticity and narrative 
construction inherent in any biography becomes perhaps more evident than in any 
other genre. As the voice of the pseudo-Euripidean letters, 'Euripides' puts several 
stereotypes about himself, such as his relationship with King Archelaus, Sophocles 
and Cephisophon, or his motives for going to Macedonia, quite literally into 
perspective. At the same time, the setting o f the letters constantly reminds us of the 
fact that the past is being created before our eyes and that the Euripides speaking 
to us here is approximately 600 years younger than the Euripides he is writing 
about and lending his voice to. 
In the pseudo-Euripidean letters, the relationship between Euripides and 
the Macedonian King Archelaus is for the first time animated in a set o f narrative 
texts that self-consciously exploit the topos of 'friendship between tyrant and wise 
man', even though the tyrant, ironically, does not appear to be tyrannical at all but 
rather acts as a humane and benevolent sovereign. The role of the tyrant, strongly 
emphasised in other sources that describe Archelaus and Macedonia, is thus 
substituted by the role of the 'philanthropic ruler.''^^ 
The second letter of the collection has a special status, just like the last 
one: both o f them are not addressed to Archelaus and both of them deal with the 
poet's life in Athens and his profession as a playwright rather than with his life at 
the court o f Pella. However, it could be shown that letter 2 and letter 5 refer to 
each other and belong to the collection as a whole. The narrative of the letters is 
Sec Ep. 1,9-11 and 15 f f , and EpA, 9-13; 36-43 and 61 ff 
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carefully arranged and highly stylised: the first and last letter give the frame for the 
'spatial' design o f the narrative, whereas at the same time they reflect how the 
collection is divided into letters concerning political-philosophical issues (letters 1, 
3 and 4) and letters concerning personal and poetic issues (letters 2 and 5). Thus, 
the connection between the first, the second, and the last letter guarantees not only 
a closed composition of the whole collection but also provides the links to its inner 
structure and coherence. 
The fact that the second letter interrupts the narrative that started with 
letter 1 led interpreters to the assumption that it was 'forged' (Bentley) or added 
into the corpus at a later stage (GoBwein).'^** Yet, the position o f the letter is ideal, 
i f we consider its function within the narrative of the collection. The second letter 
first and foremost serves to slow down the series o f events that was triggered o f f 
by the first letter. 
We have seen that the political-philosophical letters are modelled on 
popular Cynicism. The philosophical topos of shipwreck or near-shipwreck, the 
metaphor o f the agitated sea for inner tunnoil and loss o f the soul's natural 
ya^rivTi, is refened to in the second letter. The letter can thus be read as an 
example of narrating Cynic and Epicurean ideals in the form of a story. Not the 
material loss o f Sophocles' plays is of interest but the survival of their author. 
Quite practically, the letter seems to give advice to someone who has suffered 
' GoBwein (1975: 16) argues for the 'in-iuithenticiiy' of tlie letter by suggesting that its grammar 
and vocabulary stem from the second and third century I3C: on p. 18 he claims that two 
'peculiarities' make Ep.l different from the rest of the collection: (a) its completely different 
contents ('inhaltliche Isolierung') and (b) its awkward position ('die merkwiirdige Position dcs 
I3riefes [...] an dcr die Handschrifien cinmiitig festhalicn'). Since I believe that the manuscripts 
stuck to the order of the letters with good reason, I hope that my analysis of the letters will increase 
the willingness of scholars to read Ep.l. as an integral part of the collection rather than as a strange 
intruder. 
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turmoil and provides an example o f a certain type o f letter ('advice for a friend in 
distress'), just as the letters to Archelaus are examples o f advice to a ruler and the 
letter to Cephisophon shows how to express one's disapproval in a letter. In 
contrast to the tradition o f Sophocles as the solemn and considerate Athenian, the 
narrative voice o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters depicts Sophocles not only as a 
victim to calamity but also as a poet leaving Athens for Chios (why else, we 
wonder, would he have all his plays with him on the ship?). 
The third and fourth letters are letters o f thanks and advice from 
Euripides to King Archelaus, while the f i f t h letter unfolds as a typical letter of 
personal defence. Striking and dense as the first, the second and the fourth letter, it 
exploits the themes and connotations given in the previous correspondence to the 
fullest in that it boldly admits forgery, stresses the confidential and private 
atmosphere both at the court o f Archelaus and between Euripides and Sophocles, 
and reaffirms (perhaps ironically) the apologetic impetus of letter-writing. The 
f i f th letter hence contains the function of the whole collection in a nutshell. 
Holzberg defined the depiction o f the relationship of an intellectual with 
a man o f political power as the main function and aim of the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters. However, his definition neglects several important peculiarities o f the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters, most importantly their function for a rhetorically 
educated audience and their contribution to the shaping of the ancient biographical 
tradition on Euripides.'^'^ The crucial point which all interpreters o f the pseudo-
Euripidean letters appear to have missed so far is, to my impression, the degree of 
Holzbcig (1994; 13): 'Das zentralc Tliema des irgcndwann im I./2. Jahihiindcrl n.Chr. 
ciiistandcnen Buchcs "EjtioToX.al EupiJiiSou ist wic in dcm Buch ErtiotoXal riA.aTa)vo(; das 
Vcrhaltnis eincr gcistigcn Pcrsonlichkcit f...] zu cincm Machthabcr.' 
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self-awareness evident in the text. Not only does the narrative relate to previous 
biographical representations of Euripides, it also scnitinizes the mechanisms of 
biographical writing on a more general level. At the very end of the narrative and 
in a final remark to his slave Cephisophon, Euripides, as commentator on his own 
biography, infomis us that he is aware of the biographical nonsense that is being 
produced about his persona even after he has left Athens (and, for us as the 
readers o f the letters, even several hundred years after his death). The ultimate 
answer o f 'Euripides' to his enemies and self-made biographers is clear: they 
deserve no answer, no explanation, and no details about the life of the poet and the 
possible motives for his movements in Athens or elsewhere. 
A close reading of letters 2 and 5 can uncover just how much the texts 
play not only with generic conventions but also with the knowledge and 
expectations o f its ancient audience. Constructed around an alleged turning point 
in the life o f Euripides, the letters open the imaginary stage for a discussion about 
humanity, authorship, authenticity and intellectual heritage. As the reader travels 
with the letters to the imaginary spaces o f Athens, Macedonia and Chios, the 
entire life story of Euripides and his alleged comiections with the Macedonian 
court is (re-)constructed. And so is the story of the literary past and present: with 
Euripides, we envisage Athens at the end o f the fifth century BC, with his letters 
to Archelaus we travel to Macedonia as a seemingly timeless place which blurs 
into the image of a barbarian centre for the patronage of avant-garde art 
production; while with Chios and Sophocles' alleged shipwreck and loss of his 
plays, neatly tucked into the main narrative of Euripides, the novel challenges the 
stereotypes of biographical writing, literary histoi-y and canonization. 
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Putting the process of writing centre stage, the letters also take their 
readers on an imaginary journey o f educated wit. So, for example, in the final 
words of the last letter, where Euripides instructs his slave Cephisophon on how to 
deal with biographical inquiries by nosey people back in Athens ('but even though 
you do well to write, 1 have to say that you would do us wrong i f you replied on 
these issues to people who don't deserve an answer'). But the narrative is not 
mainly about the process o f writing and the intertextual allusions it constantly 
creates. On the contrary, the letters force their readers to question stories of 
cultural inheritance and literary repercussions as they had become common at the 
time of the Roman Empire. They also offer philosophical reflection in the tradition 
of popular Cynic writing. Against the wide-spread opinion that Cynic epistles 
merely served as classroom exercises for students and teachers, Klauck defined 
the aim of Cynic epistles as 'propagating the ideal of the Cynic l i fe ' ' ' ' ^ and 
summarised the situation in which the ancient audiences of such letters would 
have found themselves as follows: 
[...] in our letters there can be no talk of forgery in the 
strict sense. The authors do not intend lo pull the wool 
over the eyes ol" their audience, nor would the readers have 
been so easily deceived. The authors and readers share a 
common knowledge of the traditional anecdotal material 
about the Cynics and of the rhetorical technique of the 
prosopopoiici, which could be adapted to letters. One can 
therefore regard the production and reading of the Cynic 
epistles as a kind of serious game that was played with the 
full consent of all the players - serious to the extent that it 
aimed at Hnding a successful plan for life, which kept the 
141 
game going. 
140 Klauck (2006: 179). 
Klauck (2006: 181). 
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It is precisely this conspiracy between author and reader which also keeps the 
game of the pseudo-Euripidean letters interesting and going. As I have argued 
above, I maintain that the production of the pseudo-Euripidean letters was 
influenced by the production o f Cynic letters, and, more generally, by the 
circulation of certain ideas from popular philosophy at the time. For a fu l l 
appreciation of the pseudo-Euripidean letters we must k 
eep in mind just how wide-spread ideas o f Cynic, Stoic and Epicurean thought had 
become by the time of the Second Sophistic.'''^ 
The pseudo-Euripidean letters take up several motifs typical o f letters at 
the time of the Second Sophistic. To begin with, there must have been a certain 
interest in producing model letters for different types of correspondence. Secondly, 
the author of the collection could be sure that his letters would fill some of the 
gaps the biographical tradition had left blank. Thirdly, he could introduce his own 
viewpoint both on Euripides and on the biographical tradition predating his letters 
by slightly changing the conventional version of topical themes. Fourthly, the 
letters could provide moral teaching in a entertaining way. They relate to several 
traditions of philosophical writing, and among them is without any doubt the 
tradition of consolatory literature, which often borrowed from Euripides' 
Phoenissae, the play most quoted in Plutarch, and from the imagery of shipwreck 
as it occurs throughout Greek poetry.'''^ 
See Trapp (2003:30) who characterises the special case of the Cynic phenomenon as follows: 
'The authors of these letters were probably noi practising Cynics, but rather individuals interested 
in using such colourful characters as a good way of putting across non-materialist values in a 
striking way.' 
For the consolatoi^ tradition and its litcraiy models in the imperial discourse of exile and 
displacement, sec Fantham (2007) and Nesselrath (2007). For Plutarch's quotations of Euripidean 
tragedy, see St. Gerard Mitchell (1968). 
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With these advantages on his side, the author o f the pseudo-Euripidean 
letters had a rich repertoire to draw from and could be sure of an attentive 
audience that eagerly awaited the outcome of his work. The pseudo-Euripidean 
letters may, at first sight, seem like a meaningless rhetorical classroom exercise. 
Set against the backdrop o f the biographical tradition of Euripides, however, their 
fu l l literary value becomes visible and the narrative of the collection as a whole 
seems to be coherent. The letters do not repeat one another, their order could not 
be reversed, and the contribution of the second letter to the narrative o f the 
collection as a whole is central. 
5. Contribution to the Biograpliical Tradition 
The author of the pseudo-Euripidean letters breaks with the literary tradition 
before him in several ways. He presents, first, an inversion of previous 
biographical representations of Euripides and restores the playwright as a high-
minded, considerate, and serious man, rather than following, i f only ironically so, 
the way in which Euripides was depicted in Old Comedy. 
Secondly, the author o f the pseudo-Euripidean letters exposes the 
general tendency of biographical writings to draw conclusions, i f only implicitly, 
f rom Euripidean tragedy. Euripides' parody of philosophical claims especially 
could have inspired the author of the pseudo-Euripidean letters. As a result, the 
pseudo-Euripidean letters represent excellent evidence against the claim by 
modem scholars that the biographical tradition merely echoed consistent features 
which were created in Old Comedy. 
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Apart from the identification o f the narrative function of imaginary 
spaces and the creation o f 'authenticity' in the pseudo-Euripidean letters, the most 
important observation of this chapter is perhaps that there is no continuous 
tradition o f slander against Euripides which is taken up in all ancient 
representations o f the poet. Especially Lefkowitz ' assumption that the biographical 
representations of Euripides became more spiteful as his work was more and more 
worshipped, is in need o f modification.''*'' 
The way Euripides anticipates what the 'future' biographical traditions 
about him are likely to say seems pre-modelled in a letter by Phalaris. In EpJS, 
Phalaris anticipates the objection o f Stesichorus, to whom he is writing and 
ironically praises him in a a similar way to that in which Euripides praises his 
slave Cephisophon. 'You have been careful not to write in praise of the men of 
your own t i m e s ' p s e u d o - P h a l a r i s not unlike the author of the pseudo-
Euripidean letters seems to advertise his awareness of what the tradition already 
says about him by tweaking it. In a way, the voice o f pseudo-Euripides seems 
almost modelled on that of pseudo-Phalaris, who presented himself as similarly 
unrepentant and seems in [Phalaris] £^.66 'a man of stern, self-conscious virtue, 
determined to rise above the misunderstandings and slanders o f his 
contemporaries.'''"' 
Mary Lefkowitz assumes a general development of deterioration for the ancient biographical 
representations of Greek poets over the centuries and seems to sec the culmination of this process 
in the Gciios Enrpicioii, for which she argues that 'His [i.e. Kuripides'] life has been sufficiently 
unpleasant that readers can be content thai they have not accomplished as much as he. By 
emphasising that he wrote his dramas in reaction to particular events, the yi/ci represetiis Euripides' 
achievement as a process requiring no special talent other than emotions like anger or fear. His 
gifts become at once accessible and comprehensible." Lefkowitz (1981: 101-2) 
Translation Trapp (2003: 143) 
""Trapp(2003: 29). 
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In this chapter, I have argued that the representation of Euripides in the pseudo-
Euripidean letters is distinctively characteristic of the Second Sophistic in that it 
shows the Attic playwright as a Stoico-Cynic sage in conversation with a foreign 
ruler. 
The material considered in this chapter illustrates one o f the main 
contentions in this thesis: that the biographical tradition was flexible and adaptable 
- Euripides could be presented in the guise o f a philosopher, i f that suited the 
context o f the representation. He was famous, iconic even, but open to radically 
different interpretations and representations. 
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Euripides in Handbooks 
In this final chapter, 1 examine yet another form of capturing biographical 
infonnation about Euripides in antiquity and the Byzantine period. Texts as 
diverse as a passage in Aulus Gellius' Attic Nights, dating from the second 
century AD, the entry 'Euripides' in the Siida lexicon, and a Byzantine 
compilation called the Genos Enripidou have one important feature in 
common: they all convey not only an untiring interest in the life of the 
tragedian but also a literary interest in condensing available biographical 
information about Euripides' life into a prose narrative presented from a third 
person perspective. Surprisingly for the modem reader, these late accounts o f 
Euripides are the first extant biographical narratives from a third person 
narrator's point of view. 
This has several consequences for our interpretation of the 
biographical representations o f Euripides. We have reasons to assume that as 
well as in their form, in their function, too, the texts I analyse in this chapter 
differ from any o f the texts examined so far. Secondly, the condensed form of 
the passage on Euripides in Gellius' Attic Nights as well as similar versions o f 
Euripides' life in the Genos Eiiripidou and the short summary in the Suda 
lexicon allow us to gain an understanding of the reception and interpretation o f 
previous biographical accounts by their authors. 
These later accounts of the life of Euripides give us a vague idea of how 
much more biographical, legendary, and anecdotal material must have been 
available to their authors than what we have today. 1 am therefore going to use 
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the A flic Nights, the Genos Eiiripidoii and the Si/da entry on Euripides not only 
for an analysis of the texts in their own right but also in order to explore what 
would be lost to us had we not these later reports of Euripides' l i fe. A 
comparison with our extant sources and the material discussed in the previous 
chapters further illuminates their narrative refinement and richness in allusion, 
a quality of these texts that has largely gone unnoticed in scholarship as the 
subsidiary nature o f these 'texts of accretion' seems to have hindered their fu l l 
appreciation as narrative compositions of a different kind. 
Gellius' treatment of historiographical authorities from the Greek 
past is especially revealing in this context and helps us to understand not only 
how Gellius perceived the vogue for classical education in the society 
surrounding him but also how he estimated the reading habits o f his 
contemporaries and his own contribution to a well-rounded classical education. 
In fact, Gellius' treatment of his sources might even tell us why he chose to 
write a biographical sketch about Euripides rather than any other canonized 
poet from the Greek past. Thus, my discussion of Gellius' Attic Nights, the 
Genos Euhpidoii and the Siida entry also sheds some light on the process of 
reception and canonization in Rome and Byzantium. 
As in the previous chapters, my examination of the last three 
milestones in the ancient biographical tradition of Euripides has three main 
points o f reference and interest. After a brief introduction to the respective 
cultural and historical context (section I ) and some comments on the actual 
texts (section 2), I discuss the possible function of the texts (sections 3 and 4) 
and, finally, their contribution to the biographical representations of Euripides 
(section 5). In the case of the Genos Eiiripidou, Ingemar Diiring's 
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characterisation of the ancient Vita Marciana on the life of Aristotle seems to 
pinpoint the problem and the challenge o f the Genos Eiihpidou: 
The stratification of our Vila is comparable to that of an old settlement 
where people have lived during many hundred years. I do not think 
that we can speak of an 'author' of the Vila and of 'sources', from 
which he has compiled it.' 
The Genos Eiiripidou, too, is as a collective product of several generations. 
And it w i l l be illuminating to take a closer look at its different parts. 
1. The Cultural and Historical Contexts 
As we could see in the previous chapter, the details o f the literary biography of 
Euripides transmitted in form of jokes, anecdotes, and mock-conversations, 
were by the time of the Roman Empire readily available to anyone who wished 
to write an imaginary correspondence between Euripides and some of his 
contemporaries. They were equally available to another author of the same 
time, Aulus Gellius, the author who chose to embed the story of Euripides in 
his opus magnum, the Attic Nights.^ The Roman society Gellius wrote for was 
shaped, and defined itself, by the standards of a Greco-Roman paideia which 
was part o f a general, politically motivated, longing for the Athenian past.^ 
Gellius' writing doubtlessly stands in the tradition of the Roman 
Empire in trying to achieve literary immortality by re-visiting the Greek past 
and its authors. Instead o f praising their own literary skills, the authors of 
Gellius' time often resort to praising the 'good old times', and through their 
praise of them participate in the revived importance and glory of the past. The 
concept of praising others in order to ensure they are not forgotten seems to be 
' Diiring(1957: 118). 
" On the overall satirical mode of Nodes Allicae, sec Keulen (2004), Vogt-Spira (2007) and 
Kculen (2009). For the political context of the time, see Berthold (1996: 508-12), and Pau.sch 
(2004: 196-7). 
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almost the inversion o f the mockery o f Euripides so prominent in the earliest 
biographical representations. 
Ridiculing the influential poet in order to participate in his cultural 
impact, as exercised by Aristophanes, is no longer replaced by a semi-serious 
portrayal of how other people depict Euripides, as it is exercised in Satyrus' 
Bios Ewipidoii. Instead, similar to the depiction o f Euripides in the pseudo-
Euripidean letters, the influential poet is praised and presented as an ideal. In a 
society which was greatly influenced by the concept o f the ciirsiis hononim, 
Gellius uses historical characters and events as useful exempla for the present.'' 
As Gellius dedicates a whole chapter (15.20) of the Nodes Afficae to 
Euripides,^ he erects a biographical monument for the tragedian which he did 
not erect for any other Greek poet. 
The Genos Ewipidou is a rather different document. It was shaped 
and compiled by several hands and represents the result of centuries of 
revision, re-ordering, and rewriting of the biographical tradition on Euripides. 
Despite its multi-layered histoiy, the text seems not to have been harmonised 
or polished. But the addition o f snippets of information, without the removal of 
other parts, is not necessarily owed to negligence. It may partly be owed to the 
conventions of the genre of a ykvoq, which, not unlike other explanatoiy genres 
such as scholia or glossai, follows other principles than a coherent prose 
narrative. In contrast to most other texts that have come down to us from 
antiquity, we have not only the surface and final result of a long and 
complicated process of reception, transmission and editing, but a stratified 
^ For the cult of the past in Gellius' work see Anderson (1993: 11-12), Vessey (1994), 
Korenjak (1998), Whitmarsh (2001a: 167-8), and Pausch (2004: 9-29). 
•* On the impact of the ciir.sii.s hononim on the literary scene in Rome, see Farrell (2002: 34-5) 
and Pausch (2004: 9-29): on the phenomenon of the claios vims colcie see Pausch (2004: 24-
9). 
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object with origins in several centuries, not unlike the image of an 
archaeological site evoked in the quotation by During. 
The Genos Eiiripidou presents us with three different versions of 
Euripides' l ife, which, at different stages of the evolution o f the text, must have 
seemed worth preserving. This tells us something important about how the 
contributors to the Genos Ewipidou approached their own work. They were 
not in the business of replacing or erasing but rather participated in an open 
process o f production and added what they considered as important to a larger 
narrative. The last and most recent part of the Genos Euripidoii could have 
been compiled around the same time as, or even later than, the Siida entry, 
whereas its first and oldest parts date back to Alexandrian times, when short 
abstracts of the lives of Greek poets were added to the editions o f their plays. 
The Siida entry on Euripides (E 3695 s.v. EijpiTi'iSric;)'' tells a 
different story. Like the youngest part o f the Genos Eiiripidoii, it was 
composed roughly at the same period in which the famous miniscule codex 
evolved, from which all extant medieval manuscripts of Euripides' plays 
descend and which contained copious variant readings and glosses. The interest 
in Euripides and his plays was again a scholarly one.^ The account of the life of 
Euripides in the Siida lexicon is different both from the stoiy narrated by 
Gellius, and from the accounts o f the Genos Eiiripidoii, although it contains 
some elements o f both. 
However, the Siida entry also reveals information which cannot be 
found in any of the earlier sources for the life o f Euripides. One piece of 
additional infonnation regards the parents of Euripides and their possible roots 
' 1= Kovacs T 5 = Kannicht T 2|. 
1= Kovacs X2 = Kannicht T Ij. 
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in Boeotia, another one concerns the details of Euripides' unfortunate death in 
Macedonia, yet another one his attitude towards Anaxagoras. Both the Siida 
entry and the Genos Eiiripidou were intended as useful summaries about the 
tragedian for the readers of his tragedies. Written in the form of handbook 
entries, the Genos Eiiripidou and the Suda entry seem less literary than the 
passage concerning Euripides in Gellius' highly ironic Attic Nights. And yet, as 
my analysis o f the texts shows, they have their own strategies of displaying 
new twists to the biographical representation of Euripides. 
2. The life of Euripides in Gellius' Attic Nights 
I start with an analysis o f the brief passage on the life o f Euripides in Gellius' 
Attic Nights. This Antonine collection of 'useful information' was composed in 
a sophisticated and entertaining style typical of the genre. It offers a variety o f 
aide-memoires on topics as varied as history, medicine, law, literature, rhetoric 
and philosophy, which represented Rome's self-fashioning in the mirror of the 
learning, entertainment and culture of classical Athens.^ According to its 
possibly ironic preface, the twenty different books o f the Attic Nights aimed to 
sei-ve the educated reader as a compendium of useful topics for conversation.'' 
Gellius offers the readers o f the Attic Nights a glimpse into his 
writing process and points them to its semi-serious nature. In the preface, he 
quotes and comments on Aristophanes' Frogs and states that the 
transformation of his notes into the work now presented to the reader was 
' On the scholarly endeavours at Byzantium to take up the work ol the Hellenistic scholais on 
canonized Greek authors, see Zuntz (1965: 261) and Hunger (1991: 138). 
^ See tiic preface of Aliic iVii^hi.s. where Gcllius - in a cciptalio henevolenliae typical of the 
genre - states that his notes are loose and unorganised, because they should mainly serve the 
readers Mo support their memory" (act .siih.slJiiDn memoriae. Cell . pr. 2-3). Sec Pausch (2004: 
160) for Gellius' ironical 'Bckcnntnis zum Dilettantisnuis' and his use of diminutives when 
referring to his Aliic Nights. 
For the historical context of the Roman 'Konvcrsationskultur", see Pausch (2004: 150-63). 
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begun by a 'playful production o f these comments' {commentationes hasce 
liidere ac facere, Gell. prA). This certainly suggests a ludic element in the 
production of the Attic Nights. Furthermore, it also reveals their author's hope 
for a similar disposition in the audience o f his work. '" Gellius seems serious, 
however, in his aim to present the reader with items o f information which are 
'enjoyable to read, educative to know or usefiil to remember' {quod sit aiit 
voluptati legere aut ciiltui legisse aut usui memisse, Gell. pr. 11-12) and which 
represents a shortcut to the route of honourable learning {honestae eniditionis, 
Gell. pr. 12 ). 
Having already inserted some Euripidean lines in earlier chapters o f 
the Attic Nights, Gellius ventures to present a short version of the purported life 
of the tragedian in chapter 20 of book 15." Interestingly, the passage contains 
no record of Euripides' work, which is instead mentioned briefly in a synopsis 
of classical Athens in book 17. In chapter 20 of book 15, by contrast, Gellius 
offers a tour de force through the currently available information about 
Euripides' life and career, and he presents it in a new way. 
The Lemma preceding the actual chapter runs: notata quaedam de 
Euripidis poetae genere, vita, morihus; deque eiusdem fine vitae ('Some 
remarks on the family origin of the poet Euripides, his life and his character; 
besides that, on the end of his l i fe ' ) . With this announcement, the Gellius 
seems to cover what has been identified as the typical traits of ancient 
See Gcllius' claim in the preface that he followed the random order of his notes in order to 
rellcct the disparity of his subjects [rcntm dispariliias, Cell . pr.3). For a more general 
discussion of the composition and purpose of the Aiiic Nigltis, see Holford-Strevens (2003; 27-
47). Similar to Gcllius' pretended modesty is the younger Pliny's claim to present everything 
'as it came to hand' (£"/;. 1.1.1) or the deliberately unsystematic structure of Cicero's De 
oraioi e. On the commonplace of spontaneity in the presentation of material in the Aiiic Nigliis. 
see Holford-Strevens (2003: 34 n.44) who even calls it a lex generis. 
" On these quotations from Euripidean tragedy, which seem not to have interested Gcllius in 
their original context, sec Flolford-Stievens (2003: 235). 
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biography by modem scholars and must have had a certain appeal already in 
antiquity.'^ 
And yet, the actual text o f the passage comes as a suiprise: Gellius 
mentions neither a date (or place) for the birth of the poet nor does he make 
much of Euripides' legendary mother. He does not mention the tragedian's 
plays or the date of his d e a t h . O n l y some vague information is given about 
the date o f Euripides' birth in connection with other famous Athenians in 
chapter 21 of book 17, where Euripides is mentioned alongside Sophocles, 
Hippocrates, Democritus and Socrates as one of the 'eminent Athenians' at the 
time o f the Peloponnesian War.''' 
The passage is interesting as it tells us how the 'common reader' (and 
writer) in second-century A D Rome imagined the glorious past o f ancient 
Greece. It is worth taking a closer look at the names selected by Gellius to 
represent the 'nol:>iles celebresqiie' of the time. Sophocles and Euripides 
represent the theatre (and literature) of the age, Hippocrates, Democritus and 
Socrates are chosen as representatives o f the field o f medicine and philosophy 
respectively. At a first glance, Gellius' selection seems unproblematic, i f not 
obvious. However, it is so only from a modem perspective, and with Gellius 
we are already witnessing a cmcial stage in the fomiation of that perspective. 
We know from Old Comedy and other sources that both Euripides and 
For the modern concept of biography as a narrative 'from the cradle to the grave', see 
Momigliano (1993: 22-3). For the appeal to the ancient audience and the advertising character 
of lemwaia in Aitic Night, sec Maselli (1993: 20-39). 
" Both Euripides' biith and his work arc mentioned in a later chapter (17.21.42) in connection 
with Menandcr. Pauscli (2004: 182) does not comment on the lack of geographical information 
but emphasises the lack of a date and stresses the contrast with other biographical evidence for 
Euripides such as the entry on the Marmor Paiinm or the Siida entry. Pausch explains this lack 
of important information with the 'subsidiaiy character' of the Aliic Nighi.s. 
Gell. 17.21.18: inler haec Icmporci nohiles cclehrc.scpie erani Sophocles cic deiiule Euripides 
l/ agici poelcie el Hippoci oles mcdiciis ci philosophiis Democritiis. cpiihiis Soci ales Alhenieiisis 
iiaiii quidein posterior [nil, sed qiiihtisdain leiiiporibiis isdein vi.xeninl. ('At this time, the noble 
and famous men of the day were the tragic poets Sophocles, and, after him, Euripides, the 
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Hippocrates had equally well-known colleagues in their fields; the same holds 
true for Sophocles, Socrates and Democritus. What, then, influenced Gellius' 
choice? And why does he not mention representatives o f other forms of 
literature, such as comedy or lyric, besides the tragedians Sophocles and 
Euripides? 
These questions can perhaps only be answered i f we bear in mind 
what Gellius was reading. It is astonishing, and by no means necessary, that 
Hippocrates and Democritus are mentioned together. Why Democritus and not, 
for instance, Anaxagoras? An answer to this question could be that Gellius, in 
his preparation for the Allic Nights, had read the exchange of letters between 
Hippocrates and Democritus, which survived in the Corpus Hippocralicum. 
Sophocles, on the other hand, serves Gellius as a point o f reference for ancient 
wisdom as he calls him the 'wisest of all poets' (prudentissimiis poetarum, 
12.11.6). Gellius' description o f Euripides focuses on the youth o f the 
tragedian. Chapter 20 in book 15 of the Attic Nights starts with an account of 
Euripides' parents, and it starts with the quotation o f a Greek historian of 
questionable reputation: 
Euripidi poetae matrem Theopompus agrestic/ olera 
vendentem victum quaesisse dicit. Pcitri autem eius 
nato illo [...] 
Theopompus says that the mother of Euripides the 
poet earned her living by selling vegetables. 
However, at his birth his father [...] 
In a combination of reporting the information he had inherited from previous 
writers on Euripides' life and introducing his own narrative, Gellius elegantly 
skips the whole discussion about whether or not Euripides' mother earned her 
living by selling vegetables. Instead, the social and generic background of 
medical doctor Hippocrates and the philosopher Deinocritiis; Socrates was born slightly after 
these Athenians but they lived in the same epoch.') 
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Euripides are rooted in paternal care and prophecy.'" With the choice of the 
name 'Theoponipus' as his alleged source, Gellius places a commentary not 
only on the biographical tradition of Euripides (and those interested in it) but 
also on the interests of his contemporaries in Greek historiography. 
We know that in Roman times the most widely read Greek historian 
was Theopompus. Allegedly a pupil of Isocrates, but originally from Chios, he 
was known to have been 'exiled from everywhere'. And yet, Theopompus 
managed to secure himself a place at the Ptolemaic court. His work included 
Letters from Chios, a Panegyric on Philip, Advice for Alexander, an Invective 
against Plato and his School, and the Philippica - a Macedonian (cum 
universal) history which had Philip of Macedon at its centre and also included 
observations on geographical, ethnographical, religious, and cultural 
phenomena, thaiimasia and anecdotal memorabilia - in short, exactly the mix 
of little snippets of information which suited the taste of the Antonine readers, 
especially as Theopompus' style was apparently highly elaborate and polished, 
and the contents of his writings were delightful and diverse. 
However, Theopompus' obsession with details and his at times 
rather uncritical lack of refinement met with much ridicule by other writers.'^' 
Pausch claims that the Mow social status' of Euripides' mother is especially emphasised by 
Gellius (see Pause!) 2004: 183). This interpretation is part of Pausch's general reading of the 
Attic Nights as an exemplary guide to social success for self-made nuhiles in the second 
century B C . Pausch e v e n criticises Gcllius for not mentioning the social status of Euripides' 
father, especially as he is mentioned together with Euripides' mother ('Gellius dagegcii kommt 
auf die soziale Stellung des anschlicHend und in enger syntaktischer Anbindung erwahntcn 
Vaters iiberhaupt nicht z u sprechen', Pauseh (1994: 183)). Like other interpreters beibre him, 
Pausch does not seem to consider the emphasis put on the father at the beginning of the second 
sentence {Pciii i aiitem). 
See, for instance, Philostratus' rather low opinion of Thcopompus in his Livi's of the Sophists 
(Vil.Soph. 1.17.4). Ps.-Longinus famously made f u n of Theopompus' description of a list of 
gifts sent to the Persian king, complaining of the historian's tedious bathos and quoting 
examples of'triviality of expression' ( ( .mcpOTriq t u v o v o n d t c o v ) from Theopompus' work (Dc 
siihl. 43). Duris of Samos does not seem to have liked Theopompus" style much either. 
According to the entry on Theoponipus in Photius' IJhniry. Duris criticised both Epiiorus and 
Thcopompus for their lack of litcrai-y sophistication: E(popoq 5 E Ka\ OeoJtopnoq T W V 
y e v o p e v c o v nA.e'iaTov anEX.Ei(p9iiaav. oxsxz yap p i p i ^ o E c o q pEteXaPov o u 5 E [ i i a q ovxc 
ri5ovr|(; E V ttp ippaoai, a u t o u 5£ T O U y p d c p E i v p o v o v £nEpeA.i'i9iioav. ("Ephorus and 
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The fact that Gellius quotes Theopompus at the opening of his chapter on 
Euripides is, 1 think, not accidental. Rather, GelMus could be sure o f the fu l l 
attention of his readership by placing the name of the popular historian almost 
like a buzz-word at the very beginning o f his biographical sketch o f Euripides. 
At the same time, Gellius could hope that the more educated of his readers 
might also associate Theopompus with the topic of exile, as Theopompus had 
gained such a notorious reputation as the historian who was 'exiled from 
everywhere', or with Macedonia and Macedonian histoid and historiography, 
or even with the Ptolemaic court at which, arguably, the anecdotes about 
Euripides' death in Macedonia were invented, trafficked, and stabilised for 
posterity. 
Secondly, Theopompus was famous for his pedantic collection of 
information rather than edifying insights, broad travels and ambition to report 
as much as possible from autopsy - a method which is ridiculed later on in the 
passage about Euripides by Gellius. Clearly, the author of the Atlic Nights 
distances himself from Theopompus' historical approach while at the same 
time capitalising on his knowledge of it and imitating, for instance, 
Theopompus' versatility as a writer. Thirdly, and perhaps as a concession to his 
less knowledgeable and/or less historically interested readers, Gellius perhaps 
speculated that the mentioning of 'Theopompus' as a source without adding 
'the historian' or ' f rom Chios' might evoke associations with Theopompus the 
Athenian who was active as a comedian at the turn o f the fifth to the fourth 
century BC. This second association with the name o f Theopompus as his 
source is more speculative. However, since the setting o f the narrative is f i f t h -
Theopompus tell by far .short of llic events. Tlicy achieved no mimesis or delight in their 
presentation, but cultivated tiic mere writing only.'; FGiH 76 F I) . For a discussion of the 
passage, see Gray (1987: 476-81). 
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centiiiy Athens, and since the allegations that Euripides' mother was a 
vegetable-seller only occur in fifth-century comedy, the suggestion that be may 
be dealing with a double-encoding o f the name Theopompus at the beginning 
of Gellius' passage on Euripides is perhaps not wholly unfounded. 
Another consideration further supports my assumption that already 
the beginning o f Gellius' passage on Euripides may be satirical: Gellius quotes 
Theopompus at two further points in the Atfic Nights, but not much to the 
advantage o f the historian. ''' The mention of Theopompus at the opening o f 
Gellius biographical sketch of Euripides is therefore deliberate and entails a 
comment on the reading habits o f his contemporaries and has satirical 
overtones. A l l in all, it is interesting to note that - independently from the 
possible associations with the name of Theopompus - Gellius seems not 
prepared to report in his own voice any of the allegations made by Old Comedy 
against Euripides, even though he obviously had access to this sort of 
information. One possible reason for that may be Gellius' narrative strategy of 
letting the reader find out for themselves how much ancient sources are to be 
trusted. 
" Theopompiis is mentioned at/V/l 10.18.6, 15.20.1 (our passage), and 16.15.1. In Book 10, he 
is mentioned as competing in an agon in eloquence with Theodectes, Naucrales and 'There aie 
even those who report that Isocrntes iiimself competed with them' {siinl eiiam qui Isocraiein 
ipsum ciiiii his cericivisse meiiioi iae nuindavei iiil). Apparently, the legendary competition was 
taken at face value already in antiquity, as the contributor to the Siida lexicon wonders if 
Theopompus could really be called victorious if the authorities were divided between 
Theodectes and Theopompus. Flower (1994: 57) continues this line of thought, which I think 
misses the point of Gellius' narrative as well as tiic Suda entr>', when he explains that T h e 
confusion of the later sources is probably due to the fact there actually had been two prizes, 
one for oratory and one for tragedy' (Flower 1994: 57 n.47). In Gellius 16.15.1, Theopompus 
is quoted as an authority for entirely incredible stories: 'Thcophrastus, most expert of 
philosophers, declares that in Paphlagonia all the partridges have two hearts, fhcopompus, that 
in Bisaltia the hares have two livers each' (Theophnisiiis, philosophonim perilissimiis. oinnes 
in Paphlcigonia perdices hina coi da habere dicil. Theapompus in Biscillici lepores bina iecorci) 
- hardly a serious statement if we consider the pun on "bi-' in the passage with Bisciliici and 
hina. On Gellius" source-criticism more generally, see llolford-Strevens (1988: 47-58). 
The questionable reputation of Theopompus as a historian seems to have put his writings in 
the proximity of the comedian already in antiquity. Connor (1968: 102-3) sums up the 
situation: 'The themes of the two [The Philippica by Thcopompus and Old Comedy] are 
strikingly similar. Bribery, thievery, personal corruption and bad anccsti^ are their connnon 
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Surprisingly for modern readers, and perhaps equally so for the 
ancient audience, Gellius starts his own, third-person account of the life of 
Euripides with Euripides' father, of whom we hear nothing in earlier 
biographical representations o f the tragedian.''^ The third-person narrative 
begins with the report o f a horoscope which was given to Euripides' father at 
Euripides' birth about his son's later career. Hardly trustworthy anecdotes 
about Euripides' mother are thus juxtaposed with an account that is legitimised 
by the authority of a horoscope: 
Patri ail I em eiiis nato illo responsum est a Cha/daeis 
eum piienim, cum adolevisset, victorem in 
certaminibiis fore: id ei piiero fatiim esse. 
However, at his birth his father was told by the 
Chaldeans that his son would, once he had grown 
up, be victorious in competitions, since that was 
going to be the fate of the boy. 
The atmosphere created here is almost exotic, and the mention of the 
Chaldeans as the fust authority on what was to become of Euripides certainly 
remarkable. In order to understand this new element in the biographical 
representation of Euripides, it is important to recall that by the time of Gellius' 
Attic Nights, astrological birth charts had been extremely popular with the 
Romans.^" A repercussion of this popularity may be entailed in Cato's 
humorous advice that a slave and fann-manager should not consult the 
Chaldeans {R. Rustic. 1.5.4). Astrology was held in high esteem among the 
Roman nobility. 
interest. F.Mraci the dialogue and theater from Aristophanes, change a few names and many a 
pas.sagc would 111 directly into Thcopompus' digression." 
The /c'// J'csprii played by Gellius here is reinforced by his self-fashioning in the proociiiiiim 
of the Aiiic .Nigliis as a father writing the book for his children. 
On the Chaldeans as the authority on astrology, see Liebeschuetz (1979: 260), Tassignon 
(2000: 19-35), and Masirocinque (2007: 379-384), on the popularity of astrology in Rome, and 
the reflection of the phenomenon in Roman literature, see Liebeschuctz (1979: I 19-26). The 
epithet XaA6a"io(;/Chaldaeus was later given as a title of honour to Greeks and Romans who 
had studied at one ol the Babylonian schools. As such, the title almost served as a brand which 
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Of course any reader of the Attic Nights knew that Euripides was not 
the name of a famous Attic athlete but that of a famous Attic tragedian. When 
Euripides' father thus misinterprets the prophecy about his son's future career, 
the good reputation of the Chaldean oracles, and the question of the usefulness 
of oracles more generally, are at stake. Gellius seems to play not only on the 
popularity o f Theopompus' writings but also on that of superstition and 
astrology.^' The default prophecy given to Euripides' father helps us to decode 
Gellius' comment on the popular practice o f projecting the future. The passage 
about Euripides' time as an athlete seems to matter to Gellius for several 
reasons. Some of them can be surmised from the text itself. 
Pater interpretatus athletam dehere esse roborato 
exercitatoque Jilii sui corpore Olympiam certaturum 
eum inter athletas pueros deduxit. Ac prima quidem 
in certamen per ainbiguam aetatem receptus non est, 
post Eleusino et Theseo certamine pugnavit et 
coronatus est. 
His father understanding this to mean that he should 
be an athlete and, after his son's body had been 
strengthened and trained, took him to compete with 
the young athletes at Olympia. However, he was at 
first not admitted to the contest because his age 
fitted into neither of the categories, but later he 
fought at the Eleusinian and Thesean games and 
won a crown. 
There are several possible reasons why Gellius presents the stoiy about 
Euripides' early career the way he does. First, the unusual start to an account o f 
Euripides' life might reflect Gellius' wish to entertain and surprise his readers 
was created by the adherents ol" the Babylonian schools to distinguish themselves from 
charlatans and imilalors. See Tassignon (2000. 31). 
Holford-Strevens does not think the clement we find here can be Gellian and even assumes 
Gellius made an anachronistic mistake: "The oracle that in the ancient Vita [...] foretold viclop,' 
in contests for Euripides had been trnnsniuted before reaching Gellius into an astrological 
prediction impossible (as he did not know) for fifth-century Athens.' (2003: 287-8). It is worth 
noting, however, that Gellius presents a comical depiction of Favorinus' declamation on 
astrology in NA 14.1, to my knowledge the only other passage in the Attic Nigiiis at which 
Gellius refers to astrology at all. fhis seems especially striking as Favorinus was notorious for 
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by way of inserting a likely, but as yet unheard of, version of Euripides' 
occupation before becoming a tragedian. Alternatively, the insertion o f the 
story could have been used to produce some suspense as the 'main stories' of 
the mm\-Vita, namely Euripides' career as a poet and his fate in Macedonia, 
are delayed. Or again, the passage might reveal a nanative strategy that makes 
a story more convincing by embellishing it with a prophetic authority and 
contrasting it with unlikely, perhaps even unworthy, accounts of Euripides' 
background as represented by the mention of the alleged occupation o f his 
mother.^^ 
Whatever the reasons for Gellius' decision to mention Euripides' 
father and the alleged horoscope may have been, the story of the brilliant 
'athlete by inistake' illustrates the imperial Roman ideal of life-long learning, 
self-improvement and the potentials of a 'second career', implicit in the 
cultitral concept o f the Second Sophis t i c .Tha t said, we should take a closer 
look at how the seemingly unimportant information about the father's wrong 
interpretation of the horoscope is linked to his son's future career. Not only did 
Euripides' father misinteipret the prediction, but, it seems, Euripides was either 
too young or already too old for the competitions at 'Ephesus or Thebes' when 
his father took him there - an example o f d ica ip ia which has almost comical 
features and makes Euripides' father look like the notoriously clumsy father 
Xuthos in Euripides' Ion. Thus, the consultation o f the Chaldeans by 
Euripides' father directed Euripides into the wrong field of activity which 
turned out to be not a very timely one. 
his ability to praise 'things without honour' (infames matcriac. as Gcllius calls them in M'l 
17.12). 
See Rosclli (2005: 1-7) for the centrality of the topic of Euripides' mother in the ancient 
biographical tradition of the tragedian. 
See Pausch (2004: 9-21). 
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We know from other sources that the posthumous modelling of 
Greek poets and philosophers as quasi-heroes sometimes makes use of the 
feature of predictions. In the case o f a late fifth-century rhetorician Alcidamas, 
an epigram preserved in the Palatine Anthology (AP 14.113) addresses 
Alcidamas' father and insinuates that the Delphic oracle foretold Alcidanias' 
glorious future as a 'singer'. Such a prophecy could perhaps be called 'direct', 
as it explains the choice o f career and an individual's outstanding success in it. 
Rather different from this sort of 'direct' prophecy, which allows viewing later 
events in a linear development, Gellius makes use of ' indi rec t ' prophecy in the 
passage about Euripides, which gives the horoscope o f a victorious future but 
does not allow us to re-construct a linear development from the prophecy to 
later developments. 
This has two implications: that o f a mistake in recognising talent and 
that of a delayed career as a tragedian doubly emphasised through the story of 
his outstanding talent in another field ofpaideia, the field of a t h l e t i c s . I t is in 
this context noteworthy to keep in mind that the verb eyKpiveiv which 
describes the act of inclusion in the catalogues {n'lvaKeq) in the process of 
reception and canonization at Alexandria, originally derives f rom the field of 
athletics where it was used to describe the athletes who were admitted to a 
contest upon examination. Whether or not Gellius had associations with 
Alexandria and the complicated process o f selection and canonization of 
classical authors on his mind when he constructed Euripides as a successful 
athlete is of course an open question. 
What is striking here is Gellius' long discussion of Euripides as we 
never encounter him elsewhere in biographical representations: Euripides 
For the significance of atiiletics in Roman paideia see Konig (2005: 1-21). 
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before he was the well-known tragedian. This choice fits well with the general 
narrative frame of the Attic Nights but also with the cultural context of its 
production in a society which put a strong emphasis on education, including 
discussions o f the role o f parents in the ideal education of young Romans, and 
the physical and mental benefits of physical education more generally. Gellius' 
general programme of furnishing useful stories for educated conversation 
benefits considerably from that social frame, and is part o f it irrespective of 
whether or not we want to understand some tendencies in the Attic Nights as 
ironic. Pace Lefkowitz, therefore, the social contexts in which the biographical 
narratives about Euripides were produced in antiquity matter considerably for 
our understanding of their structure and possible meaning. 
In contrasting Euripides' career as an athlete with his later 
profession, Gellius leads the reader from the passage which covers the 
playwright's boyhood and early education to that of his intellectual influences 
and the beginnings as a tragedian. Gellius makes it explicit that the intellectual, 
not the physical, is going to be the field in which Euripides w i l l be truly 
successful: 
Mox a corporis euro ad exco/endi animi studium 
transgressus auditor fuit physici Anaxagorae et 
Prodici rhetoris, in morali autem philosophia 
Socratis. Tragoediam scribere natus annos 
duodeviginti adortus est. 
Soon he moved from exercising his body to the 
study of how to cultivate one's soul and was a 
student of the physicist Anaxagoras and the orator 
Prodicus, while in moral philosophy he was a 
student of Socrates. He stalled to write tragedy when 
he was eighteen years old. 
In this passage, we are reminded of the fact that Euripides was still very young 
when he started his career as a tragedian. This emphasis on Euripides' tender 
age is combined with the information that Euripides was a student o f Socrates 
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as well as of Anaxagoras and Prodicus. And it almost seems as i f Gellius 
describes an educational curriculum with a clear hierarchy and agreed 
indicators of progress. As such, the narrative echoes the culture of consultancy 
and advice-seeking which was so ubiquitous in Gellius' time and which told 
young Romans to train first the body, then the mind. 
Both in literary and in archaeological testimonies, we can observe a 
certain preoccupation with athletics which seems to have been distinctive for 
the upper classes. Van N i j f recently described the phenomenon with the 
following words: 'Epitaphs for young notables, which presented them as a 
classy combination of brawn and brain, summed up a widespread cultural 
ideal.''^ This seems a genuinely Roman ideal, while a look back to the cultural 
context of Macedonian self-fashioning shows that even a successful celebrity 
like Alexander the Great was allegedly contemptuous of athletic competitions, 
just as Euripides was in earlier biographical representations."'' In the third 
section of the text, Gellius moves on to report what has been said about 
Euripides as an adult, how he died and was commemorated. 
Philochorus refert in insula Salamine spehincam 
esse taetram et horridam, quam nos vidimus, in qua 
Euripides tragoedias scriptitarit. Mu/ieres fere 
omnes in maiorem modum exosus fuisse dicitur, sive 
quod natura abhorruit a muJierum coetu sive quod 
diias simul uxores habuerat, cum id decreto ab 
Atheniensibus facto ius esset, quorum matrimonii 
pertaedehat. Eius odii in mulieres Aristophanes 
quoque meminit ev xaic, Ttpoxepaiq 
0eo|ao(popia^ot)oai(; in his versibus : 
vvv ovv d m a a i o i v napaivw icai Xkya) 
xouTov Ko^aoai xov avSpa noXXwv ouvEKa. 
Van Nijf (2004: 222). 
See Brown (1977: 76-88). For Euripides' alleged attack on the athletes in his poetry, an 
allegation which was perhaps founded on a long speech against athletes in his play Aiiiulyctis 
(fr. 282 N"), sec Marcovich (1977: 123-29). Athenaeus ascribes the passage to Euripides who 
is said to have been inspired by Xenophancs (sec his attack on the Olympian winners in frs.B2 
1-22 D-K) . Marcovic seems convinced that the text is by Euripides and calls it 'Euripides' 
diatribe against the athletes' (Marcovic 1990: 126). 
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aypvct ydp iVd<;, w yi^vaiKeq, 5pd icatcd 
dx' ev dypioioi xoiq ^.axdvoiq avxoc, xpacpeiq. 
Philochorus has it that there is a dark and horrible 
cave on the island o f Salamis, which we have seen, 
and in which Euripides wrote his tragedies. He is 
said to have hated all women to a great degree, be it 
because he abhorred by nature to be with them 
sexually or be it because he had two wives at the 
same time, which was actually lawful among the 
Athenians, and simply overtired of his married life 
with them. His hatred of women is also mentioned 
by Aristophanes in the earlier Thesmophoriazoiisae 
in the following verses: 
Now therefore I advise all o f you and tell you 
to punish this man for a lot o f reasons. 
for wild are the wrongs he commits against us, my 
dear women, as he himself grew up among wild 
vegetables. 
Gellius ascribes the report of Euripides' cave on Salamis to Philochorus. The 
legend of Euripides' cave on Salamis is not found in the extant text o f the Bios 
Eiiripidoit but it may have been in passages of it which are now lost to us. The 
factual existence of such a cave on Salamis, and its use by Euripides as a place 
to retreat and write is not entirely impossible. On the other hand, its narrative 
fabrication could also have been motivated by the famous synchronism of 
Euripides' birth with the battle o f Salamis. 
What seems interesting in this context is that i f we only look at the 
synchronism and the alleged cave, the function o f the narrative element of 
Salamis seems to have changed. Whereas the conspectus o f Euripides' birth 
with the battle o f Salamis, that is to say: the legend that he was bom on the day 
of the battle of Salamis, emphasises Euripides' place on the timeline of 
important events in the cultural metnot y of Athens and Athenians, the variation 
Which probably dates back at least to Plutarch. On the .synchronism of Euripides' date of 
birth and death, .see Plut. Qtiuesi. Coiiv. 8.1.1 and the di.scussion in Teodorsson (1996: 151-2). 
On the ancient historians' taste for synchronisms more generally, sec Jacoby (1902: 254). The 
synchronism of Euripides' birth on the day of the battle of Salamis is sometimes paired with a 
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o f this legend which places the poet in a cave on the island creates a picture of 
the past which is o f an entirely different kind. Euripides suddenly not only 
appears as the reclusive hermit but, perhaps more importantly, as a non-
Athenian, and as someone who prefers to work, as it were, outside of Athens.^ ** 
It remains an open question whether by ascribing of the legend of 
Euripides' cave to a certain Philochorus Gellius refers us to the fourth-century 
historian, a fifth-century comedian or yet somebody else by the same name.^ *^ * It 
seems likeliest, however, that Gellius, and his readers, had not the comedian 
but the peripatetically educated Atthidographer on his mind when he wrote his 
biographical passage about Euripides. The description o f the cave on Salamis is 
undoubtedly the description which could easily be associated with one of the 
politically and historically famous places in Attica. More importantly, perhaps, 
Gellius' ascription - be it correct or not - could have been influenced by the 
fact that Philochorus had written a study On the foiindalion of Salamis 
(ZaiVaiiivoq Kxiaiq) as well as on the Attic tragedians.^" 
Cunningly, Gellius inserts a phrase to present his autopsy of the cave 
to the reader. The remark 'which we have seen' {quam nos vidimus) has been 
taken at face value by most modem interpreters of the text. Recent scholarship 
has shown, however, that narrative devices such as the mention of autopsy in 
significant event on ihe day of his death: Euripides is said to have died on the day Dionysius 1. 
became monarch over Sicily, a p a xl^c, xuxni^, as Timaeus FGiHisi 566 F 105 has it. 
This could also have a political dimension. For an earlier example of claiming Salamis for 
Athens, see Arist. /?/;c/. 1375b 26-30 and the discussion in Graziosi (2002: 228-9). 
Kovacs (1994: 27 n.4) expresses doubts about the likelihood of the second but does not offer 
any argumentative siipporl for his assumption that Aulus Gcllius quotes Philochorus the 
historian. 
For the titles of Philochorus" writings, see T l I^Grllisi (= Costa T l = Siida (l>441). 
Philochorus' studies On the plots of Sop/iocles (Tlepi xwv IocpoicX.EOuq [luGcov) and On 
Euripides (FlEpl Eupi JI'ISOTJ) are imfortunately lost to us, as is his work on Salamis. A report of 
Philochorus' refutation of the comedians' allegations against Euripides that his mother was a 
vegetable-seller, is preser\'ed in ihc Siida lexicon s.v. EupinlSiiq. 
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Gellius are likely to have ironic connotations.^' Pausch, while conceding that 
the mention o f autopsy might just be a literary strategy of verification,^^ 
suggests that the notion o f a Bildungsreise evoked by Gellius refers to an 
important phenomenon of the time and as such gives a covert advice to his 
readers. In Pausch's reading, Gellius uses the mention o f his autopsy as an 
exemplum of a socially successful way of dropping one's travel experience in 
conversation. This is a challenging reading but at other instances Gellius 
ridicules less elegant ways o f boasting about one's education, and marks them 
as a beginner's mistake. 
There is yet another dimension to Gellius' use of autopsy in the 
Euripides-chapter of his Attic Nights. In Lucian's How to write History, with 
which Gellius may well have been familiar, the feature o f autopsy is used to 
mark the discontinuous and mock-historical way of transmitting infomiation 
about the past. Gellius seems to use the remark about his autopsy in the Atlic 
Nights in a similar way.^'' I f my reading of the passage is correct, the seemingly 
harmless remark 'which we have seen' {quam nos vidimus, 15.20.5) could offer 
a key to a more subtle and ironic mode of the text which was guaranteed to 
prove entertaining to the educated reader who knew his Lucian and was 
familiar with the problem of autopsy in Greek historiographical narrative. 
" See Keulen's short but instructive section on 'autopsy and fiction' (Keulen 2004: 239-40) 
and Keulen (2009). For the topos of autopsy in mock-historical and satirical literature - a good 
example is Lucian's True Sioiy 26 - . see Mollendorff (2000: 53-4). For Euripides' questioning 
of the value of autopsy reports in Suppliani Women, sec Marincola (1997: 68). 
" Pausch (2004: 185) argues that such an autopsy could be 'imaginary' as well as 'real'. 
The passages are listed in Pausch (2004: 186 n.2l9). 
As Schepens (Schepens 1980:19) has observed, by the time of Lucian the concept of autopsy 
has become a cliche of historiography that could no longer be taken seriously. On the strategy 
of 'not-history' in the biographies of Suetonius, see Wallace-Hadrill's discussion 'Between 
lives and history' (1983: 8-10). 
See Vessey (1994) for an appreciation of the subtlety and intelligent entertainment in 
Gellius' Atlic Nigliis. Two points emphasised by Vessey should especially be borne in mind 
when reading Gellius: ( I ) "Gellius rarely, if ever, neglected style' (Vessey 1994: 1890) and (2) 
'The 'Attic Nights' aie not conducive to the acquisition of a 'smattering' of knowledge. While 
keeping the reader awake and amused, they instil and exemplify a discipline, engender thought. 
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The picture o f the lonely poet cotnposing tragedies in a cave on 
Salamis is followed by a description of Euripides' alleged misogyny, also 
mentioned in Satyrus. Unfortunately, Gellius does not give us any information 
about his sources, but - not unlike Satyrus in the Bios Eiiripidoii - merely 
refers to them with a 'dicitiir^ ( ' i t is said'). Attempting to give an explanation 
for the rumour, Gellius seems to draw once more from unspecified sources. In 
his \sive quod [...] sive quod' ('be it because [...] or be it because [...] ), he 
supplies his readers with two possible explanations without actually giving 
preference to either o f them. Typical of Gellius' method is the verification of 
an element by reference to some 'hard facts' outside the literary world, such as 
the cave he has seen or a law he can refer to, as in his description o f the alleged 
bigamy of Euripides. With his remark 'which was actually lawful among the 
Athenians' (cum id decreto ah Atheniensibus facto ius esset, 15.20.6) Gellius 
(perhaps ironically) introduces a legal explanation for the two wives o f 
Euripides, which in later sources (in the first section o f the Genos Euripidou 
and in the Suda) were said to have been cases o f serial monogamy rather than 
simultaneous marriages. 
Gellius probably altered the less spectacular version of Euripides' re-
marrying into a narration o f bigamy for reasons o f enteitainment, perhaps for 
the entertainment o f the legal expert. He continues: 
Alexander cititem Aetoius has de Eiiripide versus composuit: 
6 5' Avaqayopou x p o c p i p o q x « ' o ^ atpuipvoq p E v E p o i y e 
n p o o E i i i E i v 
K a l )iiooYeA.wq K a i twBd^Eiv O I ) 5 E jiap' o'lvov p E p a S i i K c o q , 
akV 6 XI Ypdveiev d n a v pEA.iToq K a i Z E i p r j v w v E H E n v e u K E i . 
/.V. ciiin in Macedonia apiid Archelainii regem esset iiieretiii que eo rex 
familiariter, rediens node ah eiiis cena canibiis a qiiodani ctenudo 
displace ignorance and raise doubts about received ideas.' (Vessey 1994: 1894). The latter is an 
important warning for those who want to classify Gellius simply as a typical second century 
writer interested in 'educating' his readers by way of providing them with easily available 
knowledge. 
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inmixsis dilacemtus est. ui f.x hi.s viilneribiis mors sectita est. 
Sepiilcfiriim aiilew eiiis et incmoricwi Macedones eo dignciti sunt 
tionore, tit in gloriae qtioqiie loco pmediccirent - ox>no\z 06v pvfipa, 
E\)pi7ti5eq, oXoixo nou,'' quod egregiiis poeta morle ot)ila sepiilliis 
in eoniin terra forel. Qiiainohrein cum legali ad eos ah Atheniensibus 
missi petissent, ut os.sa Athenas in lerram illius palriam permitlerent 
transferri, inaximo consensu Macedones in ea re deneganda 
perstiterunt. 
But Alexander Aetolus composed the following verses about 
Euripides; 
He who is fed and nourished by Anaxagoras for my taste talks with a 
sour breath, doesn't like to laugh and does not know how to jest - not 
even over a glass of wine. But whatever he wrote, it had all the 
fragrance of honey and Sirens. 
He, however, when he was in Macedonia at the court of King 
Archclaus, and the king treated him in a very friendly way, was 
returning one night from the king's dinner and was torn into pieces by 
the dogs that were set on him by some rival. And from these wounds 
followed his death. But his tomb and memory the Macedonians so 
kept in honour that they have - as if on the tomb - a saying there: 
"never, Euripides, shall your memory perish in any way", since an 
outstanding poet had been buried in their land after his death. When 
then ambassadors, sent to them by the Athenians, asked for pennission 
that the bones should be transferred to Athens into his native land, the 
Macedonians unanimously agreed that the request should be refused. 
There are several possible reasons why Gellius should have chosen Alexander 
Aetolus as a reference, why he chose to quote him explicitly rather than 
anonymously, and why he chose to put this quotation near the end o f his 
passage about Euripides. 
First, the mention of the name of Alexander Aetolus implied for the 
educated reader a fairly transparent allusion to both Satyrus and the Ptolemies. 
Alexander Aetolus, a Hellenistic scholar and tragedian, was the son of Satyms 
(so the Suda informs us) and spent some time at the court of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus, where he was commissioned with the arrangement of tragedies 
and satyr-plays.^^ 
"' Kovacs (1994: 28 n.4) adds: foil, ounoxe <pn> oov nvf i ) j ' , EupiJiiSiT, <Ev9d5'> oXritai. 
See Siida a I 127 and, for Alexander's professional engagement, Vila Arati 2.323.6-8 Maass 
(= J I and T 4 Magnelli) and Tzetzes' De comoed. 1.1-7.22-3 Kostcr (= T 7 Magnelli). We 
know of Aetolus' background mainly through Athenacus. He also allegedly wrote a piece on 
Palioelus' youth. Apparently he presented himself as an authority on Euripides to his 
contemporaries, probably created the first edition of Euripides' tragedies (sec Carrara 2007: 
251) and was possibly also in charge of the alphabetical ordering of the plays by Euripides (see 
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Secondly, Alexander Aetolus' Muses comprised a selection of 
literary master-pieces.^** In this regard, quoting Alexander Aetolus could have 
served Gellius as a model for his own writing, and dropping his name could 
evoke the notion o f literaiy excellence in connection with Euripides. Aetolus' 
account ties Euripides' alleged misogyny and secluded life as a hermit back to 
Euripides' education and training with Anaxagoras. The passage suggests that 
Euripides did not like to laugh and had a sour breath (a feature already 
mentioned in Satyrus, fr.39 X X , which was probably used to describe the sour 
manner Euripides acquired by mingling with the 'wrong' people).^'' it further 
suggests that Gellius is convinced of the divine status of Euripides' poetry, 
however unsociable Euripides' behaviour may have been.''" 
Gellius' use of sources is interesting and has kept scholars busy over 
several decades. The lines he attributes here to Alexander Aetolus are 
elsewhere attributed to Aristophanes. Holford-Strevens assumes that Gellius 
used second-hand material rather uncritically and may have inherited a 
mistaken attribution of the lines to Alexander Aetolus from his source."" 
However, Lloyd-Jones has shown that Gellius probably had access to a fu l l 
Canara 2007: 254). As such, Alexander Aetolus could have been a key figure for the 
transmission of Euripidean poetry both at the court of Pella and at Alexandria. 
For a brief discussion of the Muses and its possible contents, see Magnelli (1999: 21-3); for 
the fragments, see F 4-9 Magnelli (1999: 92-95) and his commentaiy (1999: 188-247). The 
passage quoted in Gellius 15.20.8 is F 7 Magnelli. 
The graphic description of Euripides as piooyeXwc; makes use of a 'hapax assoluto' 
(Magnelli 1999: 299) which could be equally well-placed in a text by Aristophanes as in one 
by Alexander Aetolus. On Euripides' alleged sour breath which is probably a metonymical 
expression of the verba acerlxi in his tragedies, see fr. I 58 K. -A. ; for the honey of the sirens in 
Alexander Actolus' verses, see Arrighetti (1964: 143-5), Lloyd-Jones (1994: 376). 
•"' See Gellius' introduction of the imagery of honey. Like most of his readers, Gellius was 
aware of the far-reaching tradition of this imagery. Honey appears as 'heavenly dew' in Arist. 
A//.S7. an. 553 b 29-30. As the nectar of poets and an infallible indicator for poetic talent 
sanctified by the immortals honey is also a key element in the biographical tradition on Pindar 
and Homer: see, for instance, the report that a bee built a honeycomb in Pindar's mouth when 
he was still a boy and had fallen asleep on Mount Helicon (K/V. Find. fr. 16-9) - a stoi-y also 
told of Plato (see Riginos 1976 §3) - or the description of a bronze statue of Homer from laic 
antiquity which claims that 'a Pierian bee wandered about his divine mouth, producing a 
dripping honeycomb' {AP 3.42-3). 
" Holford-Strevens (1988: 115). 
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biographical narrative about Euripides, possibly the one written by Satyrus. He 
thinks the lines have been ascribed to Alexander Aetolus by accident and are in 
fact taken from Aristophanes. Kock also published the quotation as Ar. fr. 
676 b."' 
Rudolf Kassel assumed that the name Alexander Aetolus meant 
nothing to the Byzantine scribe who then, in the Genos Eiiripidoii, changed the 
name into Aristophanes,'*"' while Magnelli (1999: 223 n.24l) suggests as 'una 
soluzione di commodo' the possibility that the lines may have been by 
Aristophanes originally, and as such found their way into the Genos Eiiripidoii, 
while Aristophanes could have been quoted by Alexander Aetolus and that this 
quotation then found its way through him into Gellius' Allic Nights.'^'* 
It seems to me that the solutions suggested to resolve the discrepancy 
between the quotation in Gellius and the attribution of the lines to Aristophanes 
in the Genos Euripidoii might benefit from yet another consideration, namely 
that o f the possible audiences of both texts and hence the possible allusions 
behind the texts which quote the passage. While Gellius has, as I have shown 
above, a literary interest in evoking Satyrus and the court poets o f the 
Ptolemies by quoting Alexander Aetolus, the Genos Eiiripidou, as part of its 
general agenda to quote and refute the allegations made against Euripides by 
the comedians, attributes the lines to Aristophanes, so as to measure its own 
account against that of Euripides' contemporary.''^ 
The image of the Sirens hints at two other issues. It hints at the fact 
that Euripides was often defeated in contest, just as the Sirens were by the 
Lloyd-Jones (1994: 375-6). 
Kassel (1983: 54-5). 
Magnelli (1999: 223 n.241). 
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Muses.'"' And it refers to the topic of death.''^ As a result, the sweetness of 
Euripides' poetry is elegantly and almost tragicomically linked with his tragic 
death, which, according to Gellius who does not specify his sources any 
further, took place after a dinner with the Macedonian king. The notion of 
Euripides' death and the everlasting glory o f Euripides' poetry dates o f course 
back to Hellenistic strands in the biographical tradition on Euripides. 
Euripides' legendary death was a stock feature o f the biographical 
tradition by the time of the Second Sophistic. However, the legend that the 
dogs 'were set on him by some rival ' seems to be original to the text of Gellius, 
as does the detailed description o f how the Macedonians worshipped the poet 
and even kept a saying in memory o f this worship in their language. The 
description of the ambassadors sent by the Athenians and humiliated by the 
Macedonians equally turns up only in this text. The rival who sent the fierce 
and deadly dogs against Euripides is specified in a later source, where 
Apostolius has it that a slave of Archelaus by the name of Promerus initiated 
the murder of Euripides.""^ This version of the story may have been motivated 
by several ancient sources, one of which could be a passage in Plutarch 
running: 
ApxeXaoq aitiieele; napa JIOTOV itoxripov xP^oouv vno 
Tivoq Twv ouvriGcov oij (ii'iv EniEiKUv eKeXeuoev 
EupiTiiSp Tov Tta'iSa bovvai- GaDnaoavxoq 5e TOI) 
dvBpcojtoi), 'ou nev ydp', Einev, 'alxeiv, obtoq 5e 
Xa^pdvEiv ctqioq eoti Kai |.iri a'uwv'.'*'' 
When at a winc-painy Arcliclaus was asked for a gold cup by 
one of the guests, who was unreasonable, he gave orders to 
his guest to liand the cup to Euripides and as the slave was 
•"^  For a till! discussion of the linguistic and metrical arguincnts that could made the lines 
Aristophanic rather than Hellenistic . sec Magnclli (1999: 224-7) who unlike Lloyd-.lones is 
not convinced that the text has to be Aristophanic. 
^''See Ap. Rhod. /l/g. 4.909-15 and Pollard (1952: 60-3). 
""^  For the traditional connection of the Sirens with death, sec IBusehor (1944). Horstcttcr 
(1990), Babler (2001) and Wundcrlich (2007). 
Apostolius 14.83 Parocniio^r. Gi . (Leutsch ii 624) = Kovacs T 65. 
[Plut.] Regiiw CI iwpcr. Apolliciiw. I 77 a (= Kovacs T 62) 
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taken by surprise said [to the guest]: "You are worthy to ask 
for it, but he is worthy to receive it, even without having 
asked for it." 
Gellius' choice of introducing Alexander Aetolus as a source he places in his 
own text was, as I have shown above, a deliberate and appropriate one. With 
Alexander Aetolus, Gellius not only created a connection to Satyrus and the 
Bios Eiiripidoii but also to the Ptolemies and the reception and canonization of 
Euripidean tragedy in Hellenistic times. And, as Marco Fantuzzi has recently 
shown, Alexander Aetolus perfectly embodies the Hellenistic period as an age 
of transition, which may further have contributed to Gellius' choice of 
Alexander Aetolus. 
3. The Genos Euripidou and the Siida entry on Euripides 
The title o f the Altic Nights was, as Gellius himself tells us, chosen to highlight 
the context of their production and to make its readers think of the midnight oil 
of many nights spent in the course of writing them. But what are the 
connotations behind the title of the Genos Ewipidoul Ulrich von Wilamowitz-
Moellendorff argued that the title ykvoc, characterises a literary project of less 
ambition than a P'loc; and jokingly called his own sketch of the life of Euripides 
'a yevoq EiL)pi7i'i5ou on ly ' . " However, this assumption has not gone 
unchallenged, and we have no solid evidence that ancient biographers preferred 
one title over the other, or that a yevoq was seen as a work of less depth and 
seriousness than a ^'wq. As a matter of fact, the ful l title given by Byzantine 
scholars to the Genos Euripidoii runs: Fevoq E'upini.Sot) Kal P'loc;. 
Fantuzzi (2000; 122). 
" Wilainowiiz-Mocllcndorffi 1867: 1-2). 
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In Frogs 946, Dionysus jokingly refers to the yevoq of Euripides.^" 
By using the buzz-word Yevoq he may be referring not only to the lengthy 
genealogies o f the prologues in Euripidean tragedy parodied a few lines later 
but also to much comic derision o f the tragedian, his 'private l i fe ' , that is: the 
jokes about his mother and the allegations concerning his wife and his slave 
Cephisophon. At the same time, the buzz-word yevoc; also seems to refer to the 
yevoq o f Euripidean tragedy. 
The choice o f the title Genos Euripidou for a collection of 
biographical sketches o f the poet can draw on both traditions, as the readers of 
such biographical sketches about Euripides were undoubtedly familiar with 
Aristophanes and the usual allegations against Euripides concerning his life 
and the style of his tragedies. The title Genos Eiiripidoii, then, could perhaps be 
called a 'mock-title'. We have to keep in mind, however, that the title Tevoq 
EupiTtiSou is not as such in any way unusual for a biographical treatise. We 
know, for example, that Carystius wrote a Fevoq locpoK^eo-uq Kai pi-oc;." 
The text o f the Genos Euripidou can be divided into three parts. The 
first part (1-20 Kovacs = l A + I B Kannicht) gives a summary of Euripides' life 
in a chronological fashion, the second part (21-31 Kovacs = II Kannicht) 
elaborates the story o f Euripides' death with the help of anecdotes and 
quotations, and the final part (32-38 Kovacs = I I I Kannicht) includes criticism 
'"The line is spoken as an inlcrruption of a little speech by Euripides, in which he discusses the 
lelbiniation of the genre ( V E V O C ; ) of tragedy. Euripides describes the genre of tragedy as an 
obese woman, who is in urgent need of medical advice. It is not unlikely that by the imagery 
evoked the 'mcagreness' or even 'slavish thinness' of Euripidcan tragedy [i.e. its style] are 
ridiculed in contrast to the bombast of Aeschylean tragedy. Some inteipreters even claim that 
Euripides" mother represents Euripides' origins and hence also the yevoq of his tragedies. See 
Fornaro (1979: 22): 'la niadrc c anchc [...] il yevoq (nascimento e natura) dell'uomo e percio 
del pocta.'- an inteqjreiation I do not find ycry convincing. The paiimpsest-iikc. unorthodo.x 
and seemingly chaotic structure of many Euripidean plots, however, may have been echoed in 
liie structure of the Genos. Il was certainly echoed in the allegations made against Euripides 
with regard to )iis private life. On the dynamics of which see Fornaro (1979: 18-2.1) who sums 
up the development of the metaphor of the mother of Euripides as "prima metafora clinica. poi 
metafora sessuale." (1979: 21). 
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of Euripides' work, mainly concerning the prologues of Euripidean tragedies.^'' 
While the first and second part seem influenced by Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidoii 
and draw on some of the material which is also used by Gellius, the last part of 
the Genos Ewipidoii seems to have used predominantly the infomiation on 
Euripides provided by Old Comedy and the Hellenistic epigrams. 
The first part of Euripides' origins and life expands the narrative we 
already found in Gellius. Euripides' father is now said to be a shopkeeper 
(KantjA-oq) by the name of Mnesarchides, married to a vegetable-seller by the 
name of Cleito, who we already know from the pseudo-Euripidean letters. This 
information is partly repeated in the Suda lexicon. However, the author o f the 
Siida entry refuses to accept the tradition that Euripides' mother was a 
vegetable-seller, and quotes Philochorus - almost as a counter-quotation to 
Gellius' citation o f Theopompus - to prove it wrong (Kovacs T 2.2 = Kannicht 
T3.1) : 
0\)K dXr|9£q 5e, coq Xaxavonco^K; r\v r\ |a.rixrip aij-coti- K a i 
yap tdjv a(p65pa e-uyevcbv E T U Y X C V E V , coq aTtoSelKvuoi 
o a o x o p o q [FGrHist 328 F 218] 
' I t is not true that his mother was a vegetable-seller. In fact, she 
happened to belong to a very noble family, as Philochoms 
demonstrates. 
The first part of the Genos Eiiripidoii then explains allegations about 
collaboration concerning Euripides' work and gives the names of Mnesilochus, 
Socrates, Cephisophon and Timocrates of Argos as supposed candidates for 
poetic collaboration. It also gives an account of other achievements and 
positions held by Euripides. These include his career as a painter, the fact that 
Sec Bagordo( 1998: 57). 
This explains how Dclcourl (1933: 272) could come to the conclusion thai M'auteur dc la 
notice Genos 111 parait avoir cii dc Tcsprit critique." 
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his pictures were on exhibition in Megara, and the rumours that he held 
custody at a sacred site o f Apollo Zosterius and was a npo^evoq of Magnesia. 
The first part of the Genos Euripidoii counts Euripides' artistic 
achievements as 92 plays, of which 78 are said to have survived and three to be 
apoci7phal, and, again quoting Philochorus, has the playwright die at the age 
of 70, but also quotes Eratosthenes for an alternative calculation (75 y e a r s ) . I t 
then mentions Euripides' burial in Macedonia, his cenotaph in Athens and the 
epigram alleged to have been written by either Thucydides or Timotheus, 
reports that both Euripides' grave and his cenotaph were struck by lightning 
and that Sophocles was said to have showed himself and the chorus of his play 
publicly in mouming at a proagon in Athens as he heard of Euripides' death. 
The second part of the Genos Euripidoii seems a condensed version 
of the biographical information about Euripides presented in the first section 
and resembles the school-exercise of a summary. After stating the origins of 
the poet ('son of Mnesarchides, Athenian')"^^, it refers the most common 
anecdotes as well as shott comments on their origins. A sentence about the 
fifth-century comedians and the fact that they made fun of Euripides by calling 
his mother a vegetable-seller is followed by a brief survey of other information 
about Euripides regarding his career. 
The report of Euripides' educational background is followed by two 
interesting comments. On the consequences of the philosophical influences on 
On the importance of Alexandria and the Ptolemies for the transmission of the work of 
Philochorus, see Costa (2007: 5-6). 
A similar version of this story is given in the Gnonio/ogiinn Valicaminr. Zo(poKA.Tiq 6 TWV 
TpaytpSuov 7ioir|tri<; aicoijoaq E\)piiii5r|v EV MaKeSov'ia xeOvriKevai ei7iev'(ijicoX.ETO f) 
efjwv 7ioir|H«ta)v dicovii.' ('The tragedian Sophocles said, when he heard that Euripides had 
died in Macedonia: 'I have lost the whetstone for my compositions.'). 
E\)piiti6iiq Mvrioapxi5ou AGnva'toq, Test. 113.1 Kannicht. 
' They say that he was first a painter, and that lie was educated by tlic philosophers Archelaus 
and Anaxagoras before dedicating his tiinc completely to the production of tragedies.' (q)aai 
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Euripides, the author of our passage in the Genos Euiipidoii writes: T h i s was 
to his disadvantage, as much as it was an advantage for Sophocles'.^'^ With 
respect to the popularity of Euripides with the comic poets, he remarks: 'The 
comic poets attacked him without any mercy because they were jealous of 
him' . Euripides' move to Macedonia is explained with the words: 'Being above 
all these things, he left for Macedonia'. The third part o f the Genos Eiiripidoii 
narrates the poet's death in Macedonia in a rather unexcited, and un-sensational 
manner: 'and there he was killed by the king's dogs as he returned home rather 
late one night.' 
After this one sentence about Euripides' move to, and death in, 
Macedonia, the author o f the passage dedicates the remaining half of the mini-
biography to Euripides' work, lists his victories, peculiarities o f his style, and 
gives the number of plays written as '92, of which 67 survive and three are 
spurious'. We can note that the number of surviving plays has diminished from 
78 (as mentioned in the first section of the Genos Ewipidou) to 67. It therefore 
seems apt to assume that the third part of the Genos Euripidoii is significantly 
younger than the first part. 
The second part of the Genos does not mention Euripides' poetic 
achievements at all but seems far more interested in the gossip surrounding his 
death and the allegations made against him by the comedians. Delcourt noted 
that the second part of the Genos shows a significant proximity to the account 
of Euripides' life as we find it in Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidoii. As a result of her 
analysis she comes to the conclusion that the interpretation of the material 
presented in both accounts is different. The presentation o f Euripides' life. 
5e auTov ical ^coYpd(pov yevEaOai icai 5e'iKvuaeai dttxou rtivcxKia EV MEvdpoiq. Test. 
IA.4 Kannicht). 
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Delcouit writes, is 'plus sarcastique dans le Genos, plus admirative dans 
Satyrus'.^'" I have two objections against Delcourt's interpretation. First, my 
analysis o f Satyrus' Bios Euripidou has shown that the approach o f this 
dialogic text can hardly be called 'admirative'. More importantly, however, I 
think that the second part of the Genos Euripidou is not sarcastic but rather 
sensationalist and tailored to the tastes of audiences of popular literature. 
Perhaps, therefore, the second part of the Genos Euripidou had originally been 
composed for an audience in the Second Sophistic. 
The comparison with earlier biographical representations of 
Euripides shows that the author o f the second part of the Genos Euripidou 
seems to have embellished the story about Euripides' death by adding 
sensationalist details such as the Molossian dogs and Euripides' alleged 
enemies to the inherited kernel of the narrative.''' The fact that Molossian dogs 
allegedly functioned as watch-dogs for the sleeping rooms of females in 
antiquity perhaps motivated the choice of the writer o f the second section.^^ 
The main focus of the third section is on gossip and anything 
extraordinary and sensationalist: the passage starts out with Euripides' death 
('He died in the following manner')''^ and reports the event in great detail, not 
without mentioning a Thracian custom of sacrificing and eating dogs - an act 
which, allegedly, Archelaus fined with a talent. As some Thracian culprits were 
5i6 j:apd TOOOUTOV OUTOV £pA.aJtTe TOUTO OOOV cocpeXei xov ZocpoicXea, Test. IB2 
ICanicht. 
Delcourt(l933: 287). 
''' The Molossian dogs were in antiquity well known for their ferocity and said to have been 
descended from Cerberus. See Merlen (1971: 39) for the Molossian dogs in ancient literature, 
see, for instance, Horace's Epode 6 and Diog. Laeii. 6.55. 
See Orth (1910: 2548) for the use of Molossian dogs as watch-dogs over females. The 
Molossian dog turns up in another snippet which attests to the conllation of anecdotes. It is 
presen'cd in Diogenes Laenius 4.20 and claims (with regard to a certain Polemon who was 
fond of Sophoclcan tragedy): KUCOV xiq E S O K E I OUHJIOEIV MoA.oxTiK6q ( ' A molossian mastilf 
seemed to help him write'). 
"ETEA,eiJTiiaE 5£ Tov xpoTcov TOUTOv, Test. IB.I Kannicht. 
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unable to pay the fine, they asked Euripides to convince the king that they 
needed to be forgiven. The story reminds us of Euripides' alleged intei-vention 
on behalf of two culprits as reported in the pseudo-Euripidean letters. The 
death of the playwright is in this middle section of the Genos narrated in the 
following manner: Euripides is said to have waited for Archelaus in the forest 
outside the gates of the city, when he was attacked and devoured by the king's 
dogs. As the dogs were the offspring of a dog that had been killed by the 
Thracians, the event is explained as the origin o f the Macedonian saying 'a 
dog's justice' - a saying we already saw mentioned in Satyrus' Bios 
Euripidoii.^'^ 
The second section o f the Genos then continues to narrate the story 
of Euripides' cave on Salamis. The cave is used as a starting point to explain 
some of the poet's character traits as well as features of his tragedies: ' [ . . . ] in 
which he lived to stay away from the masses', 'This is why the majority o f his 
similes is taken from the sea', 'He was pensive, serious and an enemy to 
laughter.'^'^ An expression quoted from Alexander Aetolus by Gellius 
reappears as a remark by Aristophanes, and events in Euripides' private life are 
connected with the plots of his tragedies, which culminates in the observation 
that 'as he discovered that his second wife was even less faithful than the first 
one had been, he continued to slander the women in his plays even worse.''''' 
This remarkable inteipretation of the interaction between life and 
work leads the author of the second section of the Genos Euripides again to 
Euripides' death. The women, he narrates, decided to ki l l him while he was in 
'"^  Sec pp. 181 -85 above for a detailed discussion. 
'"^  EKelae SnuiepeuEiv (pEuyovta tov ox^ov. 69EV K a i E K QaXacic^c, ^.a^PavEi lac, 
nXe'iovc, tuv OHOICOOEMV. ouQjtpcojtoq 5E Ka'i auvvouq icai auotripoq EcpaivEto Kai 
Hio6YeA.mq, Test 11.1 Kannicht. 
A.£Y0\joI 6E auTov ynpavxa tnv Mvt-|oiA.6xou Qvyaxkpa Xoipl^r|v icai voi'ioavxa triv 
aKoA.aolav auTiiq ypdi^/ai npwTov to 6pd|.ia TOV '1IIJIO?LUTOV, Test. 111.2. Kaniiicht. 
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his cave, writ ing his tragedies. The mention of the tragedies, then, leads our 
author to Cephisophon and his supposed share in the artistic production o f his 
master. This is immediately followed by the atiecdote of Dionysius' purchase 
of Euripides' harp, table and pen. The story is instructive, as it contributes to 
our understanding o f ruler cults and the cult o f poets in the cultural contexts of 
literary patronage. But it also provides us with important insights into the 
connections between the cult of poets and the selection and transmission of 
canonized text by the scholars and poets of Hellenistic times. The biographical 
interest o f these scholar-poets and their audiences probably played a major role 
in this complex process of reception and canonization.''^ The second part of the 
Genos Euripidou ends with the famous quotation from Philemon ( ' i f the dead 
really have senses, I would hang myself to see Euripides'), which is explained 
as an expression of Philemon's love for Euripides. 
Interestingly, the number of Euripides' plays is not mentioned in the 
second part of the Genos Euripidou. In fact, the author o f this part o f the 
narrative, who seeins so interested in Euripides' legendary death and 
Dionysius' acquisition of his writing instruments only refers to Euripides' work 
as he describes the poet as composing similes taken from the imagery of the 
sea in his cave on Salamis, and as he describes his private afflictions as the 
alleged motivation to write a certain line in the play Hippolytus. Hence, the 
focus of the second part of the Genos Euripidou is entirely on Euripides the 
man as almost separate from his work, while the first and last part of the Genos 
display a certain historical interest in Euripides, and go beyond the 
'romanticising' approach of the second part by establishing historical dates (the 
'" For a more detailed discussion of the stoi^ about Dionysius I. see pp. 167-69 above. 
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archonship of Calliades (T 1.2) and Callias in the first part (T 1. 15 Kovacs), 
which is repeated in the third part (T1.36 Kovacs). 
The third part o f the Genos Eiiripidon resembles the first part by 
placing Euripides' first appearance as a tragedian in the archonship o f Callias. 
By not repeating the historical fixation o f Euripides' birth at the time of 
Callidas and the battle of Salamis, as the first part of the Genos has it, the third 
part of the Genos Eiiripidoii proves more critical than its predecessor. We can 
perhaps say that the .synchronism of the birth of Euripides with the battle of 
Salamis seemed attractive to the author and the audience at the time the first 
part was produced, while it was less so for the author and audience at the time 
the last part o f the Genos was produced. 
It seems likely that a connection of Euripides' birth with the battle of 
Salamis in the first part of the Genos was politically motivated, in other words 
the author of the first part perhaps tried to make sure the tragedian would be 
connected with an historically important date in the collective memory of 
Athens in the mind of his readers. This seems no longer to have been of interest 
for either the author of the second nor the author of the third part of the Genos. 
Rather, the political interest seems to have shifted from an Athenocentric view 
to a perspective which includes Magna Grecia and Macedonia (in the second 
part) and a perspective that seems almost politically and geographically neutral 
as it focuses on Euripides' work. This movement from an Athenocentric 
perspective on Euripides and his work to a Panhellenic account of his life and, 
finally, a geographically detached sketch o f some characteristics of his work 
mirrors on a microscopic level the development of the biographical 
representation of Euripides more generally: after the metonymic synopsis o f 
Euripides and his work in the depictions o f Old and Middle Comedy, the 
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interest of the Hellenistic accounts shifted entirely towards the life and the 
death of Euripides as an outstanding individual, while later accounts, starting, 
perhaps, already with Satyrus' Bios Eiiripidou around 200 BC, discuss the 
qualities of his plays separatley from his plays. 
Euripides' birth is connected with the battle o f Salamis in both the 
Genos Eiiripidou and the Suda entry. The Siida lexicon explains Euripides' 
movement from the teachings of Anaxagoras to the production o f tragedies as a 
result of the poet's realisation of the 'dangers' of Sophistic education (i5a)v 
" u n o a x a v x a iciv5t)vo\)(; 5 i ' anep e'lari^E Soyixata). Unique to the Siida entry 
on Euripides is the suggestion that Euripides' parents were asylum-seekers 
from Boeotia (EiL)pini.5r|(; Mvr|aapxvSo-u m l K^Eixo \ )q , o i (pevyovTEc; E 'lq 
B o i i o T i a v i^ETCpKriaav) , a detail which could have been invented either to 
explain the preoccupafion with the topic of exile and social exclusion in 
Euripidean tragedies, or to stress the wide appeal of Euripidean tragedy or for 
yet another reason entirely.^** Before the Siida entry continues to narrate more 
details about Macedonia and the circumstances o f Euripides' death, it describes 
Euripides' melancholic character, his secluded life and misogyny, and his first 
and second marriage. Euripides' death is described in the Siida as the result of 
a conspiracy of the Macedonian Arrhibius and the Thessalian Crateuas, who 
are said to have been jealous fellow-poets at the court o f King Archelaus and to 
have induced one o f the king's slaves to murder Euripides with the help o f the 
royal hounds. 
The Suda also gives alternative readings for the murder o f Euripides, 
such as being murdered by angry women because he was in love with either a 
'** The possible sources for this statement could have been Nicolaus of Damascus whose 6 
l-i)piJii5ou n:atr)p, Bouoxoq cov to Yevoq is quoted in Stobacus' Floiilegiiim (Stob. Floi. 
2.187.17); see Daub (1881: 261). 
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lover of Archelaus o f the name Craterus or, according to others, with someone 
else's wife. Euripides' age at his death is calculated as 75 years and the transfer 
of his bones to Pella is mentioned, before the lexicon entry ends with an 
account of the number o f his tragedies (92, of which 77 survive), victories (5, 
of which one with Bacchae, which is said to have been produced posthumously 
by his nephew) and gives the complete stretch of his artistic productivity as 
running over 22 years. 
4. The Function of the texts 
In Gellius' passage on Euripides, several genres, intentions, and narrative 
techniques are combined with each other. Gellius could assume that the 
audience of his Aftic Nights would be familiar with the anecdotes about 
Euripides and his work, as well as with the stmcture of historical and 
biographical narratives and the chreia. However, Gellius' naiiative goes far 
beyond any classroom exercise and handbook information, as he challenges his 
readers to receive the presented material attentively and critically.''^ 
Knowledge about the tragic poet Euripides may have served some of 
the readers o f the Attic Nights as a useful tool in light conversation and a mark 
of distinction, wit and education in encounters with docti and nobi/es.^^ 
However, my contention is that this effect of the Attic Nights, and the Euripides 
passage in particular, is not their only function. Current research on the 
writings of Gellius suggests, rather, that Gellius' Aftic Nights go far beyond 
any other educated and educating prose account o f the past in that period. In 
fact, a close reading of the text shows that the Roman miscellanist chose what 
This has already been noted by Pausch (2004: 169). On the importance of the clircia as a 
model for Gellius see Pausch (2004: 168-70). 
'" See Pausch (2004: 160-1) for a similar obsci-vation in this context. 
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he wanted to include in his nartative o f the Attic Nights very carefully and that 
he selected the ways in which he wanted to present literary material to his 
audience with a highly ironic and satirical agenda on his mind. 
The function o f the Genos Eiiripidou and the Suda entry, are 
different. The three sections of the Genos Eiiripidoii convey three different 
ways o f telling the story o f Euripides' life, while the Suda entry comments on 
previous accounts and refutes the common notion that Euripides' mother was 
of low origin. But the anonymous contributors to the Genos Eiiripidoii and the 
Siida entry also add some new twists to the transmitted anecdotes about 
Euripides' life. 
And their choice of sources seems revealing. The Genos Eiiripidou 
names Philochorus, possibly its main source, Eratosthenes' Chronographia and 
the writings o f Hermippus o f Smyrna. A l l of these sources are Hellenistic, 
which supports my contention that the main transformation o f biographical 
representations o f Euripides took place in the late fourth and third century BC. 
It also supports my assumption that the 'Macedonian narrative' regarding 
Euripides' last years and his death in Macedonia rather than Athens, took its 
tlnal shape in Hellenistic times and was from Hellenistic times onward treated 
as an integral part o f the biographical tradition. 
Contributors to the Genos Euripidou and the lexicon entry o f the 
Suda repeat, supplement, and condense the information available to them. But 
although the Suda lexicon was compiled only a thousand years ago, its ancient 
editors could probably still draw on biographical infomiation about Euripides 
from many more sources than we can today. In the case of Euripides we are 
perhaps luckier than in other cases, but it can generally be assumed that a 
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considerable amount of the information that was still accessible at Byzantium 
is now lost.^' 
The Genos Eiiripidou can perhaps be read as an illustration of the 
continuous interest in adding information about Euripides, and as a reflection 
of the shifting perspectives in this interest, while the Suda entry represents a 
condensed fomi of information as it was thought practical and as befits the 
nature of a lexicon. 
About the possible motives behind the production of the Genos 
Eiiripidou we can only speculate. We know, however, that it served as an 
introduction to Euripides and was transmitted with outlines of the plots of his 
plays, the so-called hypotheseis^^ Not unlike the hypotheseis to his plays, the 
biographical representations o f Euripides seem in the Genos Euripidou and in 
the Suda entry to have undergone constant change, and, finally, a process of 
abridgement, expansion and fusion, losing some precious accounts of the 
erudition but acquiring new details which were regarded as relevant by 
successive readers. 
Both the Genos Euripidou and the Suda entiy enable us to gauge 
how much is lost about ancient representations of Euripides. As they stand in 
dialogue with earlier material on the life o f Euripides, these two texts serve as 
important corollaries to the texts discussed in chapters 1 to 4 of this thesis. The 
Genos Eiiripidou is, after all, the 'document le plus complete'^^ we have about 
Euripides. And the fact that the Siida entry is our only source for the 
information that Euripides' parents were exiled from Boetotia supports Herbert 
On the problems surrounding the possible sources of the Siula, sec Adlcr (193 1: 706-10). 
On the hypoiheseis to the plays of Euripides, the so-called Tales from Eiii ipic/es. sec van 
Rossum-Steenbcek's important remark: '[...] all types of hypp. seem to have been written in 
addition to the texts of the plays, but we cannot exclude the possibility that the narrative hypp. 
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Hunger's assumption about the function of the lexicon as an instrumentum 
stiidiorum which aimed to offer more (and different) forms of information than 
other lexica at the time.^'' 
5. Contribution to the biographical tradition 
It is almost impossible to overestimate the importance of Gellius and the Genos 
Euripidou for the ancient biographical tradition about Euripides. Gellius' 
decision to narrate the story o f Euripides' parents and the 'career not followed' 
are, as far as we can see, unique to his text. Gellius' contention that he has seen 
the cave of Euripides with his own eyes also seems original to his work, and 
can perhaps be read as a remark on previous accounts of this cave as well as an 
ironical comment on the rhetorical use of 'autopsy' in ancient historiography.^^ 
Gellius, it seems, both parodies and manipulates modes of ancient biographical 
convention. This suggests that the Roman readers of his Attic Nights may have 
enjoyed an innovative approach to material with which they were, at least 
partly, already familiar with. 
Gellius probably knew that a biographical sketch of Euripides would 
be well-received by his audience, since the tragedian was, after Homer, the 
second-most popular author in school and a popular author for the recitation of 
lyrical passages. Thus, the legendary material about Euripides, and his father's 
misinterpreting the real talents and future o f his son, may have been of 
particular interest to his (real or imaginary) readers - especially so as Gellius in 
formed a convenient collection which enabled certain readers to obtain the desired knowledge 
without having to consult or read the original tragedies.' (1998: 52). 
"Sauzeau( l998:64 n.l3). 
See Hunger (1991: 137). 
Anderson (1994: 1850-1) regards Gellius' comment on the cave as his only 'original' 
contribution to the biographical tradition of Euripides. Pausch (2004: 185-6) interprets the 
remark as an allusion to contemporary fomis of the acquisition of information about the past. 
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the prooemium claims to have written the Attic Nights as a delightful 
'compendium of useful information' for his children. 
The contribution and motivation of the Genos Euripidoii, which was 
transmitted together with the Euripidean tragedies, and the entry on Euripides 
in the Byzantine Suda lexicon, are by their very nature different from the 
contribution and motivation of the passage about Euripides in Gellius' Attic 
Nights. A l l we can say with any certainty in the case of the Genos Euripidou is 
that its oldest layer must date back to the third, or perhaps even the fourth 
century BC and that the younger second and third part were probably 
composed in the period o f the Second Sophistic and in Byzantine times. This 
rather pared-down account provides us with valuable information about the 
transmission o f the interest in Euripides in post-Hellenistic times, hi addition to 
that, the scope of the Genos Eiiripidou may tell us something about a shift in 
the interest o f ancient readers of Euripidean tragedy. 
The Genos Eiiripidou was perhaps even used for 'biographising' 
interpretations of the tragedies in Roman t i m e s . U n l i k e the authors of earlier 
representations o f Euripides, the anonymous authors of the Genos Euripidou 
seem not interested in sorting and critically assessing the biographical 
information about Euripides that was available to them. Equally in contrast to 
earlier accounts of Euripides' life seems the interest of the Genos Euripidou in 
providing information about the physical features of Euripides. While Gellius 
shows no interest in Euripides' features at all, the second part of the Genos 
Euripidou lengthily reports his moles, his beard, and his melancholic 
especial ly the populai iiy o f the groin/ lour tliiougii Greece with the educated and financial ly 
independent Romans o f the second century A D . 
"' Korenjak (2003) illustrates the enormous popularity o f such a method and illustrales its 
dynamics for the case of Buco l i c l i ieraiuic. 
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disposition/^ Euripides' famous cave, as the ideal dwelling place of a poet with 
such a disposition, is mentioned by Gellius as well as in the Genos and the 
Siida entry. And the information about Euripides' cave is already part of the 
fictional dialogue about Euripides by Satyrus. Scholars are looking for 
78 
Euripides' cave on Salamis even today. 
Euripides' cave on the island of Salamis had, ] think, different 
functions at different stages of the biographical tradition. While in Satyrus we 
have not enough extant material to speculate about the possible function o f a 
reference to the cave, one o f the authors o f the Genos Euripidoii takes up the 
Cynic influence that pervades in the pseudo-Euripidean letters and uses 
Euripides' alleged cave on Salamis to illustrate the playwright's misanthropy. 
Aulus Gellius, on the other hand, uses the cave, and his claim to have seen it, to 
place a comment on the value of narratives o f autopsy in his biographical 
representation o f Euripides. And the idea of Euripides' cave on Salamis still 
fascinates scholars, as recent fieldwork and publications about a cave on 
Salamis illustrate. Similar to Demosthenes' legendary underground study, 
which Plutarch refers to in chapter 7 o f his Life of Demosthenes, Euripides' 
cave provides the imagination with an imagery that sums up characteristic 
features later generations wishes to ascribe to the poet, and which enforce the 
myth of the gifted and hard-working writer. 
How keen scholars are even today to place Euripides in a cave on 
Salamis, can be seen from the latest report of the ongoing archaeological 
excavations at the south tip o f Salamis, opposite the island o f Aegina. The 
report reads as follows: 
l - loirord-Sticvcns (1997: 95-6) was llic Tirsi to discover this 'blind spot' in Gcl l i i i s" writings. 
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T h i s cave, judging by the ancient htcrai-y sources (Phi lochonis , 
Satyros, the A n o n y m o u s Biographer o f Euripides , and A u l u s 
G e l h u s , Roman author of the 2'"' Ct A D ) [...] can be identified 
with the famous retreat o f Euripides , where he used to withdraw 
and write his dramatic plays. T h e coastal location o f the cave . . . 
in combination with its shape and general atmosphere, agrees, as 
no other site on the island, with the description of the cave o f 
Euripides in the above-mentioned sources.''^ 
The conclusion of this archaeological report that the cave in question 'must' be 
the cave of Euripides rests on two sorts of evidence. The evidence of the 
literary sources seems to have been used by the archaeologists in circular 
reasoning. Taking the (by no means univocal) words of Aulus Gellius, the 
Genos Euripidoii and Satyrus at face value, the excavators saw in a cave on 
Salamis the cave of Euripides, and referred what they had found in it back to 
the literary sources of the ancient biographical tradition on Euripides. 
Secondly, archaeologists base their ascription of the cave to Euripides on the 
cullet of a vase which shows an inscription of the letters ' E Y P i n n i - ' , spelled, 
so the reading of the excavator, with two TTs. While Euripides was a common 
name in classical antiquity and thereafter (in fact, it still is today), the 
excavators seem unafraid of proclaiming the cultural significance o f the cullet: 
T h e inscription is o f dedicatory or commemorative nature, and 
must be dated to the R period (2"''-3''' Ct A D ) . It seems that 
during this period the cave, clearly known from the local 
tradition, had become a place of pilgrimage in honour o f the 
great l iagic poet ( c f Aulus Ge l l ius , Nodes Ailicae, X V . 2 0 . 5 ) . 
It is almost ironic that the excavator quote Aulus Gellius in their 
identification of Euripides' cave, because it is Gellius who appears to be 
making his readers aware o f drawing conclusion from too literal readings of 
ancient sources. Gellius' description of Euripides' behaviour as a husband is a 
good example o f his attempts to encourage his readers to be critical of narrative 
Some modem scholars try to connect the existence o f a cave on Salamis with the 
biographical inforination about E i n i p i d e s from antiquity. See B l a c k m a n (1997-8: 16-7). Lo los 
(1997: 4-6) and (2000; 9-65). 
'" B lackman (1997-8: 16). 
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accounts from the past. Both the second part of the Genos Euripidoii and the 
entry in the Siida lexicon seem to enjoy accusations against Euripides 
concerning his alleged misogyny and adultery. Gellius, on the other hand, tries 
to rationalise, perhaps ironically so, the report of Euripides' remarriage by 
explaining them as simultaneous (and in accordance with the law at the time) 
rather than consecutive marriages. Gellius concludes his passage about 
Euripides and the women with a quotation from Thesmophorizousae - a 
narrative strategy which could have served as a signpost for the reader not to 
take any o f his previous statements, especially his explanation o f Euripides' 
two wives, too seriously.**" 
Unlike previous or later authors, Gellius chose not to narrate the end 
of Euripides' life in much detail. Especially his silence over the Macedonian 
saying which allegedly derived from it, has puzzled scholars, as it seems not in 
line with the antiquarian interests otherwise attested for Gellius' time and age. 
Gellius' narrative instead ends with the refusal o f the Macedonians to return 
Euripides' bones to Athens, an ending which seems clever and well-designed 
rather than 'abrupt'.**' By contrast, the authors o f the Genos, and the author of 
the second part of the Genos especially, seem to delight in the minute 
description of Euripides' death just as they take delight in the description o f 
Euripides' love affairs and of his physical features. A possible function of such 
a text could have been originally an educated resource describing the typical 
features of a famous historical character. 
It is wortli noting that Satyrii.s seems to have c inploycd quotations from O l d C o m e d y in a 
s imilar fashion. G e l l i u s ' concluding quotation could thciefoie be understood as a reference to 
Satyrus and the light-hearted tradition ol' writing biography and commenting on 
'biographising' ways o f intcipretiiig IZuripideaji drama, and perhaps even literature more 
generally. See my discussioti on pp. 154-56 and pp. 165-66 above for further details on this. 
*" Pausch (2004: 188) seems unhappy with what he calls an abrupt ending which is 'even more 
surprising than the unusual beginning of the passage'. 
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A l l in all, the narrative strategy of the Genos Eiiripidoii seems less 
focused than that of the Euripides-passage in Gellius' Attic Nights or the 
lexicon-entry o f the Suc/a. This greater flexibility and variety may be owed to 
the fact that the Genos was composed by several different authors and probably 
evolved over several centuries. The conditions for the production of the Genos 
Ewipidoti, therefore, may have been less orderly and systematic than that o f 
other texts. The Genos Euripidou is (perhaps not unlike Euripidean tragedy) 
less unrefined and less sensational than the harsh criticisms in the history o f its 
reception have us believe. I do not share Mary Lefkowitz ' observations that 
'duplication and inconsistency suggest that the Vita has undergone a long and 
deteriorating process of condensation'.''^ 1 hope to have shown instead that the 
three entirely different parts of the Genos can be understood as echoes of 
previous biographical representations of Euripides and as such reflect different 
stages in the biographical tradition of the playwright. A l l in all, 1 think modern 
interpreters of ancient texts should be careful when ascribing a process of 
'inference and simplification' to textual material that may be more refined and 
more challenging than it may seem at first sight. 
In this final chapter o f my thesis, I illustrated some of the aspects in which the 
account of Euripides in Aulus Gellius' Attic Nights is characteristic for its time 
as well as its author, and suggested a new reading o f the passage which is in 
line with recent appreciations o f Gellius as a satirical writer. 
In a critical close reading and reassessment of the Genos Eiiripidoii, 
I argued for the possibility of a stylistic intention behind its unusual form and 
" L c n < o w i t z ( l 9 8 l : 8). 
Sec L e f k o w i t z (1981: 89) who c la ims "a similar process o f inference and s implir icat ion' for 
almost all the material she analyses. 
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its seemingly conventional title. I suggested that the different styles in different 
sections could reflect a mimicking o f earlier biographical accounts of 
Euripides, even i f we cannot be sure when and where the different sections 
were composed or connected with each other. 
The analysis of the biographical entry on Euripides in the Byzantine 
Sitda lexicon illustrated how the restrictions o f the genre o f a lexicon may lend 
themselves to a more conservative approach towards the presentation of 
information which quotes authorities only in an affirmative fashion and is 
never spiteful or satirical in tone or style. This consolidating and authoritative 
manner of presenting biographical infomiation is however not unique to the 
Siida lexicon. The Genos Eiiripidoti, which may have had a similar function as 
the entry on Euripides in the Siida, shows a comparable way o f presentation in 
the concluding part o f the Genos which gives a sketch of Euripides' life but 
generally tries to avoid all the gossip surrounding his family background and 
his death in Macedonia. A l l three texts discussed in this chapter testify to an 
untiring interest in Euripides and his tragedies beyond the confines o f the 
'classroom' and other institutions of education and scholarship. 
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Conclusion 
In my thesis, i have investigated how, when, and why Euripides became a subject 
of ancient biographical representations. I have traced the developments of the 
biographical portrayals o f Euripides from Aristophanes to the scholars of 
Byzantium and have shown how those portrayals changed in time and were 
affected by the concerns, interests, preoccupations, and cultural heritage of those 
who created and read them. 
hi chapter 1, I showed how the poets of Old Comedy used 
representations o f Euripides in order to discuss, criticise, and ridicule his poetry. 
Already within Old Comedy, however, it is possible to detect a shift from 
representations o f Euripides as a scandalous newcomer to assumptions that his 
poetry is well known and, we may say, proto-canonical. 
I then argued that the biographical representation o f Euripides in 
antiquity underwent a major transformation in the fourth and third century BC. 
This transformation away from the representation of the playwright as an 
embodiment of his work to accounts that depicted the life of Euripides separately 
from his work enabled Hellenistic authors to model Euripides according to their 
own interests and those o f the societies in which they lived. While Aristophanes 
used mainly euripidean tragedy, and his very own tweaked versions of it, to depict 
Euripides, later authors do not follow this strategy at all. The Hellenistic epigrams 
on the death o f Euripides, the debate about Euripides' life and work in Satyrus' 
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Bios Euripidoii, the pseudo-Euripidean letters and the biographical sketch o f 
Euripides in Aulus Gellius' Atlic Nights are all good examples of the adaptability 
of biographical information about Euripides in post-classical accounts. The 
educational context of rhetoric and philosophy seems to have been especially 
conducive to the imitation o f poets from the Greek past. We do not know how 
Euripides was read by different philosophical schools but we know that 
philosophers in Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic times modelled their writings on 
the style of famous Greek poets from the past. 
This process o f appropriation and assimilation, which was, as we have 
seen in the course o f this thesis, by no means confined to Hellenistic poetry, seems 
to have established Euripides as a 'classical' author to which different generations 
could easily relate. And, interestingly, it seems that this process is mirrored in the 
narrative strategies of paramiinesis in both Satyrus' Bios Euripidoii and the much 
later pseudo-Euripidean letters. We know too little about the context of the 
production of the Bios Euripidou to attribute to it an undisputed place in the 
history of Greek literature. It is possible, however, that Satyrus reacted against 
biographical interpretations o f poetry as well as the sensationalism and obsession 
with paradoxical nanatives which was, as we could observe in chapter 2 of this 
thesis, prevalent in Hellenistic representations o f Euripides.' The depiction of 
Euripides in other texts, too, such as in f i f t h - and fourth-century comedies and 
Hellenistic poetry, is echoed in the dialogue between speaker A and Diodora. I 
' Possibly Satynis ' Bios Eiiripicloii was even directed against his colleague Hermippus to w h o m 
Momigl iano attests an obsession with death, paradoxical nanative , and sensationalism; see 
Momigl iano (1993; 79). I lovvcver, the evidence is too meagre for us to a l low for speculations on 
this point. 
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have drawn attention to the role of Diodora in the dialogue because she seems to 
me to question some o f the inferences made by the other speaker. This is 
suggestive and provocative, not least because of her gender: in the biographical 
tradition Euripides' relationship with women was traditionally problematic. 
In the pseudo-Euripidean letters the eagerness to appropriate 'wise 
sayings' from Euripides is matched and mirrored by a parcimimesis of Cynico-
Stoic writings. Euripides is depicted, in these forged letters, as a proto-philosopher 
who shapes and remodels the biographical tradition about his person and, we may 
say, 'bites back'. In Gellius' Atfic Nights, the Genos Euripicloii, and the Sitda 
enti7, on the other hand, the man and his work seem reunited, although the second 
part o f the Genos Eiiripidoii seems an echo of the Hellenistic interest in a more 
sensationalist account o f Euripides' life. 
Two principles o f biographical writing could be identified in the course 
of this dissertation. The principle o f analogy and inference ( ' like author, like 
work ' ) and the principle of ridicule and inversion ('The author is actually quite 
unlike his work ' ) . Both of these principles are at play in the Hellenistic poems and 
both of them are challenged and taken to extremes by Hellenistic poets. The 
epigrams display what Peter Bing called the 'memorializing impulse':^ they show 
a great antiquarian interest in Euripides while at the same time attesting to the 
cultural importance of Macedonia at the time. The pseudo-Euripidean letters turn 
several features of the biographical representation of Euripides upside-down: the 
negative description o f Euripidean tragedy as poor, which in Old Comedy was an 
insult, now becomes a virtue of the poet. Poverty and modesty, the classic 
Bing (1993: 620) . 
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preconditions for the philosophic life of the Cynics, becomes a virtue that is 
contrasted with the less virtuous and luxurious life o f the Macedonian king 
Archelaus. The complexity, subtle psychology and, often, bitterness, of Euripidean 
drama is also taken up by Aulus Gellius, whose account o f Euripides in the Attic 
Nights entails some satirical remarks and comments on the society in which he 
lives. 
What we witness, then, is a complex interaction between biographical 
representations o f Euripides and wider trends in his ancient reception. Rather than 
assuming a linear development of the biographical tradition which systematically 
'down-sized' the Athenian playwright,^ we can take the biographical tradition as 
an important aspect of the reception of Euripides. It reflects his transition from 
being 'the "stepchild" of the classical period' to winning the 'undying plaudits' of 
later generations.'' An enormous process o f change and transformation of 
biographical representations of Euripides was at work in the material covered in 
my thesis. And, once the detachment of the poet from his work became more 
pronounced, the biographical material was ready to be used in a wide range of 
contexts and for different purposes. 
Perhaps there was something in the nature o f Euripidean tragedy itself 
which made the biographical tradition concerning Euripides so susceptible to new 
influences. With the inclusion of Sophistic rhetoric, proverbial expressions, and 
the display of complicated philosophical, psychological, and political positions in 
extremely condensed and pointed ways, Euripidean tragedy provided a home for 
• See L e f T < o w i l z ( l 9 8 l : 88) . 
Michel in i (1987: 128). 
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many diverse attitudes and a language to express those attitudes which proved to 
be extremely influential. This extreme diversity and richness of Euripidean tragedy 
is perhaps one of the reasons for its enormous popularity in such different 
centuries and cultural contexts as the ones covered in my study. The main 
principles o f creativity and innovation - opposition, negation, and re-arrangement, 
are all embedded in Euripidean tragedy, and they are all taken up by the 
biographical tradition o f Euripides, in Hellenistic epigrams as well as in Satyrus' 
Bios Euripidou, the anonymous pseudo-Euripidean letters, Gellius' chapter in his 
Attic Nights, the three different version of Euripides' life in the Genos Euripidou, 
and the Suda. 
The material I have discussed is heterogeneous and, at times, diff icul t to 
interpret. What 1 hope to have shown is that the biographical representations of 
Euripides in antiquity participated in a continuous tradition while serving very 
different functions. Readers of Euripides inherited an image of the poet and then 
changed and adapted it to suit their own cultural needs. Because evidence about 
other poets is lost, or remains diff icult to date, a study of Euripides is essential i f 
we want to understand the changes and continuities in biographical narratives 
about the Greek poets. This in itself seems to be a sufficient reason for paying 
close attention to the ancient depiction of Euripides, and its development in the 
course of time. But I also hope that the material 1 have considered can help us to 
question Barthes' famous dictum that 'the birth of the reader must be at the 
expense of the death o f the author'.'' 1 hope, rather, to have shown that authors 
Barthes (2002: 7). 
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such as Euripides are re-created by each new generation of readers, and so is an 
interest in their lives. 
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